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Abstract

The First International Four Seas Conference was held in Trieste, Italy, from June 25th to July 1st,
1995. The principal aim of the Conference was to bring together physicists from the wider Balkan
region along with their colleagues from the rest of the world. An overview of the current and future
major European and World Physics projects (along with latest experimental results) was presented.
Topics included: Physics at FNAL (collider and fixed target), LEP Physics, B and CP violation,
presentations from the LHC experiments, AstroParticle Physics, Heavy Ion & Neutrino Physics.
Special sessions were devoted to instrumentation projects, to spin-off applications of Particle
Physics, while the final session was devoted to presentations connecting Physics and Society.

NEXT



Introduction

Prof. Georges Charpak

The idea of this conference was born in the minds of young particle physicists working at CERN.
Because of the war in ex-Yugoslavia they witnessed the severing of most links between the
physicists from that region of Europe and the rest of the world physics community. They imagined,
maybe with some idealism or naivete, that they could help their ex-Yugoslav colleagues, by
organizing, as soon as possible, a conference where the physicists of the region would have the
possibility to get acquainted with the latest developments in physics and have the opportunity to
meet their colleagues who are active in the most important particle physics projects.
They did not intend to re-web a network of scientists of the old Yugoslavia but rather to give the
physicists in that region the opportunity to renew ties with the world's scientific community. The
initiative was well received in general and the immediate agreement by the President of the
European Commission, Jacques Delors, gave them a substantive financial support, which permitted
the materialization of their idea when it was combined with the logistic support from CERN, the
generous help from the local organizations of Trieste and the enthusiastic personal investment of
work by a group of people, scientists and non-scientists, at CERN and in some other European
laboratories.
The organizers thought that the conference would be the first post-war conference. Unfortunately it
occurs at a moment when the war is at its peak, so we had to resort to a "neutral" but still symbolic
place like Trieste to organize it.
Research in physics, like all other cultural activities, is embedded in the people, and the level of
grief or hatred reached in this region of Europe is not clearly perceived by those who have been
living in peace for fifty years. When I accepted to join the initiators of this venture, I was acutely
aware of this major problem because in my youth much reading and personal reflection on the First
World War had contributed to the elaboration of my political sensitivity. I had been fascinated by
the ease with which leaders entered into the most destructive wars, although they very often shared
the same spiritual values, or were even of the same religion, and I had developed when I was young
a great respect for the very few who resisted the chauvinistic social pressure.
The most inspiring example for a physicist was indeed Albert Einstein. In 1922 he was invited by
Paul Langevin to give a series of lectures in Paris. He refused because of his feeling of solidarity
with German physicists who were being boycotted by the French. It was under the pressure of his
German colleagues that he finally accepted the invitation of his friend Paul Langevin. During his
visit to France, he discovered the hostility of the so-called "patriots" who were perturbing his
lectures because he came from Berlin. At that time he had long been a Swiss citizen. After having
left Germany at the turn of the century because of his deep hostility to the military discipline
existing in German high schools, he had studied in Zurich. After fundamental discoveries, he came
back to Germany, which by then was the cradle of modern physics, and was a member of the
Prussian Academy of Sciences when the 1914 war broke out. He refused to sign an appeal of the
Academy of Sciences in support of the noble goals of the coalition led by Germany and had to leave
a hostile country. He came back after the war and was made world famous among the public at
large by the verification of his theory of general relativity. This irritated strongly a chauvinist
fraction of the German public and he was violently attacked for the corruption he introduced into
German science with his Jewish physics. A very large meeting hostile to A. Einstein was convened
at the Concert Hall of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. It was chaired by Philip Van Lenard,
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1905!
And it is in these surroundings that Einstein was fighting against the boycott of the German
scientists by the scientists of the winning countries. He was giving a beautiful example of
intellectual freedom and attachment to principles. At the same time, he was a member of a
Committee within the "Society of Nations" in Geneva which was in charge of bringing to light the
crimes committed by both sides engaged in the war.
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I like the idea that Albert Einstein is the predecessor of the young physicists who at CERN in 1993
decided to hold this conference. It was necessary to mark a big leap forward to repair this part of
Europe which was being destroyed. It was a monstrous cancer which we had to help cure by finding
medicines. CERN was ideally placed for these physicists to meet and discuss the problem. At
CERN we never ever asked anybody what his father or uncle was doing during the war. As long as
he himself was not a war criminal we did not see why anybody in Europe should be denied an equal
right to have a creative life. This was the credo of all the people who tried to create a European
Community and, despite present difficulties, I believe that a great step forward has been achieved in
the last fifty years.
A week ago I read a striking article about the son of A. Eichmann, one of the main artisans of the
enterprise of the Jews' extermination. He was captured by the Israelis and hung. His son is a
respected professor at the University of Heidelberg and a very decent man. He did not try to hide
himself or deny the reality as "negationists" do. I cannot imagine anybody aggressing him for deeds
beyond his personal responsibility. The collective responsibility of the German people and the
German State is something different. It is because present Germany acknowledged the crimes of the
German State during World War II that it is now a respected member of the democratic nations. It is
in fact a good example for many other nations who are bearing a very strong responsibility in the
desperate state of some parts of the world because of brutal behaviour during the times of slavery,
colonial conquests, colonial wars, ruthless economic imperialism, and so on. But who would ever
admit that their responsibility bears with it some moral obligation for solidarity and repair? This is
why I personally consider that the United Nations are rendering a great service to the peoples of the
ex-Yugoslavia by instituting a tribunal for war crimes.
It is relatively unimportant whether they can catch the criminals and punish them. But in ten, twenty
years they will enable the new generations to distance themselves from criminal acts which can be
justified by no decent cause.
The organizing committee has had to meet the difficulty of bringing together, in a purely scientific
conference, peoples from the different regions of ex-Yugoslavia. Only one Slovene participated,
many other invited participants declined for ideological reasons, and we even encountered the
problem of people denying us the right to invite participants of another ethnic group not because
this person had committed crimes but because a relation of this person (his father or uncle) had. I
think that they will discover that they were wrong. They will find these colleagues again in all
future scientific conferences if they continue to participate in scientific life.
When we worked with Soviet colleagues at CERN for many years, we discovered that the majority
of them, not all, after working for several years with us, progressively rejected the grip of the
totalitarian ideology of their country. The team work typical of modern high-energy physics can
help the creation of a scientific community which has broader and more generous views than those
of many local political leaders.
I wish to emphasize nevertheless that the organizers did not want to limit the scope of the
conference to the topic of particle physics. On the programme there is an interesting session on the
applications of particle detectors to biology or medicine. The participants will also be introduced to
some hot problems facing mankind such as the disposal of the stock of nuclear weapons left over by
the end of the cold war. I regret that Leon Lederman could not come to present a grandiose
undertaking he is carrying out in the United States with the goal of introducing generalized
scientific education for children between the age of 6 and 13. I have seen the programme applied in
some public schools in the United States and I believe it is a challenge for all scientists. We will
certainly have a lecture from Lederman on the programme of the next "Four Seas Conference"
which, I am sure, will continue for the good of science and of the scientists who will get from these
conferences a considerable help against isolation.
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Editorial Introduction

The idea of organizing an International Physics Conference was born in 1992, when "ethnic
cleansing" in Bosnia was at its worst. Spontaneously, physicists from the Balkans (but also others
who had contacts with the region) felt the necessity to "do something" in order to show their
opposition to barbarity and their solidarity to their colleagues and the people of the region.
Messages from colleagues in ex-Yugoslavia were alarming. Faced with the western immobility to
stop the killings and the destruction, a group of physicists decided to act by organizing this
Conference. The aim was to give dialogue a chance. The hope: to allow trust to develop by
reintegrating our colleagues in the big international projects of High-Energy Physics. Prof. Georges
Charpak has kindly accepted to preside "Physics without Borders" and the effort of the
organization. Furthermore, other major personalities in physics (including several Nobel prize
winners) have supported the idea since its conception. The President of the European Commission,
Jacques Delors, has given his support and participated in the funding of the project along with
CERN which generously provided the necessary infrastructure.
In the past, there were various conferences and schools organized in the region, for example the
"School of Herceg-Novi" taken from the name of the location were it was first organized. These
conferences and schools allowed young physicists, from both East and West, to enlarge their
knowledge in High-Energy Physics. After the forced stop in 1991, the first idea was to re-establish a
similar cycle. In view of the nationalistic feelings of the time, and in order not to select a location
that could be interpreted by some as politically significant, we thought of organizing the first
conference aboard a ship that would symbolically sail around the Balkan peninsula up to the Black
Sea. However, this idea could not be realized owing to the state of war in the region. For this
reason, we proposed to hold the conference in Trieste which has an established international
character with the presence of the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) and,
furthermore, was a neutral location with respect to the conflict. Prof. Daniele Amati has generously
offered the hospitality of the Scuola Internationale Superiore die Sciencia (SISSA) while ICTP has
kindly offered facilities such as to house some of the participants in its dormitories, and the
restaurant.
In addition, the City of Trieste has assured the local transportation of the participants. The Regione
Friuli Venezia Giulia, the Trieste Synchrotron (Sincrotrone Trieste-SCPA), the Association Alpe
Adria and the Assicurazione Generali have helped in the organization by organizing a magnificent
classical music concert, at the end of the first day, placing the conference on the track of beauty and
concord. The United World (Duino) has offered hospitality to participants from the Balkans in an
excellent environment. Last, but not least, we were lucky to have the support of Chantal Brodier,
Vedrana Zorica, Paola Catapano and Andrea Dallman who helped in the preparation of the
conference and the overall organization.

The High-Energy Physics community usually reacts very quickly to the problems faced by some of
its members, caused by tyrannies, or totalitarian regimes. Being a very international community for
a long time has turned the mixture of cultures and races to its strongest advantage. We would like to
mention as examples the support lent to Sakharov, Orlov and others who were penalized for their
ideas and beliefs. In this first attempt to show our solidarity to the peoples of ex-Yugoslavia and the
wider Balkan region torn by age-old conflicts, we have extended our invitation to 150 of our
colleagues, half of them from the Balkans and Eastern Europe and the other half from the rest of the
world.
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Professor Charpak, in his opening remarks, reminded us all of some episodes of A. Einstein's life.
In 1922, Einstein accepted the invitation of his friend Paul Langevin to give a series of lectures in
Paris although French Institutions were boycotting German physicists. Einstein gave the lectures
amid the hostility of French "patriots". The solidarity he exhibited towards his ex-country (he had
been Swiss for some time) is all the more commendable since he had to leave Germany, at the
beginning of the century, because of the prevailing militaristic spirit. He was even accused of
polluting German science with his... "Jewish physics".

The aim of the organizers was to organize the first conference after the war and to facilitate the
dialogue between victims of all sides, maintaining a high scientific level. Judging from the excellent
ambience during the conference, and during the social events (we'll remember the conference dinner
with all the folklore songs and dances, for a long time) we believe that this conference succeeded in
bringing people from the region closer.

Andreas K. Gougas

Yves Lemoigne
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Programme of the Four Seas Conference

Monday 26th June

9:00 Opening of the Conference [D. Amati, R. Illi, G. Charpak]

Morning Session : FNAL Experimental results review.

Chair : G. CHARPAK, Paris

- Top at CDF & DO [G. Apollinari]
- B Physics in CDF + DO [P. Sphicasl

- QCD studies, jets, W,Z production DO + CDF [N.Graf]
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Chair : D. AMATI, Trieste
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- Theory : QCD and Structure Functions [G. Altarelli]
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- Elettra as a tool for International Collaboration [G. Viani]
- Science at the forefront of Synchrotron Radiation [A. Savoia]

- Visit to the Trieste Synchrotron Light Source, Elettra
- Classical Music Concert Orchestra da Camera theatro Verdi inside the Elettra Ring
- Buffet offered by Sincrotrone Trieste SpA and Regione Friuli Venezia Giulia

Tuesday 27th June

Morning Session : B and CP Physics.

Chair : B. GUBBERINA, Zagreb

9:00 CP experiments:
- Tests of CP-Symmetry and Quantum Mechanics in

Neutral-Kaon sys. [E. Mavromatos]
- NA48 [O. Boyle]
-CPLEAR [P. Kokkas]
- DAPHNE/CLOE [P. Campana]
- Review of FNAL fixed target results [D. Kaplan]
- The HERA-B experiment/Present and future of HERA [J. Spengler]
- B Factories in USA and Japan [G. Wormser]
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Top Quark at the Tevatron Collider

Giorgio Apollinari
The Rockefeller University

1230 York Av. - New York,N.Y. 10021-6399
Representing the CDF and DO Collaborations

ABSTRACT

The CDF and D0 Collaborations at the Tevatron Collider have established the ex-
istence of the top quark. Both experiments observe signals consistent with WWbb pro-
duction through it but inconsistent with the background prediction. A peak in the in-
variant mass distribution of the Wb combinations provides additional evidence for the
top. The top mass is measured to be 176 ± 8(stat.) ± 10(sys.) GeV/c2 by CDF and
199t\\(stai.)±22(sys.) GeV/c2 by D0. The it production cross section at -/s = 1.8 TeV
is found to be 7.6+^ pb (CDF) and 6.3 ± 2.2 pb (D0).

1 Introduction
The top quark is required in the Standard Model

of the electroweak interactions as the isospin partner
of the b quark. Many processes point indirectly at the
existence of the top quark. Among them are:

• the absence of flavor changing neutral currents in
the 6-flavored meson decays (6 —> d,b —» 5) [1].

• the size of the B$ — B% mixing, which would be
much bigger if top did not exist.

• CP violation in the K°—K° system, which requires
3 families (and a phase in the mixing among the
families) to be explained in the SM [2].

• the forward-backward asymmetry in e~e+ —+ bb at
Petra/LEP and the value of the b quark isospin
(li, = -1/2) measured at LEP through the Z° ->
bb decay [3].

Finally we recall a nice theoretical argument for
having a top quark, namely that the SM is an anomaly
free model only if the sum of all the charges in a given
family is zero, and therefore only if the b quark has a
partner with charge Q — +2/3.

2 Top Search History
It is not a surprise that since the b quark discovery

in 1977 at Fermilab, the top quark has been actively
searched for in every newly opened energy domain.

However it has eluded the search for a long time,
as indicated by the set of limits listed in table 1.

The turn on of LEP with the possibility of fitting
the top mass from the measurements performed at the

Table 1: History of Mtop limits

Year
1989

1993

1994

Experiment
UA1/UA2

CDF
CDF
D0
D0

Limit on Mjop
MTop > 60 GeV/c'
MTop > 77 GeV/c2

MTop > H8 GeV/c2

MTop > 124 GeV/c2

MTop > 131 GeV/c2

Z° pole (assuming the validity of the SM) has provided
a reference value for Mtop which had to be faced by all
the 'direct search' experiments.

In March 1994 the CDF Collaboration presented
the first direct evidence for the top quark production
[4] using approximately 20 pb~l of data and with a sta-
tistical significance of 2.8 standard deviations. Assum-
ing the observed excess was due to top, CDF measured
Mlop = 174 ± lOl^l GeV/c2 and crft - 13.9±^p6.

Later, in Fall 1994, D0 reoptimized the analysis
with the inclusion of an Hi cut (see section 6) and
reported [5] an excess of events corresponding to 1.9
standard deviations. Assuming Mtop = 180 GeV/c2,
D0 found <rCi - 8.2 ± 5.1 pb.

3 Top Production and Decay
At -Js =1.8 Tev the top quark is produced pre-

dominantly in pairs through qq fusion which dominates
over gg fusion. In contrast, at LHC-like energies, gg
fusion is predicted to be the main source of it events.

From theory, at the Tevatron Collider ertj ~ 4 pb



for Aftop = 180 GeV/c2. For comparison the cross sec-
tion for W production is approximately aw ~ 2 x 104p6

In the minimal SM, the top quark decays through
1 -* Wb, so it -» W+W'bb. Therefore it is customary
to classify the it decay channels on the basis of the W
decays. A W boson can decay into either two quarks (W
hadronic decay, accounting for 68% of the W decays) or
a lepton plus an undetected neutrino (W leptonic decay,
accounting for 32% of the W decays). W decays to TV
are less clean and are not used in this first analysis.

Both CDF and D0 require at least one leptonic
W decay candidate to identify a it event. Events where
both W bosons decay leptonically are called dilepton
events (where the final leptons are ee,e/x and nn), The
dilepton channel is very clean due to the requirement
of two leptons, but has a small branching ratio (5%) of
the total it decays.

The events where one W decays leptonically and
the other decays into quarks (which are identified as
jets in the detector) are called lepton+jets events (e or
fi+jets). This last channel has a rather high branching
ratio (~ 30%) but suffers from a non-negligible QCD
W + -multi — jet background.

Finally the channel in which both Ws decay hadron-
ically has the highest branching ratio (~ 44% or ~ 65%
including the W —» TV decay) but it is swamped by
the QCD multi-jet background. Nevertheless CDF has
managed to reduce this background and present some
preliminary results on this channel.

4 Tevatron Collider and Experiments
The Fermilab Tevatron Collider, with a center-of-

mass energy of 1.8 TeV, is the highest energy collider
in the world.

Designed for a peak luminosity of 1O30, it was rou-
tinely able to reach luminosities of 2 x 1031 during the
1992-1993 and 1994-1995 data taking periods thanks to
a set of electrostatic insertions [6] separating the beams
except at the CDF and D0 intersection regions. These
improved the beam lifetimes and decreased the emit-
tances. The bunches cross every 3.5 (is and produce a
luminous region distributed as a gaussian with a width
of <rz =30 cm along the beam line and ~ 36 fim in the
directions perpendicular to the beams.

The CDF detector has been extensively described
in detail elsewhere [7]. Briefly, it consists of a magnetic
spectrometer surrounded by calorimeters and muon cham-
bers. A new low-noise, radiation hard four layer sili-
con vertex detector (SVX) [8], located just immediately
outside the beam pipe, provides precise track recon-
struction in the direction perpendicular to the beams
(<Td0 ~ 17 fim) and is used to identify secondary ver-
tices from b and c quark decays. The momentum of
charged particles is measured in the central tracking
chamber (CTC) which is immersed in a 1.4-T super-
conducting solenoidal magnet, with an excellent mo-

mentum resolution (6Pt/Pt — 0.1%Pt © 0.6%). Out-
side the solenoid, electromagnetic (6Eem/Eem ~ 17%)
and hadronic (SEhad/Ehad ~ 50%) calorimeters cover
the whole azimuthal angle and extend to pseudorapidi-
ties of \j}\ ~ 4.2. They are used to identify and mea-
sure jets and electron candidates. The calorimeters are
also used to measure the missing transverse energy (ET)
which can indicate the presence of undetected energetic
neutrinos. Outside the calorimeter, drift chambers in
the region |T/| < 1.0 provide muon identification. A
schematic side view of one half of the CDF detector is
shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Cross section of the CDF Detector

A three level trigger selects inclusive electrons and
muons used for the top search. The detection efficiency
for ft events is improved by the inclusion of triggers
based on ET-

The D0 detector and data collection system are
described in [9]. The D0 detector has an hermetic,
compensating sampling calorimeter with fine longitudi-
nal and transverse segmentation in pseudorapidity and
azimuthal angle. The energy resolution is very simi-
lar to that measured in CDF. Since there is no central
field, charged particle tracks are reconstructed with a
sign degeneracy using drift chambers located between
the interaction region and the calorimeter. Electrons
are identified by a transition radiation detector. Muons
are detected by reconstructing tracks in proportional
drift tubes before and behind a set of magnetized iron
toroids located outside the calorimeter with a momen-
tum resolution of SPt/Pt = 1.0%P(©20.% for |?j| < 3.0.
A schematic view of the D0 detector is shown in fig.
2.

For the top discovery announced in March 1995,
CDF collected and analysed approximately 67 p i " 1 of
data, while D0 collected 44 — 56 pb~l, depending of
the decay channel analyzed. The difference in the inte-
grated luminosity is due mostly to the Tevatron Main
Ring which passes through the D0 detector (while



D0 Detector

Figure 2: Perspective view of the D0 Detector

avoiding the CDF detector by means of a by-pass) and
which causes a longer dead-time in the D0 DAQ pro-
cess. This paper will report on the March 1995 analysis
updating the results (when new numbers are available)
to the total integrated luminosity for the present col-
lider run ended in July 1995.

5 Top Search Strategies
While in both experiments the dilepton channel

provides a clean signatures and requires a limited back-
ground rejection, the lepton + jets channel suffers from
a large background coming from QCD W + multi — jets
processes.

In order to reduce this background, CDF uses the
silicon vertex detector to efficiently detect the b quarks
from the top decay and reject the QCD W•{-multi—jets
events where the presence of heavy flavors is suppressed.

The D0 experiment, lacking a silicon vertex de-
tector, obtains a strong discrimination between the back-
ground and an heavy top quark by using global vari-
ables and in particular requiring that an event must
have a minimum transverse energy (HT)-

6 Dilepton Search
Given the process it -* W+W~bb -* 1+l-vVbb,

the final state for this channel is given by two oppositely
charged leptons with high transverse momenta, large
ET and two b-jets.

The CDF dilepton search starts with the iden-
tification of a lepton (e or ft) with Pt > 20 GeV and
satisfying a set of isolation requirements in the cental
region (|TJ| < 1.0). The second lepton is required to
have Pt > 20 GeV and to satisfy a looser set of isola-
tion requirements. The two leptons must be oppositely
charged and events with ee or pp candidates where the
invariant mass is between 75 and 105 GeV/c2 are re-
jected as being consistent with Z° candidates.

In order to reject Drell-Yan events, CDF requires
ET > 25 GeV and for events with ET < 50 GeV, the
azimuthal angle between the ET and the closest lepton
or jet must be greater than 20° to reduce background
coming from Z —• TT and Drell-Yan events where a
mismeasured jet produced an artificial ET- Finally all
the events are required to have at least 2 jets with
E\et > 10 GeV and |ij| < 2.0.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the 6 e\i events
surviving these cuts in the total integrated luminosity
of 100 pi" 1 at CDF.

Run 1A+1B e>idota (100 pb~'), CDF preliminary
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Figure 3: CDF dilepton events as a function of E? and
the azimuthal opening angle between the ET and the
closest lepton or jet for all the jet multiplicities (top)
and for the signal region (bottom); 6 efi candidates are
observed in 100pb~l

D0 analysis proceeds in a parallel way, the ma-
jor differences being the cuts on the lepton Pt and a
minimum requirement on HT (HT > 120 GeV). HT
is defined as the scalar sum of the transverse energies
E'y1 of the jets (for the single lepton + jets or the fifi
channels) or the scalar sum of the Ej- 's of the leading
e and the jets (for the e/t + jets and ee H- jets chan-
nels). Figure 4 shows the discriminating power of the
HT variable for Mtop - 200 GeV/c2

The tests performed by D0 to understand the
behaviour of HT for background events include the com-
parison between data and Monte Carlo in background-
dominated channels such as e + 2 jets and e + 3 jets,
where the HT distribution agrees well with background
calculations based on the VECBOS Monte Carlo and
multi-jet events. D0 observes 2 e/i candidates.

Table 2 summarizes the cuts used by the two ex-
periments. In both experiments, the acceptance is much
higher for the e/i than for the ee and ptfi channels be-
cause of the cut to reject Z° candidates.
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Table 3: Summary of the diiepton counting experiments

Figure 4: Discriminating power of the Hj variable for
the background (low HT) and the top signal (high HT)-
The three dashed events pass the D0 diiepton selec-
tion

Lum.
Events
Bkg.
Prob.

Lum.
Events
Bkg.
Prob.

CDF
efi

~ 100 pb-1

6
0.65 ±0.11

ee + fifi
~ 100 pb-1

2
1.27 ± 0.39

10~3

D0
efi

47.9 ± 5.7 pb~l

2
0.12 ±0.03

ee + fifi
~ 50 pfc"1

1
0.53 ±0.15

3 x 10~2

Table 2: Cuts used by CDF and D0 for the diiepton
search

CDF

Lcpt. Pr
PT

#Jets
E}

T
et

AU
20/20 GeV

25 GeV
>2,M<2
> 10 GeV

D0

Lept. Pr

#Jets
4"

efi

15/12 GeF
20 GeV

> 2 , | 7 7 | < 2 . 5

> 15 GeV

ee

20/20 GeV
25 GeV

> 2 , | T 7 | < 2 . 5

> 15 GeV

fill

15/15 GeV

> 2 , | T ? | < 2 . 5

> 15 GeV

Table 4: Cuts used by CDF and D0 for the lepton +
jets search

The backgrounds to the diiepton channels are com-
puted from a combination of data and Monte Carlo and
consist of Drell Yan pairs, Z —* T+T~ , hadrons misiden-
tifled as leptons, WW and bb productions.

Table 3 summarizes the diiepton counting experi-
ments results with the probabilities that the background
would fluctuate up to the observed number of event.

7 Lepton + Jets Search
Given the process it -> W+W~bb -» Ivqqbb the

final state is given by one lepton with high transverse
momentum, large ]&T, two jets from the W hadronic
decay and two fr-jets. The set of cuts used in the two
experiments are listed in table 4. The signal region with
W+ > Zjets retains most of the expected it signal (70%
in the case of a 175 GeV/c2 top signal) while removing
most of the QCD W + multi — jet background.

However, after the removal of Z° candidates, CDF

p '

9T

# of Jets

CDF
AU

20 GeV
20 GeV

> 3 , | T ? | < 2

> 15 GeV

D 0
e

20 GeV
25 GeV

> 4 , | T ? | < 2 . 5

> 15 GeV

15 GeV
20 GeV

> 4 , | i , | < 2 . 5
> 15 GeV

is left with 296 events in 100 pb~l with W+ > 3 jets
with and an expectation of ~ 50 it events. The back-
ground contribution are coming mostly from QCD W +
multi — jet production (~ 160 expected events) with
small contributions from normal QCD and 66 jets (~ 30
events), Z —> II (~ 26 events) and diboson production
(~ 15 events).

Clearly additional background rejection is required.

7.1 CDF Lepton + Jets Search
To reject the QCD W + multi — jet background,

where the jets are mostly due to gluons or light quarks
fragmentation, CDF uses the ability of the SVX to
find secondary displaced vertices coming from the 6
quark decay (SVX tagging) due to the b lifetime (CT ~
450/xm).

The tagging algorithm requires a set of tracks to
come from a displaced vertex. Its efficiency is mea-
sured on inclusive lepton data (enriched in 6 decays)
and found to be in good agreement with the Monte
Carlo prediction (see figure 5).

The efficiency to tag at least one 6 quark in a it
event with > 3 jets is determined to be (42 ± 5%) in
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Figure 5: Comparison between the Monte Carlo and
inclusive electron data for SVX tagged jets

the current run, which is larger than the previously re-
ported value of 22 ± 6% due to the better performance
of the new SVX detector and an improved tagging al-
gorithm.

Number of Jets

Figure 6: CDF SVX tagged events versus the number
of jets in the W+multi—jets sample. The open circles
indicate the events before tagging, the full triangles are
the data after tagging and the boxes show the estimated
background. The inset shows the lifetime distribution
for the SVX tagged jets with the Monte Carlo expecta-
tion.

Figure 6 shows the number of observed W+mulli—
jets events before and after the SVX tagging in 100 pb~l.
The background expectations are based on a mistag
rate measured in inclusive jets, while the fraction of
W + -multi — jet events due to Wbb, Wcc or We are es-
timated from Monte Carlo, using the measured tagging
efficiency.

Additional checks on the reliability of the back-
ground computation are performed on a sample of Z +
jets data where no top contribution is expected and the
number of tagged events is consistent with the back-

ground expectations.
The number of tags in the W + 1 jet and W +

2 jets samples are in agreement with the background
expectations plus a small tt contribution. However the
background in the W+ > 3 jets is estimated to be 9.9±
2.8 events and it has only a 2 x 10~6 probability of
fluctuating up to the 40 observed tags in 32 events.

Figure 7 shows that the leptonic side of the SVX
tagged events is consistent with the leptonic decay of a
W boson.
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Figure 7: The leptonic W transverse mass distribution
for tagged 1+ > 3 jets events compared to the expected
distribution from ti decays

The second method for tagging b quarks is based
on the identification of soft leptons (SLT tagging) com-
ing from the semileptonic b or c decays. Using a low Pt

threshold (Pt > 2 GeV), tracks measured in the CTC
are required to match electromagnetic energy clusters
in the calorimeter or muon stubs in the muon chambers.
The major backgrounds are due to hadrons misidenti-
fied as leptons and electrons from 7 conversions. These
rates (and the smaller contributions from Wbb,Wcc and
We) are determined directly from inclusive jet data.
The efficiency of the tagging algorithm method is mea-
sured in the J/T/J —> (ip data and in a sample of 7
conversion data. The tagging efficiency is found to be
22 ± 2%. CDF observes 40 tags with a background of
23.8 ±3.6 in 100 pb~l.

8 events in the SVX sample are double-tagged,
and 4 events are double tagged in the SLT search, pro-
viding evidence for bb production. In the dilepton sam-
ple, 3 out of 8 events are tagged, providing evidence for
WWb production.

7.2 D0 Lepton + Jets Search
D0 analysis is based on the fact that for heavy

top jets in it events tends to be harder and distributed
more spherically than jets from QCD W + multi — jets
events. Therefore, on top of the HT cut, D0 intro-
duces an aplanarity cut. After computing the lowest
eigenvalue A of the momentum tensor (which is 0.5 for



spherical events and 0.0 for planai events) they require
A > 0.05. D 0 can also b — tag part of the it events by
detecting the soft muon. The background determina-
tion is based on scaling the number of W + 2 jets and
W+3 jets to the "signal region" of W+4 jets events af-
ter subtraction of the top contribution. D0 observes 8
events on a background of 1.9 ± 0.5 in the Upton + jets
sample and 6 events on a background of 1.2 ± 0.2 in
the lepton + jets + fi tag sample (the two samples are
mutually exclusive). The event distributions are shown
in figure 8.
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Figure 8: D 0 events as a function of HT and the apla-
narity A

8 Counting Experiments Summary
Table 5 provides a summary of the 6 counting

experiments. The overall probabilities that background
fluctuated up to the observed number of events is 4 x
10~9 for CDF and 2 x 10~6 for D0.

Therefore the counting experiments establish the
presence of a behaviour we would expect from it pro-
duction and in particular:

• there is an excess of Wb (and Wbb, from the double
tagged events) production in the W + mvlti — jets
sample

• there is an excess of
tion.

and WWb produc-

• there is an excess of events whose topological char-
acteristics cannot be fully explained by the be-
haviour of the QCD W -f- multi - jets.

The mass analysis will have to confirm that these
excesses are coming from a single heavy object.

Table 5: Summary of CDF and D0 counting experi-
ments

Dilepton
SVX
SLT

Dilepton
I + jets

1 + jets + n tag

CDF 100 pb-1

Events
8

32
36

Bkg.
1.92 ± 0.4
9.87 ±2.8
23.8 ± 3.6

Prob.
10-*

2.0 x 10~6

6.0 x 10~3

D0~5Op6"1

Events
3
8
6

Bkg.
0.65 ±0.15
1.9 ±0.5
1.2 ± 0.2

Prob.
3 x 10~a

2 x 10~3

2 x 10"3

9 Top Mass Determination
The decay process under study in the lepton+jets

sample is

PP + anything

Wb

• t2 —> Wb - • J2J3J4

The use of known masses and energy-momentum
conservation gives a 2C fit since there are 52 variables,
34 measured (or known) quantities and 20 equations
of conservation (the mass constraints being M{lv) =
M&DG, M(J2h) = M?DG and Mtl = Mu).

Clearly the method is usable only if all the 4 jets
are observed in a top decay. Therefore CDF requires the
presence of a 4th jet in the data sample of W+ > 3 jets
with ET > 8 GeV and |r7| < 2.4. No such rescue of jets
is needed in D0 since they performed the top counting
experiment in the W + 4 jets sample.

If no b tagging is requested, there are a priori 24
possible combinations when using the 4 jets. If one
of the b is identified by the tagging, then there are 12
possible combinations. If both b's are identified, then
there are 4 possible combinations (2 coming from the
quadratic sign ambiguity in the determination of the
longitudinal momentum of the v and 2 coming from
the assignment of the 2 b jets to the two different top
decays).

The major source of systematic problems in jet
spectroscopy lies in the knowledge of the jet ET scale
and in answering the basic question: "How close is the
jet energy and direction to the energy and direction of
the original parton?"

In both experiments the jet ET scale is checked
on samples of Z + jets and 7 + jets events. Moreover
the jet energies are corrected on average for the amount
of energy that falls outside the cone in pseudorapidity
and azimuth used to define a jet in the detector (typ-
ically AR < 0.4 (CDF) and AR < 0.3 (D0), where



AR is the distance in the (<j>, 77) plane). Finally, the jets
assigned to the b quarks are further corrected for the
presence of semi-leptonic decays (where u and, possi-
bly, n are lost). Typically the largest systematic errors
in the mass determination are associated with the jet
ET scale and amount to ITET = 7.7 GeV/c2 for CDF
and O-ET =±20 GeV/c2 for D0.

9.1 CDF Top Mass Determination
In the 2C fit to the top hypothesis, CDF se-

lects the solution with the lowest x2. Starting with
99 events with 4 jets in 67P&"1 (of which 88 pass a
loose x2 < 10 requirement on the fit) CDF reconstructs
the mass shown in figure 9 before the b tagging require-
ment. The distribution is consistent with the predicted
mix of approximately 30% signal and 70% background.
After requiring the b tagging, 19 of the events remain,
of which 6.9*2"| are expected to be from background
(figure 10).

Jtflfl
rPT

D 17O ISO *9Q
Top rVl-L«« (GeV/c1]

Figure 10: Reconstructed mass distribution for the b-
tagged W+ > 4 jets events (solid). Also shown are
the background shape (dotted) and the sum of back-
ground plus it Monte Carlo for top mass of 175 GeV/c2

(dashed) with the background constrained to the cal-
culated value of 6.9^i'|. The inset shows the likelihood
ftt used to determine the top mass .

aoo aao 340
Reconioucted Ivlu* (GeV/c1)

Figure 9: Reconstructed mass distribution for the
W+ > 4 jets sample prior to ̂ -tagging (solid). Also
shown is the is the background distribution (shaded)
with the normalization constrained to the calculated
value.

By fitting the data mass distribution to a set of
templates generated by Monte Carlo at different top
masses and processed through the standard CDF de-
tector simulation, CDF finds the best fit at Mtop =
n6±ZGeV/c2 and fits a background of 6.3+17 events,
in good agreement with the expectation from the count-
ing experiment quoted above.

CDF also compared the Monte Carlo background
shape to the shape measured (with limited statistics)
in samples of Z + 4 jets as well as in QCD samples
selected to approximate a non-VF background, finding
good agreement.

CDF makes a conservative extrapolation of the
systematic error quoted in [4] giving Mtop = 176 ±
8(stai.) ± 10(sys.) GeV/c2 . Systematic uncertainties
arise from the effects of gluon radiation on the deter-
mination of the parton energies, the jet energy scale
and kinematic bias in the tagging algorithm. A pre-

liminary result for the 100 pb 1 data sample is Mtop =

175 GeV/c2, consistent with the value reported above.

9.2 D0 Top Mass Determination
D0 uses the same 2C fit technique employed by

CDF to measure the top mass. The fitted top quark
mass is taken to be the average, weighted by e~x , of
the top masses of the three best 2C fits with x2 < 7.
Taking such an average is motivated by sparse candi-
date statistics: if only the best solution were chosen,
small changes in the jet energy, for example, could in-
terchange the x2 rank of the two best solutions having
widely different fitted top masses, causing a significant
discontinuity in the overall result.

Monte Carlo studies using ISAJET and HERWIG
event generators show that the fitted mass is correlated
with the top quark mass. The correlation, however, is
only at the 60% level and it introduces a systematic
shift in the top mass (approximately —20 GeV/c2 for a
200 GeV/c2 top quark) due to g radiation, jet assign-
ment combinatorics and the event selection procedure.

Eleven of the 14 lepton+jets events selected with
the standard procedure are fitted successfully. An un-
binned likelihood fit incorporating the top and back-
ground contribution is fitted to the data yielding Mtop —
199±l\(stat.) GeV/c2 (see figure 11).

In order to limit the kinematic bias, D0 also
studies a sample of data with a released cut on A (A >
0.03) and no requirement on HT- Of the 29 events pass-
ing the loose cuts, 24 have at least one 2C fit with x2 <
7. The fitted mass is Mtop = 199i^(jrfat.) GeV/c2,
consistent with the results obtained from the standard
event selection.
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Figure 11: D0 fitted mass distributions for candidate
events (histograms) with the expected mass distribution
for a 199 GeV/c2 top quark events (dotted curve), back-
ground (dashed curve), and the sum of top and back-
ground (solid curve) for the standard and loose event
selections

9.3 Hadronic W —> jj Reconstruction
Both experiments successfully reconstructed the

hadronic W decay in top events. In the CDF case,for
example, a 1C fit is performed on top events releasing
the constraint of 2 jets to the W mass. As usual, the
lowest x2 configuration is chosen and the invariant mass
of the 2 jets is plotted after the b tagging in figure 12.
A clear peak at the right W mass is observed, providing
further confidence on the correctness of the jet energy
scale.

Figure 12: Invariant mass distribution for the W —> jj
reconstruction (solid). Also shown are the background
expectation (dotted) and the 175 GeV/c2 top Monte
Carlo (dashed).

10 Hadronic Top Search in CDF
The final state for the full hadronic decay of the

top consists of 6 jets, 2 of them being b quark jets.
Therefore the search in CDF starts with the require-

ment of > 4 jets with ET > 15 GeV and |ij| < 2.4 The
background, coming predominantly from QCD multi-
jet events, is huge even after tagging of the b quarks as
shown from the Monte Carlo results in table 6.

Table 6: Predicted signal and backgrounds in the
Hadronic Top search

S+B
No tag

lb-tag
2b — tag

> 5 jets
1/500
1/100
1/20

> 6 jets
1/200
1/30
1/10

In order to further reduce the background, CDF
requires the 2ET > 290 GeV and AR(bb) > 1.5 where
the last cut is a requirement on the 2 6-tagged jets to be
separated in (TJ, <j>) space. It is specifically designed to
reject g —» bb splitting. After these cuts, the results of
the counting experiment are shown in figure 13 where
an observable excess consistent with the top quark ex-
pectations can be seen.

es

CDF PRELIMINARY

NUMBER OF JETS

Figure 13: Number of double fr-tagged events in the
hadronic top search as a function of the number of jets
(triangles). The lower boxes represent the background
expectations, while the upper boxes shows the back-
ground plus it expectations.

Additional evidence comes from a fit to the top
mass. Avoiding any requirement for pair of jets to make
the W mass provides a 1C fit where, for each event, the
solution with minimum x2 is chosen. Figure 14 shows
the result with a clear excess at a top mass very close
to that determined by the lepton + jets analysis.

11 Top Cross Section and Couplings
Using the combined information of the dilepton,

SVX and SLT searches, CDF measured the it produc-
tion cross section in 67 pb'1 to be atj — l.&^t P^.

D0 reported a value of cra = 6.3 ± 2.2 pb. The
CDF result is compared to the theory (next-to-next-to
leading order) [10] in figure 15. The new value is slightly
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Figure 14: 1C best top mass after the kinematical se-
lection for events with JVj-et=6. The data are shown as
full circles, while the shaded histogram represent the
background normalized to the outcome of the fit.

higher than the theory value but is consistent with it
within the errors.

CDF PRELIMINARY

Figure 15: CDF combined SVX-SLT-Dilepton cross sec-
tion. The theoretical NNLO calculation is also shown.

From the knowledge of the t-tagging efficiency
and the number of events with 1 or 2 tags in the lepion+
jets sample one can determine the quantity R = BF(i —•
Wb)/BF(t -f Wq) where R is the fraction of taggable
events. In fact R = 2/[e(Ni/N2 + 2)] where JV; is the
number of events with * — tags and e is the tagging ef-
ficiency. Combining the information of the 16 — tag
and 2b — tags in the W-f- -multi — jets sample with the
0 6 — tag,l b — tag and 2 b - tags in the dilepton sample
CDF determined R = 0.87i£^(*i<rf.)t£n(*y**-) and,
at 95% CL, Vlb > 0.016.

12 Conclusion and Prospects
The top quark has been discovered at the Tevatron

Collider. Now, of all the constituents of the Standard
Model, only the Higgs particle is left to be detected.
The top quark, however, can be used, together with
the W mass, to constrain the Higgs as shown in figure

16 due to the presence of radiative corrections.
The physics studies on the top quark have just

begun. The possibility of probing physics beyond the
Standard Model through measurements like the invari-
ant mass of it system, the polarization of the W in top
decays or the measurement of the Vtb CKM element will
certainly be one of the major physics topics at Fermilab
at the beginning of the 21 th century.

CDF M*atur«m«nt»
M, — eo.41 ± O.18 C*V

-fL.
3OO 33O 3-dO

Figure 16: Possible Higgs masses as a function of the
top and W masses.
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ABSTRACT

Recent results from the HI and ZEUS experiments at the HERA ep collider are presented
based on data taken in the years 1993 and 1994. The topics selected include deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) of neutral and charged currents and photoproduction processes.

1 Introduction
The ep collider HERA at DESY, in which 27.6 GeV
electrons (positrons) collide with 820 GeVprotons,
gives access to a new kinematic region of lepton nucleon
scattering. HERA came into operation in 1992 and de-
livered up to the end of 1994 an integrated luminosity of
6 pb"1 , out of which 4 pb~1were taken with positrons.
Two multipurpose detectors, HI and ZEUS [1][2], oper-
ate at the storage ring. Both consist of tracking systems
surrounded by calorimeters and muon detectors.

2 Deep inelastic scattering
The lowest order diagram in the quark-parton model of
neutral current (NC) or charged current (CC) ep scat-
tering processes is shown in Fig. 1. At HERA the four-
momentum transfer Q2 — —q2 can reach values two
orders of magnitude higher than observed in fixed tar-
get experiments. Also the range in the Bjorken scaling
variable x is extended by two orders of magnitude down
to a few 10~5. Fig. 2 shows for NC events the range
in x and Q2 covered presently at HERA compared to
fixed target experiments. Fig. 3 shows the display of a
NC event recorded in the HI detector.

High Q2 CC and NC Interactions
The high values of Q2 accessible at HERA allow for
the first time the observation of the weak interaction
charged current DIS process ep —• vX. Both exper-
iments observed this process [3] [4] [5] in good quan-
titative agreeement with the standard model predic-
tions. Fig.4 shows the differential Q2 distributions mea-
sured in high Q2 CC and NC scattering of electrons or
positrons on protons. It is evident that at HERA a
kinematic region is open to experimental investigation
where NC and CC interactions are of equal strength.

The data in Fig. 4 show the effects of the 7, W, Z$
propagator as expected. The finite mass of the propaga-

tor for CC interactions has not been visible in neutrino
nucleon scattering but shows now clearly up at HERA.
In Fig. 5 HI shows the total charged current cross sec-
tion measured at HERA converted to an equivalent i/N
cross section[3] . The need of a finite propagator mass
in agreement with the known W mass is clearly visible.
ZEUS derived from the Q2 dependence of crcc a propa-
gator mass Mw = 76 ± 16 ± 13 GeV in good agreement
with the known W mass.

Clearly this area of high Q2 physics will benefit
from more luminosity and also from future running with
longitudinally polarised leptons.

The Proton Structure Function F2(x, Q2)
Neglecting the Z boson exchange, which does not con-
tribute significantly to the bulk of data accumulated
at the present integrated luminosity, the differential
cross section for the DIS NC process ep —>• eX can
be expressed in terms of the proton structure function
F2(x,Q2):

d2a 2na
dx dQ2 x Q4 2(1 -y) r

l + R
F2{x,Q2)

The ratio R of longitudinally and transversly po-
larized virtual photons, is not yet measured at HERA
and taken from QCD calculations. The two indepen-
dent kinematic variables x and Q2 can be determined
at HERA from four measurements (angle and energy
of the final state electron or hadrons). Utilizing this
redundancy kinematic resolutions and migrations have
been optimized. Both collaborations used different
methods (electron only, mixed, double angle) to obtain
F2(x, Q2) [6] [7] . All methods agree, resulting in values
for F2(x, Q2) as shown in Fig. 6. In this figure the x
dependence of F2(x, Q2) is shown for Q2 values ranging
from 1.5 GeV2 to 5000 GeV2. The data exhibit a strong
rise of F2(x, Q2) towards decreasing x. This rise is vis-
ible over the whole Q2 region. Fig. 7 shows F2(x,Q2)
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plotted for various values of x. The data show the ex-
pected scaling violation properties and join well with
the data from fixed target experiments.

The scaling violations in the region of small x are
mainly driven by the gluons in the proton. According
to QCD the density of gluons is expected to increase to-
wards low x. Both experiments performed global QCD
fits [8] [9] to the x and Q2 dependences of Fi, and ex-
tracted from these the gluon distribution in the proton.
The HI result for xg{x) at Q2 = 30 GeV2 is shown as
the shaded band in Fig. 8. The ZEUS analysis shows
the same strong increase of the gluon density in the
proton.

Hadronic Final States in DIS
Besides performing inclusive measurements of DIS pro-
cesses both experiments studied also properties of the
hadronic final state in DIS. The lowest order scatter-
ing process depicted in Fig. 1 results mainly in 1+1
jet events ( a current jet produced by the struck quark
and a target jet, only partially visible in the detectors).
Order as processes as shown in Fig. 9 are expected to
produce 2+1 jet topologies.

The 2+1 jet events have beeen analysed in order
to obtain information about the strong coupling as(Q

2)
[10] and also the gluon density in the proton. The lat-
ter is obtained via the photon-gluon fusion process. The
results (preliminary 1994 data) for the Q2 dependence
of as(Q

2) are given in Fig. 10. The data show a de-
crease over the range in Q covered at HERA and are
well compatible with the PDG value of as(Mz).

The gluon distribution [11] extracted from the
photon-gluon fusion contribution to 2+1 jet events is
shown in Fig. 8. The data are in good agreeement with
xg(x) obtained from scaling violations of F2-

Diffractive events in DIS
In most deep inelastic scattering events at HERA the
proton breaks up after the scatter resulting in energy
deposits in the calorimeters around the incident pro-
ton direction. Already in 1993 [12] [13] events were
observed that did not show any energy deposit in the
forward direction (rapidity gap events). The fraction of
such events was ss 10%. A natural interpretation is a
diffractive scattering process mediated by the exchange
of a colorless object (Pomeron).

Both experiments found evidence [14][15] that
the diffractive cross section can be decomposed into a
Pomeron flux factor and a diffractive structure func-
tion F^iPiQ2) describing the Pomeron internal struc-
ture. Here /? is the momentum fraction of a parton in
the Pomeron. Fig. 11 shows that the Q2 dependence
of F®((i,Q2) is rather flat indicating scattering from
pointlike partons within the Pomeron. Also the j3 de-
pendence of Ffi/3, Q2) is nearly constant indicating the
presence of both soft and hard partons in the Pomeron.

3 Photoproduction
Electron proton interactions at Q2 « 0 GeV 2 can be
viewed as scattering of almost real photons on protons.
At HERA the maximum jp cms energy is equivalent to
« 50 TeV fixed target photon energy. Numerous stud-
ies of interactions of quasi-real photons with protons
have been performed with the HI and ZEUS detectors.
In the following we select two items, hard scattering
processes producing jets and heavy quark production.

Jets in Photoproduction
The observation of hard photon-proton interactions re-
veals the structure of the photon. In addition to the
electromagnetic coupling to a charged object ("direct"
coupling) the photon can also interact as an object con-
taining quarks and gluons ("resolved" processes). Two-
jet production cross sections have been measured and
compared with leading order QCD predictions. From
the energy and angle of both jets the fraction £7 of the
photon momentum participating in the hard scattering
process can be determined. Fig. 12 shows a raw xy

distribution [16]. The peak at xy near 1 is due to the
direct coupling whereas the tail towards lower x7 shows
that the resolved contribution is dominant at HERA
energies. HI used the 2-jet event sample to determine
the gluon distribution [17] in the photon by subtract-
ing the direct and the quarkonic-resolved contribution
in a leading order analysis from the total yield. Fig. 13
shows the gluon density in the photon obtained in this
way. Despite the large errors the data already discrim-
inate between different gluon density parametrisations.

Heavy Quark Production
In the field of heavy quark physics both collaborations
determined cross sections for inclusive charm produc-
tion and also elastic J / * production [19][18]. Fig. 14
shows the latter cross section as a function of the j — p
invariant mass. There is obviously a strong increase ob-
served with W-yp which cannot be described by VDM
extrapolations. Also here the increase in the gluonic
content of the proton is seen. The detailed study of
heavy quark production processes will give an indepen-
dent determination of the gluon structure function.

4 Conclusion
The first years of HERA operation with a rather mod-
est integrated luminosity resulted already in a wealth of
interesting physics results. At high Q2 the electroweak
cross sections have been measured in agreement with
standard model expectations. The proton structure has
been investigated in a new regime of small x. The struc-
ture function F2 increases rapidly towards decreasing x.
Also the gluon density in the proton has been found to
increase significantly towards small x. The analysis of
2 jet events allowed to measure the Q2 dependence of
the strong coupling. Diffractive scattering has been ob-
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served in DIS allowing studies of the 'elusive' Pomeron.
Analysis of photoproduction processes shed more

light on the complex structure of the photon. Direct
coupling of this particle as well as an internal struc-
ture ( quarks and gluons) have been established. First
results on heavy quark production at high energies be-
came available.

Various searches for physics beyond the standard
model have been performed, all with negative outcome.
There may however wait surprises for us, as suggested
by an event found by HI [20] shown in Fig 15. Topo-
logically this event looks like a NC event, only the final
state lepton is a muon. This topology would naturally
be produced by flavor changing neutral currents or lep-
toquarks. A closer look into the kinematics shows that
the event is not balanced, neither in transverse nor in
longitudinal momentum. The most probable explana-
tion within the standard model is the production of a
real W with subsequent muonic decay.

Nearly all the physics results from HERA are
still limited by-statistics. Both experiments are eagerly
awaiting more luminosity.
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p remnant

Figure 1: Lowest order diagram (QPM) for ep
e'{y)X. Figure 3: Example of a neutral current deep inelastic

scattering event as seen in the HI detector.
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Figure 4: The Q2 dependence of the charged current
and neutral current deep inelastic scattering cross sec-
tions, for e~p and e+p collisions, compared to standard
model expectations.
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Figure 5: The energy dependence of the vN cross sec-
tion. The crosses refer to fixed target neutrino scat-
tering data while the full circle represents the measure-
ment at HERA. The full line shows the predicted cross
section including the W propagator.

Figure 7: Measurement of the proton structure function
^2(*) Q2) as a function of Q2 at different x values. HI
and ZEUS data are shown together with fixed target
data.
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Figure 9: DIS NC processes of O(as) leading to 2+1 jet
configurations, a) Boson gluon fusion (BGF), b) QCD
Compton.
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ABSTRACT

The CPLEAR experiment at CERN studies the CP, T and CPT symmetries in the neutral
kaon system by measuring the time dependent decay rate asymmetries of initially pure K°
and K° states. Results on TJ+-, »j+-o, Am and x_are reported, as well as on the first direct
test of T violation and CPT invariance in K°-K° oscillations. Our results are consistent
with CPT invariance and allow for an improved limit on the K°-K° mass difference.

1 Introduction
The CPLEAR experiment[l] investigates CP, T and
CPT symmetries in the neutral kaon system. Contrary
to the traditional experiments, CPLEAR uses initially
pure K° and K° and measures the difference between
the rates of their decays to a variety of final states,
K+*-, T°7r°, irei/ and ir+fl-x0. The CP, T and CPT
violation parameters can be extracted from the time
dependent decay rate asymmetries:

The use of such asymmetries has the advantage of can-
celling many systematic effects related to the detector
acceptance. CPLEAR measures the CP violation pa-
rameters »7-1 for ir+ir~ and r;̂  Q for ir+ir~ir", Am,
the KL-KS mass difference, and the parameter x (to
test the validity of the AS = AQ rule). A direct mea-
surement of T violation is possible for the first time,

as well as a direct test of CPT invariance. An indi-
rect test of CPT invariance is made by comparing y>+_,
the phase of T]+-, to y>sw, the superweak phase. The
precision of the CPLEAR measurements is either bet-
ter than, or comparable to, the precision of the world
average values.

2 Experimental Setup
The K° and K° mesons are produced in equal amounts
in pp annihilations at rest, through the channels:

PP -"•*[-7T+K 0

pp — K+x-K0

each one with a branching ratio of « 2 • 10~3. The
strangeness of the neutral kaon K°(K°) at t=0 is defined
by the companion charged kaon K~(K+).

The CPLEAR detector[2] is shown in Fig. 1. The
detector has a cylindrical geometry and is mounted in-
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CPLEAR DMKkr

Figure 1: The CPLEAR detector.

side a solenoid magnet of 3.6 m length and 1 m ra-
dius, producing a field of 0.44 T. It allows the detec-
tion of neutral kaon decays for the eigentime range
0 < T < 20TS (rs is the Ks mean life). The 200
Mev/c antiprotons from the Low Energy Antiproton
Ring (LEAR) of CERN at a rate « 106s-1 stop and an-
nihilate inside a gaseous hydrogen target (16 bar pres-
sure) at the center of the detector. Viewed from the
target to the outside, the detector consists of two mul-
tiwire proportional chambers and six drift chambers
which are the tracking devices, two layers of streamer
tubes giving a fast information of the z coordinate for
each track, a scintillator-Cerenkov-scintillator sandwich
(PID) which provides identification of charged kaons,
pions and electrons, and an electromagnetic calorime-
ter to detect photons. Special care was taken in the
design and construction of the detector to minimize the
material in the decay volume and hence the effects due
to regeneration of the neutral kaons.

3 Trigger and offline event selection.
A multi-level trigger system, including custom-made
hardwired processors, provides a fast background re-
jection. The trigger is based on particle identification,
kinematical selection and shower counting, and provides
a rejection factor of « 1000.

For the offline selection of the decays to v+v~,
•xev, and ir+ir~ir" we use kinematically and geometri-
cally constrained fits, and electron identification. The
results from the analysis of data taken between 1990
and mid 1994 are presented here.

4 K°(K°) -* TT+TT- decay mode.
CP violation in the 5T+7T~ decay mode (CP=+1) of neu-
tral kaons manifests itself in the occurence of KL —•
X+TT~ decays and is commonly described by the pa-
rameter T)+-. The asymmetry

where fs,L are the KS,L decay widths, and a is a nor-
malization factor, is well suited to extract both the
magnitude |»/+_| and the phase tp+- of t)+-. A to-
tal of 16 million events has been selected in the decay-
time region 0-20 r$ • Figure 2 shows separately the de-
cay rates of K° and K° after acceptance correction and
background substraction and well demonstrates the ex-
pected CP violation.
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Figure 2: Decay rates of K° (•) and K° (o).

Figure 3 shows the asymmetry A+-(t). The data
entering A+- (t) are corrected, on an event by event ba-
sis, for the momentum dependence of the tagging effi-
ciency of Kc relative to K° (determined at short decay-
times) and for regeneration effects. The K° and K°
tagging efficiences are not equal due to the different in-
teractions of K+ and K~, and of x+ and TT~ , in the
detector material. A fit to A+-(t) gives the values of
\n+-\, <P+- and a.
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Figure 3: The asymmetry A+- vs the decay time. The
solid line represents the result of the fit.

The results of the fit, using the CPLEAR Am
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value (see next section), are[3]:

|T/+_| = (2.312±0.043Jta<±0.03(W±0.011rs) x 10~3

y»+_ = 42.7° ± 0.9;ta( ± 0.6%tt ± O.95,m

The external error on \rj+-1 is dominated by the uncer-
tainty on the value of r s (0.08926±0.00012 ns)[4], while
that on y>+_ by the uncertainty on Am. The systematic
error on <p+- is almost entirely due to the uncertainty
in the coherent regeneration correction. In the absence
of experimental data for the difference between the for-
ward scattering amplitudes of K° and K° in the momen-
tum region of the present experiment (<800 MeV/c),
we have used the values calculated recently by Eberhard
and Uchiyama[5]. In 1996 a dedicated measurement of
the difference of the K° — K° forward scattering ampli-
tudes in carbon at low momentum will be done with
the CPLEAR detector[6]. After this measurement the
systematic error on <p^ due to regeneration effects is
expected to decrease by a factor > 2. Figure 4 shows
our result on y>+_ in comparison with previous measure-
ments^,?] for the same Am value[4], and the CPLEAR
'92 result [8]. We estimate that at the end of 1996 the
total error on our measurement will be 0.7°.

PDG94

—•

—9-

—9-

_ CPLEAR 95

E773 95

E731 93

rPI FAR fl?

^ flowpnJnQof- 7A

Figure 4: <p+- values from CPLEAR[3,8] and other ex-
periments^,!]. The two vertical lines correspond to the
PDG '94 value ±lo\

5 K°(K°) -» iret/ decay m o d e .
In the semileptonic channel the following four indepen-
dent decay rates can be measured:

R+(t) = R(K°

R~(t) = R(K°

R+(t) = R(K°

• w e+v)

R~(i) = R(K° -n r+e" )

Assuming the validity of the AS = AQ rule the neutral
kaon strangeness at the decay time is tagged through
the lepton charge, and the above four rates can be inter-
preted as measuring the following time-dependent tran-
sition rates:

= R(K°t=0-+K°(t))

From these rates we can construct several asymmetries
which are sensitive to different parameters of the kaon
mixing matrix (Am, er and 8cPT)- The total number
of events selected in the semileptonic channel is 7 x
105. But for Am, all the results presented here are
preliminary.

The asymmetry

= R
A m l ; ~ TirTir(t)

R+(t)-R+(t)-R-(t)
H R~(t)

(1 + Re(x))e-y^ + (1 -
is sensitive to Am and Re(x). From a fit to the asym-
metry -AAm [Fig. 5] we obtain [9]:

Am = (0.5274 ± 0.0029Jfa< ± 0.0005ss,st) x

and

Re(z) = (12.4 ± «( ± x 10" 3

Figure 5: The asymmetry A^m vs the decay time. The
solid line represents the result of the fit.

The systematic errors on both these quantities
are dominated by the uncertainty in the background
level, mostly from ir+n~ decays. Figure 6 shows the
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Figure 6: Am values from CPLEAR[9] and other ex-
periments[4,7]. The two vertical lines correspond to the
PDG '94 value dbla.

comparison of our Am value with the results of other
experiments [4].

Figure 7 shows the asymmetry

which is a direct measurement of T violation. A fit to
this asymmetry gives:

AT = (6.3 ± 2.1stat ± 1.8,y,t) x 10"3

Figure 7: The asymmetry Ar(t) vs the decay time. The
line represents the result of the fit.

The asymmetry

AcPT(t) = R-(t)

(ACPT =*• ARe{SCpr) for < > TS and x = 0) provides a
direct test of CPT invariance. A fit to ACPT gives for

Re(6cpr) a value compatible with zero,

Re{SCPT) = (0.07 ± 0.53,tot ± 0.45,yf,) x 10~3

Figure 8: The asymmetry Acpr{t) vs the decay time.
The line represents the result of the fit.

The asymmetry ^2(0 shown in Fig. 9,

- Re(eT)co8(Amt)

where 7 = (js + 7L)/%, Re(x) = 0 and 6CPT = 0, is
sensitive to Im(x). The fit yields:

Im[x) = (4.8 ± 4. ± 0.6,y,t) x 10 - 3

This value has to be compared with the world average
value which is Im(x) = (-3 ± 26) x 10"3[4].

3 7J 10 1U 19 17J 20 22J 29

Figure 9: The asymmetry ^ ( O vs the decay time. The
line represents the result of the fit.
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6 K°(K°) -» ir+x-ir° decay mode.
The CP-parity of the final state w+ir-ir° is (-1) '+ 1 ,
where / is the relative orbital angular momentum of
the T + 7r~ pair with respect to the ir". So the x+ n~ ir°
state may have even or odd CP-parity depending on
the value of/. The decay KL —*• ir+ir~-7r" is CP-allowed
when the final state is the kinematically preferred / = 0
state, while the decay Ks —* 7r+jr~?r0 is a mixture of
CP-violating, / = 0, and CP-conserving, but kinemati-
cally suppressed, / = 1 transitions. Under exchange of
the 7r+ and T~ in the K° rest frame the 1=1 state
is antisymmetric and hence if the decay rates are in-
tegrated over all pion configurations, the CP-allowed
Ks contribution cancels in the KSKL interference. The
time dependent asymmetry,

—Im(r)+-o) sin(Amt)]

is shown in Fig. 10. The total number of events is
1.5 x 10s. From a fit to this asymmetry we obtain as
preliminary result:

= (-4 ± ± 3,y3t) x 10"3

-o) = (-16 ± 2O,tat ± S,9,t) x 10"3

2 4 S • 10 12 t* 16

Figure 10: The asymmetry A+_o(<) vs the decay time.
The solid (dotted) line represents the result of the fit
when we float i?e(7j+_0) and Im(r)+-0) (only Im(t]+^0)
with the constraint Re(t]+-o) = Ke(?j+_)).

The value of ite(r/+_o) is consistent with been
equal to Re(rj+-). We note here that in the hypothesis

of CPT conservation, any deviation of TJ^ o from TJ+-
would be due to direct CP violation which contributes
only to Jm(»7+_o). Figure 11 shows our result, in com-
parison with the results from other experiments.
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Figure 11: Jm(7?+_0) vs i2e(7?+_o) for CPLEAR (pre-
liminary) and other experiments[4,10].

7 Indirect CPT test.
The best limit on CPT violation is obtained by compar-
ing the phase of rj+_ with the superweak angle <psw =
tan-1 (2$®-), where Ar = 75 -jL. Note that if we take
the available data[4] the phase difference between <p+-
and <p3W can be as large as 3° [11] even in the absence
of CPT violation. The equation that relates 77+_ and
ex is:

JJ+_ = eT + 6x + *Vo + e'

where IT has a phase <psw and ^x describes the CPT
violation parameter perpendicular to CT ,

, , , , A m , n „ sv

^ M 2 2 - M l 1 + AT < r » " r i ^

where Mij — ^F,j are the elements of the kaon mixing
matrix. The term <p0 is derived to be:

7S

+BR(Kh

The term e' describes the CP violation in the decay
amplitude and can be neglected since |e'| < 10~5[12].
Figure 12 shows the relation between the CP violating
parameters TJ+-, €?, 6±, <po and e'.

Using our improved limits for 7m(r?+_0) and Im(x),
our measurements of y>+_ and Am, and AF from[4], we
find:

|6x |<l(r4(90%C.L.)
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Figure 12: The relation between the CP violating pa-
rameters t)i , €T, 6±, <po and e'.

Assuming CPT conservation in the decay amplitude,
we obtain:

A%0 -
<2 .0-10" 1 8

This is the best limit on a particle-antiparticle mass
difference.

8 Summary
CPLEAR provides information on the CP, T and CPT
violation parameters. The parameters (p^ and Am
are measured in an independent way, with a precision
comparable to the one of the best published results. Im-
proved values for 77.1 0 as well as for Re(x) and Im(x)
are determined. CPLEAR provides also the first direct
measurement of T violation through a comparison of
K°, K° decay rates, and a direct test of CPT invari-
ance. Finally taking into account all our results we can
perform one of the best indirect tests of CPT invari-
ance. The full analysis of the data (including the data
to be collected up to 1995) will decrease our statistical
errors by a factor > 2. A dedicated measurement of the
regeneration parameters in 1996 will help to decrease
our systematic error in <p+- by more than a factor of 2.
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ABSTRACT

Studies of CP violation, for 30 years focused primarily on the neutral K meson, are on the
threshold of a new era as experiments approach Standard-Model sensitivities in decays of
beauty, charm, and hyperons. The array of heavy-quark experiments approved and planned
at Fermilab may lead to a significant breakthrough in the next five to ten years.

1 Introduction
The asymmetry of certain weak decays with respect to
the simultaneous interchange of particles with antipar-
ticles (C) and reflection of spatial coordinates (P) [1]
raises fundamental questions about space, time, and the
early history of the Universe [2]. Despite thirty years
of impressive experimental effort, we still have little in-
sight into the origin of this phenomenon. New exper-
imental approaches now being attempted may lead to
substantially improved understanding in the next five
to ten years.

In the Standard Model (SM), CP violation at
possibly-observable levels can occur in the decays of
neutral [3, 4] and charged [5] kaons, hyperons [6], and
charm [7] and beauty [8] mesons. To date it has been
observed in only the first of these cases. The pattern of
occurrence in all of them could reveal whether CP vi-
olation originates solely from the one irreducible phase
of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [9],
whether in addition there are contributions from new
physics outside the CKM framework, or whether the
phenomenon arises entirely from new physics. For new-
physics contributions, CP violation probes multi-TeV
mass scales which cannot be studied directly even at the
LHC. Charm studies can play a special role because the
top-quark loops which in the Standard Model dominate
CP violation in the strange and beauty sectors are ab-
sent, and because new physics may couple differently
to up- and down-type quarks or couple to quark mass.
Many of these issues are treated in more detail in the ex-
cellent recent reviews of Winstein and Wolfenstein [10]
and Rosner [8]; a more detailed discussion of hyperon
CP violation can be found in the Fermilab Experiment
871 Proposal [11].

As indicated in Table 1, Fermilab fixed-target ex-
periments have made substantial contributions to this
subject in recent years and will continue to do so in the

years ahead. At Fermilab the search for CP violation in
beauty decay is part of the Tevatron Collider program
and will not be pursued in fixed target. The remainder
of this article therefore reviews the kaon, hyperon, and
charm programs at Fermilab.

Table 1: Recent and future Fermilab fixed-target CP-
violation experiments.

Run: 1987/8 1990/1
Kaon experiments:

E731 E773/E799-I
Hyperon experiments:

E756
Charm experiments:

E687
E791

1996/7

KTeV

HyperCP

FOCUS

22000

KTeV/KAMI?

Charm2000?

2 The Search for Direct CP Violation in
K° Decay

A question which has received much attention is
whether all CP violation arises indirectly (as predicted
in the "superweak" theory of Wolfenstein [12]), i.e.
through the mixing of neutral mesons with their an-
tiparticles, or whether there is in addition direct CP
violation. While only indirect CP violation has so far
been observed, the Standard Model also predicts ob-
servable levels of direct CP violation, arising from the
interference of penguin diagrams with tree-level dia-
grams. To date the search for direct CP violation has
mainly concentrated on the measurement of the ratio
e'/e, where e parametrizes the degree to which Ks and
KL are not CP eigenstates,

\Ks) = _
\KL) = [(1 + e)\K°) - (1 - e)\K°)]/y/2(l + |eP) ,
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and e' measures the difference in CP-violating rates of
KL to *•+*- and v°x°:

A nonzero value of e'/e indicates CP violation in AS —
1 K° decays, and not solely through AS = 2 mix-
ing. The measurement of e'/e entails determination
of four decay rates, which can be carried out such
that systematic uncertainties cancel in the double ra-
tio £{*^J+f-\'lf!}*S

sZ*T+*-)• I n t h i s way sensitivity at
the < 10~4 level can be achieved [10].

The SM expectation for e'/e is sensitive to the
value of the top-quark mass, because of competition be-
tween strong and electroweak penguin diagrams which
contribute with opposite signs [13]. The degree of this
sensitivity is unsettled in the literature. Some au-
thors find complete cancellation, e'/e becoming zero at
mt s» 220 GeV and negative for larger top mass [13, 4].
But Heinrich et al. [3] using chiral perturbation theory
find the cancellation to be only partial, e'/e remaining
positive for all m* values. Thus at the present state
of understanding, and given mt = 180 ± 12 GeV [14],
it appears that the SM predicts e'/e in the range (0 to
3)xlO~3 [3, 4, 15]. This range will presumably decrease
with further theoretical effort and improvement in the
determination of mf

e'/e has also been estimated in a variety of ex-
tensions of the SM [16, 10, 8]. It is an old idea that
CP violation may originate through spontaneous sym-
metry breaking in the Higgs sector [17]. In Weinberg's
multiple-Higgs-doublet model [18], assuming that Higgs
exchange is a major contributor to e, e'/e can be as
large as O(10~2) [16, 10, 19], and an electric dipole
moment for the neutron d« £ 10~25 e cm is also pre-
dicted [19]. Given the present experimental limit
i , < 1.1 x 10~25ecm [20], the Weinberg model may
still be viable, however a substantial lowering of dn,
or establishment of a sufficiently small value for e'/e,
could rule out this model as a significant source of
e [19, 10]. Alternative multi-Higgs models have also
been formulated [21], in which the "natural flavor con-
servation" [22] of the Weinberg model is abandoned in
favor of an approximate family symmetry [19, 23, 24].
In these models, if CP violation is attributed to flavor-
changing neutral-Higgs exchange (FCNE), all direct
CP violation (and all CP violating effects in beauty)
can be unobservably small, but there are other observ-
able manifestations, such as large mixing in charm [23].
The general analysis of Wu and Wolfenstein [24] in-
cludes CP-violating charged-Higgs exchange, leading to
a richer variety of possibilities; for example, e'/e can
then be as large as in the CKM model [24]. Minimal
supersymmetry (despite having an extra Higgs doublet)

predicts zero for e'/e due to the relatively real vacuum
expectation values of the two doublets [8]. Left-right-
symmetric models, featuring extra right-handed gauge
bosons with masses well above those of the left-handed
ones, seek to provide a unified explanation of P and
CP violation in which both symmetries are conserved
at sufficiently high energy but spontaneously broken at
low energy [25]. "Isoconjugate" left-right models [26]
predict zero for e'/e [16, 25], but other versions can ac-
comodate values as large as 5 x 10~3 [10, 25]. In models
with appreciable left-right mixing, e' and dn become re-
lated [25]: e'/dn ~ lO^ecm)" 1 .

The experimental situation is as follows. Two ex-
periments, one (E731) at Fermilab and one (NA31) at
CERN, have published results with comparable sensi-
tivity which are 1.8«r apart. E731 obtains Re(e'/e) =
(7.4 ± 5.2 ± 2.9) X 10~4 [27], where the first error is
statistical and the second systematic, while the NA31
result is Re(e'/e) = (23 ± 3.6 ± 5.4) x 10~4 [28]. Av-
eraging these with previous results, the Particle Data
Group finds Re{e'/e) = (1.5±0.8) x 10~3 [20], employing
their standard procedure for increasing the uncertainty
to take account of the NA31-E731 disagreement. While
the NA31 result is 3<r from zero, the world average is
less than 2a from zero, thus we cannot conclude that
direct CP violation has been observed.

The techniques employed by the two groups dif-
fer in important ways. For example in E731 two paral-
lel Ki beams were incident, and a regenerator placed
in one created a Ks beam at the upstream end of
their spectrometer. In NA31 a Ks production tar-
get was moved throughout the decay region to mini-
mize acceptance differences between KL and Ks de-
cays. E731 used magnetic spectrometry for the final-
state charged pions and lead-glass calorimetry for neu-
trals, while NA31 relied on liquid-argon calorimetry for
energy measurement in all modes. While in E731 both
Ki and Ks decays were acquired simultaneously, in
NA31 7T+JT~ and K°K° final states were acquired simul-
taneously, thus temporal variations in operating condi-
tions had differing effects in the two experiments. Both
groups are preparing improved experiments, designated
KTeV (Fermilab) and NA48 (CERN). Since the E731
uncertainty is dominated by statistical error, the Fer-
milab collaboration has elected to retain the E731 ap-
proach with an upgraded apparatus [29]. NA48, how-
ever, represents a substantial departure from NA31, for
example adopting the technique of magnetic momen-
tum analysis for the charged-pion final state [30]. In
the new experiments both groups intend to take all four
modes simultaneously. The goal for each effort is sensi-
tivity of (1 - 2) x 10-4 [10].

3 Other K° Studies
The E731 collaboration has also performed a sensi-
tive test of CPT symmetry in K° decay. In E773
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they modified their regenerator arrangement so as to
make a precise measurement of the phases of ij+_ and
TJOO. CPT symmetry predicts these phases to be equal
and also relates their size to Amjf and AIV [31].
The E773 results, <f>oo - <t>+- = 0.62° ± 1.03° and
4>+- = 43.53° ± 0.97° [32], confirm the predictions and
are the most precise CPT tests to date, improving on
previous results from E731 [33].

Direct CP violation can also be sought in rare de-
cays of K°. The decays KL -» T°e+e-, i rVM", and
x°i/F are expected to be dominated by direct CP viola-
tion [16, 10, 8]. (In the first two cases there are also CP-
conserving contributions occurring via virtual-photon
loops, which are monitored by KL —* T°77 [16].) In
Fermilab E799-I, which ran in 1991, the Fermilab col-
laboration set limits on these decays as shown in Ta-
ble 2. E799-II (part of KTeV) is expected to achieve
sensitivities approaching SM predictions in some of
these modes, and these sensitivities will be further im-
proved by the subsequent KAMI ("Kaons at the Main
Injector") program.

Table 2: Limits on CP-violating rare KL decays.

Mode
KL -> j r°e+e-
Kl, -> TUli+H~
Ki, —> xofl7

E799-I limit
1.8 X 10-"
5.1 x 10-*
5.8 X 10~s

KTeV sens.
7X 10-1 1

few 1 0 ~ u

~ io-8

SM pred.
~ 10"11

~ 10"11

~few 10"11

4 The Search for Direct CP Violation in
Hyperon Decay-

It has long been realized that hyperon decays could
violate CP symmetry [34]. Indirect CP violation is
not expected, since hyperon mixing would violate con-
servation of baryon number. Observables for direct
CP violation include decay-width differences of particle
and antiparticle to CP-conjugate final states and three
asymmetries (described next) involving polarization.

In the decay of a polarized hyperon, the angular
distribution of the daughter baryon in the rest frame of
the parent is nonisotropic and is given by

^ = i-(l + aPp• pd) = i - ( + aPp cos 6), (1)

where Pp is the polarization of the parent hyperon, pd is
the direction of the daughter baryon in the rest frame of
the parent, and the parameter a is defined in Eq. 2 be-
low. Moreover, the daughter baryon is polarized, with
polarization vector

X Pd) X {Pp X pd)}

\ + aPp-pd

where the Lee-Yang variables [35] a, (3, and 7 are re-

lated to the 5- and P-wave decay amplitudes:

2Re(S*P) 2Im(5'P) _ \S\2 - |P|
a ~ \S\2 IPI2 ' P ~ II2 I I 2 ' 7 ~ 112|5P + |P| _

7 ~ (2)
(a, j3, and 7 are of course not all independent, being
related by a2 +/32 +y2 = 1.) Since under a CP trans-
formation a and j3 change sign, in comparing the de-
cays of a hyperon and its antiparticle we have the four
possibly- CP -violating observables

A = B =
l3 B' =
/3' "

(3)
where the overlined quantities pertain to antiparticles.
As seen from Eq. 2, nonzero values of A, B, and B'
reflect interference between the 5- and P-wave ampli-
tudes.

As in the case of the K°, direct CP-violating ef-
fects in hyperon decay arise in the SM via the interfer-
ence of penguin and tree-level diagrams. Their size has
been estimated using a variety of approaches [6]. A is
typically predicted to be of order 10"5 to 10~4 and is
experimentally the most accessible; it can be measured
by determining the daughter polarization in the decay
of unpolarized parent hyperons. B and B' are expected
to be substantially larger than A (and in the case of B',
independent of final-state phases) but require measure-
ment of both the parent and daughter polarizations. A
is unobservably small.

Although hyperon CP asymmetries and c' arise
from similar quark diagrams, their SM phenomenolo-
gies are quite distinct, e' is due to interference between
AJ = 1/2 and AJ = 3/2 currents and is subject to the
mj-dependent cancellation mentioned above. On the
other hand, A is relatively insensitive to nit, with the
central predicted value varying by only about ±15% for
140 < mt < 220 GeV in a typical calculation [36].

Initial ideas for the measurement of A centered on
exclusive production of AA pairs in pp annihilation at
low energy [16]. This technique has yielded the best re-
sult to date, A = 0.022 ±0.019 [37]. While experiments
with substantially improved sensitivity have been pro-
posed both for the LEAR storage ring at CERN [38]
and the p source at Fermilab [39], none has yet been
approved.

4.1 The HyperCP experiment
The HyperCP (E871) experiment [11], now un-
der construction by a Berkeley-Fermilab-IIT-Michigan-
S. Alabama-Taiwan-Virginia collaboration1, will mea-

1C. Ballagh, W. S. Choong, G. Gidal, P. Gu, K. B. Luk (Berke-
ley), C. James, J. Volk (Fermilab), Ft. A. Burnstein, D. M. Ka-
plan, L. M. Lederman, V. Papavassiliou, H. A. Rubin, D. Sowin-
ski, W. Zhuo (IIT), H. R. Gustafson, M. Longo (Michigan), K.
Clark, M. Jenkins (S. Alabama), Y. C. Chen, K. C. Cheng, C.
Ho, P. K. Teng, C. Yu, Z. Yu (Taiwan), S. Conetti, C. Dukes,
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sure the combined asymmetry in a in the decay se-
quence S~ —» Air", A —» pir~. An intense unpolar-
ized beam of H~ (E ) hyperons will be produced at 0°
by 800 GeV protons striking a metal target, with the
secondaries momentum-selected by means of a curved
magnetic channel set to 150 GeV with 25% FWHM
momentum bite. Following a 13 m evacuated decay
pipe the hyperon decay products will be detected in a
high-rate magnetic spectrometer using MWPCs. (The
needed rate capability is determined by the «40MHz
of charged particles, dominantly pions and protons,
emerging from the channel.) The polarization of the
As is measured by the slope of the cos 9 distribution of
the protons in the A rest frame (Eq. 1). From Eq. 3 it is
straightforward to show that the combined CP asym-
metry is well approximated by

ASA =

E871 aims to reconstruct > 3 x 109 each of S and S
decays (>103 per second of beam), measuring ASA to
an uncertainty £O.8xlO~4. As discussed further be-
low, this sensitivity is in the range of asymmetry pre-
dicted by the SM, as well as by other possible models
of CP violation. A previous fixed-target hyperon ex-
periment, Fermilab E756 (which included some of the
Hyper CP collaborators), is analyzing data on ASA from
the 1987/8 run with expected sensitivity <10~2 [40].

The acquisition of so large a hyperon sample re-
quires a highly capable data acquisition system, which
is designed for 100 kHz trigger rate and 20MB/s aver-
age data rate to tape. This is driven by the need to
use loose trigger requirements so as to minimize any
possible CP bias [41]. (KTeV is designing for similar
bandwidths, and as we will see, Charm2000 plans to go
even further in data acquisition rate.)

Direct CP -violating asymmetries are typically
proportional to products of the weak-inteiaction and
strong-interaction phase factors of the interfering decay
amplitudes. The weak phases arise from short-distance
physics, while the strong phases are due to final-state
interactions. In the case of A=A> the strong phases in A
decay are directly measured in irp scattering [42], but
those in H decay must be calculated theoretically. Older
work relied on the calculations of Refs. [43] and [44], giv-
ing a phase difference of 16°, but a recent calculation
using chiral perturbation theory gives 1.5° [45], imply-
ing a 2 CP asymmetry one order of magnitude smaller
than previously thought. Thus in the SM As was for-
merly thought to exceed A\, with predicted values in
the range « (0.1 to 1) x 10~4 compared to a predicted
range w (0.1 to 0.5) x 10~4 for AA (Table 3; cf. Ref. [6]).
However, if the newer calculation is correct, A& is the
larger contribution. At present it is not clear which (if

J. Gerbi, K. Nelson, D. Pocanic, D. Rajaram, I. Tzamouranis
(Virginia).

either) calculation is correct [46]. A measurement of
/3/a using polarized Hs could help clarify the question.

Hyperon CP asymmetries have also been esti-
mated in a variety of non-Standard models, and results
are summarized in Table 3. In the Weinberg model
and left-right-symmetric models with left-right mixing,
J4=A can be substantially larger than in the SM, while
in models in which CP is violated due to FCNE it is
essentially zero.

Table 3: Hyperon CP-asymmetry estimates.

Model

CKM
Weinberg
Multi-Higgs (FCNE)
LR (isoconjugate)
LR (with mixing)

A-=
[io-*]

-(0.1-1)

«0
W0.25
< 1 *

[io-*]
-(0.1 - 0.5)

«-0.25
«0

ss-0.11
<7

Ref.

[47J
[48]
[47]
[48]
[49]

"using final-state phases of Ref. [45]

4.2 Sensitivity to charged-kaon direct
CP violation in HyperCP

The HyperCP experiment also has the potential to
observe direct CP violation in charged-kaon decay to
ir^vr^TT? [11]. The most accessible signal is the dif-
ference Ag of the Dalitz-plot slope parameters for K+

and K~ decay which measure the energy dependence
of the odd-sign pion. SM predictions for Ag vary over
a wide range, ~10~6 to 1.4 x 10~3 [5]. The best pre-
vious measurement (from the Brookhaven AGS) gives
Ag = -0.0070 ± 0.0053 [50]. HyperCP should amass a
sample of wlO9 in each mode, giving sensitivity of about
1 x 10"4. Other proposals are also extant at comparable
sensitivity [51].

5 The Search for CP Violation in
Charm Decay

Following the more-or-less simultaneous discovery of
the charm quark in fixed-target [52] and e+e~ colli-
sions [53], for many years experiments at e+e~ collid-
ers dominated the study of charmed particles. Starting
in «1985, silicon vertex detectors made fixed-target ex-
periments competitive once again. Although CP asym-
metries in charm are expected to be quite small, expo-
nential growth in the sensitivity of fixed-target charm
experiments (Fig. l) , as well as at CLEO [54], has
led to CP -violation sensitivities which are beginning
to approach levels predicted in some extensions of the
Standard Model. As discussed below, the Charm2000
project at Fermilab may succeed in observing SM CP
violation.
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Figure 1: Yield of reconstructed charm vs. year of run
for those completed and approved Fermilab fixed-target
charm experiments with the highest statistics of their
generation; symbols indicate type of beam employed.

5.1 The Charm2000 project
Charm2000 [55] is a Letter-of-Intent-in-progress for a
new Fermilab experiment to reconstruct f»4xlO8 charm
decays, ss2000 times the largest extant charm sample,
in the Year-w2000 fixed-target run. The spectrometer is
planned to be compact and of moderate cost (e.g. sub-
stantially cheaper than HERA-B [56]), but with large
acceptance, good resolution, and high-rate tracking and
particle identification. Tracking is done exclusively with
silicon or diamond [57] and scintillating-fiber [58] detec-
tors, allowing operation at a 5 MHz interaction rate.
A fast ring-imaging Cherenkov counter [59] provides
hadron identification, and calorimeters (possibly aug-
mented by a TRD) identify electrons and allow first-
level triggering on transverse energy. Triggering effi-
ciently on charm while maintaining high livetime and a
manageable data rate to tape (5100 MB/s) is a signif-
icant challenge, requiring hardware decay-vertex trig-
gers [60]; first-level "optical" triggers may play a signif-
icant role [61, 62].2

5.2 Direct charm CP violation
The Standard Model predicts direct CP violation in
singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays (SCSD) of charm
at the ~10~3 level [7, 63], arising from interference
between tree-level and penguin diagrams for the de-
cay of the charm quark. CP violation in Cabibbo-
favored (CFD) or doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCSD)
modes would however be a clear signature for new
physics [63, 64]. For example, asymmetries in all three
categories could reach ~10~2 in such scenarios as non-
minimal supersymmetry [64] and left-right-symmetric
models [65, 66]. There are also expected SM asymme-

2While HERA-B is potentially competitive with Charm2000
as a charm experiment, it lacks the capabilities to trigger effi-
ciently on charm and to acquire the needed large data sample,
and it probably has significantly poorer vertex resolution as well.

tries of as 3.3 x 10~3 (=2Re(e*:)) due to K° mixing
in such modes as D+ —> Ksir+ and Kstv [67], which
should be observed in Charm2000 or even in predecessor
experiments [68]. While observation of Jf°-induced CP
asymmetries might teach us little new about physics,
they will at least constitute a calibration for experi-
mental systematics at the 10~3 level. However, Bigi
has pointed out that a small new-physics contribution
to the DCSD rate could amplify these asymmetries to
0(1O-2) [64].

Experimental limits at the 10% level have been
set in SCSD modes; at present the most sensitive
come from the photoproduction experiment Fermilab
E687 [69] and from CLEO [70]. E687 has studied
Z>° -> K+K~ and D+ — K~K+x+, K*°K+, and <£*•+
as indicated in Table 4.3 CLEO has studied D° decays
to K~ir+ and to the CP eigenstates K+K~, Ks<t>, and
KST°.

Table 4: Limits on direct CP violation in D decay.

Mode Limit* Charm2000
Reach*

Cabibbo-favored
£>u -» K~ir+ -0.009<A<0.027 [70]

fewxlO"4

Singly Cabibbo-suppressed
£>u -> K~K+

D+ -» K~K"+TT+
£>+ _» K'°K+
D+ _ < r̂+
£>+ - KSK+

-0.11</t<0.16 [69]
-0.028<J4<0.166 [70]
-0.14<M<0.081 [69]
-0.33</l<0.094 [69]
-0.075<A<0.21 [69]

10-3

10-3

10-3

10~3

fewXlO"4

Doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
Du -+ K+ir-
D+ — K+K+v-

10~3 - 10—'
fewxlO"3

•at 90% confidence level

The signal for direct CP violation is an absolute
rate difference between decays of particle and antipar-
ticle to charge-conjugate final states / and / :

A =
T(D T(D

Since in photoproduction D and D are not produced
equally, in the E687 analysis the signal is normalized
relative to a CFD mode:

V(D - / )

(Thus a CP asymmetry from new physics in the CFD
normalization mode could in principal mask a signal in
an SCSD mode.) A further complication is that to dis-
tinguish D° -*K+K~ from D° -* K+K~, D" tagging
(via the charge of the pion from D*+ —> D°v+) must be

3 Charge-conjugate states are generally implied even when not
stated.
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employed; of course, no tagging is needed for charged-
D decays. Typical E687 event yields are wlO2 in signal
modes and ~10 3 in normalization modes.

One can extrapolate from the sensitivity achieved
in E687 to that expected in Charm2000. E687 observed
4287 ±78 (4666 ± 8 1 ) events in the normalization mode
D+ -> K-T+1C+ {D~ -* K+T-V-). As an interme-
diate step in the extrapolation I use the event yield in
E791, since that hadroproduction experiment is more
similar to Charm2000 than is E687. Using relatively
tight vertex cuts, E791 observed 37006 ± 204 events
in D± -* KICK [71], and Charm2000 should increase
this number by a factor «2000. Thus relative to E687,
the statistical uncertainty on A should be reduced by
« -v/8000, implying sensitivities of 10~3 at 90% con-
fidence (Table 4). While the ratiometric nature of the
measurement reduces biases, at the 10~3 level these will
need to be studied carefully.

For DCSD modes, I extrapolate from E791's
observation of D+ —» K+IC+K~ at 4.2<r based on
40% of their data sample [72]. The statistical sig-
nificance in Charm2000 should be as ^2000/0.4 bet-
ter, implying fewxlO"3 sensitivity for CP asymme-
tries. For D° —» K+TT~, CLEO's observation [73] of
B{D° -> K+r-)/B(D° -> K~K+) « 0.8% suggests
» 1 0 5 D*-tagged DCSD Kr events in Charm2000, giv-
ing fewxlO"3 CP sensitivity. However, the need for
greater background suppression for DCSD compared
to CFD events is likely to reduce sensitivity. For ex-
ample, preliminary E791 results show a «2<r signal
in D° —» K+ir~ [74], implying ~ 1 0 ~ 2 sensitivity in
Charm2000. These extrapolations are conservative and
ignore expected improvements in vertex resolution and
particle identification. Simulations are underway to as-
sess these effects.

As in the kaon and hyperon cases, SM predic-
tions for direct charm CP violation are rather uncer-
tain, requiring assumptions for final-state phase shifts
and CKM matrix elements [63, 64]. However, given
the oidei of magnitude expected in charm decay, the
Charm2000 experiment could make the first observa-
tion of direct CP violation outside the strange sector,
or indeed the first observation anywhere if (as may well
be the case [4, 45]) signals prove too small for detection
in KTeV, NA48, and HyperCP.

5.3 Indirect charm CP violation
Indirect CP violation of course requires mixing, but
experimentally D° mixing is known to be small (<
0.37%) [20, 75]. In the SM the mixing rate is predicted
to be < 10"8 [63, 76],4 and any indirect CP-violating
asymmetries are expected to be less than 10~4 [64].
However, possible mixing signals at the «1% level have

been reported [73, 77], and a variety of non-Standard
models can accomodate mixing up to the current exper-
imental limit, including multi-Higgs models [23], [80]-
[84] and those with supersymmetry [82, 80, 85], techni-
color [86], leptoquarks [87], left-right symmetry [88], or
a fourth generation [66, 89].

D° mixing phenomenology is complicated by the
possibility of DCSD leading to the same final states:
for example in the Kir mode the rate of wrong-sign D°
decay is given by [90]-[92]

r(D°(t) -
. - r e

K+T~) = \B\2\?-\2 x
V

2Re(A)AH + 4Im(A)AMt}, (4)

*Eariier estimates [78] that long-distance effects can give
|AMJJ/TD I ~ 1°~ J are claimed to have been disproved [63, 23],
though there remain skeptics [64, 79].

where the first term is the DCSD contribution, the sec-
ond mixing, and the third and fourth the interference
between DCSD and mixing. Given the E691 limit the
observed signals probably represent unexpectedly large
DCSD effects, but if a significant portion of the rate
is in fact mixing then new physics must be responsi-
ble [63, 79]. Then indirect CP violation at the <1%
level is possible [83, 94, 64, 79]. Some authors have sug-
gested that the CP-violating signal may be more easily
detectable than the mixing itself [91]-[93]. In particular,
Browder and Pakvasa [92] point out that in the differ-
ence r(£>° — K+K-) - T(D° — -R-K-+), the DCSD
and mixing components cancel, leaving only the fourth
term of Eq. 4. Thus if indirect CP violation is ap-
preciable this is a particularly clear way to isolate the
interference term.

Clarification of the D° mixing puzzle can be ex-
pected from coming experiments as well as (if approved)
Charm2000. If mixing is large and violates CP as just
discussed, indirect CP violation should be detectable
in Charm2000.

6 Conclusions
CP violation has fascinated physicists since its discov-
ery. It has the potential to give us unique information
about the physics underlying the Standard Model. In
the down-quark sector the phenomenon may be domi-
nated by Standard-Model effects arising from the large
mass of the top quark, but in the up-quark sector the
6 quark contributes little, creating a low-background
window for new physics. If new physics and the CKM
phase are both significant sources of CP violation, then
coming beauty studies will reveal deviations of the "uni-
tarity triangle" from expectations [8]. But if either con-
tribution is small, these studies might tell us little new:
in the one case the unitarity triangle will confirm the
CKM model, while in the other, beauty decays might
not violate CP at an observable level. New physics
might still be revealed in hyperon or charm studies. A
program investigating all possible quark sectors is thus
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prudent. The Fermilab fixed-target program can make
a strong contribution to such a program.
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Recent Developments in Silicon Sensors

T. Anticic, C, Y. Chien, A. Gougas, A. Pevsner
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Baltimore, MD 21218, USA

ABSTRACT

An overview of current and upcoming new Silicon detector technologies is presented here.
Long ladders, and wedge-shaped detectors are looked into more detail.

1 Introduction
Physics interests for future high energy particle accel-
erators require large, fast, and high precision detectors
in both the barrel and forward regions. We present
here the recent developments of such sensors. In par-
ticular, long ladders and wedge-shaped detectors are
looked into more detail, as our group is deeply involved
in R&D in these.

2 Basic Principles of Silicon Sensors
Silicon sensors are achieved by reverse biasing an n-
p junction. This creates a depletion region, which in-
creases with increasing voltage. A particle passing through
this will form electron-hole (e~ — h) pairs. These then
drift to opposite sides of the detector.

In practice the sensor is 300 ̂ m thick, with the
bulk of the material being n-type. The p-type is heav-
ily doped, and is arranged as strips. Aluminum strips
on top of these are used to collect the charge by the
readout chips. These strips are ohmically separated us-
ing SiC>2. If there is a double sided readout, then the
back (ohmic) side has heavily doped n-type strips. The
depletion region extends throughout the whole bulk for
bias voltages above ~ 50V. The strips are normally
readout every 50 ^m. There often are intermediary
strips, which by charge-sharing increases the resolution
of the sensor.

Advantages
• Silicon sensors are characterized by a very high ef-

ficiency. This can be virtually 100% for working
channels (these are 95% to 99% of the total chan-
nels).

• They are extremely fast, with risetimes of around
40 psec achieved.

• Accuracies of up to 1 /zm are reported[l] (with a
25 jim readout pitch). In accelerator enviroments

p + n Diode

-300

n+ OHMIC contact
ionizing
particle

Figure 1: Silicon sensor

the resolutions are usually between 5 and 15 fim,
depending on size of the sensor, readout pitch, ex-
ternal noise, and alignment.

• Very high signal to noise (S/N) ratio can be achieved.
A S/N ratio of 140 has been achieved using the
Viking chip[2]. In practice a S/N ratio of around
10 is sufficient to have reliable position predictions.

Noise sources
Some of the main factors that make the silicon detectors
non-ideal are:

• readout electronics: the readout chips themselves
are a noise source, which depends on the capaci-
tance of the detector. An example of a very low
noise readout chip is the Viking, having a noise
of 125e~ -+- 14 x Ctote~ • Ctot is the total detector
capacitance seen by the input of the amplifier.

• interstrip capacitance: this is usually around a few
pF/cm of strip lenght. This is the main source of
the above mentioned detector capacitance. Thus
the longer the sensor, the larger the noise. This
puts limits on how long the sensors can be made.
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• leakage currents: can prohibitively increase under
high radiation exposure.

• 6 electrons: electrons knocked out by the incoming
particle. Smears the signal and probably limits the
resolution to ~ lfixa (for 300 n m sensor thickness).

A further problem which will have to be consid-
ered at high radiation enviroments like the LHC(~ 10
Mrad and ~ 1014 neutrons/cm2 over 10 years) is radi-
ation damage.

The capacitances (and hence noise) increases with
exposure. Furthermore, the voltage necessary for deple-
tion can get so high that it can reach breakdown. The
detector is then not fully depleted and the signal is re-
duced. Also, annealing of the material with time causes
inversion of the bulk material from n-type to p-type,
rendering the sensor useless.

It has been found that cooling the sensor below
10° C can slow down the annealing[3]. A further option
is to use Gallium Arsenide detectors. These have a
much higher radiation tolerance. The signal to noise
ratio though is not as high as for Silicon sensors.

3 Wedge Sensors
The logical geometry for forward tracking detectors is
a circular one. This can be achieved by wedge-shaped
sensors(Figure 2). And a radial layout of the strips(i.e.
variable pitch) makes them particularly suitable for the
ease in constructing fast Pt triggers [4]. This makes
wedge-shaped detectors a natural choice for fast forward-
backward tracking, complimenting the barrel region.

Figure 2: Wedge—shaped sensor

An investigation was done by our group into the
dependence of resolution of pitch. The results are plot-
ted in figure 3. The behavior is clearly linear (Reso-
lution = (0.21 ± 0.01)Pitch), and thus no unexpected
problems arise at both high and low strip separation.
Also plotted is the geometrical resolution due to single
strips ( pitch/\/l2 ).

A further property investigated was the variation
of cluster size with pitch. This is shown in Figure 4a.
The distribution is essentially uniform. We also studied
the resolution and cluster size if the sensors were read

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

P t c h :,.:v:

Figure 3: Plot of Resolution Vs. Pitch

out in digital mode by considering only strips with sig-
nals above 4<rjv and replace the charge weighted mean
by the unweighted mean. We found the cluster size
again is independent from the pitch(Figure 4b). There-
fore if the strips are readout digitally as in a sparse data
mode,no significant loss of resolution is expected.

4 Long Ladders
One can design very large detectors by wirebonding to-
gether several smaller ones(usually ~ 8 cm long) into
so called silicon ladders (Figure 5). This enables the
readout of an increased area with both the number of
channels read out and total dead area due to electronics
staying the same as for the single sensor.

One problem with long ladders is that the noise
can get prohibitively large with longer strips(larger in-
terstrip capacitance). A full testbeam study was done
using sensors with lenght up to 64 cm [5].

Table 1 shows the preliminary results for a single
sided 60 cm design by VTT, Finland. The readout was
done using the Viking chips. The results show that
even at the longest lengths we have a satisfactory S/N
ratio(10 at 60cm). The efficiencies are also good. The
active area reduction is mostly due to scratches and
mishandling, and it is believed that this can be easily
avoided in the future.

Large number of tracks in LHC-like enviroments
pose a problem when using very long ladders. One is
faced with about 30 events per crossing, 40 tracks per
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Figure 5: Ladder Design

Readout
length
36 cm
48 cm
60 cm

Collected
charge

34
33
30

Average
Noise

2.1
2.7
3.0

S/N

16
12
10

EfF
%
98
93
98

Active
area %

96
88
84

Table 1: very long ladder testbeam results

event. Then the occupancy per strip can be high, and
one ends up with multiple particles appearing as just
one. A 2-D readout would help this. But here so called
ghost particles can appear. These are caused when dif-
ferent combinatorics of 2-D positions are equally valid.

5 Pixel Detectors
The above mentioned problems may turn out to be in-
surmountable for the closest layer to the interaction
point. A likely solution is to use pixel detectors. Here
instead of strips, square pads about 100 //m across are
read out individually by bump bonding readout chips on
top of the sensor[6]. This avoids the ambiguities. Fur-
ther, since the elements are smaller, one has lower ca-
pacitances and thus lower noise. Hence thinner sensors
can be made, reducing multiple scattering(important
for particles woth momenta less than a few GeV/c).
And since the leakage current induced by radiation is
proportional to the surface of the detector element, pixel
detectors are more radiation resistant than strip detec-
tors. Also, pixels withstand more noise increase and
defects in charge collection.

The problem is of course that a huge number of
channels has to be read out. Pile up problems arise
(at LHC there will be 25 ns between beams, and 2 ̂ s
between level 1 triggers). Recent research indicates that
these problems can be handled, although large areas
may not be able to be covered successfully.

6 Conclusion
Silicon sensors with their high S/N, efficiency and ac-
curacy are ideal for vertex detectors, and will be the
main component of most future central trackers. Very
long ladders and wedge detectors perform well under
testbeam conditions and should not present any major
obstacles to be incorporated in future central trackers.
Pixel detectors are very feasible and are probably nec-
essary for closest layers in high flux enviroments.
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ABSTRACT

We present results concerning the development of windows transparent in the Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) 10-50 eV range.
These windows can be produced in large surfaces. Combined with gaseous photodetectors that have a solid photocathode or a
photosensitive gas, they allow the exploration of an extended wavelength region. This allows efficient photon counting beyond
the cut-off imposed by conventional far UV windows. Two different technologies are presented together with their performances
in terms of far-extreme U V transmission, gas separation, and ageing properties. A simple monochromator capable of operating
and performing measurements in the EUV range is also described. These windows can be used in various applications in particle
physics and astrophysics, and especially for a new generation of simple and highly efficient Cherenkov counters and Hadron
Blind Detectors.

1 Introduction

Threshold Cherenkov counters are widely used in high-
energy physics for particle identification. Their spec-
tral sensitivity, limited in the ultraviolet (UV) region
by the transmission cut-off of the window material, of-
ten leads to a poor detectable Cherenkov light yield.
Low-light yield is more serious for the highest momen-
tum threshold. Thus a gas with a low refractive index
(such as He) is required. However, this also imposes an
increase of the radiator length. Cherenkov He radiators
of about 10 m length have already been used in particle
physics, especially those operating in the visible light
region where the light absorption is negligible.

A way to decrease the length of the radiator is to
increase the useful light yield by extending the spec-
tral sensitivity to the far UV region by using expen-
sive and delicate LiF windows. Another promising ap-
proach using windowless threshold Cherenkov counters
has recently been proposed [1, 2]. The useful Cherenkov
photon bandwidth is extended in the Extreme Ultra-
violet (EUV) region up to the He ionization poten-
tial at 25 eV. In the new concept, the gas radiator is
used simultaneously for electron multiplication in the
well-known high-gain proportional operation mode of
gaseous detectors. These detectors are called Hadron
Blind Detectors (HBDs) because of their possible use in
future hadron colliders, and their ability to select lep-
tons by rejecting low-momentum hadrons. The HBD,
being a threshold Cherenkov counter, can be used for
particle identification in the Cherenkov threshold mode.

Extensive laboratory tests were needed to find gas
mixtures that are transparent in the EUV region and
that are compatible with the operation of gaseous de-
tectors. Tests in 1990 showed that high-gain operation

•Supported by World Laboratory, Lausanne, Switzerland.

of Parallel Plate Avalanche Chambers (PPAC) having
a Csl photocathode is possible by using He or Ne gas
mixtures with CF4 [3]. A prototype tested in a par-
ticle beam gave encouraging results and demonstrated
the principle of this technique [4]. The main message
from these results is the high Cherenkov quality fac-
tor obtained: No = 500. This achievement opens a
new frontier in Cherenkov technology and could lead to
new improvements for building highly efficient thresh-
old Cherenkov counters with moderate costs, low radia-
tor length, a low number of channels, fast, and compat-
ible with high-rate operation in future super-colliders.

A different approach is to try to separate the gas
radiator from the photon detector. In order to achieve
this it is necessary to develop thin windows that are
transparent in the wavelength range of interest (40-
120 nm) beyond the range covered by the most trans-
parent monocrystals. Alternatively one could consider
using a narrow microchannel plate which separates the
radiator from the detector volume, producing a signifi-
cant drop of pressure in order to limit the interdiffusion
process from one volume to another at an acceptable
low level. The latter two methods give a great flex-
ibility for the new generation of Cherenkov counters,
by giving the possibility to choose the desired gas for
the radiator, and the ideal quencher for the photode-
tector. This gives the possibility of tuning directly the
Cherenkov momentum threshold by selecting the gas-
radiator filling and permits the use of highly efficient
gases for the photodetector. The use of very trans-
parent gases like He or Ne can enhance the number
of detected Cherenkov photons, and very large quality
factors can be obtained.

To get a feeling of the above, we have calculated
the number of Cherenkov photons produced in a 20 cm
long He or Ar radiator. The refractive index for each
gas under normal temperature and pressure was calcu-
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lated from the data of Reference [5]. The energy range
for the Cherenkov photons was 6-23.3 eV for He, and
6-13 eV for Ar. The upper limit in the photon energy
range is given by the cut-off value in the Selmeir formula
used for the calculation of the refractive index, and the
cut-off at 6 eV is imposed by the Csl photocathode used
as the photon converter. Figure 1 shows the number of
photons produced by protons, kaons, pions, and muons
as a function of the particle momentum, (l.a is for the
He and l.b is for the Ar radiator). The total number
of Cherenkov photons emitted at saturation is 24 for
the He, and 73 for the Ar radiator. Since a minimum
of a few photons is required for efficient detection, even
in the case of the lowest refractive index gas (He), the
photon production is sufficiently high to take into ac-
count various losses caused by photoabsorption in the
entrance window and the photocathode efficiency. We
should also point out that in conventional Cherenkov
He radiators the required length is of the order of 10 m.
The range of identification covered by using the mo-
mentum threshold method widely takes into account
the great flexibility of our procedure: the refractive in-
dex can vary in a wide range by mixing noble gases or
by increasing (decreasing) the pressure.
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Figure 1: The number of Cherenkov photons produced
by muons, pions, kaons, and protons as a function of the
particle momentum for a) a He, and b) a Ar radiator,
20 cm long.

In the following sections we present details of these
approaches. We describe the various experimental set-
ups used for the measurements, results confirming the
above ideas, and new developments and perspectives.

2 MicroChannel plate gas separation

2.1 Description of the microcbannel plate

The structure of the microchannel plate (MCP) con-
sists of a glass plate with a thickness of 3 mm having
cylindrical capillaries with a hole diameter of 26 /j,m,
and a distance between two successive holes of 31 fj.m.
The cylindrical holes have a slope of 7° with respect to
the direction normal to the microchannel surface. This
is relevant for the application of the MCP for electron
multiplication in vacuum, in order to prevent the ion
feedback. In our application the inclination is not use-
ful and we are planning to suppress it in future proto-
types. Taking into account the geometrical structure of
the MCP, it was calculated that the open area is 64.2%
in the optimal position (the position of the MCP for
which the maximal cross section of holes occurs).

The effective transmission process of Cherenkov pho-
tons via the MCP depends on the relative angle between
the direction normal to the MCP surface, and the di-
rection of the emitted Cherenkov radiation, and con-
sequently crucially affects the efficiency of the HBD.
Thus, the accurate laying of the MCP in the HBD is
necessary to obtain an optimal result. We have used
two different techniques to measure the transmission
and the angular acceptance of the MCP: the first using
a laser, and the second using a monochromator, and
these are described below.

The MCP was irradiated with a visible light beam
of 630 nm wavelength, beam diameter 0.63 mm, and
beam divergence 1.3 mrad, produced with an He-Ne
laser; a photodiode was placed behind the MCP. The
optimal position was localized, and afterwards the cut-
off transmission angle was measured by rotating the
MCP around the optimal position. Figure 2 shows the
transmission of the MCP, in per cent for various angles
around the optimal position. The maximum transmis-
sion of 56% is close to the calculated one, and the ac-
ceptance is 2°, which is sufficient to contain Cherenkov
photons produced with smaller angles in most of the
gaseous noble radiators. We are investigating the pos-
sibility of increasing the angular acceptance of the MCP
by coating the holes with a suitable metal which has a
high reflectivity at grazing angles.

A second set of measurements was made using a
monochromator operating in the visible and the near
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UV region. Figure 3 shows the light transmission of the
MCP for various wavelengths and difFerent angles in re-
spect to the optimal position. The lower transmission,
compared to the measurements with the laser, is caused
by the significant beam divergence of the monochroma-
tor. As expected the transmission as a function of the
wavelength is almost flat, so for the EUV region we
should have a similar transparency.

-3 -2

Figure 2: The transmission of the MCP for various an-
gles of incidence of the light (A = 630 nm from a He-Ne
laser).

-3 •1 0 1
Angl* «l<grMt)

Figure 3: The transmission of the MCP for various an-
gles of incidence of the light (A = 200, 400, and 600 nm).

2.2 Gas separation

As mentioned in the first section, in order to optimize
the operation of the Hadron Blind Detector it is nec-
essary to separate the gas radiator from the detector
volume. Laboratory tests were performed using a test
prototype, shown schematically in Fig. 4. It consists
of the radiator, 19 cm long with a 10 x 10 cm2 trans-
verse cross-section, supplied with a gas inlet E2, and

the MWPC, 1 cm long, supplied with a gas inlet Ei.
Both sections have a common gas outlet Si, and they
are separated by the previously described MCP.

The experimental method of testing the gas separa-
tion was the following: we supplied different gases (ar-
gon, nitrogen, helium) with different volume flow rates
at the radiator section, whilst keeping constant the vol-
ume flow rate of the MWPC section, which was supplied
only with air. The oxygen contamination in the radia-
tor volume was measured by an oxygen meter, having
0.2 ppm sensitivity, connected to a metallic probe S2

(see Fig. 4). By suspending the probe with a springy
system we were able to sample the oxygen concentration
in different longitudinal (z-axis) and transverse (j^axis)
positions.

Gas IN Gas IN
20 cm

Figure 4: Schematic layout of the system used for gas
separation measurements. Two compartments are de-
fined by the MCP gas separator. The left compartment
simulates the MWPC with gas input Ei and gas out-
put Si. The right compartment simulates the radiator
volume with gas input E2. A metallic probe S2 picks
up a small fraction of the gas mixture and passes it to
the oxygen meter.

Figure 5 shows the oxygen concentration for differ-
ent flow rates (fixing the airflow rate at 4 1/h), for var-
ious gases at E2. It can be concluded that the density
of the radiator gas plays a dominant role in the dif-
fusion process of oxygen in the radiator area via the
multichannel plate.

From the data shown above, it can be concluded that
the separation of gases between the two zones split up
by a microchannel plate can be controlled by choosing
suitable flow rates in both sections. Our goal is to keep
the contamination at the level of 100 ppm, which seems
feasible after the previous measurement. At that level,
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absorption effects of various contaminants produce a
negligible effect, and therefore in the case of Cherenkov
radiation produced inside the vessel, photons can reach
the detector volume with little attenuation. The pho-
todetector will operate with a mixture of the tested
noble gases, as the carrier gas, and a few per cent of an
adequate quencher like methane, carbon monoxide, or
other suitable gases. It could operate in the simple par-
allel plate mode, or in the multiwire proportional cham-
ber mode. A first candidate as the photosensitive ele-
ment is a layer of a solid Csl photocathode [16], which
was proven to be compatible with gaseous detectors in
high gain operation. A greater choice is, however, of-
fered to us because of photon detection in the EUV
region: in this range most of the quenchers used for gas
amplification are at the same time very efficient photon
converters, and thus a variety of gas mixtures is avail-
able. In this configuration we get rid of the ageing of the
solid photocathode as well as the non-reproducibility of
the quantum efficiency of Csl [7-16].

50 100 150 200 250 300
10

Figure 5: Oxygen concentration (in ppm) in the radi-
ator section as a function of the flow rate at inlet E2
using various gases (nitrogen, argon, and helium). The
airflow rate at inlet Ei was fixed at 4 1/h.

3 Thin window development

Even fluoride monocrystals are not transparente to the
EUV light below 115 nm. In this region the typical
light absorption lengths for common materials are of
the order of a few nm, and require the use of thin mem-
brane technology even for small surfaces. As an exam-
ple, Fig. 6 shows the transmission as a function of the
wavelength of a thin polyamide film, 42 nm thick, pro-
vided by Outokumpu Instruments Oy Company. Such
a film was calculated to be fully transparent in the soft
X-ray range [16]. In the visible region the maximum
transmission is 38%, whilst in the far UV region it is
only of the order of 5%. Taking into account the thick-

ness of the film, the corresponding photon mean free
path is roughly a few tens of nanometers in the visible
region, and only a few nanometers in the far UV region,
and therefore below the limit of the feasibility of such
thin membranes.
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Figure 6: Transmittance of a 42 nm thick polyamide
film.

Metals, however, show a very particular behaviour:
they are good reflectors in the visible and the UV re-
gion due to collective effects of the free electron plasma;
light penetrates a very short distance inside it and then
is reflected. However, when the wavelength is in the do-
main of the plasma frequency, which is in the range of
the EUV region for solid materials, then metals can sud-
denly transmit light, and their reflectivity drops. This
leads to the terminology of ultraviolet transparency of
metals. The light absorption length then becomes of
the order of 1 /zm, and thin film metal technology can
be used.

We have developed such thin metallic windows which
can be produced in large surfaces. The metallic film
was supported by a nickel mesh having 20 fxm holes
and 75% transparency. A continuous film of 1 /an
was first formed on the mesh by smearing it in a bath
of a photoresistive polyamide. A first layer of mag-
nesium 100 nm thick was deposited on the polyamide
by vacuum deposition, followed by a second protective
layer of indium 10 nm thick. After this the photore-
sistive polyamide was removed by dissolving it in an
acetone bath. This development was made in collabo-
ration with D. Berthet, A. Gandi and L. Mastrostefano
of the CERN printed circuit workshop.

Because of the lack of windows transmitting in the
EUV region, transparency measurements in this region
need expensive and sophisticated monochromators work-
ing in the vacuum. We have modified a commercial
cheap monochromator in order to operate at atmospheric
pressure under noble gas circulation. The whole vessel
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which contains the basic elements is flushed with gas.
In the next section we give details of the various com-
ponents.

3.1 The monochromator

The experimental arrangement used to measure trans-
misssion and the absorption of various materials is shown
in Fig. 7. Light from a commercially available D2 lamp
having an MgF2 crystal window is collimated by a 100 /xm
slit, and is reflected by a toroidal grazing grating with a
grazing angle of 9 = 32°. The grating is made of a glass
replica coated with metal, having 1200 grooves. We
had two different gratings, one with aluminium coat-
ing with an MgF2 protection layer, optimized for the
wavelength range 100-300 nm, and a second one with
platinum coating, having better sensitivity in the EUV
region down to 50 nm. The light is focused by the grat-
ing on to a second slit, passes through a special cell
where the thin windows are placed, and reaches the
photodetector (PMT). We have adopted a readout of
the PMT signal based on a photon-counting technique
instead of a current measurement. We believe that this
aproach gives an optimal signal-to-noise ratio since the
minimum background level is the dark current counts of
the PMT (200 Hz frequency). Taking into account that
photon measurements are possible in the MHz repeti-
tion rate region, the dynamic range is wide by at least
4 orders of magnitude.

The basic monochromator used was model 302- VM
of MINUTEMAN. The photodetector was an RCA-8850
quantacon photomultiplier with a pyrex window coated
with a wavelength shifter and a bialkali photocathode.
Two different coatings were used. The first was a p-
terphenyl layer of 500 nm thickness, absorbing wave-
lengths in the 100-300 nm range, and emitting at 380 nm,
where the PMT has the highest quantum efficiency [17,
18]. The second was sodium salicylate, a material which
fiuoresces in the sensitive area of the PMT when it is
stimulated by vacuum ultraviolet radiation. A quite
flat response of this shifter was observed in the far UV
and the EUV [19]. Our test had little effect when p-
terphenyl was replaced by the sodium salicylate and
confirms older results.

Transmission measurements were performed by in-
troducing the various samples into a specially designed
chamber. It is located between the exit slit of the
monochromator and the photodetector. The basic ele-
ment of the test chamber is a cylindrical gas tight con-
tainer, 3 cm thick, which has 8 locations carrying the
samples for the transmission measurement. One of the
test locations is empty and is used for measuring the
intensity of the incident light Io. By rotating the alu-
minium plate the transmitted light I can be measured

in the 7 available locations. The transmission is de-
fined as the ratio I/Io of transmitted to incident light,
and is measured at different wavelengths. A standard
connector allows independent gas filling and circulation
through the test chamber. We must point out that in
most of the measurements described we have used the
same gas rilling for the monochromator, the glow dis-
charge lamp box, and the sample chamber.

Since our purpose is to explore the range between
50-200 nm, in the present set-up we were limited in the
far UV region by the D2 lamp window, made of MgF2,
which absorbs light below 115 nm. Figure 8 shows the
spectrum of the D2 lamp obtained by using the first
aluminium grating. It exhibits a peak at 160 nm as ex-
pected, and it gives a useful spectrum down to 112 nm.
In a modified version of our set-up we have succeeded
in overpassing this obstacle. The D2 lamp was replaced
by a simpler discharge lamp having two tungsten elec-
trodes. The whole monochromator was flashed with
Argon, giving spectral lines down to 75 nm, or with
He, emitting down to 50 nm. Figure 9 shows the spec-
trum of the discharge lamp in Ar atmosphere at normal
pressure. Argon emission exhibits a clear peak in the
120-130 nm region and gives a useful spectrum down to
85 nm. For shorter wavelengths Argon gas was replaced
by He gas.

Figure 7: The principle of the monochromator. Light
from a lamp is collimated by a slit, reflected by the
monochromator grazing grating, focused by the grating
on to a second slit, passes through a cell where the thin
windows are placed, and reaches the photomultiplier.
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Figure 8: Spectrum of D2 lamp with MgF2 window.
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Figure 9: Spectrum of discharge lamp in Ar atmo-
sphere.

3.2 Transparency measurements for metallic films

Measurements were made for the transmittanoe of light
as a function of the wavelength for various thin metal-
lic films. The first measurements were performed with
Mg metallic films deposited by vacuum evaporation on
a substrate of MgF2, 1 mm thick. The transmittance
is defined as the ratio between the number of photons
that go through the sample and the number of photons
through an MgF2 crystal of the same thickness (1 mm)
as the substrate. Figure 10 shows the transmittance of
two samples, 50 nm and 100 nm thick. As expected
from optical constant measurements [20] the Mg thin
film is almost opaque in the visible and in the near UV
region. In this wavelength region we observed a small
amount of about 1% light transmission. This is due to
inhomogeneities in the Mg deposition, some small light

transmission through the thin metal, as well as some
measurement uncertainties due to the low signal in this
region. A significant transmission was observed below
190 nm for the 50 nm sample, and below 125 nm for the
100 nm sample. At shorter wavelengths the transmis-
sion increases and reaches 14% for the 50 nm film and
7.5% for the 100 nm film at the cut-off wavelength of
115 nm imposed by the MgF2 substrate. This was the
first encouraging result, demonstrating the capability
of these metallic films to transmit light in the far and
EUV region.

150 170
X(nm)

Figure 10: Transmittance of a 50 nm thick and a 100 nm
thick Mg film deposited by vacuum evaporation on a
1 mm thick MgF2 substrate.

We would now like to present some results concern-
ing the ageing of the films. They are for two samples,
both consisting of an Mg film of 52 nm thickness on
an MgF2 substrate of 1 mm thickness. In the second
sample, in addition to the 52 nm of Mg there was an
11 nm MgF2 layer, to act as protection against oxida-
tion. Figure 11 shows the transmittance of the first
sample, measured with the D2 lamp, at various times
up to 114 days after the deposition of the Mg layer. One
can observe a degradation of transparency with time for
the low wavelengths. This is due to corrosion phenom-
ena: the deposition of a thin oxide layer on the metal
surface results in a decrease of the light transmittance in
the far UV region. Figure 12 shows the transmittance of
the second protected sample at various times. One can
observe that after four months of exposure to air and
humidity the transmittance is practically unchanged.
Therefore the 11 nm layer of MgF2 is sufficient to pro-
tect against corrosion. This is an encouraging result,
since the observed ageing effect was under hard condi-
tions. In the real detector the metal will be in contact
with clean gas since this is a requirement for optimal
gas transparency. Therefore, the observed degradation
of 20% of the protected sample should be taken as an
upper limit.
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Figure 11: Transmittance of a 52 nm thick Mg film
at various times (vacuum deposition on the MgF2 sub-
strate: 2 December 1993). Black triangles: 3 hours,
white squares: 12 days, white circles: 114 days after
deposition of the Mg film on the substrate.
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Figure 12: Transmittance of a 52 nm thick Mg film with
an additional 11 nm protective layer of MgF2 at various
times (vacuum deposition on the MgF2 substrate: 2 De-
cember 1993). Black triangles: 1 day, white squares:
12 days, white circles: 114 days after deposition of the
Mg film on the substrate.

After the measurements for examining the ageing
effects, we replaced the D2 lamp with the glow discharge
lamp giving a spectrum down to 85 nm in Ar gas, and
55 nm in He gas. Because of the cut-off at around
110 nm caused by the grating of the monochromator,
we used a different grating (platinum) in order to cover
the shorter wavelength region. In what follows we give
results from measurements taken with this new grating.

The thin Mg 100 nm window protected with 10 nm.
In made by the procedure described in Section 3, was
introduced into the monochromator measurement cell
after exposure in atmospheric air for 4 weeks. Figure 13

shows the transmission measured. In the visible and
the near UV region the transmission is negligible: it
starts to rise at about 120 nm and it reaches a value of
20% below 75 nm. The cut-off at 120 nm is certainly
imposed by the In, whilst at shorter wavelengths the
transparency is dominated by the Mg. We consider the
result presented here to be a first satisfactory test. In
the future it could be improved by more careful control
of the properties of the different materials used, and
a better adjustement of the various parameters during
the coating processes. Moreover, we will try to reduce
the minimum thickness of the film in order to increase
further the light transmission.

17.7 15.5 13.« 12.4 11.3 10.3
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Figure 13: Transmittance of a 100 nm thick Mg win-
dow coated with 10 nm thick In layers on both sides.
The wavelength shifter used for this measurement was
sodium salicylate. Helium gas was circulated through
the discharge lamp, the monochromator vessel, and the
test cell.

4 Conclusions and outlook

A demanding program was undertaken towards the de-
velopment of windows transmitting in the EUV region.
Two different approaches were presented and experi-
mental results exposed. Both techniques gave encour-
aging results and can be used for particle physics, space
research, as well as in nuclear technology and rnedecine.
They could be used with fully efficient gaseous photode-
tectors for single-photon counting in a difficult wave-
length range between the UV and soft X-ray domain.
We should now explore the full Cherenkov window of-
fered by the most transparent noble gases, He and Ne.
This will give an extraordinary gain in the Cherenkov
technology allowing the construction of fast, inexpen-
sive, minimum material, efficient counters, blind to di-
rect ionization. A prototype based on this technology
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Gaseous detectors with solid photocathodes

V. Peskov
Coimbra University, Coinibra, Portugal, P-3000

ABSTRACT

A short review of the latest development on the gaseous detectors with solid photocathodes
is given. Some new not earlier published results are also presented.

1. Introduction
Photosensitive wire chambers introduced by J.
Seguinot et al [1] and independely by G. Bogomolov
et al [2] open new avenues in applications such as
RICH [3], readout of VUV scintillators [4], plasma
diagnostics [5]and others. Also such detectors allow
to obtain important results in many experiments, they
have two major drawbacks: 1) bad time resolution
(>lfis) due to the big spatial jitter in creating the
photoelectrons in the detector volume, 2) the spectral
sensitivity is restricted by the ionization potential of
the gases (vapors). Vapors with the lowest ionization
potential found so far are ethylferrocene (EF) [5] and
TMAE [6]. Both of them have a low vapor pressure at
room temperature (<0.5Torr). To improve the
efficiency and time resolution one need to heat the
detector up to 60-80°C. In this case the vapor density
increases and all photons are adsorbed near the
entrance window of the detector. This reduces the
spatial jitter in creating the photoelectrons and
improves time resolution.
Another approach could be using solid
photocathodes instead of vapors [5]. Gaseous
detectors with such photocathodes should have: high
time resolution as the photoelectrons are produced at
the fixed place in the detector volume, and lower
threshold of spectral sensitivity, which is determined
now by the work function of the cathode material
(usually less than a few eV). There were earlier
attempts to develop wire chambers with solid
photocathodes. For example, a wire chamber with a
Cul photocathode was built and used for plasma
diagnostics[5]. A single wire counter with a Cs
photocathode was also tested [7]. However a real
success came from Charpak^s group where the first
parallel-plate chamber with a Csl photocathode was
tested [8]. Csl was deposited on a metallic plate by a
vacuum deposition technique. Surprising was that
the quantum efficiency (QE) of the Csl photocathode
remains high enough after transfer in air from the
evaporation system into the gaseous detector. This
simple technology suggested a wide range of
application of the Csl photocathodes in gaseous
detectors. These results triggered an interest in this
approach. Shortly after that Dangendorf et al[9]

developed a wire chamber with the Csl photocathode
and Seguinot et al [10] did work on the systematic
study of the Csl photocathode and the ways of
getting a high QE. These publications initiated a new
direction in development of photosensitive detectors.
2. Csl photocathode technology
a) Conventional (with exposure to air)
Today gaseous detectors with Csl photocathodes can
compete with those that contain photosensitive
vapors (see for example ref. [3]). However it took
some time to reach this state of art and understand
small details that are important for getting
reproducible results. The main problem comes from
the fact that the surface photoeffect is very sensitive
to the surface conditions ( adsorbed layers) [11] .
Being exposed to air after vacuum deposition, the Csl
photocathode can adsorbs water and other gases.
Therefore in order to get some reproducibility one
should follow a procedure to outgass the
photocathode. By work of many groups some
experimental procedure was found which helps to
obtain a high QE. It can be summarized as follows:
1) it is important to use pure initial Csl for vacuum
deposition[12]; the best results were obtained with
the cleaved Csl crystal (undoped),
2) evaporating system should be also as clean as
possible and it should not be used for evaporation of
other, especially organic materials,
3) in order to outgas the Csl used for the coating it
should be premalted and pre-evaporated,
4) clean substrates should be used, for example
stainless steel covered by an Al layer [10] ( one
should avoid copper substrates, since Cu reacts
chemically with Csl when exposed to the light),
5) heating the substrate to 60-70°C during the
evaporation in order to keep it dry,
6) minimize contact with air when the photocathode
is transferred to the gas detector,
7) heating the photocathode inside the detector to 60-
70°C after the installation [13],
8) use of proper gases in the detector (see below))
If one follows this procedure there is a chance to
obtain a QE as high as it was achieved by Seguinot. et
al [10]. However, the reproducibility in the QE values
is not very good. From different publications one can
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see that the deviation of the obtained QE values is
about 50% [3].
b) Not conventional (without exposure to air)
An alternative approach could be to transfer the
photocathodes from the evaporation system into the
detector without exposure to air. We made such
attempts recently using the set up described in
ref.[14]. The results that we obtained probably
depend on the level of impurities in the system. With
our setup the QE of the photocathodes that were
transferred into the detector without exposure to air
was only slightly higher in the long wavelength
region of spectra and no improvement was observed
for short wavelengths see Fig.l. But it seems that this
technology allowed to reach a better reprodudbihty.
With 15 photocathodes transferred in to the detector
in this way the maximum deviation the in the QE was
around 20%.

145 155 165 175 185 195
Wavelength, nm

205

Fig.l QE vs. wavelength for EF(1), TMAE(2), Csl exposed
to air (the best results [10]), Csl not exposed to air (middle
value from 15 samples)

Recently at CERN in the frame of RD26 a similar set
up was developed to transfer the photocathodes
without exposure to air. Preliminary results indicate
that it also gives reproducibility around 20% [15]
3. Effect of surface conditions on Csl photocathodes
It is loiown [11] that any adsorbed surface layer
changes the QE of solid photocathodes. The same
phenomenon was observed in the case of the Csl
photocathodes. We made a systematic study of the
influences of the commonly used gases on the Csl
QE. The gases that were tested are: isobutane, CH4,
H2, H20, TMAE, EF, noble gases as well as liquid

and solid layers of noble gases. All gases tested
somehow affect the QE. For example, TMAE, EF and
CH4 enhance the QE, isobutane suppresses. But the
most surprising results were obtained with a Csl
photocathode covered by a layer of liquid or solid Xe
and Kr: the QE increases by a factor of 2-4 see Fig.2
[16]. There are also indications that aging depends
on the gas composition. For example, no aging was
found in gaseous Ar up to a collected charge of
lQ/cm2 for the Csl photocathode not exposed before
to air. Conclusion from this study is that one should
choose a proper gas to ensure high QE and stability
with respect to aging.
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Fig.2 Photocurrent (proportional to the QE) for the Csl
photocathodes in vacuum and covered by a LXe and SXe
layers [16]
4. The best characteristics obtained with reflective
Csl photocathodes
As follows from the results presented above the value
of the Csl QE and its aging properties depend on
technological details. The best results obtained so far
with reflective Csl photocathodes are presented in
Fig.l. One can see that the QE of Csl can be close to
that of TMAE. Csl has rather good aging properties,
especially if has not been exposed to air see Fig. 3.

Fig.3 Relative drop of the photocurrent(or QE) as function
of total collected charge for Csl photocathodes aged in
vacuum (1,2) and in Ar+10%CH4 mixture at latm (3,4). In
the cases 1,3 the Csl photocathodes were previously
exposed to air; the curve 3 was obtained at a gain 10. In the
cases 2,4 photocathodes were not exposed to air; the curve
4 was obtained at gain 100.
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It was demonstrated experimentally that gaseous
detectors with solid photocathodes make it possible
to obtain an excellent time resolution <0.5ns [17].
5. Semitransparent Csl photocathodes for gaseous
detectors
The first attempts to use a semitransparent Csl
photocathode for the gaseous detectors was
described in ref. [4]. The photocathode was
evaporated on metalized quartz window and had
two times lower QE than reflective photocathode.
Detailed study of semitransparent Csl photocathodes
for gaseous detectors was also done in ref. [18].
A semitransparent photocathode can be useful for
applications, such as RICH and readout of
scintillators since it allows to avoid parallax or
collect more light.
6. Conclusions from the Csl photocathode study
Csl photocathode has several advantages compared
to the photosensitive gases:
it is not very reactive to air,
it makes it possible to obtain a high time resolution,
it may have satisfactory aging properties.
However the interval of the spectral sensitivity of the
Csl photocathode is the same as that of TMAE.
7. Attempts to develop gaseous detectors sensitive
to UV and visible light
There were attempts to develop photocathodes that
are sensitive to longer wavelengths than Csl( up to
visible light) and compatible with gaseous detectors
[5,7,14,19-24]. These efforts were done because gas
filled detectors, especially parallel- plate geometry,
are practically not sensitive to moderate magnetic
field (a few kG) [20]and this makes them attractive
for some applications. The highest QE in the visible
range of spectrum was achieved with Cs-based
photocathodes: SbCs, GaAs/Cs, Si/Cs, AuCs and
others.
It turns out however that such detectors are stable
only if they are very clean and if dean gases are used.
Exposure to air causes unreversable damage of the
photocathodes and strong degradation of the QE. It
requires therefore a rather complicated technology of
manufacturing such photocathodes. Description of
different experimental techniques can be found in
ref. [14,23,24]. The best results so far were obtained
when photocathodes were manufactured inside the
detector by coating a Sb or GaAs substrate by a layer
of Cs. An excellent stability and rather high QE can
be achieved see Fig.4. Filled with quenched gases, for
example Ar+CHj, detectors can work at a gas gain of
1000.
When detectors were filled with a noble gas, no aging
was observed up to a collected charge of~10mC/cm2.
In mixtures of quenched and noble gases aging was
proportional to the quencher concentration. For the
moment aging is an unsolved problem for the
gaseous detectors for visible photons, which reduces
the competibility of this device.

0.0
0.0

Q(mC/em2)

Fig.4 Relative drop of the photocurrent(or QE) versus
collected charge for a SbCs photocathode for different
conditions: 1-Ar, 100 Torr, 2-Ar+10% DME, 3-Ar+30%
CH4, 4-CH4, 20 Torr, 5-CH4, 20 Torr, the SbCs
photocathode is covered by 20nm Csl. All measurements
were done at a gain 10.
8. Protective layer technology
An alternative approach could be to protect the
photocathode by a thin layer of Csl or other material
evaporated on the top of the photocathode. Such a
layer should be thin enough to be transparent for
both the photons and photoelectrons created by the
photocathode, but slow down the gas diffusion. Such
technique is under investigation by a few groups [
14,23-26]. Preliminary results indicate that the
photocathode with the protective layers have a lower
QE (see Fig. 5), but are more robust and have better
aging properties (see Fig.4). This allows the use of
less clean gases and even exposure of photocathodes
to air.

Wavelength(nm)

Fig.5 The QE of the GaAs/Cs photocathode without and
with Csl protective layers.
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9. Applications
Gaseous detectors with the Csl photocathodes
already start to be considered for some applications.
For example: RICH [3,27],hudron blind cherenkov
counter[28], readout crystal VUV sdntillators (BaF^
KMgF3[ 4]), detectors high pressure Xe chambers for
medicine [29], LXe and SXe scintillating
calorimetry[16].
Detectors of visible photons, especially with the
protective layer, can find many other applications, for
example aerogel cherenkov counters or air shower
detectors [30].
10. Conclusions
Parallel plate and wire chambers with solid
photocathodes are new promising detectors. They
can be sensitive up to visible light and have an
excellent time resolution. The main advantage of
gaseous detectors compared to vacuum ones is that
they are not sensitive to the magnetic field.
Protective layer technology may open a wider field of
applications of such devices.
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Abstract

Resistive Plate Chambers with melamine plates operating in avalanche mode have a rate capability of some
kHz/cm2. A comparison between RPCs with a narrow (2 mm) and a wide (8 mm) gas gap showed better timing for
the narrow gap, but higher rate capability and smaller charge for the wide gap. An RPC with pick up strips of 380
Jim gave space resolution of 70 |im. An RPC used with a lead converter in high energy electron flux showed no
sparks for showers initiated in the lead; also the signal was proportional to the beam energy.

1. Introduction

The Resistive Plate Chamber is a simple
gaseous detector; it was first developed by
Santonico et al. [1] and has been the object of
extensive studies during the last years.
Essentially it is a gas volume enclosed by two
resistive plates. High voltage is applied to
electrodes on the outer surfaces of these resistive
plates, producing a high electric field across the
gas gap. Electrons liberated in the gas by
through-going ionising particles avalanche in the
high electric field, thus producing signals on the
external electrodes. Depending on the strength of
the electric field, the avalanche can initiate a
spark breakdown. Due to its ease of construction
and operation, the low cost and the good time
resolution, it has been proposed as a suitable
detector for the muon trigger for the LHC
experiments [2-3], where thousands of square
metres will be needed. The estimated flux due to
background radiation is up to 1 kHz/cm2;
therefore the device considered must be able to
operate efficiently at such high rates.

A possible way to achieve high rate
operation is to reduce the total amount of charge
produced by a through-going ionising particle.
Thus one opts for low gain (avalanche) operation.

However, there is a certain probability that a
spark is also formed. In order to suppress sparks,
one way is to use a high percentage of u.v.
absorbing gas, such as freon, which does not
allow the formation of streamers [4-5]. Another
method is to open up the gap, thus decreasing the
probability for sparks [6]. We have therefore
tested two RPCs, one with a 2.35 mm gap and
one with an 8 mm gap. In section 2 we show
comparative results of the performance of the
wide and the narrow gap RPC. In section 3 we
present some first results for a wide gap RPC
with "microstrips" for the read out. In section 4
we investigate the use of an RPC as a preshower
counter.

2. A comparison of the wide gap and narrow
gap RPC

The narrow gap RPC has a gas gap of
2.35 mm; in what follows we refer to it as "the 2
mm RPC" for brevity. The wide gap RPC has a
gas gap of 8 mm. They both have resistive plates
made of melamine, 1.2 mm and 0.9 mm thick,
respectively. One plate is equipped with pick up
strips on a 15 mm pitch; these form the anode.
The other plate has a single pad electrode, the
cathode, attached via a 1 MQ resistor to the high
voltage power supply. The cathode was read out
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via a 500 pF capacitor for the total charge
measurement. The gas used for the thin gap RPC
was 85% Freon 13B1, 9% Argon and 6%
Isobutane. For the wide gap RPC the gas
composition was 42% Argon, 39% CO2 and 19%
DME. The gas is bubbled through water at 10°C
to add 1% water vapour to the mixture, in order
to keep the resistivity constant with external
humidity [6]. Under these conditions, the bulk
resistivity of the plates is in the range of 1010-
10 u£2 cm. The chambers were tested at the
CERN PS East Hall, at the T9 test beam. The
beam (8 GeV/c negative particles, mainly pions)
was defocused, covering the whole active area of
the chambers.
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Figure 1. Efficiency plots for 2 mm RPC for 4 rates
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Figure 2. Efficiency plots for 8 mm RPC for 4 rates.

Figure 1 shows the efficiency versus the
high voltage for the 2 mm chamber for various
particle fluxes; figure 2 shows the efficiency for
the 8 mm chamber. The efficiency plateau is
practically unchanged for the 8 mm chamber for
rates up to 2.5 kHz/cm2. For the 2 mm chamber
the efficiency decreases with rate; also the

plateau changes shape and the maximum of
efficiency occurs at higher applied voltage for
higher rates. This is understood from the charge
spectra, shown in figure 3. The 2 mm chamber
has an average charge of 9.1 pC, a factor of 5
higher than the average 1.8 pC of the 8 mm
chamber. This is due to the increased dynamic
range of pulse heights (gain) when the gas gap is
thin [6]. In both cases, the most probable value
(peak of the distribution) is lower than the mean
value; this is due to the long tail, explained by the
statistics of ionisation.

2 mm gas gap

Saturation of
pre-amplffer

1500 ADCdiainds

OpC lOpC 20pC 30 pC 40 pC 50pC 60 pC

2500

I 1500

S mm gas gap

Mian= 1.8 pC

200 300 400 500 600 A0C dia

OpC 10 pC 20 pC

Figure 3. Distributions of charge magnitude of fast
signal for 2 mm RPC and 8 mm RPC exposed at
lOOUx/cm1

Time-over-threshold discriminators are
attached to each strip of the chamber; the read out
is with a LeCroy CAMAC TDC 2277, which
records the time of both the leading and trailing
edge of the pulse. The rise time of the pulse
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depends on the avalanche formation time; the fall
time depends on the capacitance of the pick up
strips and electronics. In figure 4, the upper
histograms show the time distribution of the
leading edge, the trailing edge and the average of
these two for the 2 mm chamber; the lower
histograms show the same distributions for the 8
mm chamber. The data were taken with a rate of
100 Hz/cm2. The absolute value of the timing
depends on the drift speed of the electrons in the
gas and the gap width; the signal from the 2 mm
chamber occurs ~60 ns earlier than from the 8
mm chamber. However for triggering at LHC, it
is the width of the distribution that is significant.
As expected, the narrow gap gives better timing.
The average of the leading edge and trailing edge
timing, corresponding to a slewing correction,
gives the best results, and should be used, with
the appropriate electronics (for example, constant
fraction discriminators). Further details can be
found in Ref. [7].

3. The "microstrip" RPC

In our effort to explore the space
resolution of the RPC we constructed an 8 mm

gap chamber with read out strips of 280 (xm on a
380 |jm pitch. The chamber was equipped with
14 of these very thin strips, covering 5.3 mm in
one dimension (plus two very broad ones, to
cover the rest of the chamber). In order to test
this "microstrip" RPC, one of the trigger
scintillators (4x4x0.2 cm3) was rotated, so that
the 2 mm side was covering 5 strips.

1 10'

* 6 8 10 12
number of strips / cluster

Figure 5. Cluster size distribution for the "microstrip"
RPC

The cluster size measured with the
"microstrip" RPC is shown in figure 5. The
average cluster size is 2.2 strips, namely
-900 nm. Figure 6 shows the centre of cluster,
determined by the following algorithm: if the
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cluster has one strip, its centre is the strip hit; if
two neighbouring strips are hit, its centre is
between the two; if it has three strips, it is the
middle one, etc. The horizontal axis has bins of
1/2 strip (190 nm). The width of the distribution
is -10 bins, namely 5 strips, as expected from the
scintillator width. We moved the chamber by
200 (im and, as shown by the dashed line in
figure 6, the distribution shifted by 1 bin. From
the fact that we can see a displacement of 200 nm
we conclude that the space resolution is -70 |xm.

10 15 20
center of duster

Figure 6. Centre of cluster distribution for the
"microstrip" RPC; the dashed line corresponds to
relative displacement of the RPC by 200 microns

Another interesting feature of the
"microstrip" RPC is that, because the electrostatic
coupling is enhanced in the case of narrow strips
[8], we see a signal above the discriminator
threshold for less charge generated in the
chamber. The mean value in the charge spectrum
was -0.2 pC.

4. The RPC as a preshower device

We inserted a 2 radiation length lead
sheet in front of an 8 mm gap RPC with the usual
read out (15 mm strips). The purpose of this
exercise was to investigate the possibility of
using RPCs as preshower counters. In order to
trigger on electrons, we used the threshold
Cherenkov available at T9.

Figure 7.a shows the cluster size with
8 GeV/c particles (mainly pions). The mean
value is 1.12 strips/cluster. Figure 7.b shows the
same for 8 GeV/c electrons; the mean value is

1.77 strips/cluster. It is interesting that there are
no "sparks", which would show up as clusters
with many hits, in the case of simultaneous
detection of more than one particles in the
chamber.
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Figure 7. Cluster size distribution for RPC with (a) 8
GeV/c pions and (b) 8 Gev/c electrons after 2 Xo lead
converter

The charge distribution is shown in
figure 8.a for all particles and figure 8.b for
electrons. The difference is due to the
electromagnetic shower starting in the lead
converter. The peak at the beginning comes from
a pion contamination due to a marginal setting of
the Cherenkov pressure.

We made a momentum scan and in
figure 9 we show the average charge and the
average number of strips hit as a function of the
electron momentum. We observe a linear
dependence of both quantities on the electron
energy; therefore it would be possible to use an
RPC as a preshower detector.
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Figure 8. Charge spectrum taken with RPC and 2 Xo

lead with (a) 8 GeV/cpions and (b) 8 GeV/c electrons.

the narrow gap RPC (1 kHz/cm2); however the
timing with the narrow gap is better. By using
pick up strips of 380 (im, space resolution of 70
Hm was achieved; also the rate capability should
be enhanced. An RPC used with a lead converter
in high energy electron flux gave results
promising for its application as preshower device.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

High rate operation has been achieved for RPCs
with melamine plates operating in avalanche
mode. The rate capability (95% efficiency) is
better for the wide gas gap (8 kHz/cm2) than for
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The next generation of physics experiments at LHC, with the
challenging physics problems they are called to solve, pose very
high requirements to the underlying trigger and data acquisition
infrastructure. This paper describes the concept and the architec-
ture of the event filter farm of CMS. Special weight is given to the
performance issues of computer systems, reviewing the techno-
logical trends that may affect the farm design and its implemen-
tation phase.

I. Introduction

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector [1, 2] is one
of the two largest experiments planned to operate at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. CMS is designed to search
for new physics, like the standard model Higgs particle, in the
collision products of the high-luminosity proton-proton beams
of LHC. Among the CMS physics design parameters are the
excellent identification and high precision measurements of
muons, electrons and photons over a wide energy spectrum
and at high luminosity.

The operating conditions and the physics requirements,
impose severe constrains on the read-out, trigger and Data
Acquisition (DAQ) subsystems. Advanced techniques of
detector read-out, first-level triggering, event building and fil-
tering will have to be implemented to cope with the unprece-
dented amount of data, produced during the detector
operation. A powerful computer farm will be assigned the task
to extract only the interesting physics events.

The schedule of the CMS project foresees a design and
implementation phase, lasting almost 10 years and an opera-
tion phase of 15 years approximately. For sub-systems like the
Event Filter Farm (EFF), this schedule leaves enough time for
the different requirements to be satisfied better, but also raises
the need of studies on its feasibility. During such long run-
time period, the computer technology, will evolve by several
generations and the changes that the EFF will undergo have to
be taken into account

The aim of this paper is to present the concepts of the CMS
event filter farm and its building blocks, the Event Filter Units
(EFU). After an introduction to the CMS DAQ system and a
description of its operation, the EFF and its building blocks
are presented. The concept of farm is introduced and other
alternatives are discussed. Multiprocessor computer systems
are considered as EFUs. Their different architectures are
described, together with a discussion on their performance

issues. Finally, computer industry trends that may influence
the design of the EFF are discussed.

II. CMS DAQ system

The CMS DAQ system as depicted in Fig. 1, is designed to
operate at the LHC bunch-crossing frequency of 40 MHz. At
the nominal LHC design luminosity of 1034 cm'V 1 an aver-
age of 20 events will occur in every bunch-crossing. This
gives up to 109 interactions per second that have to be reduced
to ~ 100 Hz; the maximum assumed rate of events accepted
for recording.

Level-1
( Detector Frontend J

1
Event

Managerl Switch Fabric

Readout Units

Event Builder

Event Rlter Units

( Mass Storage )
Fig. 1. The CMS Data Acquisition architecture.

A. Read-out and level 1 trigger

The task of first level triggers (LV1) is to reduce the data
rate of 40 MHz produced by the front-end circuits of the
detector to a maximum rate of 100 KHz. This is achieved by
utilising different physics trigger-channels of the calorimeters
and muon detectors, all of them running in parallel. Each one
operates on a subset of the detector data, in order to minimise
the decision time.

The Global Trigger System (GTS) combines together all
LV1 conditions and issues the final decision of acceptance or
rejection of an event. On acceptance it assigns an event
number to the event fragments, over the front-end buffers. The
GTS is the main device where the data rate at this trigger level
will be controlled.

A physics event at this stage of the DAQ-chain is a set of
fragments spread over the Read-out Units (RU). The detector
granularity and the design luminosity result in a total event
size of approximately 1 MB (with zero suppression taken into
account). The contributions of the different subdetectors to
this figure is shown in Table I.
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The high data rates even after the LV1 trigger, create a data
stream still difficult to handle. Therefore, two additional levels
of event filtering level 2 (LV2) and level 3 (LV3)are intro-
duced. Both LV2 and LV3 will utilise different event-selection
criteria to filter the interesting events and reduce the final data
rate.

TABLE I

Sub-detector

Pixel

Inner Tracker

Preshower

Calorimeter

Muon

Trigger

Channels

80,000,000

16,000,000

512,000

250,000

1,000,000

10,000

Occupancy %

0.01

3

10

10

0.1

100

Event size (KB)

100

700

100

50

10

10

B. Event building and high-level triggers

The functional elements of the event builder are 10001

Read-out Dual Port Memories (RDPM) as data gathering,
storage and transmitting devices and 1000 Switch Farm Inter-
faces (SFI) at the receiving end, connected together with a
1000 x 1000 switching network.

With 1 MB event size and an LV1 rate of 100KHz, a total
bandwidth of 100 GB/s has to be sustained at the inputs of the
event builder.

40 MHz

100 KHz

LV2 100 KHz

LV3 10KHZ

100 Hz[ COMPUTING SERVICES

Fig. 2. CMS DAQ structure and parameters.

The event fragments of events assigned an event number
(i.e accepted) are stored in the read-out buffers. The task of
the RDPM is to read the read-out buffers upon an LV1 signal,
store the data in their internal memory and transmit requested
data to a target processor. The switch fabric will forward data

1. The exact figure is implementation dependant and has yet to be
defined. For the purposes of this work the number 1000 is
assumed.

fragments from the RDPM to the SFI destinations.
The task of the Event Manager (EVM) is to coordinate the

assignment of events from the RUs to the EFUs. When an
event is accepted by LV1, the EVM will assign to it a destina-
tion address in the EFF address space. This information will
be broadcasted to all RDPMs, together with a request all data
fragments relevant to LV2, to be forwarded to the destination
address. After all event fragments have reached their SFI des-
tination through the switch, the LV2 trigger algorithm will
start executing in the respective EFU. At this point, the partial
event will either be accepted for further processing by LV3 or
rejected. In both cases the EVM will get knowledge of the
LV2 decision. While in the former case EVM will broadcast a
signal to the RDPMs to clear their buffers, in the later case
will request from the RDPMs to send the rest of the event to
the same destination were LV2 was executed, so the LV3
algorithm can start.

This procedure of processing partial events at LV2, defines
the virtual LV2 trigger concept. At the current design phase,
the virtual LV2 trigger will base its decisions of acceptance or
rejection of an event only on data from the muon detectors
and the calorimeters. The LV3 trigger only will process the
full data of an event.

The biggest advantage of virtual LV2 is the efficient band-
width utilisation of the switch fabric (the largest part of an
event is forwarded through the switch only when needed).
Also, less bandwidth needs to be sustained at the SFI inputs
and outputs. The virtual LV2 principle leaves also enough
configuration freedom on which event parts will be used for
LV2 and LV3 processing, too.

The switch fabric is the transport medium for all event frag-
ments (LV2 and LV3) flowing from the RDPM to the SFI.
With an approximate size of 1000 x 1000 and operating in the
above described environment, the switch intersection band-
width has to be very close to 500 GB/s. Switching networks
utilising standard communication protocols based on ATM,
Fibre Channel and SCI are considered as possible candidates
for the event builder's switch fabric.

The utilisation of standardised communication protocols
between the RDPM and SFI makes it possible to use a switch
fabric from the communications industry. The rapid evolution
of switch technologies, as well as the continuously increasing
demand in that area, are very encouraging facts that an afford-
able commercial switch fabric can be purchased on time for
CMS.

C. Event filter farm and computing services

As was explained before, the SFIs are at the receiving end
of the event building stage. With a functionality resembling
that of the RDPM, they collect all the event fragments of a
LV2 or LV3 data stream transmitted from the respective
RDPM, assemble them and finally send them to their peer
Event Filter Unit (EFU). The design of the SFI is actually the
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same as that of RDPM plus some additional logic.
Each EFU receives a continuous stream of LV2 and LV3

event parts from its associated SFI. Its task is to execute the
respective algorithms and return to the EVM (through the
SFI) the result of the LV2 trigger. If an event passes the LV2
trigger, the execution of the LV3 algorithm will start on the
same event and at the same EFU, once the reception of the rest
of the event is completed.

The virtual LV2 technique requires fast communication
channels between each EFU and the EVM. Moreover, the LV2
task has to have very predictable execution time in order to
avoid running out of memory in the RDPM holding the LV3
event fragments. Indicative figures of the LV2 and LV3 timing
are shown in Table n. Some of those figures (such as the LV2
decision time and the rejection rate) are strongly coupled to
the RDPM design parameters.

TABLE II

Virtual LV2 LV3

Event size

Rejection factor

Execution time

200 KB

10

10ms

1MB

100

Is

Once an event has passed the LV3 filtering phase, it is for-
warded to the Computing Services (CS) stage for permanent
storage and later analysis. An integral rate of lOOHz and an
event size of 1 MB result in a 100 MB/s required bandwidth
of the storage device. A communications network connected
to all EFU and the CS may be used to drain all events for
recording.

HI. Event Filter Farm

The CMS EFF comprises the SFIs and the EFUs attached to
them, as well as part of the EVM. It has to provide sufficient
computing power to accomplish the LV2 and LV3 filtering
tasks. Estimate figures of the total needed computer power are
in the range of few 106 MIPS.

A computer farm model is defined by its farming process
and the workers. The farming process performs the scheduling
and the work distribution and the workers service the requests
of the fanning process. Following this paradigm, the CMS
EFF has as farming process the EVM and as workers approxi-
mately a thousand of EFUs.

The ratio of worker performance to the number of workers
is a very important design factor of the farm. It is expected to
increase dramatically in the next years before the construction
of CMS, following the advancements of modern computer
industry. Several trade-offs have to be made to optimise this
ratio. Among them are:

I) The performance of each EFU and the number of SFI
outputs connected to them. Higher performing EFUs (in terms
of CPU power and I/O throughput) might be capable of sus-

taining the flow of more than one SFI output.
2) Synchronisation complexity, maintenance and failure

rates are proportional to the number of EFUs.
Behavioural simulations of different farm configurations

and measurements on small-scale prototype systems, help to
better understand and optimise the different EFF parameters.

Another interesting aspect of the CMS EFF is the possibil-
ity of using its resources during the shut-down periods of the
detector for tasks like the off-line analysis of the stored events
and Monte-Carlo simulations.

A key design requirement of the CMS EFF is to utilise
commercial state-of-the-art computer systems in place of the
EFU. In combination with the event builder choice, the
deployment of standards at the farm interfacing systems is a
very important requirement too.

If we take into account the life-time of the experiment and
the computer industry evolution rate, it may very well happen
that the used equipment is not supported any longer. After
some years of operation, the EFF may gradually turn to farm
with a very different structure from the original one. Thus
configuration flexibility is a very important issue. The EFF
should be able to operate even if heterogeneous EFUs are
used.

A. Farm Scheduling

The event builder in the process of assembling event frag-
ments, creates some 1000 independent event streams. Already
at the start of an event building phase, a destination node in
the EFF is assigned to the event fragments by the EVM.
Hence, the EFF or more precisely the EVM scheduling is a
task of major importance, determining the behaviour not only
of the farm, but also that of the event builder.

A dynamic, real-time scheduling policy of the farm and
particularly of each EFU is dictated by the farm size and the
time-critical data flow requirements.

The virtual LV2 technique, while minimising the high
bandwidth requirements of the event builder, increases the
necessary signalling between the EVM, RDPM, SFI and EFU.
Particularly, the EVM has to collect status information from
all EFUs at a faster rate than the LV1 trigger rate (100 KHz),
so that it can issue an optimal scheduling decision. Several
possible farm scheduling methods are considered like request
driven by the SFI and its EFU, progress monitoring of the SFI
input queues or round-robin. The various scheduling options
have different SFI to EVM communications requirements,
which may lead to different implementations.

B. Monitoring and control

Of equal importance to the scheduling problem are the
monitoring, control, fault detection and recovery, as well as
the maintenance and support of the EFF.

Several performance parameters have to be collected peri-
odically during the operation of the EFF. They will be used
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also to dynamically allocate resources of the EFF depending
on the luminosity and the LV1 trigger rate.

Of particular importance is the failure identification and
isolation, so that the operation of the farm is not disrupted.
Recovery mechanisms like rebooting or replacing an EFU
without interfering to the normal operation of the rest of the
system, should also exist.

The maintenance of the EFF is an issue of equal concern,
too. High availability needs to be guaranteed especially during
the data taking periods.

IV. Event Filter Unit

The EFUs as discussed above, are intended to be state-of-
the-art and off-the-shelf commercial computer systems, with
enough processing power to execute the LV2 and LV3 algo-
rithms in time.

Important advantages of commercial over custom choice,
are the better maintenance, support and the wider choice. In
addition, as the desktop market is developing so rapidly, it is
very likely that high-end desktop systems may easily perform
well enough to make them very good candidates for the EFUs.
In such case development phase of the filtering software will
also benefit as the target architecture will be if not exactly the
same, very similar to that used for development.

Additional requirements of the EFUs are compact packag-
ing (rack mounted boards, etc.) to ease the installation, cool-
ing and maintenance.

We see the high-end desktop evolving towards the multi-
processor (MP) architectures rather than merely increasing
CPU clock speed of uniprocessor (UP) systems. Already
today, more and more MP desktop systems are becoming
available. That is why this review will focus only on MP sys-
tems and how they compare to UP systems.

A. Multiprocessor architectures

In the continuous quest for higher computer power, apart
from developing faster processors, performance could be
increased further if more processors were added to a system.

The first MP computer systems originally appeared in the
middle of the seventies as large and expensive mainframe sys-
tems. Since then, the tremendous advances of microelectron-
ics and microprocessor technology, brought MP systems to
the user desktop with performance outrunning by orders of
magnitude that of the original systems. Additionally, the
developments of computer science and particularly in parallel
computing and computer architectures, led to cost-effective
and high performing MP systems.

Several classifications of MP systems can be made focusing
on different characteristics. We mention some of them with a
key role in performance.

1) Symmetric vs. asymmetric MP systems. It reflects the
ability of an MP system to treat its processors equally. In a
symmetric MP (SMP) system there is no privileged processor

for certain operations like interrupt servicing, I/O handling
etc. In asymmetric (ASMP) systems certain operations can be
executed by only one processor. Very often the more general
term tightly coupled processors is attributed to SMP systems.

CPUs

Local Memory

System Bus(es)

Local bus

System Memory

Fig. 3. Traditional multi-processor bus based architecture

2) From the point of view of the memory to CPU intercon-
nection architecture, MP systems are classified in two main
categories. Those with a single or multiple bus interconnect-
ing processors, memory and I/O devices (Fig. 3) and those
using a crossbar switch instead (Fig. 4).

Memories

CPUs

Fig. 4. Multi-processor architecture based on a crossbar interconnect

3) Depending on the structure of the memory hierarchy, MP
systems can be classified further in those with shared external
cache memory and those with private (non-shared) cache
memory.

B. Performance Issues of Multiprocessors

In the environment of a UP system, very few operations and
usually related only to I/O, may happen in parallel. Concur-
rency is achieved by making system calls to the operating sys-
tem (OS), which in turn using a time-sharing process
scheduling policy will guarantee fair access to the CPU
resources. Systems with more than one memory level (i.e
internal or external cache attached to a CPU) and depending
on the memory model, adopt various methods to ensure data
consistency. Performance problems, such as bus congestion
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are very likely to appear as the number of memory and I/O
service requests increases. That is, the system bus can forward
one request at a time.

In an MP system, concurrency will increase simply by
scheduling additional processes to the free CPU. However, the
system bus of an MP system has to service not only the usual
memory and I/O requests, but also CPU to CPU messages
necessary to keep data located in the cache memories consist-
ent. The interprocessor handshaking is usually handled by the
hardware.

Several techniques exist to handle the cache consistency. In
one of them, called snoopy bus, during the CPU to memory
requests, other processors caches are listening to the bus traf-
fic and they reply if they hold a modified copy of the
requested memory location.

The cache coherency related bus traffic has a very high
impact on the overall performance of MP systems. As the
number of processors increases, this traffic increases too.
Weak architectural designs of SMP systems, in conjunction
with inefficient scheduling policies, may even result in nega-
tive performance scaling.

From the scaling behaviour of bus based SMP systems, as
depicted in Fig. 5, is not always obvious that a better perform-
ing MP system will result if we add more processors to it. In
fact, any SMP bus-based system has always a limit of positive
scaling behaviour.

In order to achieve better scaling of SMP systems, crossbar
switching networks were deployed as the CPU, memory and 1/
O interconnect (Fig. 4). These systems scale better than their
bus-based counterparts from the simple fact that several mem-
ory accesses may go on simultaneously, utilising the different
paths of the crossbar.

The utilisation of an MP system may increase further if a
classical process is split into smaller pieces (often called
threads of control) which are scheduled separately to different
processors. This inherent parallelism is strongly dependant on
the nature of the application. Even more, the OS itself using
kernel threads of control, may run on more than one CPU at a
given time.

The memory model of an MP system defines how memory
is accessed for operations like load an store. The simplest and
most commonly used memory model is strong ordering, while
others like partial and total store ordering are also common.
Because memory accesses are not always deterministic, ato-
micity has to be ensured (e.g an atomic read-modify-write),
otherwise the system will stop operating correctly or data may
be lost. In addition, special provisions have to be made by the
OS, to ensure the integrity of its internal data structures when
interrupts are occurring. More than one interrupt of the same
kind may be serviced simultaneously on different processors.

Modern OS are capable to ensure the data integrity of their
data structures and those of the applications running on SMP
systems, implementing a variety of locking mechanisms,
although not always for free. The different synchronisation

schemes used in modern OS, if not used properly may deterio-
rate the overall performance of a system. A classical example
is the use of spin-locking mechanisms for rather long opera-
tions were CPU power will be consumed for non useful work.

Fig. 5. Multiprocessor performance scaling

V. Trends of Computer Systems

The design parameters of EFF and particularly those of the
EFU cannot easily be satisfied by today's computer systems.
Thus, the study of the trends of computer systems is an impor-
tant aspect of the current design phase. Among the many
directions of computer industry evolution, two of them will
play a key role at the EFF implementation.

A. CPU performance

Without pretending any detailed forecast analysis, we fol-
low the evolution of some of the CPU performance indices
like SPECfp92, SPECint92 and CPU clock speed (Fig. 6, 7
and 8 respectively) over the past five years.

92 93 94 95
Year

Fig. 6. SPECint 92 evolution

Precise extrapolations are not easy to make, although the
evolution of these three indices outline two main directions of
CPU performance improvement.
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Fig. 7. SPECfp 92 evolution

These are the increase of the CPU clock speed which obvi-
ously leads to faster execution of code and the efficiency
improvements of CPU, regarding the integer and floating
point calculations. As can be seen from Fig. 3. the clock speed
has a slower increase rate, than that of integer and float calcu-
lation indices. This reflects the tendency to make more com-
putational powerful processors than simply faster ones.

91 92 93 94 95
Year

Fig. 8. CPU clock frequency evolution

The more powerful processors become available, higher the
demands for faster peripherals are. Faster CPU will not per-
form well waiting for memory or bus resources to become
available. Indeed, bus throughput and memory bandwidth are
very important marks of a computer system and their value
has great effects in the overall performance image.

Research areas like multi-threaded CPU architectures [5]
promise to increase the overlap of computations, putting a lot
of what is done today in software, into hardware.

B. Architecture

Multiprocessor systems offer the appeal of more tasks per-
formed per unit time using more economical CPU technology
than if a very fast CPU is built to handle the same load.

SMP systems have already made their appearance and they
form a direction from which still a lot will come out. They
will benefit from the increase of CPU power and the different
architecture developments will scale them closer to the theo-
retical maximum.

The software overhead of maintaining cache consistency
will be reduced further as the processors support different
cache consistency protocols. The OS will have better chances
to adapt itself to the workload's memory-access patterns,
hence reducing the bus communication traffic and avoiding
contention.

Crossbar switch based architectures come to contribute to
higher scalability and efficiency. An SMP system could be
sized (more CPU added) to handle even larger applications
and still have enough potential for future upgrades.

VI. Summary and Conclusions

The CMS data acquisition system is a highly sophisticated
and flexible system, able to cope with the high interaction rate
and tremendous amounts data, typical for the LHC-generation

of physics experiments.
In particular, the concept of event filter farm, together with

the event builder proves to be flexible enough to operate and
recover under the diverse design requirements and also repre-
sents a solution which adopts at many of its functional stages,
off-the-shelf commercial solutions.

Multiprocessor computer systems are good candidates for
event filter units. Their major performance issues were exam-
ined, as well as the general industrial trends. It is believed that
multiprocessor implementations based on high performing
CPUs, will always exist as an option for a higher end solution,
from the fact that they can offer more economical increase of
the computer power. The architectural enhancements together
with the developments on operating systems, make multiproc-
essor systems even more attractive.
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ABSTRACT

In 1994 extensive beam tests were carried out to evaluate a Shashlik prototype calorimeter
as a candidate for the electromagnetic calorimeter for the CMS detector. The measured
energy resolution is characterized by a stochastic term of 8.5%/VE, a noise term of 0.33/ E
and a constant term of 0.5% (E in GeV). The reproducibility of the performances of towers
and the uniformity of the calorimeter response have been studied on a large 25x25cm2 area.
Angular resolution and effects of radiation damage on the Shashlik tower have also been
studied.

1 Introduction
The future Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN has
been designed to collide protons at a centre-of-mass en-
ergy 15.4 TeV every 25ns at a maximum luminosity of
1.7- 1034 cm2 s~l [1]. The Compact Muon Solenoid
(CMS) is a general purpose detector designed to run at
the highest luminosity at LHC. The CMS detector aims
to detect signatures of electroweak symetry breaking or
any new physics by identifying and precisely measuring
muons, electrons and photons over a large energy and
solid angle range at very high collision rates, whilst also
exploiting the lower luminosity initial running for top
and B-physics. The CMS design emphasises precision
electromagnetic calorimetry for identifing and measurig
photons and electrons, to detect a possible light Higgs
boson (or the lightest MSSM Higgs) via its decay into
photon pair H -* jy or via H —> ZZ* -* 4^±. The
electromagnetic calorimeter must thus assure excellent
energy resolution with good rapidity coverage, as well as
a good photon pointing capability. To eliminate back-
grounds, a good ir° rejection is required. Three differ-
ent candidate techniques for the CMS ECAL have been
envisaged [2], [3], [4]:

• Shashlik: a lead/scintillator sandwich sampling calo-
rimeter;

• lead-tungstanate (PbW04) crystal calorimeter;

• Cerium-fluoride (CeF3) crystal calorimeter.

The design parameters of the CMS Shashlik ECAL are:

noise term =0.Z/E(GeV)

• angular resolution = 70 mrad/ </E(GeV) [4].

With these performances a Higgs di-photon signal would
be observable with a stastistical significance of more
than 5 sigma for a Higgs boson mass more than 85 GeV
[5].

2 Quality of the towers
The possible Shashlik option for the ECAL in CMS
would be an assembly of « 2sl04 Shashlik towers of
« 4.5 x 4.5 cm2 front face and ss 45 cm length each. It
is extremely important to achieve a high level of pro-
duction reproducibility of high quality towers. As a
measure of tower quality, the response to Cobalt 60 is
used, and the distribution of mean response for differ-
ent towers indicates a level of production reproducibil-
ity. Data were taken along the tower every 2 cm from
the front to the rear of the tower. The response is mea-
sured with PMT connected to a multimeter. Figure 1
gives the distribution of the mean light response versus
tower number (the mean here is the average response
between z=6 cm and z=36 cm, see Figure 2).

The dispersion for all towers, taking out towers 33
and 36 which have a different mechanical design, is 7%.
Figure 2 gives the light response of each tower normal-
ized to the mean of the distribution of means shown in
Figure 1 as a function of longitudinal Cobalt source po-
sitions. The above results indicates the good quality of
towers and the high level of production reproducibility.

• stohastic term =

• constant term = 1%
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Figure 1: Mean light response for the 36 NEW IHEP
Shashlik towers.

Figure 3: Test beam setup. Shashlik towers with
preshower detector in front (dimensions in mm).
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Figure 2: Longitudinal light response for the 36 NEW
IHEP Shashlik towers.

3 Beam test results
A Shashlik calorimeter prototype equiped with a presho-
wer detector has been tested in electron, muon and pion
beams at CERN - SPS during July - September 1994.
All towers were read out by 10x10 mm2 silicon PIN pho-
todiodes (S3590 Hamamatsu) followed by a low noise
amplifier designed at INR [4]. Figure 3 shows the stan-
dard setup we have in the beam, a matrix of Shashlik
towers in front of which there is a preshower detector
equiped with 2 planes of silicon strip detectors. Each
layer (400 fim. thick) consisted of 4 wafers, each 6x6
cm2 with 29 strips with 2 mm pitch. In front of each
plane we have placed respectively 2Xo and lXo of ab-
sorber (lead). The preshower signals were readout by a
16-channel AMPLEX - SiCAL signal processor [6].

3.1 Shashlik response uniformity
Without the preshower in front, an extensive study of
bare Shashlik uniformity was performed with an 80 GeV
electron beam. An area of 20x15 cm2 was illuminated
with a density of about 150 events/mm2.. Uniformity
of response both in lateral and longitudinal directions
is the crucial issue for the calibration of a calorime-
ter involving more than 10 thousand towers. It is im-
possible to construct towers with uniform response for
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Mean Tower response

e" 80 GeV

Figure 4: Mean response (sum of 9 towers) for the 16
central towers of the 6x6 matrix exposed to 80 GeV
electrons. The dispersion of all the data is 3%.

any impact point. The aim of this study is to find
the law governing the response non-uniformity and by
its parametrization to perform uniformity corrections.
This is done by studing the reconstructed shower energy
summing the energy deposited in the central tower (hit
one) and the 8 surrounding towers collecting the side-
wise leaking energy. Figure 4 gives the averaged re-
sponse of the 16 towers for which the deposited energy
can be reconstructed.

Figure 5 shows the superimposed response of 16
indivudal towers. From Figure 5 it is clear that a 2nd
order polynomial provides a satisfactory description of
the observed non-uniformity.

The observed lateral non-uniformity is mainly cau-
sed by tower geometry, the non-uniform reflectivity at
the sides of the tiles, and to the choice of parallel fibres
and projective geometry of towers, implying that the
distance between the fibres and the scintilator edges
changes (increases) from the front to the rear of the
tower. This can be compensated by an appropriate
choice of the fibre attenuation lenght. A local non-
uniformity is also present around fibers due to Cerenkov
photons. This local non uniformity can be avoided by
tilting the tower few degrees with respect to the in-
cident beam direction. Having all this in mind, the
x (y) lateral projections of the tower response can be
parametrized by a second order polynomial modulated
by a cosine wave with the periodicity of fibres [7]. The
quadratic term represents the main correction to be ap-
plied to the data. The response after these corrections
for the already mentioned 16 towers is shown in Figure
6 for x projections.

Shashlik Tower Response

' -za -2o - i s - I O
x tower

Figure 5: Superimposed response of 16 Shashlik towers
exposed to 80 GeV electrons. Data for the full tower
are used (AY= 47 mm). A similar distribution was
obtained for the Y projection.

Shashlik Tower Response

After Uniformity Correction

e" SO GeV

— + 1 %

1 %

-2fl -20 -13 ~IC -3 0 5 10 IS 20
x tower (mm)

Figure 6: Superimposed response of 16 Shashlik towers
exposed to 80 GeV electrons after uniformity correction.
Data for the full tower are used (AY= 47 mm). The
dispersion of all the data to the mean response has a
cr= 0.14%.
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Figure 7: Reconstructed energy in Shashlik Tower-
15,16,21 and 22 for 80 GeV electrons in the tower centre
2x2 cm 2 . The solid curve is the result of the fit with
gausssian (doted line) plus Landau distrubution due to
nuclear counter effect (dot-dashed line).

The overall response dispersion is now small, <x =
0.14% [8].

3.2 Energy resolution
The energy resolution of a calorimeter is generally para-
metrized as

<TE a b

where a represents the "stochastic term", b the "noise
term", c the "constant term", (E is the energy in GeV)
[2], [9]. The signals summed over 9 towers (the central
one + 8 sorrounding ones) were used to study the en-
ergy resolution. The data used were events with the
e-beam falling onto the central 2x2 cm2 area of a tower,
corrected for the lateral non-uniformity correction as
described above. The reconstructed energy in Shash-
lik towers is shown in Figure 7 for 80 GeV electrons.
The tail on the high-energy side is due to the "nuclear
counter effect" (particles in the tail of the shower not
fully contained longitudinaly and reaching the photodi-
ode) which degrades the energy measurement. To ex-
tract the intrisic resolution, a fit with Gaussian and
Landau distribution has been performed [10].

A summary of Shashlik energy resolution results
is shown in Figure 8 for 4 towers (T-15,16,21 and 22).
Tower 21 has a special geometry, the WLS fibers were
also projective. The average resolution of the 4 towers
is:

<rE 8 . 1 % 0.33
~E ® E(GeV)

© 0.5%

Figure 8: Energy resolution of the new Shashlik proto-
type.

which is within the design requirements for the CMS
detector [1], [5].

Shashlik calorimeter prototypes equiped with a
preshower detector have also been tested in a 3 Tesla
magnetic field. The light response increases by as much
as 11 % at 3 Tesla. No significant deterioration of the
energy resolution, nor of the preshower performance has
been observed at 3 Tesla [11].

3.3 Angular resolution
For the Higgs boson diphoton decay H —> 77 at high
luminosity when event pile-up is present, the measure-
ment of the angle of emission of the photons is required.
In order to reconstruct this angle, the photon shower
position has to be measured at two depths in the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter. The first point along the EM
shower is obtained from the preshower detector, whilst
the second one is the shower barycenter in the calorime-
ter itself.
With the preshower (<rXty(mm) = 2/yHS(GeV) + Q.2)
and Shashlik tower position resolutions [4] (<rx,y{rnm) =
(8.3±0.4)/v/S(GeF) + (.17±0.06)), assuming that the
shower barycenter is located at the shower maximum
(ss 6 — 8X0), one can estimate the photon direction an-
gular resolution for the combined measurements. Fig-
ure 9 shows the dependence of the angular resolution
as a function of the electron energy at the tower center.
Our data fit:

70mrad
<r6 = /E(GeV)

Few multi-bundle Shashlik towers have also been pro-
duced and tested in the beam, and it is found that the
position resolution is improved by a factor 2 to 3 in
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Effect of irradiation on Shashlik tower

Shashlik + Preshower angular resolution
H 1 1 1 1 1 h

Center tower 15 (2x2an>)

Tower 22+half T21-fhalfT23 (-5x10 cm1)

20 40 60 100 120 140 160

Figure 9: Photon angular resolution of the new Shashlik
prototype (Shashlik + preshower assembly).

comparison with the same type of tower equiped with
a single channel readout [12].

4 Radiation hardness tests
One of the basic requirements for the electromagnetic
calorimeter of CMS is to be radiation hard. The ex-
pected radiation dose from the electromagnetic energy
deposited in the CMS barrel calorimeter over a ten year
data taking period varies from about 0.2 Mrad at T; =0.0
to 1 Mrad at 77=1.5 [1]. The effect of radiation damage
on Shashlik performances has been studied by realistic
modeling and with irradiation of complete towers. A
study of the effects of radiation damage on light yield
collection [13], [14], [15] shows that in addition to the
overall decrease in light collected, the non-uniformity
of response across a calorimeter tower increases. This
leads to an increase in the contribution of the constant
term to the energy resolution. Irradiation of complete
Shashlik towers using the LEP injector LINAC (LiL)
at CERN (intensity of up to 109 electrons of 500 MeV
per second) was carried out [16]. Figure 10 shows the
effects of 1 Mrad dose on the longitudinal response of
a tower to Co60 photons. One sees that the damage is
maximum at the shower maximum.

Test of the energy resolution using 150 GeV elec-
trons shows that no significant effect on energy resolu-
tion occures for a dose up to 1 Mrad.

5 Conclusion
A new technique has been developed to read-out the
light from a lead/scintillator sampling calorimeter. It
involves the use of wave-lenght-shifting optical fibers.
The use of optical fibers enables a fine lateral segmen-
tation to be achieved with a minimum of dead spaces.

20 25 50 35 «0 45
longitudinal profile (cm)

Figure 10: Effect of an irradiation of 1 Mrad produced
at LiL by 500 MeV electrons on a Shashlik tower. The
Longitudinal response profiles of the tower before and
after irradiation are shown.

In addition, as was expected and is now confirmed, such
a calorimeter can be built at a relatively low cost. Sev-
eral prototypes have been built and tested in electron
beams at CERN [4]. The energy resolution measured
on projective towers is

E
0.08 0.3

yfiH
^- © 0.005 (E in GeV)
E

It is estimated that an irradiation of lMrad (cor-
responding to 10 years of LHC at nominal luminosity in
the CMS barrel) produces a loss of light of about 10 %.
The resultant loss in energy resolution has been found
to be small. The measured performances of a Shashlik
detector satisfy the basic requirements for a sampling
calorimeter at the LHC.
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ABSTRACT

The Higgs search via the decay channel H->gamma gamma in the mass range
80GeV<m(Higgs)<140GeV at the future LHC requires electromagnetic calorimeters with an
excellent energy resolution. The CMS collaboration has decided to build the electromagnetic
calorimeter using scintillating crystals. Suitable materials investigated for this calorimeter
are CeF3 and PbWC>4. The main properties of PbWCU, which is the baseline option for the
electromagnetic calorimeter in CMS, will be presented and compared with those of CeF3.
Furthermore the results from test beam measurements, performed during the last year in
several particle beams at CERN, for prototype matrices of both types of crystals will be
discussed.

1 Introduction
The experimental proof of the existence of the Higgs
particle is the main motivation for the LHC project.
The decay of the Higgs particle in two gammas is con-
sidered the most likely to provide evidence for its ex-
istence in the so called intermediate mass range: 80 <
mmggs <150 GeV. To perform the measurement of gam-
mas and electrons with an extremely good energy res-
olution, dense and radiation hard materials with a fast
detector response are required for the electromagnetic
calorimeters of the two proposed detectors CMS and
ATLAS. The CMS collaboration has decided to build
the electromagnetic calorimeter using about 105 scintil-
lating crystals [1], well matching the required detector
properties mentioned before. Two materials, CeF3 and
PbW04, have been identified as suitable candidates for
the electromagnetic calorimeter in the CMS detector.
Their basic characteristics as well as the calorimeter
properties obtained from test beam measurements will
be compared in the following.

2 Requirements on the e.m calorimeter
The mass resolution of the decay H—> 77 in the inter-
mediate mass range 80 GeV < m# < 150 GeV is given
by

1 r i
' __ 1 A /T\ * Q\ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

m ~ 2 [Ei E2 tan a/2 J

where E» is the energy of the single photons and a is
the angle between them. Typical values for the energy

resolution of sampling calorimeters are

9% 0.500

whereas for homogeneous crystal calorimters

can be reached. Assuming the second energy resolu-
tion, a significance between 7 and 10 is expected at a
Higgs mass of about 120 GeV (see fig 1). This can be
achieved by the use of homogeneous crystal scintillators
like CeF3 and PDWO4. In tab. 1 the main character-

density (g/cm3)
index of refraction
Radiation length (cm)
Moliere radius (cm)

Light production (7/MeV)
Emission wavelength (nm)
decay time (us)
Temp.coeff. (%/°C)
radiation hardness (Gy)

BGO

7.13
2.15
1.11
2.33

~3000
480
300

-1.55
10

CeF3

6.16
1.62
1.68
2.63

~1600
300

23
0.14

>104

PbWO4

8.28
2.25/2.35

0.89
2.19

~50
420/450

10
-1.9

>104

Table 1: Material parameters of scintillators

istics of CeF3 and PbWC>4 are compared with those
of BGO. Both CeF3 and PbWO4 have a high density.
PbWO4 has a shorter radiation length Xo than CeF3,
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Figure 1: <T-B VS. mass for the standard model Higgs
(dotted line). For comparison the <r-B for given signif-
icances in the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter at low
luminosity are overlayed as continous lines.

allowing a more compact detector design. On the other
hand, the light yield of CeF3 is a factor w20 higher
than for PbWC>4 and the strong temperature depen-
dence of the scintillation process in PbW04 (-1.9%/°C)
requires a larger effort in temperature control compared
with CeF3, for which the temperature coefficient of the
scintillation process is very small: 0.14 %/K at room
temperature [2].

In the following the characteristics of these two
materials will be discussed and compared to each other
in terms of scintillation properties, radiation hardness,
and test beam measurements, which were carried out
on calorimeter prototypes made of both materials.

3 Results on CeF3

3.1 Scintillation properties
In fig. 2 a typical transmission curve for a good quality
CeF3 crystal is plotted. For wavelengths above A «300 nm
the optical transmission corresponds to an absorption
coefficient of fJ.(X) >1 m"1. The band edge at A «280 nm
corresponds to the energy distance of the 4f - 5d transi-
tion of the Ce3+ ion [2] in the crystal field. The high
concentration of Ce3+ in CeF3 results in a large ab-
sorption (lattice self absorption). The position of the
absorption band varies between 290 nm and 305 nm for
different crystals, depending on the crystal quality. In
fig. 2 the emission spectrum, obtained by excitation of
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Figure 2: Emission spectra induced by two different
methods in comparison with a transmission curve [2].

Ce3+-ions in the surface region of the crystal (photo-
luminescence spectrum), is illustrated. The spectrum
shows the two emission lines at 286 nm and 305 nm for
the regular sites, as well as the perturbed site emission
at 340 nm. When exciting the crystal in the bulk region
(radioluminescence spectrum), the 286 nm band is par-
tially suppressed because of lattice self absorption, as
can be seen more clearly by overlaying the correspond-
ing optical transmission curve of this crystal sample.
Furthermore, the 340 nm emission band is strongly su-
pressed, due to the smaller probability for perturbed
site creation in the bulk region of the crystal.

3.2 Test beam results
A matrix of 9 non-projective longitudinally segmented
CeF3-towers was exposed to electron and pion beams
of several energies (up to 150 GeV) from the SPS at
CERN. In fig. 3 a schematic drawing of the test ma-

I C.F3 9 1 MBTWX I

Figure 3: Setup of the CeF3 test matrix.

trix is illustrated. Each crystal tower consisted of a
front crystal with a length of about 14 cm and two back
crystals glued together with a length of about 28 cm,
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resulting in a total length of about 25 Xo- The crystals
were read out by PIN photodiodes (Hamamatsu S3590)
with a thickness of 300 /tin and a sensitive area of 1 cm2.
To allow studies on the nuclear counter effect, the front
central crystal and the central cross at the rear side
were additionally equipped with so-called blind diodes,
which were not optically coupled to the crystals.

In fig. 4 a measured electron energy spectrum (dots)

entries
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38 40 42 44 46 48 50
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Figure 4: Energy spectrum (measured (dots) and sim-
ulated (line)) at 50 GeV electron beam energy.

is compared with the simulated one (line) at 50 GeV
beam energy. Whereas the tail on the left side of the
spectrum is due to leakage fluctuations of the energy de-
posit in the matrix, the tail on the right side is caused
by the nuclear counter effect. The nuclear counter ef-
fect, measured by the blind diodes, has been introduced
in the Monte Carlo simulation by adding the equivalent
energy deposit in the photodiodes to the energy deposit
in the crystals event by event. It not only leads to a tail
to higher energies, but also worsens the energy resolu-
tion of the spectrum. To illustrate the effect of the tail
to higher energies, the energy of the central tower of
the test matrix has been measured using three readout
combinations:

• front/back Photomultiplier readout (PM/PM)

• front photodiode and back photomultiplier readout
(PD/PM)

• front/back photodiode readout (PD/PD)

The energy spectra are plotted in fig. 5 While for the
PM/PM configuration the tail to higher energies dis-
appears completely, the front photodiode (PD/PM) al-
ready leads to a significant tail in the energy spectrum
as well as to a worsening of the energy resolution. In
case of PD/PD combination this effect is slightly in-
creased. A more detailed analysis of the CeF3 test ma-
trix can be obtained from [4] [5].

35 36 37

Figure 5: 50 GeV energy spectrum of the central tower
measured with three readout combinations.

In fig. 6 the energy resolution of the test matrix
is plotted for several electron beam energies. The lower
band shows the intrinsic energy resolution given by the
Monte Carlo simulation. The upper band shows the
simulated energy resolution including the nuclear counter
effect, whereas the dots give the measured values, which
are in good agreement with the simulation. The wors-
ening of the energy resolution is essentially an effect of
the front readout diode.

4 Results on PbWO4

4.1 Scintillation properties
A large series of PbWO4 crystals close to the CMS de-
sign goal has been produced and tested in several lab-
oratory benches. PbWO4 is a fast (25 ns) and radia-
tion hard scintillator with a relatively low light yield
(see tab. 1). The peak of the light emission spectrum is
located at around 500 nm, close to the emission spec-
trum of BGO. Several models have been proposed to
explain the blue and the green luminescence [6]. The
scintillation is affected by a strong quenching at room
temperature which has several consequences. It reduces
the light yield to about 50 photons/MeV and shortens
the decay time down to about 10-20 ns. Furthermore
it leads to a strong temperature dependence of the scin-
tillation process (see tab. 1), [3].

Undoped PbWC*4 crystals exposed to gamma ir-
radiation show a global reduction of optical transmis-
sion, depending on the relative position of the sample
in the crystal ingot [6]. An improvement of radiation
hardness has been achieved by doping the crystals with
0.1% Nb: the absorption coefficient is reduced com-
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Figure 6: Energy resolution for several beam energies.

pared to undoped crystals and the radiation hardness
is more uniform along the crystal.

4.2 Test beam results
A matrix of 6x6 crystals (front section: 1.8x1.8cm2,
back section: 2.08x2.08 cm2, length : 21cm (=23 Xo))
was exposed to several particle beams (electrons, pions
and muons with energies up to 225 GeV) from the SPS
at CERN. The crystals were read out by photomulti-
pliers (Philips PM1911) as well as by low capacitance
avalanche photodiodes (Hamamatsu S5345 SPL). The
latter are insensitive to high magnetic fields, as foreseen
for the future CMS detector (B=4T, thus excluding
readout by vacuum photodevices) and have therefore
been chosen as readout option for the electromagnetic
calorimeter, for which PIN photodiodes are unsuitable
due to the relativeley low light yield of the crystals. The
temperature was controlled by an air cooling system.

In fig. 7 the energy resolution for a 3 x 3 matrix
is plotted for several readout configurations in compar-
ision with the "shashlik" and CeF3 results, obtained
from the 1994 test beam studies. It is shown, that with
PM readout an energy resolution of less than 0.6% can
be achieved for beam energies above 50 GeV, whereas
for APD readout the resolution is about 0.9 % for 50 GeV
and 0.7 % for 120 GeV beam energy.

4.3 Future outlook
The results of test beam measurements and laboratory
work on PbWO4 crystals presented here are the start
of an intense R&D effort in 1995/96, mainly aiming
towards the improvement of:

• light production in the crystal
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• light collection (larger absorption length, improved
optical coupling, 2 APD's per crystal)

• light detection (longer crystals, improved APD's)

Extensive test beam studies on PbWO4 crystal matri-
ces have and will be performed in 1995/96 in order to
identify an optimal set of operation parameters.
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ABSTRACT

One of the basic elements of the ATLAS experiment for LHC is very good calorimetry.
The liquid ionization and the 'Accordion' technique is an adopted choice. A review of
recent progress on building and testing the performance of such calorimeters is presented
here, covering the em barrel sector prototype -standalone and equipped with a separate or
integrated preshower-. as well as the em endcap and hadronic barrel prototypes.

1 Introduction
The ACCORDION Calorimetry, which is too often men-
tioned in this paper, stems out of the idea of using
accordion-shaped electrodes in liquid ionization calorime-
ters. Such an approach seemed attractive for LHC and
a large R&D activity was launched giving nice results
in beam tests, which in turn were exploited to design a
performing em calorimeter system for the ATLAS ex-
periment.

At LHC calorimetry is a critical issue due to strin-
gent requirements dictated either by physics performance
or by difficult experimental conditions [1]. Concern-
ing physics, not only a very good energy resolution is
needed, but also good position measurement and ability
to cover a wide dynamic range and geometrical accep-
tance. On top of that LHC will offer a very high lu-
minosity of 1034cm~2sec~1, implying a big amount of
pile-up (23 soft interactions per event) and high neutron
and gamma fluxes. Thus a calorimeter for LHC should
be highly performant, fast, fine-grained and resistant to
radiation.

A good choice for all the above is a liquid ioniza-
tion calorimeter exploiting the novel idea of D.Founder
to use accordion shaped electrodes and absorber plates
with their zig-zags running parallel to the shower axis
[2]. The use of liquid Ar as active medium and radi-
ation resistant front-end electronics makes the system
radiation-hard. The high readout speed is achieved by
the use of only the fast rise of the signal pulse in the
LAr and by the clever transmission of the signal by
the accordion electrodes themselves to the preampli-
fiers. The calorimeter cells are defined in one direction
by etching strips on the electrodes and in the other by
grouping electrodes together. Thus there are no cracks
between cells, high granularity (also low detector C and
low noised is easilv achieved and the number of connec-

tions (also the inductance) are minimised.
The performance of several prototypes having used

the accordion technique will be presented in the follow-
ing sections, showing that they also meet the physics
requirements set for various channels, e.g. the H —> 77
channel.

2 Accordion EM Barrel
A very good test of the above characteristics was car-
ried out with the construction by the RD3 collabora-
tion of a large scale LAr em calorimeter prototype with
a fully projective structure which was envisaged as a
sector of the ATLAS barrel calorimeter [3]. Its length
along the z-axis (LHC beam axis) is 2m, corresponding
to pseudo-rapidity range 0 < |TJ| < 1.08, and it covers
27° in azimuth (<j>). The total thickness at 77 = 0 is
25-XVs, segmented longitudinally in three parts(9/9/7
respectively). The Pb accordion-shaped absorbers are
1.8 (1.2) mm thick for 7? < 0.7(T? > 0.7) to compen-
sate for the lower sampling fraction at higher TJ'S. The
electrodes are copper-kapton boards separated by 1.9
mm LAr gaps from the absorbers. The granularity is
0.020 in 0, defined by grouping three kapton boards,
and 0.018 in 77 which is the width of the etched elec-
trode strips.

The front-end/readout chain of the calorimeter
consisted of cold or warm preamplifiers followed by shapers
with 38 nsec shaping time (that value is a compromise
between the electronics and pile-up noise for LHC). The
signal is then sampled at the peak and digitised by a
12bit ADC. The noise from the electronics for such a
fast shaping is « 300 MeV for a region containing an em
shower. Muons can be detected with a signal-to-noise
ratio of 4 in a region of two em towers.

The em barrel prototype showed the following
properties when exposed and scanned with electron beams
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Figure 1: The em barrel module prototype under con-
struction.

of various energies. The energy resolution at two dif-
ferent t] points corresponding to two different absorber
thicknesses can be shown in figure 2. The sampling
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Figure 2: The energy resolution curve for the em barrel
prototype.

term (a/V~E) is similar for the two positions. The con-
stant term (c) of the resolution is due to local imper-
fections in the cell. Its value of 0.3% is residual after
the relevant geometrical corrections and the accordion
geometry does not introduce extra contributions. The
noise term (b/E) is compatible with measurements ex-
tracted from pedestal events. The position resolution
in the two coordinates is:

<rv - (0.210 ±0.015)

o> = (0.186 ± 0.021)

' °
VE
7 :t°'05

mm

(1)

(2)

The uniformity of the large scale prototype was
measured with a beam of 287 GeV electrons shot over
123 spots. The resulting overall energy spectrum shows
an rms of (0.69 ± 0.05)% which is the global constant
term. This is a convolution of the local constant term
of 0.35% mentioned above and of another 0.58% (0.37%
from calibration and 0.45% from mechanical non-uniformities)
due to response variation over the large area.

3 Accordion Hadronic Barrel
The Accordion design was also used for the construction
of a hadronic calorimeter prototype which was tested
together with the em barrel prototype described in the
previous section [4j. Two modules were tested, seg-
mented longitudinally in two parts of 1.2 and 1.6 Xj
respectively. It consisted of 8 x 9 towers and its gran-
ularity was ATJ x A<f> = 0.045 x 0.05. The converter
plates were made from stainless steel 9.8 mm thick and
the LAr gap was 3 mm.

A novel technique was used for the readout, which
was the EST (Electrostatic Transformer) scheme. This
signifies the fact that while ganging several LAr gaps
to form a cell, a fraction of the gaps are connected in
series. This is really helpful in reducing the resulting
large detector capacitance, which is more critical here
since the gaps are wider than the em case.

The pion data collected with beams of energies
20 to 400 GeV were analysed by applying a weighting
method. The energy resolution found was:

The measured uniformity over 4 cells was 1%.

,„
4 Accordion EM Endcap
While the accordion design fits well radially the cylin-
drical barrel part, its use is not straightforward for the
endcap, for which another setup had to be invented
nicknamed Spanish Fan. The azimuthal symmetry is
kept for the endcap and the accordion plates' waves
are parallel to the vertex-pointing line. In the result-
ing design the zig-zag amplitude, the Lar gap and the
absorber thickness are variable with the distance from
the beam line so as to keep the sampling fraction con-
stant with 7} [5]. A sketch can be seen in fig. 3. The
full radius of the endcap in the actual experiment will
be constructed in two parts. The prototype realised for
tests is one sixth in azimuth of the inner endcap wheel
and its rapidity coverage is 2.16 < |JJ| < 2.89. Its gran-
ularity is A7? x A<f> = 0.03 x 0.05 and is segmented in 3
samplings 9,9 and 7 X0's deep. Due to the variable gap
width along R the HV applied was also variable and
different for every two r) lines to keep the calorimeter
response constant. The HV values were calculated by
Monte-Carlo and the residual response variation was at
the level of only a few percent.
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Figure 3: The design of the accordion for the endcap.

The energy resolution of the endcap prototype
for different rapidity points is shown in figure 4. Its
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Figure 4: Energy resolution obtained with the Spanish
fan prototype.

parametrisation for r\ = 2.66 is :

<rB (10.7 ±0.3)% , , „ 0.51 ±0.02 /A.
-£- = ; ®(0.30±0.04)%® (4)
E y/E •£•

The uniformity of response over 48 cells gives a global
constant term of (0.79 ± 0.04)%, shared almost equally
by electronics (calibration, capacitance) and mechanical
(4> modulation, gap, absorber thickness) non-uniformities.
The position resolution of the prototype is measured to
have a sampling term less than bmm/^/E and a con-
stant term of around 0.25 mm. The performance is
comparable with that of the barrel em prototype.
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5 Preshowers
The calorimeter prototypes described above were de-
veloped following the requirements of the LHC physics
guidelines, among which a light Higgs decaying to two
gammas is a big challenge. To detect it one needs apart
from very good energy resolution, good photon direc-
tion measurement and high f/ir° and 7/jet separation.
To compensate the energy lost in the upstream mate-
rial, measure accurately the shower position and reject
7r°'s the role of the em calorimeter has to be assisted by
a preshower. The LARG community has adopted and
tested two approaches for this purpose, a separate and
an integrated preshower.

The separate preshower [6] is located in front
of the calorimeter and it has two highly segmented lay-
ers with slanted strips, i.e. Ar)(A<j>) = 2.5 • 10~3, in <j>
and in r\ respectively. The first layer is after 2 Xo's of
absorber material inside the em barrel cryostat and the
second layer after one extra Xo to increase photon con-
version probability. The prototype covered the rapidity
range between 0.2 and 0.8 and 9° in azimuth. The 150
GeV muon signal was measured with a signal/noise ra-
tio of 5.6 over 2 strips/layer (4 channels).

The energy resolution measured with the preshower-
calorimeter system shows a sampling term of (12.3 ±
0.2)%y/E. The position resolution in the two preshower
layers is

= 0.16(0.19)©
1.67(2.02)

mm. (5)

The angular resolution measured by the preshower and
the middle calorimeter layer is

= 1.(1.)®
22.(27.)

VE
mrad, (6)

for electrons and for photons is shown in figure 5.
The integrated preshower [7] is actually re-

alized by segmenting finely the first sampling of the
calorimeter. This was achieved by drawing the strips ef
the kapton electrodes in a special way. The ones cor-
responding to the first sampling were oriented in two
views, i.e. u = 77 + <f> and v — 77 — <f>, and the ones of the
two other samplings remained 77 oriented as they were
in the em barrel module described in 2. Kaptons of
u- and v-type where interleaved at stacking. The strip
width of the first sampling was 5 mm and the effective
granularity was AT) X A0 = 0.00441 x 0.0784. The longi-
tudinal depths of the three samplings are 5.6, 14.6 and
9.1 Zo's respectively. The prototype covered rapidities
from 0.4 to 0.9 and 9° in azimuth. The sampling term of
the energy resolution was found to be (12.3±0.2)%\/£\
The position resolution of the first sampling is

c-v(<p) = 0.18(0.16) © 1'8^2'mm. (7)
y/E

The resolution of the angular measurement using one
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Figure 5: Angular resolution foi the separate preshower
prototype, measured with photons.

point in the 1st (u- and v-strips) and another one in
the 2nd sampling is shown in figure 6 for electrons.

angular resolution at ̂ =0.
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Figure 6: Angular resolution for the integrated UV
preshower prototype, measured with electrons.

6 From Prototypes to ATLAS
The advances described above proved the capability of
building large calorimeter systems with the Accordion
principle. The ATLAS experiment has used these ideas
to a large extent for the design of the detector.

The ATLAS calorimeter setup was denned based
on the prototype results and the detailed simulations of

the overall detector. The performance observed in the
testbeam was preserved in the simulated calorimeter in
ATLAS. After testing a lot of options for the calorime-
ter system [l] the collaboration adopted the solutions
described below. For the barrel part of the em calorime-
ter the accordion design will be used with an integrated
preshower, i.e. with a 1st sampling finely segmented
in the 77 direction. To have the additional feature of
correcting for the energy lost at the upstream mate-
rial a single layer presampler will be used in front of
the calorimeter. In the endcap region the Spanish fan
design will be implemented for the em part.

A first step towards ATLAS was the first test-
ing with electron and pion beams of the system of the
barrel em (Pb/LAr accordion) and hadronic calorime-
ter (Fe/Scintillator Tiles) prototypes. This combined
test was successful in showing that the system of a liq-
uid ionization em and a scintillator sandwich hadronic
calorimeter is capable of reconstructing the energy of a
hadronic shower with good energy resolution. More re-
sults on that are presented at the same conference (see
talk by V.Boldea [8]). A preliminary analysis of 300
GeV pion data gave a resolution cr/E = 4.1%.

Conclusions
The R.&D on liquid ionization calorimetry combined
with the Accordion technique has been very fruitful
during the last few years with the realisation and tests
of large scale prototypes. The achieved readout speed,
granularity, radiation hardness, the energy and position
resolution and the response uniformity are compatible
with the LHC requirements. Those concepts have been
adopted to the final design of the ATLAS detector.
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ABSTRACT

The scintillator tile hadron calorimeter, adopted by the ATLAS experiment, uses as absorber,
scintillating tiles placed in planes perpendicular to the colliding beams and wavelenght
shifting fibre readout. The first prototype has been build and tested with pion, electron
and muon beams at the CERN S.P.S..

1 Introduction.
The ATLAS collaboration [1] proposed to build a gen-
eral purpose proton-proton detector for the Large Hadron
Collider, capable of exploring the new energy regime
which will become accesible. One of the main subsys-
tem of the ATLAS detector is a large scintillating tile
hadronic barrel calorimeter.

The technology for this calorimeter is based on
a sampling technique using steel absorber material and
scintillating plates readout by wavelenght shifting (WLS)
fibres. New to this approach is the orientation of the
scintillator tiles within the absorber [2]. To allow a
simple, economical and modular assembly, tiles lie in
planes perpendicular to the colliding beams; for better
sampling homogeneity, tiles are staggered in the radial
direction, corresponding to the shower axis for small rj.
This orientation does not affect the energy resolution
for hadrons and jets and assures short secondary parti-
cle track lenghts. Radially oriented WLS fibres collect
light from the tiles at both of their open edges and bring
it to photomultipliers (PMT's) at the periphery of the
calorimeter. Each PMT views a specific group of tiles,
through the corresponding bundle of fibres with this
readout scheme obtaining a three dimensional segmen-
tation. In the first year of the project RD-34 (1993),
a three module prototype calorimeter was constructed
and tested in standalone mode (no e.m. section in front)
at the CERN SPS. Besides confirming expectations on
uniformity and energy resolution, the data showed that
excellent signal linearity could be obtained by a simple

•The ATLAS-RD34 Collaboration: Argonne, ANL; Univ. of
Texas at Arlington; Univ. of Barcelona (IFAE); Inst. of Atomic
Physics, Bucharest; CBRN; Univ. of Chicago; Univ. Blaise Pas-
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(LIP); Univ. of Michigan; Univ. of Pisa; Univ. of Valencia;
Charles Univ. Prague; Academy of Science, Prague; Protvino,
IHEP; Univ. of Rio de Janeiro; Univ. of Stockholm; Univ. of
Illinois; Yerevan Physics Inst.

sampling correction method. These results, now pub-
lished [3], proved the validity of the idea and led ATLAS
to adopt this concept for the barrel hadronic calorime-
ter (Tile calorimeter, | rj |< 1.6). To extend the project
through 1994 and 1995, two additional prototype mod-
ules were constructed and instrumented. Also, in 1994
a preliminary beam test with a prototype e.m. LAr
accordion calorimeter, in front of the calorimeter pro-
totype was performed.

A rather complete design of the ATLAS barrel
calorimeter, based on the experience of almost three
years of R & D is now available and construction of the
ATLAS calorimeter module prototype has begun. The
Tilecal collaboration, RD-34, counts now on 19 institu-
tions with about 200 physicists and engineers, who give
it a solid technical and human base and the strenght
necessary to accomplish the necessary tasks.

2 Mechanical construction.
The Tile calorimeter consists of a cylindrical structure
and is subdivided into a 5.64 m long central barrel and
two 2.65 m long, extended barrels. Each of them is sub-
divided into 64 independent azimuthal modules (Figure
1). The mechanical structure of the calorimeter consists
of a large number of trapezoidal steel plates, which pe-
riodically repeat along the z direction. Each period is
a stack of four layers. The first and the third layer are
formed by large trapezoidal steel plates (masters) 5 mm
thick, the second and the fourth layers alternate small
trapezoidal steel plates (spacers), 4 mm thick (11 dif-
ferent sizes) and scintillator tiles, 3 mm thickness. The
scintillator plates are inserted once the stack is com-
pleted and compressed.

3 Scintillator Tiles and Fibres.
The main considerations in the choise of scintillating
tiles are photoelectron yield, uniformity of response within
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Double
readout

1

Figure 1: Principle of the tile hadronic calorimeter

a tile, tile-to-tile fluctuations, cost. The scintillator
tiles are produced by injection molding technique [4],
which eliminates operations such as machining to size
and polishing edges. Optically transparent granulated
polystyrene is used as a base material with the addi-
tional of two scintillation additives (1.5 % of PTP and
0.04 POPOP). The dopants and their concentrations
have been choosen to optimize the light yield and the
efficiency of the light coupling to the fibre.

The light emitted by the scintillator tiles is trans-
mitted to 1 mm diameter wavelenght shifting fibres
with a decay time of the order of 10 ns. The fibre
ends opposite to the PMT's are aluminized by sput-
tering, which gives a reflectivity of about 85 %. At-
tenuation lenght for aluminized fibres are around 4 m.
Sample fibres were investigated as a function of cladding
type, dopant concentration and UV absorber concentra-
tion, mechanical stress, splicing technique and radiation
hardness. The double-clad fibres, BCF91A type from
Bicron and Yll(200)MS from Kuraray give best re-
sults. [5]. Tile/iibre setups have been extensively tested
within RD-34 using collimated/^-sources (106Ru or S0Sr)
and scanning over the scintillator surface. Measured
light uniformity (Figure 2) is typically 5% when adding
the left and right readouts with attenuation lenghts in
the scintillator between 30 cm and 40 cm. The uni-
formity and the light yield (Figure 3) are improved by
using a simple masking technique and a proper tile-
fibre coupling geometry [6]. The tile-to-tile response
fluctuation and fibre-to-fibre (including fibre coupling)

Tile size 6 (length 24 cm)

o Single Sber readout
• Total signal
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Figure 2: Average response to ionizing particles along
the direction between the two fibres
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Figure 3: Number of photoelectrons from high-energy
H impinging J_ to calorimeter modules

non-uniformity have been measured on the sample of
about 4000 injection moulded tiles produced and used
in the prototypes. For both cases the achived response
non-uniformity is about 5-6 % more than adequate for
a hadronic calorimeter.

4 Calibration, intercalibration and mon-
itoring.

For the reason to obtain a well-calibrating energy re-
sponse from the tile calorimeter, several interrelated is-
sues must be addressed: monitoring of short-time drifts,
equalisation of the response of readout cells and a pre-
cise energy calibration for the joint e.m. and hadronic
barrel calorimeter. Short-term PMT gain drifts will
be calibrated by means of a laser-driven light pulsing
system. A movable radioactive source system will be
used to, first equalise and then monitor the gain of
all cells. Absolute energy calibration will be obtained
with a beam test. The calibration will be transffered to
the entire set of calorimeter modules and maintained in
time using a movable radioactive source. Every scin-
tillator tile is traversed by a hollow tube, into which a
gamma source (l37Cs, E7 = 0.662 MeV) can be in-
serted. As the source moves along the tube, it consec-
utively excites every tile, the resulting current in the
corresponding PMT is proportional to its gain and to
the overall calorimeter photoelectron yield. In calorime-
ter prototype tests, for a measured PMT gain of about
106, the 1994 prototype modules give currents of about
250 nA [7]. The digitised voltages are used to calculate
online the response of each cell, averaging over all tiles
and using about 6 measurements per tile. Equaliza-
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tion of the response is simply achived by adjusting the
PMT HV to obtain the same average signals for each
cell. These average values are measured again at later
times as a check of response stability.

The correlation of the source intercalibration with
high energy particle response has been investigated by
exposing the calorimeter prototypes to a muon beam
perpendicular to the tiles. The muon response has
been found to be correlated with the source response
to within 6%.

5 Readout Electronics.
The resolution of the readout system must be small
compared to the intrinsec energy resolution of the calorime-
ter. For hadrons that interact only in the tile calorime-
ter, the resolution has been measured to be a/E =
47%/*/E + 2%. The calorimeter readout is mounted
in a system of drawers. The PMT subsystem contains
a light mixer, the phototube with local electronics and
magnetic shielding. The number of channels per drawer
reflects the readout segmentation. With two PMT's per
calorimeter cell, a drawer contains between 14 and 24
channels, depending on its location.

Two generation of prototypes and about 12 indi-
vidual PMT's have been tested and several of the de-
sired performances have been achieved: quantum effi-
ciency of about 17% at 480 ran, fast and clean pulse
shape, fibre-to-fibre response uniformity at the level of
few %, linearity as a function of the anode current, from
both the optimizations of the dividers and light mixers,
insensivity to the magnetic fields up to 200 Gauss in
any directions with individual shielding and insensivity
to fast neutrons.

Measurements of the effect of a magnetic field [8]
on the light output of scintillating tiles and on the PMT
shielding have been performed. The results show that
in the expected magnetic environment the light output
will increase by no more than 1% and that individual
PMT shielding will not be a problem.

6 Prototypes and performances in beam
tests.

Five 1 m long prototypes have been constructed and
exposed to the test beams in the framework of RD-34
[9]. Each spans 2TT/64 in azimuth, with a 100x20 cm2

front face and 180 cm in radial depth, going from an
inner radius of 200 cm to an outer radius of 380 cm,
corresponding to a total radial depth of about 9 inter-
action lenght. Details about the procedure adopted for
the construction of the five modules can be found in
[10]. The three prototypes in 1993 and the five in 1994,
heve been exposed to high-energy pion, electron and
muon beams at the CERN SPS. Two different setups
have been used to test the five prototype modules. In
the standalone mode the modules have been positioned
on a scanning table allowing high precision movements
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Figure 4: (a) Pion energy resolution, (b) linearity with
and without longitudinal depth corrections

along any direction. Beam chambers and beam defining
elements have been placed just in the front of the scan-
ning table. A large scintillator wall covering about 1 m2

of surface has been placed on the side and on the back
of the calorimeter to qualify back and side leakage. For
the combined run the Tile calorimeter has been placed
on a fixed table, behind the LAr accordion cryostat.
Both the Tile calorimeter and the cryostat have been
tilted with respect to the beam axis by 11.3° to ensure
full containment at least in the electromagnetic part.

Results obtain in 1993 and 1994 show very similar
performances for pions and confirm the expectations of
good response uniformity, energy resolution and signal
linearity. In 1994 tests, the central sector shows the
best peeformance in terms of light yield and light uni-
formity, due to the use of double-clad fibres and also,
of an improved tile geometry.

The energy resolution for pions has been studied
in the energy range from 20 to 300 GeV and at angles of
incidence in 9, from 0° to 45°. The energy spectra are
symmetric at all energies and display small or no tails
on the high energy side. The observed energy resolution
at 20° is shown in Figure 4(a). For raw data a resolu-
tion of a/E - 47%/\/£ + 2.2% is obtained. This result
has been improved by using a simply depth correction
for the four depths [10]. This technique allows to ad-
just downwards readout cells with large signals, due to
electromagnetic clusters [11]. The resolution becomes
a/E = 45%/VE+ 1.3%, in reasonable agreement with
detailed GEANT simulations.

Uniformity has been studied with pions of 40 and
80 GeV at an angle of incidence of 10°. In Figure 5, a 60
m scan across the front calorimeter face is shown. The
response is uniform to within 0.9% r.m.s.. The e/w ratio
has been determined to lie between 1.1 and 1.2 over the
energy range studied. As is well known, e/7r± 1 causes
deviations from linearity in the hadronic response and
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also broadening the energy resolution. The pion signal
linearity is shown in Figure 4(b). After the depth cor-
rection, the signal linearity is recovered and the r.m.s.
deviation is about 1%.

The calorimeter response to muons has been in-
vestigated using 225 GeV muons at various incident
angles. Muons at small incident angle deposit a sig-
nal in the prototype sectors equivalent to an energy of
about 2.8 GeV. Preliminary results from the combined
run with the e.m. calorimeter in front, show agreement
with the standalone performance. Figure 6 shows a typ-
ical line shape for 300 GeV pions, with a resolution of
5%. Given these results, the jet energy resolution is
expected to be well within the performance goals.

7 Concluding remarks and future pro-
spects.

The construction of the test modules confirmed that
the mechanical and optical concepts will allow econom-
ical construction of a large detector for LHC physics.
The calibration tools implemented show that such a
calorimeter can be precisely and reliably intercalibrated.

The results from the test beam show that the

hadron energy resolutions are competitive with those
obtained with conventional sampling iron calorimeters
even when the calorimeter is exposed to hadrons with-
out an upstream e.m. compartment. The resolutions
obtained in such a standalone mode can be further im-
proved with a simple sampling correction procedure,
which has the important additional benefit of yielding
a very good linearity versus incident hadron energy. Ex-
tensive studies [12] conducted within the collaboration,
have shown that this calorimeter can tolerate a radia-
tion exposure equivalent to at least 10 years of operation
at the LHC design luminosity with neglijible radiation
damage.

RD-34 has ended its first generic R & D phase and
is now ready to enter to a new period, where the Tile
calorimeter has to be finalised in its design for the AT-
LAS configuration and then constructed. A first step
in this direction will be made over the next two years,
where a complete fullsize module zero for both, the bar-
rel and extended barrel of the ATLAS detector will be
constructed and tested, both in standalone mode, as
well as in combined mode.
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ABSTRACT

With the work done by our members, first in the RD5(CERN) collaboration and then
continued with the present RD37(CERN) collaboration, the Parallel Plate Chamber (PPC)
has become an object whose characteristics and mass production techniques are well defined.
An overview of the detector is given along with its application in a calorimetric prototype.
Radiation hardness measurements are presented together with test beam results concerning
the energy resolution and response linearity of the prototype.

1 Introduction
Our collaboration* has been working on the Parallel
Plate Chamber (PPC) detector [1] for the last few years
now. The PPC is a single gap gas detector (fig.l) with

1-HV

Flrat
lonlzaUon

Avabuieh*

N>N,EXP(ax)

Output
Signal

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a PPC and of its po-
larization and readout circuitry.

planar electrodes. It works in avalanche mode up to
gains of roughly 10s. A single chamber consists of two

•The RD37 Collaboration: CIEMAT (Madrid, Spain), ITEP
(Moscow, Russian Federation), INFN and University of Flo-
rence (Italy), ATOMKY (Debrecen, Hungary), CERN (Geneva,
Switzerland), PNPI (St. Petersburg, Russian Federation),
HEPHY (Vienna, Austria)

planar metal (or metallized) electrodes kept at a fixed
distance (1 to 2 mm) by a spacer; the gap between the
electrodes is filled with gas which in our case is at at-
mospheric pressure. The high voltage applied on the
electrodes creates a high and uniform electric field in-
side the detector allowing avalanche multiplication of
the primary ionization clusters produced by the incom-
ing charged particles. The signal thus induced on the
electrodes is extremely fast [2]; of the order of 1 ns for
the electron component and a few microseconds for the
ion tail. A typical collected charge distribution spec-
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Figure 2: Typical PPC charge distribution spectrum
obtained with MIPs.

trum obtained with MIPs is shown in figure 2.
The test results shown in these proceedings are all

obtained using ceramic (alumina, 97% of Al^Oa) PPCs
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[5]. We have chosen this material as a first option for
the construction of the chambers because of its good
mechanical and electrical properties as well as for its
known radiation resistance [3].

electrode

frame

chromed surface
electrode

Vpin

Figure 3: Schematic drawing of the ceramic PPC com-
ponents.

Each of these chambers consists of two ceramic
plates with evaporated chromium electrodes, separated
by a ceramic frame whose thickness determines the gas
gap. The electrodes dimensions are 5 x 5 cm2 and large
area PPC detectors are built as a mosaic of individual
cells. The ceramic parts (fig.3) have been machined to
a planarity and parallelism better than 5 /zm [4].

We are also investigating the possible use of plas-
tic injection to mould the PPC components in order to
reduce the cost and the complexity of the whole PPC
production procedure [5],

2 PPC detector properties
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Figure 4: Detection efficiency for a 1 mm gas gap PPC.

Detection efficiency for MIPs depends strongly on the
associated preamplifier noise. Our measurements [5]

have been done with a (3000 e~ ENC) current amplifier
and the threshold was set at 3 sigmas of the pedestal
distribution. PPC efficiencies range from 20% to 80%
depending on gas mixture, high voltage, and gas gap
thickness. As shown in figures 4 and 5, we see the strong
dependence on high voltage and the absence of a plateau
due to the approximately 1/Q distribution of the charge
spectrum as mentioned in section 1.
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Figure 5: Detection efficiency for a 1.5 mm gas gap
PPC.

Other characteristics of the PPC detector are its
time resolution [6, 5], measured to be of the order of 250
ps (fig.6), its rate capability, coping with fluxes higher
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Figure 6: Distribution of time differences between one
PPC and one scintillator using a 2.8 ns rise time am-
plifier.

than 1 x 106 cm"2*"1 at a gas gain of 104, and its ex-
cellent radiation resistance, having shown no change in
detector performance after 60 Mrad gamma irradiation
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and 5 X 1015 neutrons/cm2 fluence.

3 Calorimeter tests
In the framework of the the RD37 collaboration [7] we
built a first prototype calorimeter [8] consisting of 8
planes of detectors (each plane contatining 3 x 3 cells,
5x5 cm2 each) interleaved with 30 mm thick iron plates
for a total of about 13.6 radiation length (Xo). Later on

24 Xn

Beam

Absorbers PPC Planes

Figure 7: Schematic drawing of the full length electro-
magnetic calorimeter prototype.

we have added six more planes, reaching a total length
of 24 Xo. The experimental set up of the full length
calorimeter is schematically shown in figure 7. Nine
PPC cells are mounted in a 3x3 matrix inside each
gas tight box. For this test the preamplifiers boards
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Figure 8: Total collected charge distribution for various
electron energies.

were placed outside the calorimeter and connected to
the chambers by one metre long flat cables thus simu-
lating real LHC conditions for a very forward calorime-
ter, where the electronics has to be located far away

from the hard radiation environment of the system. The
preamplifiers used have a gain of 2 x 5mV//iA and drive
differential signals over 80 m long twisted pairs cables
up to camac ADCs. The electronic chain has been cal-
ibrated injecting a known amount of charge into the
preamplifiers input; the mean value of the proportion-
ality factor between injected charge and ADC counts
is 5.5 fC/count. The first prototype (13.6 Xo) was ex-
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Figure 9: Energy resolution for the 13.6
working with CO2 gas at 5400 V.

prototype,

posed to electrons using the H2 SPS secondary beam
and the RD5 experimental facilities at CERN. We took
data with 20 GeV to 150 GeV electron beams; the gas
used was pure CO2. The result of the energy scan is
shown in figure 8 where for each energy point the total
charge distribution, together with the mean value and
the sigma, is displayed. The energy resolution, fitted to
extract the constant and stochastic terms, is shown in
figure 9. Even with the poor longitudinal segmentation
(~ 2Xo) and the incomplete containment of the shower
we obtain a stochastic term which is around 71% and a
constant term of roughly 3%.

Recently we have repeated the tests described
above on the 24 Xo prototype. We took data at the
X5 SPS tertiary beam at CERN, which is capable of
providing electrons from 5 to 100 GeV. The electronics
used was the same as in the previous test except for the
ADCs that have been replaced with a Fastbus system
read out through a VME CPU. Since the fastbus ADC's
are more sensitive than the previous ones we used, the
proportionality factor between the injected charge and
the ADC counts now becomes 1.18 fC/count. Unfortu-
nately there was no way to monitor the beam impact
point on the calorimeter; also electronic noise condi-
tions were worse. In fact the beam straddled two PPCs
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thus -worsening the resolution due to dead spaces be-
tween the detectors. In figure 10 we show a typical
linearity plot obtained during the test. Using CO2 the

12) we measured a stochastic term of 82% and a con-
stant term of 3%. These results are all affected by large
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Figure 10: Calorimeter response versus incident energy
for the 24 XQ prototype.
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Figure 11: Transverse shower profile for 100 GeV elec-
trons.

stochastic term for the resolution varies from ~ 130%
to 75 % for voltages ranging from 5100 V to 5400 V.
The constant term remains on the order of 2% to 4% for
all voltages. For the reasons explained above the results
are slightly worse than in the earlier test mainly because
of the beam impact point. One can see this effect from
figure 11 where the transverse profile is characterized
by two peaks on two contiguous cells.

Roughly the same results are obtained using the
CF4CO2 (80/20) mixture. Namely at 5600 Volts (fig.
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Figure 12: Energy resolution for the 24 Xo prototype,
working with CF4CO2 gas at 5600 V.

systematics due to gas density variations and also by
impact point variations during the runs. We have esti-
mated the relative errors on our fitted coefficients, due
to these variations, which we conservatively put at 15%
for the stochastic term and 50% for the constant term.

4 Conclusions
Recently (beginning 1994) a research and development
proposal (RD37) has been approved at CERN to inves-
tigate the possibility of using PPCs as active devices
for calorimetry at LHC.

PPC sampling calorimeter prototypes have been
built and tested using CERN accelerators facilities. The
resolution for electromagnetic showers in a 13.6 Xo pro-
totype has been measured at various energies, giving a
stochastic term around 71 % and a constant term of
3 %. These results have been confirmed in the sub-
sequent tests with the full 24 Xo prototype. Further
tests are planned in 1995 on an 8x8 matrix calorimeter
with a depth of 9 Ai depth. This prototype will have
more than 1000 cells and tests will concentrate on the
hadron response of the calorimeter with an eye to its fi-
nal performance as a very forward calorimeter for LHC
experiments.
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ABSTRACT

The basics of operation of a new calorimetry technique based on detection of Cherenkov light
in optical fibers are presented and discussed. The use of this effect instead of conventional
techniques where detection is based on ionization of the detection medium causes certain
peculiarities that are discussed in the text. Some uncommon consequences of this choice of
detection medium observed in experimental and Monte Carlo studies are discussed.

The new generation of experiments in high energy-
physics is facing a challenge of extremely high inter-
action rates and radiation doses. Fixed-target exper-
iments using CER.N lead beam, as well as RHIC and
LHC colliders are examples of such a demand. The most
forbidding environment for both is in high pseudorapid-
ity regions: "very forward" detectors for colliders and
"zero-degree" detectors in fixed-target experiments. In
such conditions the speed and radiation hardness are
detector characteristics that take precedence to proper-
ties such as position or energy resolution. This is even
more so in hadron calorimetry where some of the basic
processes accompanying the shower development have
an intrinsic time scale much longer than the limit im-
posed by the rate of collisions. The most "dangerous"
ones are numerous, slowly propagating neutrons and
delayed gamma emission from absorber nuclei excited
by thermal neutron capture, that can in certain types
of calorimeters extend the pulse duration out to one
microsecond [1] and lead to energy mis-measurements.

Cherenkov fiber calorimetry is a sampling calorime-
try technique designed to measure particle energy ex-
actly in those environments where extreme speed and
radiation hardness are paramount. Like other sam-
pling calorimeters, it consists of a heavy metal absorber
with detection medium interspersed in the volume. In
our case, the detection medium is clear optical fibers,
preferably made of synthetic fused silica ("quartz").
The high radiation hardness of these fibers enables their
use in even the most demanding regions ([2, 3]). In this
way we achieve a compact and stable device without
any exchangeable material that may present potential
radiological or chemical hazard.

The high radiation hardness of quartz, and sil-
ica as its amorphous derivative, is a consequence of a
particularly strong -Si-O- bond. We should note that

the rad hardness of quartz fibers has several compo-
nents: rad hardness of the core and cladding in visible
and UV parts of the spectrum. The defects induced by
high doses in the visible part of the spectrum come basi-
cally from chemical impurities and can be minimized by
the use of chemically very pure material. The damage
in the UV part is induced by structural defects whose
number can be decreased by relatively simple improve-
ments in fiber production process. Commercially avail-
able quartz fibers have core made of high purity quartz,
making it possible to achieve very good rad hardness in
visible spectrum with no additional effort. However,
for good behavior in the UV region some simple ad-
justments of the preform preparation and fiber drawing
processes might be needed. The rad hardness of fiber
cladding is a completely different story: it is made ei-
ther of fluorinated quartz or plastics. Neither of these
materials2 exhibit particularly good resistance to trans-
parency losses due to radiation damage. Even though
the cladding will be damaged by irradiations, the fiber
as a whole will be hardly affected simply because the
quantity of light that passes through cladding is negli-
gible. The loss of transparency of cladding is therefore
not dangerous as long as there is no significant change
in the internal structure of the material which could
change its electromagnetic properties, i.e. the condi-
tions for the internal reflection of light inside the fiber.
For plastic clad fibers, such a heavy damage happens at
the level of a few hundred Mrads, while for quartz clad
fibers its limit has still to be measured. It should be
emphasized that all these considerations are valid only

2To the authors knowledge, there are no available experimen-
tal data for the rad hardness of flourinated silica. However,
this assumption is plausible when the very fast degradation of
the transparency of silica with higher percentage of impurities is
taken into account.
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with a dose distribution that follows the pattern of ir-
radiations in a real calorimeter: a sharp peak and slow
decrease of the dose along the fiber. Uniform irradia-
tions with very high doses along long distances would
give worse results.

The high purity needed for rad hardness in the
visible spectrum has as the disadvantage that it ex-
cludes use of dopants that can produce scintillation.
The only light produced by the passage of shower par-
ticles comes from Cherenkov effect. As this effect has
some peculiarities that strongly influence the behavior
of the calorimeters we will discuss them in the following
paragraphs.

The Cherenkov effect takes place only when a
charged particle passes through a transparent medium
with a speed higher than the speed of light in that
medium. This energy threshold for light production
is fairly high in quartz (/? = 0.67) efficiently cutting off
response to recoil protons from neutron scattering, as
well as the majority of beta electrons produced by de-
cays of the excited absorber nuclei. Also, the low energy
part of the shower, which is responsible for the bulk of
the response in dE/dx based calorimeters is practically
invisible for Cherenkov effect based calorimeters. This
feature is of an extreme importance when considering
high radioactivation of the absorber induced by hadron
showers. The photon yield of the Cherenkov effect is di-
rectly proportional to trajectory length in quartz. The
electrons entering quartz with slightly more energy than
the threshold will be quickly stopped, producing few, if
any, photons. On the other hand, high energy particles
will cross much longer trajectories, producing more pho-
tons as the light yield increases sharply with /? = vjc.

Cherenkov effect based calorimeters usually give
far fewer photons per GeV than scintillation based ones,
predominantly in the UV region as Cherenkov light
yield follows I/A2 law. However, the energies that these
devices are supposed to measure are so high that an ad-
equate energy resolution can be obtained. The results
of Cherenkov light yield measurements for some com-
mercially available fibers are published in [4]. One of
the interesting features is that plastic clad fibers give
approximately the same number of photons as quartz
clad fibers when both are read out by UV sensitive de-
vices. This higher yield is a consequence of higher nu-
merical aperture for these fibers (N.A.=0.37-0.40) when
compared to the N.A. of quartz clad fibers (N.A.=0.22).
So, even though in plastic clad fibers we collect only vis-
ible part of the spectrum, permitting the use of cheaper
photodetectors sensitive only in this region, the collec-
tion is much better due to the better angular accep-
tancy. Unfortunately, as an increase of the numerical
aperture of quartz clad fibers is difficult to achieve, this
cannot be used as a method of improvement of the pho-
tostatistics. On the other hand, in cases where quartz
clad fibers are used due to the radiation hardness re-

quirements, use of photodetectors sensitive only in the
visible spectrum would lead to unreasonable loss of light
and deterioration of the overall energy resolution.

With respect to timing requirements Cherenkov
calorimetry has obvious advantage when compared with
other techniques: the basic effect is for all practical pur-
poses instantaneous. There is no decay time such as
with scintillators or transport of electric charge, as in
liquid argon or high pressure gas. The limited angular
acceptancy of the fibers has as a consequence that only
photons with velocities within a narrow angular interval
around the fiber axis can actually remain in the fiber.
This gives a narrow distribution of photon velocities
along the fiber, and extremely fast signal. As the rel-
atively high threshold for the onset of the effect makes
the calorimeter insensitive to the late (and low energy)
component of the shower, it means that the speed of
the response of such a calorimeter depends strongly on
the readout and the accompanying electronics.
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Figure 1: Angular distribution of response to 8 GeV
electrons of a single fiber with numerical aperture
N.A.=0.51.

An important characteristic is anisotropy of the
Cherenkov effect: the light is emitted along a cone with
angular opening defined by cos9 = l//?n, where n is
index of refraction. When combined with quite lim-
ited angular acceptance of fibers, this feature leads to a
much higher probability of photon survival if the par-
ticle crosses the fiber at 45° with respect to the fiber
axis. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where data points
represent measured distribution of light output from a
single fiber as a function of the angle between the tra-
jectory of the incident particle and the fiber axis. We
can see that for, a single particle, the response is much
higher at 45° than for any other angle.

Therefore, by putting fibers at 45° with respect
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to the direction of the particles entering calorimeter we
can improve the light collection in the fibers and, conse-
quently, get a better photostatistics. Even though the
scattering of shower particles in the absorber quickly
removes electrons and positrons from the shower axis,
the overall angular distribution remains strongly for-
ward pitched even for electromagnetic showers. This is

: V • V .•:•; : \ £:•••.::••••'••?'

-20 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Incident Angle (Degrees)

10 cm

Figure 3: GEANT simulation showing charged shower
particles in copper created by 30 GeV pions.

Figure 2: Angular distribution of response to 8 GeV
electrons of an electromagnetic calorimeter described
in text.

reflected in the distribution shown in Fig. 2 where re-
sults of an angular scan by 8 GeV electrons of a specially
constructed prototype are shown. The prototype was
made of lead sheets where clear plastic fibers were em-
bedded in grooves. The prototype was 5cm tall, 20cm
wide and 25cm long, ensuring a good shower contain-
ment for all entry angles. The ratio of volumes of fibers
to lead was 1:4, as in ordinary "spaghetti" calorimeters
with scintillating fibers. The fibers had lmm diameter
and numerical aperture of 0.51. Even with fibers with
so high numerical aperture and, consequently, angular
acceptance, there is a clear increase in response in the
case when incoming particles arrive at 45° with respect
to the fiber axis.

The fact that only fast particles from the shower
core can be detected with this technique leads to a very
useful property - the visible shower size is several times
smaller than for ionization based calorimeters. Apart
from better position information, this characteristic en-
ables the use of these devices in environments where
small available space demands as small fiducial volume
as possible. This feature is illustrated in Figs. 3 and
4 where the same GEANT simulation of the shower
created by 30 GeV pions in copper is shown. The dif-
ference between two figures is in the energy threshold:
while in the first one trajectories of all charged particles

10 cm

Figure 4: The same event as in previous figure, but
showing particles that can give Cherenkov light in
quartz optical fibers.
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are recorded, the second figure contains only trajecto-
ries of particles that can produce Cherenkov effect in
quartz.

The diagram in Fig. 2 is obtained with electrons
as projectiles and might be misleading if applied to
hadron calorimetry. Electromagnetic showers are less
forward pitched than hadronic ones due to the lower
lepton mass. In hadron calorimeters, the relatively long
interaction length for pions induces much stronger for-
ward pitch for the hadronic component. Consisting pre-
dominantly of pions and kaons, this part of the shower
is far less influenced by scattering. So, the position-
ing of the fibers at 45° with respect to the direction of
incoming particles will enable detection of this shower
component. If, however, we position the fibers at 0° or
some similarly small angle in order to avoid channeling,
the hadron component of the shower will become invis-
ible, apart from a weak contribution from delta rays.
In this configuration, the TT0 induced electromagnetic
showers are the predominant source of the calorime-
ter response. The multiple scattering of electrons and
positrons will induce a certain percentage of the shower
particles to cross the fibers with an angle that permits
detection of Cherenkov light. However, the 7r° yield is
not linear with energy, causing an inherent nonlinear-
ity of such a device. On the other hand, if the overall
energy resolution of the calorimeter is not very good,
this non-linearity can be efficiently masked by response
fluctuations.

It should be noted that even though the 0° con-
figuration is potentially non-linear and offers worse en-
ergy resolution for the same fiber to absorber volume
ratio than 45° configuration, it has to its advantage the
direct information on the impact position of the ini-
tial particle and possibility to have projective geometry.
The 45° configuration can offer this information only if
used with a stereo geometry similar to wire-chambers,
i.e. with successive layers of fibers with different ori-
entation. For very high occupancies, this method can
prove to be difficult to apply for particle-particle sepa-
ration. Two hadron prototypes, one with fibers at 45°
and another with fibers at 0° have been constructed as
a part of CERN RD40 project which deals with studies
of fundamental properties of this calorimetry technique.
The very precise studies performed during the summer
of 1995 should set the limitations of both approaches.
The results should be available shortly.

Within this project a number of both hadron and
electromagnetic prototypes has been constructed and
tested. More comprehensive review of this calorimetry
technique, as well as results of numerous experimental
tests are reported in [2] and [5]. Detailed results of the
studies of electromagnetic calorimeters are reported in
[6].
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ABSTRACT

We present some results from the 1994-95 SLD physics run at the Stanford Linear Collider,
obtained analyzing events produced with polarized beams at the Z°-peak energy. Special
emphasis has been given to the measurement of the left-right cross section asymmetry -<4LR,
from which the single most precise measurement of siniQtJi = 0.2305 ± 0.0005 has been
obtained. Also reported are the measurements of the heavy quarks electroweak asymmetries
At = 0.861 ± 0.053 and Ac — 0.57 ± 0.10. Combined results with our previously published
measurements are also presented.

1 Introduction
The SLD experiment has been collecting data at the
Stanford Linear Collider since 1991. At the beginning
of the second run in 1992, a polarized electron source
has been installed on the SLC to collide positrons with
polarized electrons.

The possibility to study the production of Z° with
polarized beams is unique to the SLD/SLC, and has
opened the way to a number of precise measurements of
the Standard Model parameters, that are complemen-
tary to the high statistics LEP experiments [1]. The
most important are the electroweak asymmetries, that
measure the amount of parity violation in the coupling
of the fermions to the Z boson and can be expressed in
terms of the vector and axial vector coupling constants,
for a fermion specie / :

= 2-At = 7f

where gf
L(gf

R) are the coupling constants for lefthanded
(righthanded) fermions, and Vf,af enter in the lagrangian
term describing the Zff coupling y^iyf -0/75)- To
take into account the effects of the radiative corrections
on the electroweak parameters, necessary to compare
the experimental data with the SM theory, the effective
weak mixing angle is introduced, for a fermion f:

where Vf ,a.f are in this case renormalized coupling con-
stants, Iz the third component of the weak isospin and

Q the charge. Af is then related to this parameter:

A/ = 2 -

Following widely used conventions [2], one can use the
best measured weak interactions parameters (i.e., Gp,oc
and Mz) to fix the value of the weak mixing angle
as the ratio of the physical charged and neutral bo-
son masses. A precision measurement of sin2 6%/f con-
stitutes therefore a test of the SM, and also a way to
constrain physics beyond the SM. This can be best ac-
complished, at the energy of the Z° peak, using the
electroweak asymmetries [3].

Table 1 shows a number of eperimental quanti-
ties that are related to the Af. the forward-backward

observable

ALR

AlK

exp. definition

CT (ft^^-f"l ) — 0 (ft.™ — 1 )
ffT ( rt^I^X )"i~^T ( /l— —•* 1 )

{Pr)
r-(pr)

B

(P-r)^ +{Pr)
B

SM param.

3/4AeA/

-3/4Ae

3/iPeAf

P*A<

Table 1: Electroweak asymmetries.

charge asymmetry .AFB , the T polarization PT and the
T polarization asymmetry Av

T°l, that can be measured
without polarized beams, and the polarized forward-
backward asymmetry -A^R and the left-right asymme-
try .ALB. that are accessible only to the SLD thanks to
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the polarization of the SLC beams. These observables
have different sensitivity to sin2Of/f, to electroweak in-
terference terms and radiative corrections, and are af-
fected by different systematics. In table 2, we show a
comparison of four sin26^/f experiments based on the
measurement of four different asymmetries. It can be
seen that ALR has the highest analyzing power and is
the least affected by systematics; with polarized beams
it is possible to achieve the same statistical precision
on sin2 Off* with much fewer events, thus allowing the
SLD to overcome the luminosity disadvantage of the
SLC with respect to LEP (a factor ~ 20).

Measuring -A£R SLD can also perform a direct
measurement of Ab and Ac, that at LEP can only be
measured indirectly via A^ = AeAblC- In the following
we will describe the .ALR measurement in some detail,
and briefly describe those of Ab ,AC and show a com-
parison of our results with LEP's.

Expected value

«n3flt"Sensit.

usable ctot

€• accept.

jPe sensit.

e- accept, sensit.

bckgnd sensit.

B mixing sensit.

E.W. interf. corr.

Relative sample

P*ALK

0.159Pe

7.9Pe

96%

90%

Yes

No

No

No

2%

1

0.019

1.5

3-5-4%

70 -f 80%

No

Yes

No

No

100%

150

AFB

0.112

5.6

19%

- 1 0 %

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

5%

60

Pr

0.159

7.9

4%

30%/7

No

Yes

Yes

No

2%

200

Table 2: Comparison of sin26^/f experiments.

2 Polarized beams at SLC
The polarization of the SLC electron beam is obtained
illuminating with circularly polarized laser light a strain-
ed lattice gallium arsenide photocathode, which is made
by growing an epitaxial layer of GaAs over a thicker sub-
strate of indium doped gallium arsenide InGaAs. The
strain in the GaAs lattice is produced by the difference
in the lattice spacing of the two layers, and is sufficient
to remove the degeneracy in the j=3/2 valence band of
the crystal. This allows the excitation of only one of the
two competing (and opposite helicity) transitions from
the valence to the conduction bands by finely tuning
the energy of the energy of the incident polarized laser
light [4]. Very high polarizations (up to 100%) could in
principle be obtained in this way, up to ~ 80 -5- 90%
have in practice been achieved in the laboratory. The

quantum efficiency of the photocathode is substantially
improved (QE « 5 — 15%) by coating its surface with
cesium fluoride, an operation that needs to be repeated
once avery few days. In fig.l the history of the average
polarization of the SLC beam as a function of time is
reported; during the 94-95 run the average polarization
has been 77.3 ±0.6%.
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Figure 1: SLC beam polarization history.

The e~ beam must then be transported, with-
out loss of polarization, from the source to the SLD
IP. To avoid depolarization during the damping pha-
se, the spin is rotated into the vertical plane with a
solenoidal magnet before entering the damping ring.
Here the beams are allowed to assume a highly ellip-
tical shape (fiat beams) to reduce the beam spot at the
IP and increase the luminosity. To prevent disruption
of this shape the spin rotating solenoid after the damp-
ing ring must be turned off therefore the spin must be
kept vertical up to the end of the linac.

The rotation of the spin from the transverse to the
longitudinal plane is obtained by forcing two horizontal
and vertical betatron oscillations of the beam in the
SLC north arc, and carefully chosing its launch position.
The use of this method is described in detail in ref. [5J.

During the '94-'95 run the SLC has achieved a
luminosity of 1 • 103Ocm2s~1 with a beam spot of 0.8 x
2.6/zm and collected a total of 100k Z° at Eem = 91.26
GeV.

3 Polarization measurement
The polarization of the beam is measured in two pos-
sible ways: at the end of the linac with a M0ller po-
larimeter, an invasive operation used only as a cross
check, and with a Compton polarimeter downstream
the SLD IP, shown in fig. 2.

The Compton measurement is performed conti-
nously during data taking, and is extracted from the
asymmetry in the cross section of the scattering of the
polarized electrons off a beam of circularly polarized
light (Ey = 2.32 eV). The back-scattered electrons are
deviated by a dipole magnet into a nine channel Cerenkov
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Figure 2: Layout of the SLD Compton Polarimeter.

detector which measures the rate of electrons as a fun-
cion of energy. The Compton cross section is:

and the polarization is obtained from the measured
asymmetry:

where E» is the energy of the scattered electrons, and
A(ES) is the compton asymmetry, which is maximal at
the kinematic limit of E, = 17.4 GeV. A statistical pre-
cision of ~ 1% is achieved within 3 minutes, and on the
average a good polarization measurement is available
every 10 minutes, affected by a number of systematic

Laser polar.

Detector:

Laser pickup

Cross talk

linearity

Anal. Power Calib.

SLCIP

Others

Total

Correct.

+0.38%

-0.19%

+0.71%

+0.1%

Rel. error on -Pe(%)

0.2%

<0.1%

0.2%

0.5%

0.29%

0.2%

0.4%

0.8%

Table 3: Summary of the polarization systematics.

effects summarized in table 3. Most of them are mea-
sured and the data corrected for. The SLC IP row refers
to effects due to the difference between the polarization

measured at the Compton IP and the SLD IP. The to-
tal effect on the measurement of P e is very small, and
for the -4.LH.measurement the average was:

Pe = 77.3 ±0.6 %

4 The SLD detector
The SLD detector has been designed to fully exploit the
small transverse dimensions of the SLC beams, and is
described in greater detail elsewhere [6]. The section
of a quadrant of the SLD detector is shown in fi.g.3.
It is an all purpouse apparatus which features a pixel
CCD Vertex Detector (VXD) very close (rin « 2 cm)
to the beam, surrounded by a Drift Chamber (DC), a
Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) for particle ID
over the full momentum range at the energy of the Z°
peak, and a liquid argon electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeter (LAC). All these components in the barrel
region are contained inside a coil providing a solenoidal
magnetic field of 0.6 T, and are extended in the end
caps region to cover a substantial (RS 95%) fraction of
the solid angle.

f : t.t i.i
r Liquid Aigon
i Calorimeter J

Figure 3: Cross section of the SLD detector.

Outside the coil, the instrumented magnet iron
(WIC) is used to track muons and measure the energy
(s=s 10%) of the tails of the hadronic showers leaking the
LAC to improve the hadronic energy measurement.

Most important for the analyses described in this
paper, were the LAC (JLLR) and the VXD/DC (Ah,A<.).
The calorimeter consist of projective towers logitudi-
nally segmented in two electromagnetic (21 Xo) and
two hadronic sections (2.8 A when combined with the
e.m. sections) both in the barrel and in the endcaps
sections, for a total of 98% 4x. The vertex detector is
made of three layers of CCD's, with a total of « 120
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millions 20 x 20fim pixels. The drift chamber has a
cylindrical central section (CDC) made of 10 superlay-
ers of 8 sense wire cells, complemented by the endcap
drift chambers (ECDC) in the forward region.

5 >1LR measurement
The Z° events trigger the SLD acquisition based on ei-
ther the energy information coming from the LAC only,
or a combination of calorimetric as well as tracking in-
formation. The event selection is done using only the
LAC information. For all the events the total energy,
obtained summing all the LAC towers with at least
twice the expected minimum ionizing signal, is required
to exceed 15 GeV. The energy imbalance, calculated
summing over all the calorimetric clusters, is required
to be I = J2i E*" *VZ)« E* < 0.6, which removes most
of the beam related background. Also, > 9(12) clusters
were required in the barrel(endcap) regions to remove
most of the wide angle e+e~fmal states. The presence
of a good polarization measurement within one hour of
the time of the event was also requested.

These selection criteria yielded for the '94-'95 run
a total of 92,261 events, with an efficiency of ~ 90% for
hadronic final states and 30% for T'S. NO /<-pairs are
allowed in the sample, and a very small amount 0.17 ±
0.1% of e+e-flnal states, 0.12±0.03% beam related and
0.02 ± 0.01% cosmic rays or other backgrounds, are left
in.

Of the 92,261 events, 51,446 were produced with
left-handed, and 40,815 with right-handed polarization.
The measured left-right asymmetry is:

"171 — = 0.1152 ±0.0033

is extracted from it:

+
where (Pe) is the luminosity weighted polarization, i.e.
the average of the polarization measurements associated
to the Z° events, and AALR can be written:

,AV—Ec '-AB-At<r(Eem) '

and contains the various correction terms listed in ta-
ble 4. For simplicity, in the third column of the table we
have indicated the relative correction to be applied to
4LR = Am/{Pt) . using <Pe) = 77.3±0.6%, and apply-
ing the total correction factor of +0.327 ± 0.094%, we
obtained the '94-'95 value of ALR at Js = 91.26 GeV:

ALK = 0.1495 ± 0.0042 ± 0.0012

this correspond to a value at the Z-pole of:

A?p = 0.1524 ± 0.0042 ± 0.0012

Correction

Bkgnd frac. /&

Bkgnd asym. At

Lum. asym. AL

Pol. asym. Ap

Energy asym. AB

Effic. asym. Ae

Posit, pol. Pe+

Total

Value (10~4)

fb = 31 ± 10

250 ± 60

- l ± 0 . 5

11 ±17

0.0090

0

< 0.15

^ L R M L R ( % )

+0.23 ±0.08

+0.087 ± 0.043

+0.011 ±0.024

-0.0010 ±0.0004

0

<0.01

+0.327 ±0.094

Table 4: Corrections applied to J4LR-

after the correction, due mainly to the Zy interference.
To this value corresponds a '94-'95 SLD sin20%/? measurement
at the Z-pole of:

sin2eiff - 0.23084 ± 0.00054(s*a*) ± 0.00015(sys)

Which can be combined with our previous results [7] to
yield a (preliminary) combined '92-'95 value of:

ALR = 0.1551 ±0.0040
sin26e

w
ft = 0.2305 ± 0.0005

In fig.4 the .ALR measurement is shown as a function

0.30

20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000

Z number

Figure 4: Left-right cross section asymmetry for
and Bhabha (bottom) events.

of time; each data point represents a measurement av-
eraged over 1000 Z events. The lower curve shows for
comparison the Bhabha left-right asymmetry, expected
to be zero.

Fig.5 shows the comparison of the SLD sin2d^/f value
with those obtained by various LEP analyses [8]. It is
important to note that the error of the SLD measure-
ment is much smaller of any single LEP measurement,
and is indeed comparable to the error on the average of
all of them, and that it is dominated by statistics.
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Figure 5: Comparison of sin26^Jfmeasurements. SLD
is the leftmost point.

The SLD results differ from the LEP average of
sin26l*f = 0.2318 ± 0.0004 [8] by ~ 2a.

6 Ah, Ac measurements
We remind that the cross section for the production of a
fermion pair in e+e~ collisions as a function of the polar
angle is:

d(Tf

dcosd

so that:

oc (1 - cos20) + 2A}{Ae - Pc)coa6

2cosB

is directly related to Af. The LEP measurement of Af
is made measuring -ApB, which implies the knowledge
of .A.:

AFB = —AeAf

The ratio of the errors between the two measurements
scales as ( ^ ) 2 ~ 25 in favour of Aj^, which means
that SLD can achieve a given statistical accuracy with
25 times fewer events than LEP.

As opposed to Ae, both A^ and Ac are not very
sensitive to sin2 #£/•' and therefore provide independent
information on the Zff vertex coupling [9], which could
be an important contribution to explaining current dis-
crepancies in Rt.

SLD adopted three techniques to make the mea-
surements, which are described in detail in ref. [10, 11,
12].

Both Ac and A*, can be obtained from a sam-
ple of high momentum leptons, in which at least one
muon(electron) with p > 3(2) GeV and cos6 < 0.6(0.72)
is found. The muon identification requires full pen-
etration of the WIC and a match between the CDC
and WIC tracks, which leaves a residual background of
punch-through pions of < 1%. The electron identifi-
cation requires a candidate CDC track to point to an
electromagnetic shower in the LAC with the expected
shape, with energy equal to its momentum within reso-
lution cuts, and with little leakage in the hadronic sec-

tion. About 90% of the converted f are reconstructed
and removed. The combined '93-'95 results obtained
are:

Ah = 0.87 ± 0.08(s*ai) ± 0.08(«t/s)

Ac = 0.43 ± O.U(stat) ± 0.15(sys)

Only A\> is determined using the momentum weighted
jet-charge analisys, in which a Z —> bb enriched sample
is obtained requiring > 3 tracks with normalized 2D
impact parameter d/<Xi > 3.0; with these selection cri-
teria the efficiency for bb events is ej, = 61%, and the
purity of the sample is Hj, = 90%. The determination
of whether a jet was originated by a quark or an anti-
quark is made statistically, based on the charge of the
jet Qjet, defined as the momentum weighted average of
the charges of the particle in the jet. The assignment
done in this way is correct ~ 69% of the times. B tag-
ging can also be obtained identifying K coming from
the cascade decays of 6 —* c —• s, a technique that has
been recently employed by the SLD and that already
has given some preliminary results. The SLD result of:

^lb = 0.861 ± 0.053

is the overall average of these techniques and the value
obtained combining the '92-'95 data; in fig. 6 is com-
pared with the LEP results.
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Figure 6: Summary of A\> measurements.

A sample of events containing £>'s and D*'s allow
the measurement of Ac. The enrichment of Z —* cc
events in the sample is achieved with momentum cuts
on the reconstructed D* ,D and on their decay products.
The combined '93-'95 result is:

Ac = 0.64±0.11(stat)±0.06(sys)

In fig. 7 we show the average Ac SLD result with those
of LEP.

7 SLD Collaboration future plans
The SLD has finished building and installing a new up-
graded vertex detector, VXD3, which cover a substan-
tially higher solid angle fraction; the new device will
provide > 2 hits on each track down to |cos#| > 0.90
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Figure 7: Summary of Ac measurements.

and > 3 hits for |cos#| > 0.85, to be compared with
the present vertex chamber providing 2 hits for | cos#| >
0.75. The gain is higher in the .A^R measurement which
benefits not only from the increased statistics (« 15%
more events with vertex information), but also from the
increase of the value of A™ at lower angles, that reflects
in smaller systematics.

With this new device the SLD/SLC will continue
to run near the Z°-peak energy until 1998, with the
goal of logging a total of w 500k Z° events with a beam
polarization of « 80%. If this program is maintained,
the final error on sin26f/f will go down by about a factor
of two and the relative error on A^ will reach the 2-f3%
level.

8 Conclusions
The SLD has performed a very successful'94-'95 physics
run, characterized by excellent performances of both
the SLC, with a factor of two gain in luminosity, and
the polarized gun, which has delivered high intensity
beams with polarization of fa 80%. The SLD has also
reduced the systematic error in the polarization mea-
surement down to < 1%, which will not be matched by
the statistical error before the end of its experimental
program.

With this data, SLD has performed the best sin-
gle measurement o{sin26^/f, improving last year's com-
bined statistical and systematic error by a factor of two.
We have also been able to exploit the polarization of the
SLC to make a direct precise measurement of At, and
Ac, with error already comparable to those of the com-
bined LEP experiments.

The experimental program of SLD is not exhausted
with the measurement of the electro-weak parameters,
but includes a number of heavy quark, r and QCD
physics measurements [13]. If the goal of 500k Z° events
is reached, the SLD will also attempt a measurement of
the B, mixing, which could be possible thanks to SLD's
excellent vertex resolution and SLC beams high polar-
ization; MC studies are being made to established the
experimental reach with the detector and machine per-
formances foreseen for the next physics runs.

The SLD Collaboration is looking forward to an-
other run to start in early 1996 with the new vertex
detector installed.
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ABSTRACT

Recent B physics results from the four LEP collaborations, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and
OPAL, are reviewed. Particular emphasis is placed on the first observations of B** mesons
and Hb, £i>, an<^ t̂> baryons, and on the determination of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix elements |V̂ b j , |Vtd|>

1 Introduction
LEP is, in a sense, a bb factory; to date each LEP ex-
periment has collected approximately 4 million hadronic
Z decays, of which ~l -4 million are used in each anal-
ysis presented here. The fraction of these which are bb
events is #bb- = rb£/rha<i « 22%. LEP is complemen-
tary to "true" b factories operating at the T(4S) since
there is sufficient energy to produce all b hadrons, in-
cluding B° mesons, b baryons, and higher spin states.
The net fractions produced of pseudo-scalar mesons and
b-baryons are: B°(~ 39%), B±(~ 39%), B°(~ 12%),
and b-baryons (~ 10%). Moreover, the b hadrons are
produced with typically 70% of the beam energy such
that they decay several millimetres from the primary
vertex. The use of precise silicon vertex detectors en-
ables bb events to be tagged with high efficiency, and
exclusive lifetimes and time-dependent B°-B° oscilla-
tions to be measured precisely.

In this talk emphasis is placed on the observations
of higher meson and baryon states, rare b decays, exclu-
sive and inclusive lifetimes, the determination of |Vcb|
from B —<• D*+£~i>i decays, and time-averaged and
time-dependent B°-B° oscillations. We do not include
"b quark" measurements such as the forward-backward
charge asymmetry, which is sensitive to the weak mix-
ing angle, and i2bg which is sensitive to the top quark
mass and appears to be in discrepancy with the Teva-
tron measurements; these are covered in the talk of L.
Rolandi [1]. For other reviews of LEP B physics results,
see references 2-9.

2 b hadron reconstruction
Many techniques are used at LEP for the reconstruction
of b-hadron decays. Typically decays are only partially
reconstructed since the efficiencies for full reconstruc-
tion are small.

At LEP dE/dx measurements in the gaseous cen-
tral trackers are used to distinguish between charged
pions, kaons, and protons on a statistical basis. DEL-
PHI also uses RICH detectors, especially in the more
interesting high energy region. Electrons are identified
by requiring position and energy matching of tracks and
electromagnetic calorimeter energy deposits; some ex-
periments also make use of dE/dx information. Muon
candidates consist of a track in the central tracker and
matching hits in the muon chambers.

The b-quark has relatively high mass and is pro-
duced with ~70% of the beam energy. Thus, a partic-
ularly clean tag is a high p and high pT lepton from
the decay b —* c£u (£ = e//x), which has a branching
fraction of ~10% for each lepton type.

For analyses requiring the charge of the b quark,
the jet charge, Qj, is often used since there is no effi-
ciency loss incurred. It is defined as:

i tracks

where Xi is the track momentum in the direction of the
jet or the rapidity measured with respect to the jet axis,
and K = O(l) is a parameter which is tuned to obtain
the optimum sensitivity.

Each LEP collaboration has now installed a sili-
con micro-vertex detector which enables the reconstruc-
tion of detached b decay vertices and improves the im-
pact parameter resolution. This has had a major im-
pact on heavy flavour analyses, with the temporary ex-
ception of L3 which installed its Si vertex detector later
than the other experiments.

2.1 B meson production and decay
The most common modes in which B ± , B°, and B°
mesons are (partially) reconstructed are shown in fig-
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ure 1. While the missing neutrino precludes a full re-
construction, the purity can be significantly enhanced
using the reconstructed mass of the intermediate charm
meson states. An example of D meson reconstruction,
from an OPAL lifetime analysis, is shown in figure 2;
the satellite peaks are due to undetected TT°'S.

Higher spin B meson states have been observed
at LEP. In particular, B* -> B7 [10-13] and B** ->
B ^ T P V K * [10,13,14] have been reconstructed inclu-
sively by looking for peaks in the estimated rest-frame
energy of the 7 or x ± /K ± . Figure 3 shows the L3
B* signal and the DELPHI B** signal. The ratio of
B* production to all B mesons, including B* decay
products, is approximately 72%, while about 30% of B
mesons produced in b quark fragmentation are orbitally
excited (L=l) B** states.

2.2 b baryon production and decay
Approximately 10% of b quarks produced at LEP form
b-baryons. The Ag(bdu), Sg(bsu), S^(bsd), and U^ (bss)
states decay weakly. The production of S£, S^, and fij]"
states is moderately suppressed due to the additional s
quark(s). The S^(buu), Sg(bdu), and Sb(bdd) decay
strongly. After allowance for the decays of higher states,
the A° is expected to dominate inclusive b baryon sam-
ples.

The A° is tagged using correlations of particles in
the decay chain shown in figure 4. The A+/~ sample
is dominated by A£ decays while samples of A°l~ and
p£~ contain all b baryons. Samples with the "wrong"
sign correlations are used to estimate the backgrounds
from the data.

Using small but precisely measured samples of
fully reconstructed Ag decays, ALEPH [15] and DEL-
PHI [16] have now superseded the UA1 measurement
of the A£ mass [17], as shown in figure 5.

ALEPH has studied semileptonic A° decays and,
using the variable y = {Et)/(EV}, measured the polari-
sation of the A° [15]:

Bg—

Despite the reasonably large statistical and systematic
errors, this measurement favours a lower polarisation
than is expected from theory. DELPHI [18] and OPAL
[19] have observed Eg and S^ production in Z decays.
An excess of like-sign Z*l* pairs, compared to unlike-
sign pairs, is interpreted as evidence for Eg and E£
production. DELPHI measures the product branching
ratio:

BR(b —• b baryon) x BR(b baryon -> E~£~i>X)
= (5.9±2.1±1.0)x 10-4,

while OPAL sets an upper limit at the 95% C.L. of:

BR(b -> E^) x BR(Sb -» E~T PX) < 5.1 x 10~4,

B'—• D° " '

v(e/^)+

• K*°K"

Figure 1: The most frequently exploited B meson decay
channels.
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Figure 4: The decay chain used for A° (partial) recon-
struction.

M(Ab) (MeV/c2)

UA1 (16±5 events)

Aleph (4 events)

Delphi (2 events)

World average

5640±50±30

5621±17±15

5635*2
3,8±4

5627+?

5600 5700

Figure 5: Ab mass measurements.

where I represents the average of e and fj, . DEL-
PHI has seen the first evidence for Sb/E^ production
in the channel Eh/E^ ~* Aĝ r [16]. The Ag is tagged
by searching for protons and A's in a b-enriched sam-
ple. The signal manifests itself as two peaks in the Q
value distribution, as shown in figure 6. The peaks,

' 0 0.02 0.0* 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18

[GeV/c1]

Figure 6: Q-value for candidate
from the DELPHI experiment.

decays,

which contain 782 ± 130 Sb/Eb-> Agir decays, are in-
terpreted as evidence for Eb and E^ production, with a
rate of:

iV-(Sb)
N(b jets)

= 0.041 ± 0.007.

The mass differences, are in agreement with recent the-
oretical predictions [20]:

m(S b ) -m(A°)
DELPHI [16]
(190±3)MeV
(215 ± 4)MeV

Theory [20]
(200 ± 20)MeV
(230 ± 20)MeV

2.3 Charmless b decays
The LEP collaborations have performed searches for
exclusive charmless final states in b hadron decays [15,
21-25]. They are competitive with, and complementary
to, searches at CLEO despite the smaller LEP bb event
samples, due to the differing event topologies and the
production of B° mesons and b baryons.

Typically in such analyses a b-enriched sample is
obtained using an efficient vertex or event shape tag.
A search is then made for the final state particles of
interest using particle identification information where
appropriate. Finally the invariant mass spectrum is fit-
ted allowing for the expected shape of the signal events
and the background shape, derived from Monte Carlo
studies or the data themselves.

Figure 7 shows an example of such an analysis, in
particular the final invariant mass spectrum from the
L3 search for B°. * —>77 decays [25]. No events were

500

250

S250

a
"S
I 0I

.a = 73 MeV

A
.a =72 MeV

MCBs->

DATA

5.2 5.6
Mfy.Y) GeV

6.0

Figure 7: The 77 invariant mass spectrum in the region
of the B°/sj, in a b-enriched sample from L3.

seen and upper limits on the branching ratios were set.
Table 1 summarises the results of all such searches at
LEP; in general where several limits exist for the same
process, only the most stringent is given. No clear
signals have been observed as yet although exclusive
charmless b decays, such as Bj/^ -+ ic^v* /K+n~, may
unambigously be observed with the final statistics col-
lected at the Z. It is, however, unlikely that LEP will
provide a competitive determination of |T^b| from such
measurements.

3 B lifetimes
The measurement of inclusive and exclusive b-hadron
lifetimes has been a major task of the LEP b-physics
analysis groups, especially following the installation of
precise silicon micro-vertex detectors. In the follow-
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Decay mode
B S -
B d -

B d -

B S -
B ° d -

B a -

B d -

B d - *
B ? -»
B j -
B ? -

B ? - •

B ? -+
B ? -
Bd(.)
Bd( t)BS(!)

Bd(!)
Bd(!)
B~ —

B--»
B ~ ^
B~ -*
B - -
B~ -^
B - - *
B~ - •

B - -

B ~ - ^
Ab ~"

7 7

K+K-

PP

ir+x-ir+ir-

ppTT+x-

K*(892)°7
K*(143O)°7

7 7

K+7T-

K+K-

PP
0(1020)7
-+K+ir-
—+ JX J \

-* K+af
-.K+ir--7r+-7r-

- 7 T 0 » J

7T~ IT"*" T "

K"°ir-
K~>0

K-0
K-ir+7r-
K-K+K-
ppir-

T~i>r

Kt(1270)-7

pK

x/io-6

3.8
4.6
5.5
4.7
2.2

7.5
8.1
1.9
3.2
0.7
2.0
3.4

34.0
28.0
67.0
24.0
25.0
30.0

180.0
11.4
25.0
25.0
26.0
11.0
14.0
11.0

130.0
9.0

12.0
39.0
21.0

110.0
270.0

6.3
19.0
26.0
48.0
19.0
44.0
40.0
31.0
14.0
16.0

180.0
220.0
210.0
16.0
16.0

(BR< X at
L3
ALEPH
DELPHI
OPAL
CLEO
ALEPH
OPAL
CLEO
ALEPH
CLEO
ALEPH
CLEO
ALEPH
DELPHI
CLEO
ALEPH
CLEO
DELPHI
DELPHI
L3

ALEPH
ALEPH
OPAL
ALEPH
OPAL
ALEPH
DELPHI
DELPHI
DELPHI
DELPHI

DELPHI
L3
L3

ALEPH
CLEO
DELPHI
DELPHI
DELPHI
DELPHI
DELPHI
DELPHI
ALEPH
CLEO
ALEPH
CLEO
DELPHI
ALEPH
ALEPH

90% C.L.)

2 events

8-5+*^ events

2 events

7.1+4"2

2 events

2 events
2 events

1 event/0.02

1 event/0.04
1 event/0.02

Table 1: Selected LEP results of searches for exclusive
charmless b hadron decays. Where appropriate, the
CLEO results are shown for comparison.

ing sections we describe the measurements of exclusive
b hadron lifetimes and compare them with theoreti-
cal predictions, and the measurements of the average
b hadron lifetime which is used to derive the CKM ma-
trix element

3.1 Exclusive b hadron lifetimes
B meson lifetimes are measured using samples of par-
tial reconstructed decays, typically of the types shown
in figure 1. Figure 8 shows schematically the decay of
a B° meson and the typical values and resolutions for
the B° decay length, d, and lepton impact parameter,
5. The beam spot size, which depends on the LEP ma-

d ~ 3000|am
a d ~ 300|j.m

8 ~ 250|im
<y8 ~

ay~ ionm °*<szf

Figure 8: Schematic decay of a B° meson.

chine optics, is typically 150 /im x 10 ̂ m. The smear-
ing due to the significant beam spread in a; is reduced
in most analyses by a factor of ~ 2, by reconstructing
the primary vertex position on an event-by-event basis.
Some analyses measure the B decay length and convert
to proper decay time using the B momentum which
is estimated from the momenta of the decay products.
The impact parameter analyses are insensitive to the B
momentum, since 6 ~ dip ~ {p-ycr) x (I/7) ~ cr.

The lifetimes of the different B mesons are de-
termined from fits to proper decay time or impact pa-
rameter distributions, allowing for backgrounds and the
cross-contamination of the various B meson-enriched
samples. Figure 9 shows typical proper time distribu-
tions from a DELPHI B+ and B° lifetime analysis [26].
The lower right plot shows the fit for the D° lifetime,
which was performed as a cross-check.

Figures 10,11, and 12 summarise the LEP mea-
surements of the exclusive B + , B°, and B° lifetimes
[15,16,26-28]. Precise new measurements from CDF
[29] are also shown. The LEP averages were obtained
using the procedure of the LEP B Lifetimes Working
Group [30], which uses a consistent set of input param-
eters and allows for correlations between the measure-
ments.

The b baryons lifetime measurements use samples
of correlated particle pairs, Ac — £, A — I, or p — £ (see
figure 4), which are rich in b-baryon decays. The life-
time is fitted in a similar way to the B meson analyses.
Figure 13 summarises all the b baryon lifetime mea-
surements [15,19,31,32]. Since the inclusive b baryon
samples are dominated by A° decays and the lifetimes
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B+ lifetimes, (ps)

Figure 9: Proper time distributions of the DELPHI B+
and B° lifetime analysis.

for the weakly decaying baryons are expected to be sim-
ilar, all the results were combined in forming the LEP
average, following the procedure of the LEP B Lifetime
Working Group [30].

DELPHI has measured the Sb lifetime using a
sample of like-sign H* — t* pairs [18]:

The value is consistent with the average b baryon life-
time, within the rather large experimental errors.

The exclusive lifetimes, which are expected to dif-
fer by less than 0(10%), provide stringent constraints
on theories attempting to describe the dynamics of b
hadrons. Figure 14 summarises the exclusive b hadron
lifetime measurements together with the theoretical ex-
pectations [33], which are normalised to the measured
value of the B° lifetime. The theoretical uncertainty
reflects only the experimental uncertainty on r(B°).
The B+ lifetime is higher than the B° and B° lifetimes
and the B° and B° lifetimes are very similar, as pre-
dicted. While the theoretical predictions for the B me-
son lifetimes agree well with experiment, there appears
to be a discrepancy for b baryons. The measured ra-
tio, T(Ag)/r(B^) = 0.77 ± 0.06, is a little more than
two standard deviations lower than the prediction of
T(A°) /T(B°) ~ 0.9 [33] (the discrepancy has decreased
since Moriond 95 [9] due to a new b baryon measure-
ment from ALEPH [15]). Further theoretical work and
more experimental data are needed to confirm or refute
the existence of significant discrepancy.

3.2 Average b lifetime
All four LEP experiments have measured inclusively
the b-hadron lifetime, averaged over the relative pro-
duction fractions and decay branching ratios. These
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* Preliminary1 1.5 2
Figure 10: Summary of B+ lifetime measurements.
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Figure 11: Summary of B° lifetime measurements.
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Figure 13: Summary of b baryon lifetime measure-
ments.
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Figure 14: Comparison of exclusive b lifetime measure-
ments with the theoretical predictions.

analyses typically use high purity lepton-tagged sam-
ples and fit the impact parameter distributions of the
leptons allowing for the signal and background com-
ponents of the samples. Figure 15 shows the 3D im-
pact parameter distribution of a recent ALEPH lep-
ton analysis [15]. DELPHI has also performed a high

* K A L E P H ,Data

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
8 (cm)

Figure 15: Aleph average b lifetime measurement.

statistics measurement using a vertex-tagged hadronic
sample with complementary systematic errors.

Figure 16 summarises the LEP average b lifetime
measurements [15,34-36]; a recent SLD result is also
shown [37]. The LEP average value, which assumes a
common set of input parameters and allows for corre-
lated errors [30], has reached a precision of almost 1%.

The measurement of the average b lifetime and
semileptonic branching ratio enable the CKM matrix
element, |V^b|, to be determined:

BR(b — &/X) f |V.bla\
^cb]

Aleph leptons

Delphi hadrons

L3 leptons

Opal leptons

LEP average (ps)

SLD hadrons

M

1.5 1.6

*1.533±0.013±0.022

1.582+0.012±0.032

1.535±0.035±0.028

1.523±0.034±0.038

1.538+0.022

*1.577±0.032±0.046

* Preliminary

The factors /u and fe describe the phase-space and
QCD corrections for b—»u and b—tc transitions respec-

Figure 16: Summary of average b lifetime measure-
ments.

tively. The ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| = 0.08±0.02 [38] has been
measured from the endpoint of the lepton spectrum in
B decays; due to its small value it does not significantly
degrade the determination of |Fcb| despite its relatively
large error.

The theoretical uncertainties in the extraction of
|Fcb| are dominated by the uncertainty in the choice of
mb. Recent theoretical analyses [39,40] argue that with
a consistent treatment of mb in the the framework of
Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) the theoretical
uncertainty is reduced. Using the LEP average semilep-
tonic branching ratio, BR(b->&/X) = (11.0 ± 0.5)%
(I — e or fi) [7], we obtain consistent values of |Vcb|
for these two theoretical formulations and therefore take
the mean of the two, making the conservative assump-
tion that the theoretical errors are completely corre-
lated:

|Fcb| = 0.0412 ± 0.0009(exp.) ± 0.0020(theory).

The experimental error is dominated by the errors
in BR(b—>lvX), the statistical and systematic compo-
nents of which will improve only slowly with more data.
To date, most determinations of BR(b —*• £vX) were ob-
tained from fits to the lepton p and pt spectra. These
methods have a correlated absolute error of O(0.3%)
from the uncertainties in the modelling of the lepton
spectra for prompt and cascade decays. Novel exper-
imental methods are being developed in attempts to
reduce this uncertainty.

ALEPH uses two additional quantities to facil-
itate the seperation of the prompt and cascade com-
ponents: the fraction of event hemispheres, opposite a
b vertex-tagged hemisphere, which contain one lepton
only; and the fraction of dilepton events with oppositely
charged leptons in opposite hemispheres. In the former
case the prompt and cascade semileptonic branching
ratios are anti-correlated while in the latter there is a
strong positive correlation, after allowance for the ef-
fects of B°-B° oscillations. With this analysis, ALEPH
obtains [15]:
BR(b->&/X) = (11.01 ± 0.23 ± 0.28 ± 0.11 (model))%;
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BR(b -»c -+ iuX) = (8.3 ± 0.31 ± 0.42 ± 0.12(model))%.

L3 has attempted to measure BR(b—>£vX) us-
ing missing energy to tag the neutrino, rather than the
conventional lepton tag. This method yields [7]:

B R ( b - ^ X ) = (10.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.7)%,

where the systematics errors are complementary to the
more precise charged lepton analyses.

4 |Vcb| from B ° - * D - ^ - ^ decays
ALEPH has performed a measurement of |Vcb| in a
largely model-independent way using a sample of B —+
T>*+£~Dt decays [41]. The differential partial width may
be expressed as [42]:

where, y = (mB<> + m|,.+ — g2)/(2raBomD.+) and T(y)
is a form-factor whose value at y = 1 (zero recoil) is
predicted by HQET. The neutrino energy is estimated
from the missing energy in the hemisphere containing
the D*+ candidate. Figure 17 shows the measured dis-
tribution of ^(y)|V^b| as a function of y including the
effects of the experimental resolution. The data from
CLEO [43] are shown for comparison. From a fit to the
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Figure 17: ALEPH measurement o
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vs. y.

experimental data, ALEPH obtains

jF(l)|Fcb| = 0.0317± 0.0023(stat.) ±0.0025(syst.)

which, using ^"(1) = 0.91 ± 0.04 [44], corresponds to

|Vcb| = 0.0348 ± 0.0025 ± 0.0027 ± 0.0015(^(1)).

This result is competitive and in good agreement with
the CLEO analysis, which obtained [43]:

\Vch\ = 0.0386 ± 0.0021 ± 0.0022 ± 0.0017(^(1)),

for the same value of ^(1). Combining these results,
allowing for the total correlation of the uncertainty from
^(1), yields:

|Fcb| = 0.0371 ± 0.0023 ± 0.0016(^(1)),

which is in good agreement with the determination of
iVcbl from the average b lifetime and semileptonic branch-
ing ratio. In this analysis ALEPH also determined:
BR(B° — D*+t~i>i) = (5.19 ±0.30 ±0.64)%.

5 B°-B° Oscillations
While time-averaged B°-B° mixing has been observed
by many experiments [5, and references therein], precise
measurements of time-dependent oscillations have so far
only been carried out at LEP. The probability that a
primary &%„) meson has oscillated to a B°/5^ meson
when it decays is given by:

'd(s) •

where Amd(sj is the mass difference of the CP eigen-
states. Within the framework of the Standard Model,
and given the top mass from the Tevatron, measure-
ments of Ama and Am, yield the CKM matrix elements
|Vtd| and \VU\.

5.1 Time-dependent B°-B° oscillations
To observe B°-B° oscillations, both the production and
decay flavour of the B meson must be tagged, as shown
schematically in figure 18. The production flavour is

Tag away-side flavour
(e.g. jet charge or lepton)

Tag near-side flavour
(e.g. D*lv or lepton)

= (p/m)ct

Figure 18: Schematic description of the B°-B° oscilla-
tion tagging method.

usually tagged using the opposite side of the event, al-
lowing for the possibility of mixing on that side as well.
The proper time is determined from the decay length
and the estimated B momentum, as for lifetime mea-
surements, with a typical resolution of:

d p T

Experiments measure the proper time dependence of a
quantity such as:

_ Number of like sign dilepton pairs
Total number of dilepton pairs '
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measurements.

an example of which, from OPAL, is shown in figure 19
[46]. The oscillatory behaviour due to Bj — Bd mixing is
clearly seen while the B° — Bs oscillations have too high
a frequency to be seen by eye; the expected curve with
Amd = 0 is shown for comparison. The experiments
allow for both a Arnd and a Am, component in their
fits.

The measurements of Anid are summarised in fig-
ure 20 [15,16,46-48]. The T(4S) average mixing mea-
surement [38], which is only sensitive to B^ — Bd mix-
ing, is also shown. It has been converted to Amj, using
the LEP average Bd lifetime, and included in the com-
bined average of Amd • The preliminary number from
CDF [29] has relatively large errors but clearly indi-
cates that in future highly competitive measurements
may be made in the difficult environment of hadron
colliders.

So far, only lower limits have been set on Am3

[15,16,48,49]. The best single Am* limit comes from
the ALEPH lepton/jet charge analysis [49]:

Arris >
(95% C.L.) / s = 8%;
(95% C.L.) U = 12%;
(95% C.L.)/S = 16%

where the variation with the fraction, /s, of b quarks
which fragment into B° mesons is also given.

Within the framework of the Standard Model,
Amd(s) is given by [45]:

G2

Amd(s) = -^

where F has been calculated, TJQCD « 0.55 [50], B / | =
(1.0 ± 0.2)(180 ± 50MeV)2 from lattice QCD [51] and
sum-rule [52] calculations. Following the procedure of
Ali and London [53], the top mass of wit = 174 ±16
from CDF is reduced in this expression by 9GeV to
be consistent in the MS scheme with the calculation of
»?QCD- Given the above parameters, measurements of
Amd and Am, yield the CKM matrix elements |Vid|
and |Vt,|.

The LEP/T(4S) average for Amd corresponds to:

|Vtd| = [0.98 ± 0.03(Amd) ± 0.18(mt) ± 0.30(B/|)] xlO

where the theoretical uncertainties are seen to dominate
the total error. This is consistent with, and more precise
than, the allowed range assuming unitarity of the CKM
matrix: |FW| = (0.4 - 1.5) x 10~2.

The ALEPH limit on Am,, for / s = 12%, cor-
responds to |Vts/Vtd| > 2.6, which is consistent with
the unitarity constraint of |Vts/^td| > 2.9. This re-
sult compares favourably with the limit from CLEO of
IWVtdl > 1-5 at the 90% C.L. obtained from the ratio
BR(B->K*7)/BR(B->p(o;)7) [54].

- 2
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5.2 Time-averaged B°-B° oscillations
All the LEP collaborations have measured the time-
averaged B°-B° mixing parameter, x- Since both B°
and B° mesons are produced at LEP, in contrast to
the T(4S) where only Bd mesons are produced, x ls a

weighted average of the individual mixing parameters:
X = fdXd + /sX») where /d and /„ are the fractions of b
quarks fragmenting to B° and B° mesons respectively
and:

(Amd(s)r)2

(Amd(s)T)2

Figure 21 summarises the LEP measurements of
X [15,16,55,56]. The results have been adjusted [9] for

Average mixing parameter,

DELPHI (jet charge)

ALEPH (jet charge)

OPAL (90-91 leptons)

DELPHI (91-92 leptons)

L3 (90-92 leptons)

ALEPH (90-93 leptons)

LEP average H

0.149±0.014^0
07

7

0.13±0.018+0.028

0.12410.016+0.009

0.13±0.012±O.O07

•0.106+0.007+0.009
-0.01

0.1 0.15

0.127+0.007

* Preliminary

Figure 21: Summary of average mixing measurements.

the slightly different B° composition in the jet charge
analyses and to a common value of BR(b->c-»Q. Al-
though these measurements are of diminished intrinsic
interest in the light of the time-dependent results, they
may be used to obtain /s. We use Xd - 0.176 ± 0.0133
from Amj and assume maximal B° mixing (x» = 0.5),
consistent with the ALEPH 95% C.L. limit for Am,
which corresponds to Xs > 0.494. Using x as defined
above together with the normalisation condition, 2/d +
ft + /b-baryon = 1, yields:

/ , = 11.4 ± 2.3% (for /b-baryon = 9 ± 4%).

6 Summary
With ever growing data samples and more sophisticated
analysis techniques, the LEP collaborations continue to
produce excellent b physics measurements.

Recently, B** mesons and Hb, Sbi and S£ baryons
have been observed for the first time. A small sample
of A£ barons has been fully reconstructed enabling the
mass to be determined with less than 20MeV uncer-
tainty. A multitude of charmless b decay channels has
been studied although no signals have yet been clearly
seen.

The B+ , B°, B°, and b-baryon lifetimes have been
measured to 4-8% precision and are in reasonable agree-

ment with theoretical expectations. The measured b-
baryon lifetime is ~2 standard deviations lower than
expectations although there is no firm estimate of the
theoretical uncertainty.

The average b-hadron lifetime and semileptonic
branching ratio yield a determination of \Vch\:

\Vch\ = 0.0412 ± 0.0009(exp.) ± 0.0020(theory),

which is experimentally dominated by the error on the
semileptonic branching ratio. An analysis from ALEPH
of B —> D*+l~i>i decays also yields a value of |Vcb|>
with largely independent experimental and theoretical
uncertainties. The combined value of the ALEPH and
CLEO analyses using the D*+l~i>t method yields:

|Vcb| = 0.0371 ± 0.0023(expt.) ± 0.0016(theory).

The average value of |Vcb| from the above two methods,
assuming that the errors are uncorrelated, is:

|Vcb| = 0.0396 ± 0.0017, i.e. a 4% relative error.

Time-dependent Bd — Bd oscillations have been
observed at LEP for the first time and yield:

|Vtd| = 0.0098±0.0003(Amd)±0.0018(mt)±0.0030(B/|).

The 3% experimental error is negligible in comparison
to the 30% uncertainty from hadronic corrections. As
yet, only lower limits have been set on the determina-
tion of | Vis j from B°—Bs oscillations, the most stringent
of which is from ALEPH:

|KS/Ftd| > 2.6 (at the 95% confidence level).

The experimental limits will continue to improve as
more data are analysed or perhaps Am, will be actually
measured, yielding a value of \Vis\.

Since approximately one LEP b paper is pub-
lished each week it was impossible to cover all topics in
this review. For this I apologise and refer the reader to
other review articles [2-9].
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Searches for Higgs Bosons at LEP 1
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ABSTRACT

Seaiches for the Standard Model Higgs boson and for Higgs bosons from two-doublet models
have been performed at LEP 1. The topologies which were studied are summarized. The
absence of any signal in the data leads to the exclusion of some Higgs boson mass ranges.

1 Introduction
In theories of. the electroweak interaction with local
gauge invariance, spontaneous symmetry breaking is
used to give masses to the W± and the Z" gauge bo-
sons, while maintaining lenormalizability. The sym-
metry breaking is generated by one or more doublets
of scalar fields. As a consequence, the existence of one
or more massive scalar particles, the Higgs bosons, is
predicted, but their masses are not specified.

Searches for Higgs bosons were performed since
the early 70's (for a review, see for example [1]), but
the startup of the LEP in 1989 offered for the first time
the possibility to explore a large mass range.

2 Searches for the Standard Model Higgs
boson

In the minimal version of the Standard Model (SM),
one single Higgs doublet is used to generate all particle
masses, and a single massive scalar particle, the Higgs
boson H°, is predicted.

At LEP, the main SM Higgs production mechan-
ism is the Bjorken process e+e~ -*• Z" -> H°Z*, with
the cross-section shown in figure 1. With the luminosity
integrated between 1989 and 1994, about 90 Higgs bo-
sons would have been produced for m # . = 65 GeV/c2,
with about 7 of them with clean signatures, and more
than 104 Higgs bosons would have been produced if
mH' < 20 GeV/c2.

2.1 Searches for a low mass Higgs boson
As the Higgs boson decays mainly into a pair of the
heaviest allowed fermion and because its lifetime CT is
greater than 1 cm for m j . < 100 MeV/c2, several final
states were considered for the light Higgs search:

• for m.H° < 2me> the Higgs boson decays outside the
detector, and searches for acollinear lepton pairs
arising from the process e+e~ —»• H°Z* —> invisi-

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
m(Higgs) (GeV/c4)

Figure 1: Standard Model Higgs boson production
cross-section at LEP 1

We + l+l~ were performed;

• at higher masses and for mH° < 1 GeV/c2, searches
for a pair of acollineai particles (e, fi, IT, K) with or
without a displaced vertex, arising from the pro-
cess e+e~ -+ H°Z* -> X+X~ + vu can be used;

• between 1 GeV/c2 and about 20 GeV/c2, the de-
cay of the Higgs boson into a boosted low multipli-
city jet recoiling against the two invisible neutrinos
from the Z* decay leads to a monojet topology.

Figure 2 shows an example of a monojet event ob-
served in the data [2]. The number of observed events
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in the low mass topologies is compatible with the four-
fermion background described in section 2.2.1, and much
lower than the expected signal.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the hadronic mass of four-
fermion events in ALEPH

Figure 2: A monojet event seen by ALEPH

2.2 Searches for a high mass Higgs bo-
son

Above 20 GeV/c2 and in the mass range accessible at
LEP, the Higgs boson decays in 92% of the cases into
quarks or gluons (85% bb, 7% cc or gg) and in 8% of
the cases into T+T~ . Only the channels where the Higgs
boson decays into quarks or gluons and the virtual Z
boson into e+e~, n+fi and vv are used, which amounts
to 24.5% of all final states. The other channels are
plagued by a too high background level.

2.2.1 The (if0 -> qq)(Z* -* e+e~,n+n~) channel
In this channel, signal events are hadronic events con-
taining a pair of oppositely charged, energetic, isol-
ated leptons. One source of background is the process
Z° -> bb where both 6 quarks decay semi leptonically.
This background is reduced to a negligible level by cuts
on the lepton energies and isolation. The other source of
background is the four-fermion process Z° —¥ l+l~qq,
which is reduced by 6-tagging and by cuts on the in-
variant masses of the leptons and the hadronic system.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the hadronic mass,
which is best measured as the recoil mass to the leptons,
of the four-fermion events seen in the ALEPH data and
the prediction of the FERMISV Monte Carlo simula-
tion. 59 events are observed while 54.0 ± 3.4 are expec-
ted. After b-tagging, 3 events are observed with a mass
greater than 40 GeV/c2, while 1.5 ± 0.6 are expected.

Figure 4 shows a four-fermion event observed by
OPAL with a hadronic mass of 61 GeV/c2. Above 60
Gev/c2, 5 events are selected by the four experiments.
The four-fermion background is now limiting the sensit-
ivity to the Higgs search in the e+e~qq, fj.+ ii~qq chan-
nels.

2.2.2 The (H° -> qq){Z' ->• vv) channel
In this channel, signal events are hadronic events with
two acollinear jets and isolated missing momentum. Back-
ground events are 77 —> qq events, Z° —* r+r~qq
events, events with particles lost in the beam pipe or in
cracks in the detector and hadronic events with one or
more jets mismeasured or containing a neutrino and/or
produced after the emission of a high-energy initial state
radiation photon. These backgrounds are suppressed
using the direction and the isolation of the missing mo-
mentum, the angles between the hadronic jets both in
space and in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis
and, in the case of three-jet events, by requiring the jets
not to be contained in a plane.

In order to keep the background level below one
event out of 10 million Z° decays while keeping a reas-
onable efficiency on the Higgs signal, various methods
were used [3]:

• OPAL generates samples of the relevant backgrounds
with a statistics corresponding to a very large in-
tegrated luminosity (30 million Z°);

• ALEPH and L3 extrapolate the distributions ob-
tained using finite Monte Carlo samples and use
automatic procedures to optimize the selection cuts;
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DELPHI

Figure 4: A qqfi+fi event observed by OPAL. The
muons are the two tracks with the arrows.

• DELPHI summarizes into one variable the charac-
teristics of each event by using either a neural net-
work or a "probabilistic" analysis. For example,
figure 5 shows the output of the neural network for
the data, the Z° —> qq background and the expec-
ted distribution for a 55 GeV/c3 Higgs boson.

No event survives in the data with a mass greater
than 40 GeV/c2. The events observed below 40 GeV/c2

are not compatible, neither in rate nor in mass distri-
bution, with a Higgs boson signal.

2.2.3 Combined results
No SM Higgs boson signal has been observed in the
data. Table 1 summarizes the mass limits obtained by
each experiment with the data available in June 95.
Combining the results of the searches in the H°vD only
leads to the limit mH° > 65.0 GeV/c2 at 95% confidence
level1. It would be required to use a background sub-
traction procedure to include the results in the H°e+e~
and H°n+fi~ channels.

3 Searches for non-minimal Higgs bo-
sons

More than one Higgs doublet may be needed to trigger
the Higgs mechanism. For example, in Supersymmet-
ric models (SUSY), two doublets are required to gen-

'The limit updated using the full 94 statistics is 65.2
GeV/c3 [4]

IO'H

10

— MQqq)

• DELPHI data

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Neural network output

Figure 5: Output of the DELPHI neural network for
the data, the qq background and a 55 GeV/c2 Higgs
boson signal (arbitrary normalisation)

Table 1: Mass limits, in GeV/c2, at 95% confidence
level, obtained by the four LEP experiments.

data
limit

ALEPH
-» 1994

63.1

DELPHI
->• 1993

58.3

L3
-» 1994

60.2

OPAL
->• 1993

56.9

erate masses to both up-type and down-type quarks.
With two doublets, five physical Higgs bosons remain
after the SU(2) x 17(1) symmetry breaking: two charged
Higgs boson if*, two neutral scalar bosons h° and H°
(with mfc. < ma') and a pseudo scalar boson A".

In the Minimal SUSY Model (MSSM), only two
parameters are needed, at the tree level, to compute all
the masses and the couplings of the five Higgs bosons.
The two parameters can be taken to be ( m ^ m ^ o )
or (TOfc.,tan/3), where tan/3 is the ratio v2/vi of the
vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets.
Two mass relations of particular interest at LEP exist
at tree level: mfc. < mz« and TO/,. < mA°. The first
one gave hope that the h° boson would be discovered
at LEP 1 or at LEP 2, but this relation is no longer
valid after taking into account higher orders, and the
h° mass can be as high as 140 GeV/c2. The second re-
lation is also wrong after taking into account radiative
corrections, and the decay h° -> A"A" is thus allowed.
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3.1 Searches for charged Higgs bosons
Charged Higgs bosons with masses below 20 GeV/c2

were already excluded at previous accelerators [5] and
by data on r decays. For higher masses, the main decay
channels of the charged Eiggs boson are H^ —y TVT and
H^ —y cs, leading to the study of the following final
states [6J:

• H+H~ —y TVTTUT: signal events are low multipli-
city events with missing energy. Z° -y T+T~ (7)
events may be removed by a cut on the angle bet-
ween the two T candidates in the plane perpendic-
ular to the beam axis.

• H+H~ —¥ TVTCS: when the r decays into one-
prong, signal events are events with an isolated
particle and missing energy recoiling against a had-
ronic system.

• H+H~ —y cscs: this final state faces a huge 4-jet
QCD background which can be reduced by cuts
on the production and the decay angles of each
Higgs candidate, by using the angle between the
two decay planes and by improving the jet-jet mass
resolution using kinematical constraints. For ex-
ample, figure 6 shows the reconstructed invariant
mass for the QCD background, the data and the
expected signal if a 40 GeV/c2 charged Higgs boson
was present, for a statistics corresponding to the
data taken by L3 in 1990 and 1991 (about 408 000
hadronic Z° decays).

I 25
4)

• data
qq Monte Carlo

qq Monte Carlo + H* H"

L3

20 30 40
reconstructed invariant mass (GeV/c2)

Figure 6: Invariant mass distribution of candidate
events in the charged Higgs boson search

The non observation of any excess of events in
the data in these three channels leads to the exclusion,

at 95% confidence level, of charged Higgs boson with
masses below 43.5 GeV/c2.

3.2 Searches for a non-minimal Higgs
boson produced in the reaction e+e~ —y
h°Z*

The production mechanism e+e~ -y h°Z* is similar
to the Standard Model (SM) Higgs production, with a
cross-section reduced by a factor sin2(/3 — a) , where a
is the mixing angle in the neutral scalar sector, which
leads to the physical states h° and H°, and the results
obtained in section 2 can be applied, unless:

• the Higgs boson h° decays into SM particles but
with different branching ratios, which may lead to
lower efficiencies. The results of the searches for
the SM Higgs boson are still used, but with the
corrected efficiencies taken into account.

• the decay h° -> A"A" is allowed. If mA. > 2rrn,
the results of the search for the SM Higgs boson in
the H°vv, H°e+e~ and H°n+fi- can directly be
applied. If 2mM < 771.40 < 2mfc, specific searches for
low multiplicity final states have been performed,
taking also into account the possible decays into
neutral particles only, for example A" -y 777777 with
77 ->• 77 or 77 -y Zw°. Finally, if mA- < 2mM, the
searches for a very low mass Higgs boson can be
used.

• invisible decay modes are possible, for example h° —>
X°X°i where x° is the lightest neutralino. Searches
for acoplanar lepton pairs are performed if Z* —y
l+l~, whereas searches for acoplanar jets or mono-
jets are performed for the case Z* -y qq. Figure 7
shows an event with an acoplanar electron pair seen
by ALEPH [7].

3.3 Searches for non-minimal Higgs bo-
son produced in the reaction e+e~ —¥
h°A°

This process is complementary to the process Z° —y
h°Z* as its cross-section is proportional to cos2(/3 — o) .
At high masses, the SM decay modes of the h° and A°
bosons are mainly T+T~ and bb. The decay h° -y A" A",
leading to the production of three A" bosons, was also
considered. The topologies which were looked for are:

• events with r 's . Searches for h°A° —¥ T+T~T+T~

events were performed by looking for events with
four low-multiplicity narrow jets [8]. Searches for
h"A° -y AOA°A° -+ 3 ( r+ r" ) were also performed [9]
For mfc., mx« > 30 GeV/c2, the results of earlier
searches for the SM Higgs boson in the (Z*
T+T-){H° -y qq) and (Z* -y qq){H

channels were applied for the decays h°A
-*• T+T~)

T+T qq
and h°A° -y A"A"A" -¥ r+r~qqqq.
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01:06

Delphi Vertex Detector
30426 event 7698

Figure 7: An acoplanar electron pair event seen by
ALEPH

• events with b quarks, tagged using the vertex de-
tectors. Searches for the exclusive four b channel
h°A° —> bbbb and searches for events with at least
two b quarks, to cope with the decay k°A° —» bbcc,
were performed [10]. Figure 8 shows the recon-
structed vertices in a four b quark candidate event
seen by DELPHI. In the case h°A° -t AOA°A°, a
search for 6 b quark events was performed [9].

As in the Z° -)• h°Z* -> A°A°Z* channel, specific
searches for low multiplicity events were performed in
the Z" -* h°A" channel for low A" masses.

3.4 Interpretation within the Minimal
Supersymmetric Model framework

The non-observation of any excess of events in the data
as compared to the expected background allows to ex-
clude a domain in the MSSM parameter space. The
excluded domain depends on the level of radiative cor-
rections to the Higgs boson masses. Figure 9 shows
the domain of the (mh., m ^ ) plane excluded at 95%
confidence level by OPAL as a function of the level e
of radiative corrections, if tan/3 > 1. A typical value
for the radiative corrections is the value e0 obtained
with mtoj, = 200 GeV/c2 and m,,ttaTfc, = 1 TeV/c2.
The black area in figure 9 is excluded if c = 2eo, which
would correspond to an increase of the top quark mass
to 235 GeV/c2 or a squark mass of about 7 TeV/c2.
The excluded domain is enlarged to the medium grey
area if e = Co and to the light grey area if e = 0.5eo-

The 95% confidence level limits obtained by corn-

Figure 8: View of the reconstructed vertices near the
interaction region in a 4 b quark event seen by DELPHI

bining the four LEP experiments are, if the level of
radiative corrections is eo:

mh« > 45 GeV/c2, mA« > 30 GeVc2 (tan/3 > 1)

TOfc. > 55 GeV/c2, no limit on mA° (tan/3 < 1)

4 Conclusions
No signal of a Higgs boson has been observed in about
13 million hadronic Z° decays recorded by the four
LEP experiments between 1989 and 1994. The Stand-
ard Model Higgs boson mass must be greater than 65.2
GeV/c2 at 95% confidence level.

Some of the searches for the Standard Model Higgs
boson were applied in the case of Higgs bosons from
two-doublet models, and in particular the Minimal Su-
persymmetric model. Searches for topologies arising
from the possible new decays of the Higgs bosons in
these extended models were also performed. The ab-
sence of signal in the data leads to the limits, at 95%
confidence level:

mH± > 43.5 GeV/c2

mh . > 45 GeV/c2, mA. > 30 GeVc2 (tan/3 > 1)

> 55 GeV/c2, no limit on mA° (tan/3 < 1)
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Figure 9: Domain of the (mh°,m,A°) plane excluded at
95% confidence level by OPAL (see text)

These searches cover almost the full domain ac-
cessible at LEP 1, and the searches for Higgs bosons
will have to be pursued at the higher energy accelerat-
ors LEP 2 and LHC.
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ABSTRACT

Recent particle searches (excluding Higgs Boson Searches) by the LEP experiments are
described. The scene is set by limits derived from the Z° line-shape data. Direct searches
include searches for Supersymmetry (both in MSSM, and in R-parity violating extensions),
lepton number violation, monopoles and compositeness.

1 Limits from the Z° line width
1.1 Limits on BR(Z°-> new particles)
The width of the Z° lineshape Tz), depends on the
number of Z° decay modes. A value of Tz that signif-
icantly exceeds the Standard Model predictions would
be a sign of new physics. The difference between the
the Standard Model prediction and the observed value
gives the branching ratio for the Z° to decay to any new
states.

Two approaches to using the line shape data have
been taken the literature. The Standard Model predic-
tion depends on the values of a number of unknowns:

and ma- In the first approach [1], the lowesta
Standard Model value is found by varying these three
numbers between reasonable limits (63.5 < VHH < 1000
GeV, 148 < mtop < 201 GeV and 0.117 < a, < 0.133).
The observed value of Tz, together with its error, is
taken from the combined LEP data [2]. The upper limit
at the 95% CL for the observed value of Tz is taken to
be Tz + 1.64er. The difference is 23 MeV, which corre-
sponds to BR(Z°-+ new particles) < 9.2 x 10~3 (95%
CL).

A more self-consistent manner of using the data,
but curiously not one used in papers that set limits, is
described in [3]. This paper describes fits to a number
of Standard Model variables (obtained from [2]) where a
term representing the partial width for the Z° to decay
to new particles is included as a free parameter. A fit to
measurements based on data taken up until the end of
1993, together with preliminary results from 1994 yields
[3] a partial width in excess of the Standard Model value
less than 7.9 MeV, which corresponds to BR(Z°-» new
particles) < 3.2 x 10-3(95%CZ).

1.2 Indirect searches for the Z0'
Additional gauge bosons to those of the Standard Model
are predicted by a number of theories that embed the
Standard Model group in higher groups. The presence
of such gauge bosons would perturb the Z° line shape
in the following ways:

• Z° exchange terms, and Z°-Z° interference terms
would cause deviations of the observed line shape
from the Standard Model parameterization, and al-
ter the forward-backward asymmetries, and ratios
such as Thad/Tu- The magnitude of such effects
depend on mz> •

• Alter the measured value of mz in a way that de-
pends on mz and the Z°-Z° mixing angle.

• Modify the fermionic couplings to the observed Z°
in a way that is dependant on the Z°-Z° mixing
angle, and is independent on mz> •

OPAL and L3 have recently published fits to a number
of observables calculated in the Standard Model with
additional Z° terms included to the data [4]. Figure 1
shows the exclusion region found by the OPAL collabo-
ration for four different models - the x, 4> and TJ models
are derived from the E(6) group, with three different
values of the an angle that describes mixing between
two gauge boson fields of the theory. The fourth is
the Left-Right Symmetric model. The cut-off at low
values of mz' is due to a worsening of the fit due to
Z°-Z°'interference terms. The effect of Z°-Z°'mixing
on the fermion coupling constants severely limits the
range of the mixing angle that gives agreement with
the data.

2 Supersymmetry Searches
In the minimal supersymmetric theory, the branching
ratio of the Z° to sleptons, sneutrinos and charginos is
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Figure 1: Exclusion region in the £mt:c- mz> for four
different theories plane obtained by the OPAL collabo-
ration. Tight limits a are placed on Z°-Z° mixing.

Figure 2: Exclusion region in the mtop- 6mix plane ob-
tained by the OPAL collaboration. The limits from Tz

experiments are also shown.and from earlier e+e

large, and such states with mass < m^/2 were excluded
soon after LEP turned on. Recently, searches have been
made for the low cross section processes such as the
scalar top and neutralino, and for final states predicted
by It-parity violating extensions to the MSSM.

2.1 Search for the Scalar Top
OPAL has performed a search for the scalar top quark
(t) which, unlike earlier publications from hadron col-
liders, makes no assumption of the degeneracy of the
q masses [5]. The Z° coupling depends on the mix-
ing angle (Omix) between partners of the right and left-
handed quarks. For Smjx=0.98, the t decouples from
the Z°, leaving only the coupling to the photon. In the
kinematically available mass range (mtop < mz/2), the
dominant decay mode of the t is t—*x°c> where x°, the
lightest MSSM particle, leaves the detector undetected.

The signature is thus two acoplanar, acolinear
jets that result from the cc fragmentation. The clean
e+e~ collider environment allows the region of small
"it~ mLSP to be probed. The search used a data sam-
ple with integrated luminosity of 69.1 pb"1. Two jet
events were selected according to visible energy, acopla-
narity and polar angle of the jets. The main back-
ground sources were two-photon, four-fermion and tau-
par events. No candidates were found. Figures 2 and 3
show the resulting exclusion region, together with lim-
its from Tz and from earlier e+e~ experiments. The
loss of sensitivity about 0mix= 0.98 is visible.
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2.2 Search for the Neutralino
The MSSM predicts the existence of four neutralinos,

i t\iti

X , X ••••X • The L3 collaboration has made a search
for the reactions

• z°->x°'x0'
with x° — X̂°Z* or x°7- The following final states were
looked for:

q or Z°-+x°'x0', X°'

• 2 acoplanar muons (Z°->-x0X0', X°'-*X<V+A'~)-

• 2 acoplanar electrons (Z0-*x°X°\ X°'-*X°e+e~)-

• 1 or 2 photons (Z0-^x°'x0 or Z0-»x0'xa';x°'->X07)

The searches yielded no candidates in the one jet, muon,
electron and two photon channels, and the no excess
above the Standard Model predictions in the two jet
and single photon channels.

The resulting upper limits on for BR(Z°-)-x0X0')
and BR(Z°—^x° X° ) a r e shown in figs. 4 and 5 respec-
tively, fig. 4. fig. 5. The limits on the Z° branching

1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0

Figure 5: Upper limits on BR(Z°->x°X°') at the 95%
level by the L3 collaboration. The dashed line shows
the kinematic limit.

Figure 4: Upper limits on BR(Z0->x°'x°') at the 95%
level obtained by the L3 collaboration. The dashed line
shows the kinematic limit.

ratios can be interpreted in the MSSM as exclusions in
the MSSM parameter space. This is shown in fig. 6,
together with limits coming from Tz •

2.3 Beyond MSSM: Searches for Parti-
cles in R-parity Violating Theories

As was pointed out in a recent paper from the ALEPH
collaboration [7], the MSSM superpotential can con-
tain R-parity violating terms that are not in conflict
with any observation. This paper discusses a search for
supersymmetry could contain terms representing cou-
plings among supersymmetric particles and fermions

— kinematic limit for direct search

E3 excluded from direct search

E3 excluded from lineshape measurement

250
L3

100 200

-200 -100 100 200
H(GeV)

100 200

Figure 6: Exclusion region in the M - /i plane obtained
by the L3 collaboration for four values of tan /?.
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(not necessarily of the same flavor). Such lepton num-
ber violating would allow decays such as x°-*vefi

+r~.
A data set of almost two million Z° decays was

used to study the following reactions:

e+e~—H>i/ v

e+e-->qq, q

These give rise to a wide range of event topologies: for
example, the neutralino search is for four leptons. If the
neutralino is light, these will be a pair of back-to-back
two-track jets with a large amount of energy missing
from the event, while if the x° have high mass, four
widely spaced tracks are expected. The event topolo-
gies searched for are schematically shown in fig. 7. The

- 2 -1.5 - 1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

Figure 7: Event topologies for the ALEPH searches for
R-parity violating Supersymmetry. (a) heavy x°' P^r
(b) light x0 ' pair (c) heavy ft pair (d) light ft pair
(e) heavy q pair, heavy x° (f) heavy q pair, light x°
(g) light q pair.

following limits were found:

• x°: The exclusion region is a function of the SUSY
parameters: see fig. 8

• mi< 45.6 GeV.

• me< 46.0 GeV.

• m^< 45.3 GeV (11 < mj< 41 GeV if mj decouples
from the Z°).

• TO -± < mz/2 (from

Figure 8: Neutralino exclusion region in the M - fi plane
obtained by the Aleph collaboration for tan/? = 2, for
Supersymmetry with R-parity violation.

3 Lepton Number Violation
OPAL has performed a search for Z°->e/i, er and fir
[8], by looking for events with two beam-energy charged
leptons of different flavor in a data set that contains
4.0xlO6 visible Z°s . Events were selected if they con-
tained exactly two cones of half-angle 35° with charged
tracks and clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter.
A number of variables sensitive to particle type were
used to give a lepton flavor likelihood weight to each
cone. This weight together with other variables which
either ensured a high quality of the measurements, or
which were sensitive to the backgrounds were used to
select events as possible e/i, er or /*r candidates.

For the e/i search the final selection was made
on the distribution in the muon momentum - electron
energy plane (see fig. 9). The dominant source of back-
ground was Z°—i-rr , with one tau decaying to and elec-
tron, and the other decaying to muon. No candidates
were found.

Figure 10 shows the XE distribution, (xg is the
energy associated with the electron cone, divided by the
beam energy) for the er search. Background events en-
tering this plot are mainly TT events where one of the rs
decays as r —> evv). A fit was made to the distribution
for the expected background and a variable contribution
of signal events (the distribution for the signal events
was obtained from Z°—>e+e~ data events). The value
of the likelihood was used to obtain an upper limit (at
the 95% CL) on the number of er events.
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Figure 9: (EnEbeam)/^E vs (p-p6eom)/^P for e-fi candi-
dates. Data and simulated Z°—>rr events is the signal
region for the search for Z°—>e/x. The Monte Carlo sam-
ple corresponds to 3.6 times the luminosity of the data
sample

expected signal
scaled T C M C fL
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Figure 10: Data (dots), r r Monte Carlo and Signal
distributions for the Z°->er search.

A similar procedure was followed to obtain the
upper limit for Z° ->^T.

The limits obtained are

• BR(Z°->e/i)< 1.7 x 10"6.

• BR(Z°-^r)< 9.8 x 10~6.

• BR(Z°-+er)< 17.0 x 10~6.

Indirect limits derived from the SINDRUM result BR(/i—>eee
1.0 x 10~12 can be interpreted as a limit BR(Z°-»e/i)<
7.4 x 10-13.

4 Search for Z°-»777
Some models with composite Z°, or with light monopoles
that couple to the Z°, or new particles that couple to the
Z° and that decay to a two photons (Z°-»X7, X— 7̂7)
would give rise to a value of BR(Z°->777) larger than
the Standard Model value of « 10"10. There is a QED
background e+e~->777 via t-channel e-exchange. L3
has made a search for such 777 events and found a
number that is in complete agreement with the QED
prediction. They set an upper limit on BR(Z°-»777)=
1.0 x 10~5. By studying the m̂ -y spectrum (see fig. 11),
the photon momentum spectrum (the recoil photon should
be isochromatic), and by making the assumption that
the width of the X particle is between zero and two
GeV, they derive BR(Z°->X7)=0.4 - 1.5xlO~5. In the
monopole models, the photons would be produced cen-
trally, unlike the QED background. This was exploited
to give an improved limit of BR(Z°-^777)=0.8xl0~5

in the framework of such models.

80
(GeV)

Figure 11: The m ^ spectra for E-, >2 GeV for the data
(dots) and the QED prediction (histogram) measured
by the L3 collaboration.
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5 Search for Heavy Charged Particles
or Particles with Anomalous Charge

The ability of the OPAL Jet Chamber to measure the
ionisation per track length has been used to search for
heavy charged particles, and particles with anomalous
charge in a data sample with an integrated luminos-
ity of 74pb-1[9]. Figure 12 shows the ionisation per
track length against momentum in hadronic Z° de-
cay events. The bands due to the different particle
species are clearly visible. The deuterons and tritons
all have positive charge, and are due to beam-gas and
beam-wall interactions. No negative candidates were
found in the deuteron or triton regions, giving limits
for antideuteron production per event of 0.8 x 10~5

(0.35 < p < 1.1 GeV), and for antitriton production
per event of 0.8 x 10~5 (0.5 < p < 1.6 GeV). The

Table 1: Limits for production of new particles with
anomalous mass or charge

2/3
2/3
1
4/3
4/3
2

Mass Range (GeV)
<37

43.6-45.6
40.4-45.6

<0.1
35.1-45.6

<45.6

Limit (Nxi/NMii)
1.9xl0-4

1.9xl0"4

L8xlO"4

1.8xl0-4

1.8xl0"4

1.8xlO"4

Figure 12: The dE/dx vs momentum distribution for
hadronic events measured by the OPAL Jet Chamber.
The lines give the theoretical values for various parti-
cle species, and for a light particle with \Q/e\ = 2/3.
The line for heavier particles with such charge would
be displaced to the right.

absence of very low ionisation tracks allows an upper
limit to be established for particles with \Q/e\ = 2/3
as 0.9 < 10~5 per event for p > 3.5 GeV. No limit is

given for Q/e = 1/3 as the ionisation is too close to the
detection threshold of the chamber.

Low multiplicity events were also examined, and
limits were set for the rate of production of new particles
with respect to the /*-pair rate. The limits and ranges
are shown in table 1.

6 Conclusions
The increase in the data sample sizes of the LEP exper-
iments has lead to an improvement of the measurement
of Tz which have steadily decreased the upper limit on
BR(Z°—>• new particles). The limit on the branching
ratio has been interpreted in terms of different mod-
els, and adds to the exclusion regions found by direct
searches. Analysis of the Z° lineshape parameters has
lead to new limits on the existence of the Z° .

Direct searches remain the main tool to investi-
gate low cross section processes. New searches have
been made for the MSSM scalar top and neutralino.
Investigations of Supersymmetric theories beyond the
MSSM have been started by the ALEPH collaboration
which has investigated a class of R-parity violating the-
ories. Investigations of rare Z° decays have been made
including searches for lepton number violating decays,
and for the process Z°— 7̂77 in excess of the Standard
Model rate, and for new particles with high mass or
anomalous charge.

None of these searches has yielded a positive re-
sult. Exclusion regions have been significantly increased.
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ABSTRACT

The r lepton is unique among the particles produced at the Z° in that its decays allow a
complete analysis of the vector and axial vector coupling constants involved in its production.
Recent results on these couplings from the LEP experiments, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and
OPAL are presented, together with the experimental quantities used in their determination.
Studies of the tau charged current support a V — A spacetime structure and measurements of
some of the Michel parameters, with and without the assumption of e-/t universality, support
the Standard Model predictions. Limits on the weak electric dipole moment, which if non-
zero would indicate CP violation in r production, are given. Some recent developments in
studies of hadronic decay modes are cited. The use of tau decays to determine a, is briefly
discussed. The status of tau lifetime measurements and constraints on the tau neutrino
mass are discussed.

Abstract

1 Introduction
1.1 Neutral Couplings
In the Standard Model, the r lepton interacts with
other forms of matter via the exchange of electroweak
gauge bosons. The part of that interaction which in-
volves the exchange of electrically uncharged bosons is
said to mediated by neutral currents. Neutral current
couplings to particles other than the r have been mea-
sured before in a number of experiments [1]. Here we
consider r leptons produced in e+e~ collisions at the
Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider at CERN. In
this case the electromagnetic interactions are much less
important than those mediated by the Z° and thus we
are essentially studying the couplings of the r to the
Z°. Of course, there is an electromagnetic interaction
as well and, at the level of precision attained in the
LEP experiments, this must be taken into account. We
will consider the effective neutral couplings, which are
those which appear in the following Feynman diagram
describing the process in the improved Born approxima-
tion [2]. This procedure absorbs radiative corrections
into the definition of these effective couplings.

* Presenting results from the LEP Collaborations.

The vector and axial vector couplings vT and aT

of the T lepton as well as the corresponding couplings
f e and ae of the electron are both present in this di-
agram. In general, observable quantities will depend
on all four; similar comments can be made for the pro-
duction of any other fermion from the Z°. The feature
which distinguishes the T from all other fermions from
Z° decays is the possibility, by a suitable set of obser-
vations (some using the decay of the T itself as a sort of
polarimeter) to measure all four coupling constants vT,
aT, ve, and ae.

With the unpolarised beams of LEP there are four
processes that can be measured for left-handed (L) or
right-handed (R) initial and final state fermions. De-
noting cross sections by <x, we have
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cr2 =

Of —

TR-rt) (1)

While none of these is directly measurable, they can be
combined into four quantities which can be measured:
the width for Z° decay into r pairs I\Z° -* T+T~), the
forward-backward charge asymmetry Aft,, the average
polarisation PT, and the forward-backward polarisation
asymmetry A^. These quantities are all calculable
in the Standard Model and give rise to the following
approximate dependences on the e and r vector and
axial vector coupling constants:

r(z°

PT

Apol

OC

- aeveaTvT/({al + «*)(<*? + «*))
— (o-i -0-2+0-3- o-i)/o-T

~-(2ar«T)/(«? + «?)
^ {<r\ - o-2 - o-3 + <r4)/crT

2

(2)

All these quantities depend on the centre-of-mass
energy, so data taken at energies off the Z° peak are
corrected accordingly when used to extract aT and vT.

The Standard Model provides stringent constraints
on the possible values of these coupling constants, and
tests of the neutral coupling of the r provide important
tests of its basic structure. In later sections, we will
examine each of these processes and summarize the re-
sults from the LEP collaborations. The reader is urged
to consult the papers of the relevant LEP experiments
for more details.

2 r selection at LEP and data samples
T+T~ events are selected in different ways by each of
the LEP collaborations according the specific strengths
of their detectors. All experiments, however, essen-
tially select their events by requiring two collimated al-
most back-to-back jets with low particle multiplicities
(a jet may consist of a single charged particle). This
requirement rejects Z° —+ hadrons. Z° —» yu+/i~ and
Z° —> e+e~ events are rejected on the basis of their
collinearity and very little missing energy. Two-photon
events are rejected on the basis of their characteristi-
cally low energy and high acoUinearity.

r selections fall into two main classes. For the
measurement of F(Z° —• T + T ~ ) and Ap, it suffices to
have a sample of r decays where any final state is al-
lowed. For the polarisation measurements PT and ^

it is important to use only the decay channels for which
analyses of the r polarisation are possible. The branch-
ing ratios for the usable decay channels are [1] :

B R ( T ~ -»e"i
B R ( T " -»fi~
BR(r" -+ r-
BR(r" - p - ;
BR(V- ->a7 ;

t/rj/e) - 18%
* r P M ) - 1 8 %

*-T) ~ 12%
uT) - 24%

Kr) ~ 17%

(3)

Identification of these channels in general requires
some degree of particle identification. The p~ and aĵ *
decay modes are complicated by r~ decays with one or
more 7r°'s in the final state which must be separated
by careful use of tracking and calorimeter information.
The decay T~ —• K~i/T, with a branching ratio less than
1% , is usually indistinguishable from r~ —* ir~i/T. For
the purpose of polarisation measurements at the level
of precision currently attainable this is not important.
The branching ratio for r~ -* (K/TT)~ > 2TC°VT is about
13% which makes it a significant background for p~
reconstruction.

The data on which the results presented here are
based were taken during the LEP runs up to and includ-
ing 1993, and in some cases also 1994. The present LEP
data sample used by each collaboration corresponds to
nearly 4,000,000 Z° decays per experiment. Efficiencies
for tau selection depend on the experiment, and the
particular analysis being performed.

3 r(Z° -» T+T~) from lineshape
Conceptually, the measurement is simple, requiring a
knowledge of the integrated luminosity, the number of
selected r pairs, and the efficiency and background con-
tent of the selected sample. The cross section varies
as a function of centre-of-mass energy and cross sec-
tions must be calculated separately for different ener-
gies. The cross section as a function of centre-of-mass
energy can then be fitted [3] for T(Z° T+T~ ). The
dominant error is due to the determination of luminos-
ity, which is measured using e+e~ —* e+e~ (Bhabha)
events at small angles with respect to the beam. Selec-
tion uncertainties and uncertainties in the LEP beam
energy contribute similar errors, bnt these are smaller
than those due to the luminosity determination.

The ratios Rr of the Z° width into hadrons di-
vided by its width into T+T~ obtained by the four LEP
collaborations are shown in table 1.

Table 1. LEP values for Rr.
ALEPH

20.68±0.12
DELPHI

20.64±0.16
L3

20.70±0.17
OPAL

20.91±0.13

Errors given on measured numbers are the com-
bined systematic and statistical errors and the LEP
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aveiage is made taking into account correlated errors
between collaborations. This basic format will be used
repeatedly in the presentation of results of various mea-
surements.

For all collaborations preliminary numbers includ-
ing 1994 data are given. The LEP average is 20.798 ±
0.066.

4 Afb: T Forward-Backward Asymmetry
The forward-backward (charge) asymmetry is a mea-
sure of the probability that a r~ produced in e+e~ an-
nihilation will emerge in the same hemisphere as the
incoming electron. From this point on, when discussing
single T leptons, we will specialise to the r~ for clarity,
with the understanding that the r + are used in a sim-
ilar fashion. Defining 9 to be the polar angle between
the e~ and the T~, the forward-backward asymmetry
Ap, is defined by

0.025

0.02

0.015

0.01

0.00;

_. <r(cos 6 > 0) - <r(cos 6 < 0)
^ ~~ <r(cos 9 > 0) + <T(COS 0 < 0) (4)

and is given by the expression in equation 2. Aft, can
be extracted by fitting the angular distribution with the
theoretical distribution, or by simply counting events.
This measurement, like PT and A^, has the advan-
tage that many of the systematic errors such as lumi-
nosity determination and acceptance cancel in equation
4. Charge determination is a significant concern for this
analysis and can be studied with events in which both
r 's were assigned the same charge by the reconstruction
algorithm. Final state radiative corrections are not neg-
ligible, and the use of programs such as ZFITTER [3]
and KORALZ [4] is necessary in order to take these
properly into account.

A summary of results from LEP is presented in
figure 1. The LEP average is 0.0209 ± 0.0024 in good
agreement with expectations from the Standard Model,
which are also shown in this figure, for a range of top
quark, Higgs, and Z° masses. Errors shown on the plot
for the Z° mass are last year's. The ±2 MeV of this
year is essentially invisible if plotted to scale! For all
collaborations preliminary numbers including 1993 data
are given.

5 Pr : The Average r Polarisation
Helicity is conserved in r pair production from Z° de-
cays to a level of approximation which is good for the
presently attainable precision of electroweak measure-
ments. We can therefore describe the spin of a r~ in
terms of its helicity h. Interference of the vector and
axial vector components of the weak neutral current
favours the production of one helicity state of r~ over
the other, and this results in an average polarisation

Figure 1: Ap, and R for leptons.

<r{h = + 1 ) - <r(h = - 1 )
T <r{h =+1) + <r(h =-1) (5)

By convention, PT is the r~ polarisation. The r +

is oppositely polarised so that PT = Pr- = — Pr+.
The measurement of r polarisation assumes that

in T~ decay, the vT is left-handed and thus the decay of
the T tells us something about T spin direction. Tests
of the correctness of this assumption are discussed in
section 9.

The TT~ decay mode is the most simple one to un-
derstand and apart from considerations of its branch-
ing ratio is the most sensitive (since the ir~ itself has
spin—0). Other decay modes, however, also yield use-
ful information about Pr. In practice the most impor-
tant channel is T~ -* p~ vT (BR~ 24%) where the fact
that the p~ has spin—1 rather than spin—0 is offset
by the possibility of analysing its spin from its decay
into pions. The other channels used are T~ —* e~uT9e,
r~ —̂  ii~vTVn, r~ —* iz~uT, T~ -* aj"i/r. The e and
fi decay modes suffer from the presence of two unde-
tectable final state particles, however information about
polarisation can still be extracted from the laboratory
momentum spectra of electrons and muons. The p~ de-
cays mainly into ir~n° and the aj~ decays mainly into
3 pions via pir. These two decays provide other vari-
ables, such as angles between decay products, in addi-
tion to the momentum in the laboratory frame which
allow more information to be recovered. PT is deter-
mined either from analytical fits to detector-corrected
distributions or by reweighting samples of reconstructed
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Monte Carlo r events with positive and negative r he-
licities to agree with data. In cases where more than
one variable is used in the estimation of polarisation,
it is possible, without loss of sensitivity, to combine all
available information into one "optimal variable" [5] of
less direct physical significance, but which simplifies the
statistical problems of fitting sparse data.

As most of the information about Pr comes, in
one form or another, from absolute energy or momen-
tum measurements, it is of the utmost importance to
know the energy scale of the detector used. Reconstruc-
tion of particles of known mass such as the p or K|, and
electrons and muons of known momenta from Z° decays
provide valuable means to check this. In all analyses,
data have to be corrected for the centre-of-mass energy
dependence of PT in order to use data taken off the Z°
peak. Corrections are also applied for radiative effects.
The largest sources of systematic error are uncertain-
ties in selection, background, and calibration. Limited
Monte Carlo statistics are also a large source of system-
atic error. Reduction of systematic errors will become
an increasingly important concern for future measure-
ments.

PT can also be determined from the acollinearity
between the charged decay products of the r + and T~ .
The helicities of the two r leptons are opposite. In the
laboratory frame, the energies and angles of the decay
products are therefore correlated and the acollinearity
angle will contain information on r polarisation. Care
must be taken that the final state particles are cor-
rectly identified. Polarisation information can be ex-
tracted from a fit to the acollinearity distribution af-
ter unfolding the angular resolution. Correction factors
must be applied for radiative effects and their uncer-
tainties make up a large part of the systematic error
in this method. The other main contributions to the
systematic error come from selection, background de-
termination, and uncertainties in the branching ratios
of the r into various final states. Experimental results
are given in the following section together with the re-
lated measurement of the forward-backward polarisa-
tion asymmetry.

AFB
Apol

T Forward-Backward Polarisa-
tion Asymmetry

The T polarisation is itself a function of the the polar
angle 6 of the T~ with respect to the electron beam. The
asymmetry in the angular distribution of the polarisa-
tion is Ay*l. The measurement of A™ allows the deter-
mination of not just the vector and axial vector coupling
constants of the r, but also those of the electron. This is
conveniently described by introducing a quantity Ac de-
fined by Ac = -(4/3)A*g, where At ~ 2acvJ{al +v2

e).
Similarly, AT = -PT — 1arvTj{c?T+v\). This facilitates
comparisons between the taus and electrons, since e—r
universality predicts AT = Ac.

The DELPHI results (figure 2) show the angular
dependence of the tau polarisation together with the
fitted curves, both assuming and not assuming e—r uni-
versality. Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the LEP
collaborations together with the results expected from
the Standard Model, for AT and Ae respectively. Data
for ALEPH and DELPHI are final and include data
from 1990-1992. L3 numbers are final and include 1993
data. OPAL numbers are preliminary and included
data from 1990-1994. All of the sources of systematic
error which apply to the P r , of course, also apply to
A%$. The averaged results are Ae — 0.137 ± 0.009 and
Ar = 0.140 ± 0.008, consistent with e - r universality.

DELPHI

-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure 2: PT(cos0) from the DELPHI collaboration.

7 Combined Electroweak r Results from
LEP

Table 2 shows the results of a fit including the Z° mass
and width, the total hadronic cross section, the ratios of
e , fi, and r cross sections to the hadronic cross section,
PT and the Ap, for e, fi and r, from the 4 LEP ex-
periments [15] taking into account all correlated errors.
The data is assumed to be adequately described by the
Standard Model, though we will examine searches for
nonstandard couplings in the sections that follow.

Table 2. LEP averages of lepton vector and axial
vector coupling constants.

6

T

I

at

-0.50099±0.00051
-0.50141±0.00079
-0.50208±0.00093
-0.50123±0.00042

vt

-0.0364±0.0018
-0.0367±0.0044
-0.0369±0.0019
-0.0366±0.0011
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These results are also shown in figure 5.

T Polarisation A,= —P,

E 150

0.136 ± 0.015

0.148 ± 0.022

0.150 ± 0.016

0.134 ± 0.013

0.140 ± 0.008

I m 2 = 91189 ± 7

] m H = 60 - 1000

Figure 3: AT results.
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Figure 5: Leptonic weak vector and axial vector cou-
pling constants.

The effective weak mixing angle sin2 6^ is defined for
any fermion of charge Qf by

(6)

T Poi. Asyrr.m. A, = -4

E 150

0.129 ± 0.017

0.136 ± 0.027

0.157 ± 0.021

0.134 ± 0.016

0.137 ± 0.009

I m, = 91 189 ± 7

i m M = 60 - 1000

Figure 4: Ae results.

This differs by radiative corrections from

sin20tt = 1 -ml/ml.

The LEP average is

sin2 9W = .2320 ± 0.0003;tg;°°^. (8)

As can be clearly seen (for example in figure 5),
the r measurements provide some of the best informa-
tion available on the weak neutral current from LEP.
They have the advantage of being much better under-
stood theoretically than the hadronic measurements which
despite their large branching ratios, always involve QCD
effects and fragmentation models. It is perhaps useful
to note that, due to the size of their errors, all of the
LEP measurements are still relatively insensitive to the
top quark and Higgs boson masses compared to what
might be expected should they be directly observed at
some time in the future.

8 CP violation and Weak Electric Dipole
Moments

This section contains the results of analyses which search
for anomalous neutral couplings of the r lepton which
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cannot be described in terms of vT and aT. While so far
CP violation has only been observed in the kaon sys-
tem, it is clearly of great interest to search for it in any
physical process. Electric dipole coupling is described
by a term in the Lagrangian of the form T<rtiVFttv'f

sT,
where F^v is the electromagnetic field tensor, and <rftv

the usual combination of Dirac gamma matrices. One
can imagine an analogous term where Fy,v is replaced by
the weak field tensor Z^. The proposed CP-violating
term to be added to the Standard Model Lagrangian is
then

^violation = ~ ILV
T<Tlt (9)

where dT(q2) is the weak-electric dipole moment. The
energy scale for this moment is taken to be q2 = mz, in
contrast to the electric and magnetic dipole moments
which are usually defined at q2 = 0. For a more detailed
description of the theory, see references 10, 11, and 12.

Limits on dT(m|) can be obtained already on the
basis of lineshape measurements : |<ir(m^)| < 2.3 x
10~17e • cm at 95% CL. [11] These limits, however, as-
sume no other new physics and it is interesting to derive
a limit on |dr(m^)| using the expected CP violation
in observable quantities should the weak-electric dipole
moment be nonzero.

The basic idea is to look at final states with two
charged particles, with momenta g*_ and q+ labelled
according to charge. From these a tensor Tij is defined
which is CP odd :

Tij = {q- - q+W- x q+)i + (* •-» i) (10)

The average of this tensor over many events can be
calculated from theory [10] to be

(Tij)at = dr{ml)Ca-b-^-diag{--,--, - ) (11)

where a and 5 are the particles in the final state, and
Coj is a calculable constant for each final state. Any
deviation of this tensor from zero would indicate CP
violation.

The ALEPH collaboration [11] obtains a limits of
\dr{ml)\ < L 5 X 10"17<5 " C m a t 9 5 % C L- T h e O P A L

collaboration has done a similar analysis allowing for
arbitrary complex values of |JT(m|) | [12]. Using a CP-
odd T-odd tensor to search for a real part and a CP-
odd T-even tensor for the imaginary part, they find
\Im dT{m%)\ < 4.5x 10-17e-cm at 95% \Re dT{mz)\ <
7.8 x 10-18e • cm at 95% .

9 Charged Couplings
Charged couplings of the r are also studied at LEP to
search for deviations from the V — A structure of the

Standard Model by looking at decays of the r. Measur-
able quantities include the Michel parameters in r —»
lepton events, and the chiiality parameter which is es-
sentially the vr polarisation in hadronic r decays.

9.1 Tau Neutrino Helicity in Hadronic
Tau Decays

In this section we specialize to hadronic r decays, for
which there are experimental results concerning possi-
ble deviations from V — A in the charged current cou-
pling. Measurements of PT using single T decays are
actually measurements of jAVPr where 7XV is a chiral-
ity parameter which measures deviations from V — A,
being +1 for V — A and —1 for V + A. yAV can be
described in terms of the vector and axial vector cou-
pling constants g*' and g*' for the charged (rather than
the neutral) current interaction via which the r decays.
Note that allowing this possibility is in contradiction
with lepton universality, as the V — A structure of the
charged current in fi decay is well established [1].

= 2 9l'9Ta'
qr>2 (12)

The ARGUS collaboration has measured ~yAV us-
ing an asymmetry in the decay r~ —> a^i/r ; a~[ —*
*+*-•*-. They find -yAV = 1.017 ± 0.028 ± 0.003 [6].
While this favours the assignment yAV — 1, it does not
rule out small deviations from fAV = 1. OPAL [7] has
done a similar analysis finding yAV — 0.87 ± 0.27±io'O6

using a model of Kuhn and Santamaria [8] for the a\
and fAV = 1.10 ± 0.31±±°*i4 u s i n8 a model of Isgur et
al. [9].

The ALEPH collaboration [13] has noticed that
the arguments made for the indistinguishability, in sin-
gle T~ decays, of deviations from V — A from deviations
in PT from its expected value do not apply to events
where both the T decays are analysed. Using the fact
that the r leptons are produced with opposite helicities,
they arrive at values of yAV for ir,p, and a\ decay modes
separately and averaged shown in table 3.

Table 3: j A V determinations from ALEPH.
channel
r —» xi /T

T—>pVT

r —> a.\vT

average

ITXVI

0.987 ±0.063
1.045 ±0.66
0.937 ±0.13
1.006 ±0.037

These results suggest that the charged current is
very nearly pure V — A or very nearly pure V 4- A. To-
gether with the signs from ARGUS and OPAL, this
suggests strongly that the charged current is indeed
V — A (assuming only vector and axial vector terms
are present).
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9.2 Tau Polarisation and Deviations from V—A
Note that if no assumption is made about the V — A
nature of the chaiged current interaction in hadronic
decays, then an additional systematic error of about due
to the uncertainty in yAV has to be added in quadrature
to the relative error on PT which is negligible compared
to the errors due to other sources.

10 Michel Parameters
The most general r charged current couplings can in-
clude not only V and A, but also scalar (S), pseu-
doscalar (P), and tensor (T) terms. These are conven-
tionally parametrised by 5 Michel parameters : p, -q, £, 6, h
(expected to be 3/4, 0 , -1 , 3/4, 1). Studying both
the r decays simultaneously, and using the fact that
the T + and T~ must have opposite helicities allows the
determination of some of these parameters. ALEPH
has used the e, fi, x, and p decay modes [13], while L3
has used the e, and fj, modes [14] to arrive at the pre-
liminary determinations shown in tables 4 and 5. The
Michel parameters were originally defined for the decay
fj, —tei/pi/e, so one may consider measuring potentially
different Michel parameters for r decays into electrons
and into muons, or one may assume electron-muon uni-
versality. These various options are reflected in the ta-
ble in parentheses.

Table 4. Michel parameter determinations from ALEPH.

uruv
e

P
0.751 ± 0.045
0.793 ± 0.056
0.693 ± 0.064

V

-0.24 ± 0.29

1.18 ±0.16
1.03 ±0.25
1.23 ±0.24

if
0.88 ±0.13
1.11 ±0.18
0.71 ±0.15

Table 5. Preliminary Michel parameter determinations
from L3.

L3 (univ.)
6

1.28 ±0.58 0.38 ±0.60

11 Hadronic Decays
It is beyond the scope of this review to make a detailed
summary of the progress made in the study of hadronic
decay modes of the T, but I would like to mention three
rather recent and outstanding achievements with apolo-
gies to those left out. The ALEPH collaboration [16]
has presented a preliminary set of branching ratios into
final states which is extrememly impressive, the OPAL
collaboration [7] has made a very comprehensive analy-
sis of the «! system some of whose results have already
been presented in section 9, and the L3 collaboration
[17] has seen a new decay mode with two neutral kaons,
giving BR(T - • vr%-K°K°) = 0.0031±0.0012±0.0004.

12 Lifetimes
Tau lifetime measurements have changed little in the
last year or so and the reader is referred to a recent

review [18]. OPAL has the most recent measurement
with a lifetime of 288.8 ± 2.2 ± 1.4 fs [19].

13 Tau neutrino mass
Using selected 5-prong tau decays, and examining the
distribution of invariant mass of the hadronic system
as well as its energy in the lab frame, ALEPH has set
an upper limit [20] on the mass of the tau neutrino of
24 MeV at the 95% CL. It has been recently pointed
out [21] that if the tua neutrino is assumed to mix with
other neutrinos, this limit may be circumvented.

14 aa from Tau Decays
It is perhaps a bit strange at first thought to contem-
plate measuring the strong coupling constant a, using
the T, which is a lepton and does not interact strongly.
(This is, of course, a constant which varies with energy,
and values must be specified together with an energy
scale!) It is, however, possible to study corrections to
the hadronic branching ratio as first shown by Lam and
Yan [22] in 1977 and later by others (see [23] for a re-
view and further references) and obtain a value of a, at
the mass of the T. Depending on estimates of the errors,
this can lead to a rather good value of a, at the mass of
the Z. These errors are, at the time of writing, a source
of some controversy in the theoretical community [24].

15 Conclusions
Some 4,000,000 Z° decays have been recorded by each
of the LEP collaborations to date, and even at the time
of writing more data is being collected and analysed.
Many of the measurements will soon be limited by sys-
tematic errors in the present techniques and the ex-
perimental situation becomes more challenging as more
data is taken. In the meantime, theory advances with
suggestions of new analysis techniques and the possibil-
ity of searching for effects beyond the Standard Model,
such as CP violation. While results so far are consis-
tent with expectations from the Standard Model, the
situation from both the experimental and theoretical
perspectives is very exciting and active. Rabi's ques-
tion first asked for the muon remains with us today,
made even stronger by the discovery of the tau and its
apparent identity but for mass with its lighter cousins
and we might well ask again : "Who ordered that?!".
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ABSTRACT

An important aspect of the LEP scan campaign, set to measure accurately the mass and the
width of the Z°, is the accuracy of the knowledge of the LEP energy. The statistical errors
of the Z° lineshape quantities define the desirable level of this accuracy, which is of the
order of 1-2 MeV (ECM)- Quantities affecting the energy of LEP induce variations which
are an order of magnitude higher than this. A comprehensive strategy is therefore required
to limit the error to these low levels. This paper describes the strategy and the accuracies
obtained for the mass and the width of the Z° due to the LEP energy uncertainty.

1 Introduction
This talk, presented in early summer 1995, was given
before the 1995 scan was approved by the LEP experi-
ments committee The scan was subsequently approved
and successfully met its performance requirements but
at the same time unraveled some interesting facts (on
our LEP dipole field knowledge) that would also have
an impact on the 1993 energy determination. This pa-
per reflects the situation and the understanding of the
period when the talk was given.

1.1 Motivation and required accuracy
The 1993 scan at LEP was performed at three energy
points around the Z° peak: 20 pb"1 per experiment
were delivered at an energy of about 91.2 GeV, close to
the Z° peak cross section, (referred to as the peak point)
and 10 pb"1 were delivered at each of two energy points
about 1.8 GeV above and below the peak energy, (re-
ferred to as peak+2 and peak-2 points). The proposed
1995 scan is expected to yield similar statistics. The
resulting statistical error on the mass and the width
of the Z° when combining the four LEP experiments
together is 1.8 MeV and 2.5 MeV respectively. The er-
ror resulting from the uncertainty in the LEP energy,
which is common to all experiments and needs to be
added in quadrature to the above numbers, needs to at
least match these figures for efficient use of the available
statistics.

To a good approximation, the errors on Mz and
Tz due to the energy scale uncertainty are given by

ATZ

0.5A(£p+2 + EP-2)

O..71A(EP+2 - EP-2)
(1)

The knowledge of the peak energy is less critical
to the determination of the Z° mass and width.

2 Quantities affecting the LEP energy
There are three steps to be followed for the determina-
tion of the centre of mass energy at a specific interaction
point of LEP:

2.1 Step 1: determination of the mean
electron energy

The mean energy of electrons and positrons circulating
in the LEP ring is a function of the magnetic fields they
encounter in their path.

The circulating beams move on a central orbit
whose length is defined by the RF frequency, which is
known to adequate precision and does not change dur-
ing physics running; particles moving out of the orbit
will see different RF accelerating fields than the aver-
age, which will put them back to the central orbit.

There are two categories of magnetic fields, which
affect the energy of circulating beams in a different way:
dipole fields and quadrupole fields.

Dipole fields define the bending strength of the
magnets that deflect the electrons around the ring. Since
the electrons are constrained to move in the orbit de-
fined by the RF frequency, the higher the jBdl seen by
the electrons, the higher their energy should be. The
quantities affecting the total dipole field seen by the
electrons is the current of the main bend magnets, the
hysteresis properties of these magnets, their length and
the permeability constant of the material between the
magnets and the beam. The last two are affected by
the temperature and humidity of the LEP ring. Stud-
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ies have shown that if the humidity is kept at reasonable
levels, its effect on the magnetic field can be neglected.

For the quadruple fields the situation is different;
the electrons see a different field depending on the beam
position with respect to the centre of the quadruples,
and this effect dominates over small quadruple current
variations. This effect produces a beam orbit - beam en-
ergy relationship, where by 'beam orbit' we denote the
relative position of the beam with respect to the LEP
ring. As we have seen, in absolute scale the beam orbit
is constant and denned by the RF frequency, whereas
the size of the LEP ring itself is influenced by geological
factors, like terrestrial tides [2] and other long term vari-
ations [3] that have sizeable effects on its total length.

2.2 Step 2: Determination of the elec-
tron energy at a specific interaction
point

The centre of mass energy at each interaction point is
further influenced by the RF system which is not sym-
metric with respect to the four LEP experiments result-
ing in small, calculable, differences [1].

2.3 Step 3: Determination of the Centre-
of-mass energy

Since the orbits of electrons and positrons are very simi-
lar, theoretical arguments suggest that their energy dif-
ference is smaller than 0.3MeV. The polarimeter, the
device which, as we shall see in the next section, mea-
sures the absolute energy of LEP, is normally configured
to measure the electron energy, but in a dedicated ex-
periment in 1994 has measured this energy difference to
beO.3±O.3McV[l].

Unfortunately, the centre of mass energy is not,
in general, as naively expected, the sum of the energies
of the electrons and positrons. This is only true in
the absence of any correlation between the energy of
colliding electrons and positrons. This was, actually,
the case in 1993 and 1994, but is not true for the 1995
running:

The electron beams are not monochromatic, their
energy spread is more than an order of magnitude larger
than the error we are aiming to achieve. On top of
that, in 1995, with the introduction of the 'bunch train'
scheme the beams acquired a non-zero dispersion (or
energy ordering as a function of the vertical coordinate).
This modifies the centre of mass energy according to [4]:

= E(e+) + E(e-) + AEa

hi

(2)

(3)

Where 6V, the collision offset, is the distance be-
tween the center of the positron bunch and the electron
bunch in collision at the IP, oy the individual beam

size, ' '+2 *~' the opposite sign vertical dispersion
(OSVD), and && the beam energy spread. In the case of
one bunch, it is obvious that the maximum of the lumi-
nosity coincides with zero energy offset. This result can
be generalized to a situation with many bunches with
different collision offsets. Although the center-of-mass
energy for each of the colliding bunch combinations can
be different by tens of MeV, it can be demonstrated that
the overall energy shift averages to zero if one considers
the luminosity-weighted average over the bunches. The
demonstration makes no other assumption than a gaus-
sian particle distribution within the bunches and equal
OSVD for the various bunch combinations.

Although the energy shifts are not directly mea-
surable, all ingredients in formula 3 are accessible to
measurement. Beam energy spread can be predicted
reliably and verified experimentally with the z distribu-
tion of annihilation events in the LEP detectors. The
collision offset can be measured and adjusted to zero
by so called 'vernier scans', luminosity scans where the
vertical offset of the colliding beams is changed, which
also provide direct measurements of the vertical beam
size. The opposite sign vertical dispersion at the IPs
can be measured by performing vernier scans at dif-
ferent RF frequencies. Vernier scans are therefore an
essential tool of investigation and monitoring.

The statistical precision of luminosity measure-
ments is estimated from the number of recorded coinci-
dences, taking into account the background subtraction.
Typical errors on luminosity are 0.2 1030/cm2/s for an
exposure of 20 seconds. The resulting error on the lu-
minosity maximum depends on the number of points in
the vernier scan, on the number of luminosity samples
recorded, and, importantly, on the span of the scan with
respect to the width and maximum of the distribution.
Typical statistical errors are about 1/im. This, for typ-
ical values of beam size, spread and OSVD, correspond
to about l-2MeV in the centre of mass. Errors for in-
dividual families are typically twice larger. The time
needed to perform a vernier scan is around one minute
per step, therefore a vernier scan lasts typically 5 to 10
minutes per interaction point.

Operationally, the strategy to keep the effect un-
der control is the following: About two vernier scans
per fill should be performed per interaction point with
the operators setting the beam offset to the optimum
value of the previous vernier scan. A model would pre-
dict the optimum position anywhere during a fill; the
model predictions can be checked against the real mea-
surements and the accuracy of the model, therefore,
precisely assessed. Given the very good stability of the
beams in 1995, the model accuracy is of the order of
about l/<m. The second ingredient of equation 3 is a
determination of OSVD. This can easily be measured
to a 20% accuracy.

As a summary on this third step in our determina-
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tion of the LEP energy we can say that although OSVD
is a major inconvenience in the LEP energy measure-
ment, its effect should be well under control if a series
of dedicated steps are operationally followed. Overall,
the additional error due to OSVD should be kept to
well below lMeV.

2.4 Frequency of monitoring
The influence of all above factors on the LEP energy
results in typical changes in the centre of mass energy
of the order of 1 MeV per hour. This is of about the
same magnitude as the error we are aiming to achieve,
therefore the LEP energy should be monitored with a
frequency larger than once per hour.

3 The strategy for minimizing the er-
rors

The strategy for measuring the LEP energy can be sum-
marized as follows: we are using a model to follow rela-
tive changes to the LEP energy, taking into account all
known factors that affect the energy of the beams. For
this model to be accurate, we need careful and reliable
monitoring of all quantities affecting the energy, as well
as their exact relationship to energy changes.

However, we are still left with two questions: We
do not know the absolute scale of the energy, and we
also do not know the effect of quantities that are not
taken into account in our model. To solve both prob-
lems, we need an energy measurement that relies on
different principles than magnetic field calculations and
which is also rather accurate. A method that satisfies
both criteria is the energy measurement using the tech-
nique of resonant depolarization [5]. This method mea-
sures the instantaneous energy of the machine with an
accuracy better than 1 MeV. It could be performed on
all three energy points in 1993, it was however expensive
in terms of delivered luminosity since a measurement
took about four hours with no physics data-taking pos-
sible during that time. This rather long time needed for
a measurement prohibited frequent energy calibrations,
and hence defined the overall strategy. A resonant de-
polarization measurement was routinely performed ap-
proximately twice a week during the scanning period:
Out of 38 fills at peak-2 and 31 at peak+2, 13 and 11
fills respectively were successfully calibrated.

Apart from the direct energy measurement, the
resonant depolarization method also allows the deter-
mination of the error of our model of the LEP energy for
the first time: Since the calibrated fills are an unbiased
sample of all physics fills, the scatter of the difference of
the energy given by the model and the energy measured
with the resonant depolarization method gives the total
fill to fill error due to all sources, known and unknown.
We then only need to rely on assumptions and indirect
measurements for the uncertainty of the energy of LEP
within a fill, believed to be small.

4 The model of energy evolution
The energy of LEP at some specific time t and fill is
given by

ELEp(t) = CnoTm(fill)
x (dipole field)(t)
x {magnet temp. correction)(t)
x (tide correction)(t)
X (orbit correction)(fill)
x (RF correction)(fill)

(4)

ELEP is given at 15 minute intervals for all physics fills
for each experiment, since the RF correction is different
for every experiment.

Cnorm is the normalization factor determined from
the resonant depolarization measurements. The dipole
current and magnet temperature correction define the
relative dipole field, whereas the tide and orbit correc-
tions the quadruple field. The tide correction takes care
of the short term variations of the LEP ring due to the
tides whereas the orbit correction, applied once per fill,
takes care of the long term geological trends that affect
the LEP circumference.

The fills with a resonant depolarization measure-
ment are treated differently than the rest of the fills and
Cnorm is replaced by the energy measured for that fill.

5 The errors
The total uncertainty in the LEP energy has contri-
butions due to two sources: The LEP energy repro-
ducibility error on a fill to fill basis and the LEP energy
uncertainty within a fill.

5.1 The LEP energy reproducibility er-
ror

This error is estimated from the scatter of the differ-
ence between the LEP energy of the model and the
LEP energy measured with the resonant depolarization
technique, which gives a measurement of the total re-
producibility error due to all sources. The plot of this
difference versus time for all calibrated fills in 1993 can
be seen in figure 1.

The model has greatly benefited from the use of
beam orbit information that monitors the long term
evolution of the size of the LEP ring. Without using
this information, the scatter is a factor of two larger.

The scatter of this plot, if we combine the P+2
and P-2 calibrations, is (5.4±l.l)MeV in the LEP cen-
tre of mass energy. Provided that calibrated fills are an
unbiased sample of all fills, the error on the LEP energy
due to the reproducibility of LEP for uncalibrated fills
would be (scatter)/>/Nuncai where Nuneai is the number
of uncalibrated fills. This error is uncorrelated between
energy points. For calibrated fills this error does not
apply.
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Systematic uncertainties in the energy measure-
ment by resonant depolarization (knowledge of the elec-
tron mass, the revolution frequency, the RF frequency,
the width of the excited resonance, etc.) are combined
to give a systematic error of approximately 0.5MeV,
mostly uncorrelated between energies.

The uncertainty due to the energy of positrons (as
we have said, the polarimeter is configured to measure
the electron energy) has been measured to be 0.3MeV.

160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320

time (doys)

Figure 1: Emodei compared to ELEP- The scatter of
this plot is a measurement of the LEP energy repro-
ducibility error. The scatter is 6.9 MeV per fill in the
centre of mass energy for P-2 and 2.8MeV for P+2 cal-
ibrations.

5.2 Energy uncertainty during a fill
For the LEP energy uncertainty during a fill we need
to examine all the factors in the model of the evolution
of the LEP energy. The calculated errors for the two
off-peak points can be seen in table 1.

The uncertainty in Cnorm for the case of uncal-
ibrated fills is the scatter of figure 1 divided by the
square root of the number of calibrated fills this time,
and is uncorrelated between the two energy points. Again,
for calibrated fills this error does not apply. Combining
the error due to CnOrm and the reproducibility error of
LEP (since they both have to do with the calibration
procedure) for all fills, we end up with errors of 1.6 and
0.7 MeV respectively for peak+2 and peak-2.

The variation of the dipole field during a fill is
monitored with a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
probe installed in the place of the vacuum chamber on
a magnet connected in series with the dipole magnets
in the ring, but located in a separate room and with
slightly different construction (referred to as the 'ref-
erence' magnet). These NMR readings showed sudden
jumps and, more importantly, slow drifts during a fill,
nearly always in the direction of field increase with time.
Since it was felt that there was insufficient evidence that
these drifts and jumps were real, 50% of the rise in en-
ergy is taken as a correction and we use a ±50% of the

source

LEP reprod.
^norm
NMR uncertainty
magnet temp.
tide correction
RF correction
Energy meas.
e+ energy

peak-2

0.9
1.3
0.9
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.5
0.3

peak+2

0.4
0.5
0.9
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.5
0.3

correlation

uncorrelated
uncorrelated
correlated
correlated

correlated
uncorrelated
50% correl.

Table 1: Factors contributing to the LEP energy error.

rise as an error to this correction. 1

The magnet temperature error comes from the
fact that the LEP ring warms up during a fill (by +0.12°C
on average between the mean temperature and the tem-
perature at the end of a fill for peak+2) and the temper-
ature coefficient is known with a 25% uncertainty. This
error is correlated between the two energy points. The
tide correction has a negligible effect due to the fact that
the phenomenon is periodic and rather well understood.
The RF correction error, due to the anticorrelated na-
ture of the effect between opposite interaction points, is
much smaller when combining all experiments. Again,
it is mostly correlated between energy points.

Note that the effect of hysteresis at the beginning
of fill and the orbit measurement error are absorbed in
the reproducibility error.

5.3 Errors on Mz and Tz from the 1993
scan

An error matrix of (number of energy points) x (num-
ber of experiments) for the two cases of calibrated /
uncalibrated fills is used for calculating the total errors
due to the LEP energy on the mass and width of the
Z°. (The numbers presented in the previous section
are approximate projections to get a feeling for these
errors.) This covariance matrix corresponds to

AMz(ELBp) =
(5)

6 Conclusions
The statistical errors of the LEP scan campaign call
for a low error due to the uncertainty in the LEP en-
ergy for an accurate determination of the mass and the

1 During the 1995 scan, two more NMR devices became opera-
tional, this time located directly inside two of the tunnel magnets.
This and other evidence showed that our 1993 assumption about
the dipole field rise during a nil was far from true: There is a
monotonic increase of the dipole field due to hysteresis effects
which is much larger than the rise seen in the NMR in the ref-
erence magnet in 1993. The rise is of the order of lOMeV in the
centre of mass per fill. This observation, although it is not ex-
cepted to modify the Z° width by a large amount, will affect the
Z° mass considerably.
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width of the Z°. The extensive use of the resonant
depolarization technique together with the beam orbit
measurement information and extensive monitoring of
all quantities that affect the LEP energy have helped
to be achieving this goal. The new challenge for 1995,
the containment of the effect of OSVD to the centre of
mass energy seems well under control with the adoption
of a few simple operational procedures.

One should mention the impressive progress that
has been achieved in this field over the last few years.
The errors quoted now are nearly a factor of ten better
that what was hoped to be achieved before LEP started
running; Only a few years ago in 1990 the error on Mz
was 20MeV.
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ABSTRACT

The DELPHI detector at LEP has the unique opportunity to do s—quark physics using the
charged kaon identification provided by its Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH). The
s—quark asymmetry at the Z° peak and the <j>° multiplicity have already been measured.
An effort is now provided to measure the partial width F,y using ss events tagged by the
presence of <f>°mesons.

1 Introduction

At LEP energies the process e+e~ -> Z -+ / + / ~ where
/ is a fermion is dominant. The identification of the
final state (/) is essential to perform physics studies.
In case where / is a lepton the identification is quite
easy due mainly to the low track multiplicity of the
event. When / is a quark the flavour determination
is more difficult. For heavy quarks (c and b) the pres-
ence of charmed and beauty particles (e.g D's and B's)
helps enormously to determine the initial quark. For
s—quarks the tagging is much more difficult because all
other flavours can also give at the final state particles
containing s-quarks (K*, K°, A0, <£°,.. .)• In the
case of ss events particles containing the initial quark
are in principle more energetic than other strange par-
ticles. Particles containing s—quarks can also be pro-
duced during fragmentation and by the decay of other
particles. This contribution decreases when the particle
momentum increases. For this reason for the tagging of
ss events energetic particles containing s—quarks are
used.

The DELPHI experiment [1] has the unique op-
portunity of identifying high energy charged kaons us-
ing its Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors [2, 3].
For the tagging of ss events also other particles con-
taining s—quarks and decaying into charged kaons as
<f>° -> K+K- and K*° -+ K+ir~ can also be used.

2 s—quark tagging

The DELPHI RICH can easily identify charged kaons
from 10 to 18 GeV/c using its gas radiator [4]. Figure 1
presents the mean Cherenkov angle versus the particle
momentum where a clean kaon band is observed.

DELPHI

9 10

Figure 1: Mean Cherenkov angle versus particle mo-
mentum.

Table 1 gives the expected contribution (JET-
SET PS [5]) of each flavour in the selected sample of
events when charged kaons have a momentum between
10 and 18 GeV/c. The same numbers are also given
for K*°'s decaying into K+n~ and <?io's decaying into
K+K~ and having the kaons in the previous momen-
tum range. This requirement is done in order to be able
to identify the kaons and thus remove big contribution
of the combinatorial background and reflections coming
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from other particles as for example p° —> w+n disturb-
ing the K+TT~ invariant mass distribution in case of non
identification. In this way a purity of 43% is expected
using charged kaons while for K*°'s and <f>°'s the purity
is higher (64% and 71% respectively).

Table 1: Expected fraction of particles for each quark
flavour from JETSET PS model for charged kaons
(10 < pK < 18 GeV/c), K*°'s {pK.o > 18.3 GeV/c)
and <f>°'s (p,. > 19 GeV/c).

flavour
d
u

s
c
b

Ki

11.5
10.3
43.0
22.1
13.1

%
%
%
%
%

20%
4%
64%
8%
3%

(,
2.
1.

71
18
6.

6%
9%
. 1 %

.2%
2%

3 s—quark asymmetry at the Z° peak

Charged kaons are more abundant than K*° and (f>° and
they have been used to measure the forward-backward
asymmetry at the Z° peak [4]. This measurement com-
pared to the b—quark asymmetry already measured with
a good accuracy {Ab = 0.0915±0.037 [6]) is a good test
of the universality of the coupling constants foreseen by
the standard model.

In the Born approximation the differential e+e~
cross-section into a fermion pair / / can be expressed
as :

dcrj _

dcosd

where <rj is the total cross-section, 8 the production
angle of the fermion / w.r.t. the incident electron di-
rection and s the total energy squared. The forward-
backward asymmetry is defined as :

AS
FB{s) = 4 + 4 (1)

where aF and aB are the fermion cross-sections in the
forward and backward hemispheres respectively. As a
function of 9, the forward-backward asymmetry can be
expressed by :

(2)

At the Z° resonance the forward-backward asym-
metry is given by:

(3)

where vj and aj are the vector and axial vector cou-
plings of the fermions (vj = l£ - 2 Qf -sin

2 &w,af = l{,
where Qj and l[ are the charge and weak isospin of the
fermions and 6w is the weak effective mixing angle).

•03 -02 -0.1 0

m\GeV/<?)2

Figure 2: Mass squared distribution using the RICH de-
tector for all charged particles with 10 < p < 18 GeV/c.
The curve shows the fit of two Breit-Wigner distribu-
tions.

For this measurement 450000 hadronic events have
been used and 1970 charged kaons have been selected.
Figure 2 shows the mass squared distribution corre-
sponding to figure 1. This distribution gives statisti-
cally the number of kaons. It has been produced for 6
ranges in polar angle 9 corresponding to the coverage
of the 6 mirrors of the gas radiator of the Barrel RICH.
Figure 3 presents the charged kaon asymmetry as a
function of the particle polar angle 9 for the 6 9 ranges
Equation 2 has been fitted on these points and a charged
kaon asymmetry of 0.048 ± 0.011(sta*.) ± 0.002(syst.)
has been obtained.. The primary s—quark direction is
taken to be the charged kaon direction. Its charge is
also given by the kaon charge. In order to go back to
the s-quark asymmetry the contribution aj from other
flavours given by table 1 (JETSET 7.3) and the proba-
bility c; to well tag the primary quark charge using the
kaon charge (table 2) have to be taken into account.
Formulae 4 gives the measured kaon asymmetry as a
function of af, ej and the expected quark asymmetries
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AFB{meas.) = (4)

Inverting this formulae the s—quark asymmetry AS
FB is

obtained.

-o.t

Figure 3: Charged kaon asymmetry as a function of the
cosine of the polar angle 6. The solid curve is the result
of the fit of equation 2.

Table 2: Expected asymmetry and tagging probability
cj of the primary quark charge for charged kaons (10 <
pK < 18 GeV/c) and K*°'s {pK.o > 18.3 GeV/c) for
each quark flavour from JETSET PS model.

Flavour

d
u
s
c
b

«/
0.32
0.28
0.84
0.83
0.81

asymmetry
-0.035
-0.032
+0.069
+0.047
+0.062

«/
0.11
0.32
0.94
0.93
0.63

asymmetry
-0.086
-0.026
+0.097
+0.061
+0.029

Finally the asymmetry obtained was:

A'FB(K±) = 0.128± 0.037 {stat.) ± 0.013 (syst.).

where for Ab
FB and AC

FB the already measured values
have been used [6]. The assumptions AFB = Ab

FB and
AFS = AFB have been made while the uncertainties on
AFB and AFB have been taken to be three times the

uncertainties on Ab
FB and AFB (respectively). A part

of the systematic error comes from the uncertainty on
the JETSET parameters [4].

A promising channel to be used when statistics
will allow it for the s—quark asymmetry measurement
is K'° -» K+7r- where for XE > 0.4 (fraction of energy)
a purity of 64% is expected (table 1). The use of <j>°
suffers from the fact that this meson does not give the
charge of the primary s—quark (ss state).

4 Partial width Ts5

The fraction of s—quark events in the Z° hadronic de-
cays can also be measured using well tagged ss events.
For this measurement a preliminary study using <̂ °'s de-
caying into K+K~ has been started. Figure 4 presents
the momentum distribution of <f>° mesons for each flavour
at LEP energies. The s—quark contribution for high
energy 0°'s is considerable compared to those of other
flavours. For xE > 0.41 (p > 19 GeV/c) a purity of
71% is expected (table 1).

0.4 0.5 O.« 0.7 0.8

Fraction of energy

0.9

Figure 4: Fraction of energy of 0° mesons separately
for the five quark flavours in the JETSET PS model.

The help of the RICH is absolutely needed to have
a good <j>° signal. Figure 5 presents the K+K~ invari-
ant mass distribution before and after identification. A
clear <j>° signal is observed after identification. The av-
erage <f>° multiplicity in hadronic events has been found
to be [8]:

= 0.090 ± 0.008(s*a<.) ± 0.0U(syst.)
Nhad

in a good agreement with JETSET 7.3 PS tuned by
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DELPHI. From the above number only 49.1% of the
<j>°'s decays into K+ K~ and only 10% gives kaons hav-
ing a momentum between 10 and 18 GeV/c where the
gas radiator of the RICH can identify them. Taking
into account the RICH acceptance, the particle iden-
tification efficiency and 4>a reconstruction, only 0.0005
$J°'s per hadronic event can be observed (500 per one
million events). An effort is now provided to use all
the data where the RICH was operational (450000 in
1992, 400000 in 1993 and 1300000 in 1994) in order to
measure the partial width I\,j with a good accuracy.

75 1 1.025 1.05 1.075

No IdcodOcAdoo

%.9TJS 1 1.025 1.05 1.075

Two particles UrsBOrS as luons

Figure 5: K+K invariant mass distribution (a) before
and (b) after kaon identification.

5 Double K* tag

In order to increase the ss purity a charged kaon dou-
ble tag can be performed (one fast kaon in each hemi-
sphere). For kaons with momentum between 10 and
18 GeV/c a purity of 61% is expected [7].

Taking into account the RICH acceptance and the
particle identification efficiency, 0.3% of the events can
be selected. For the 2150000 Z° hadronic decays where
the RICH was operational 6450 events will be selected.
These events can be used to measure both the s—quark
asymmetry and T,,.

Double tags using one charged kaon and K*° 's or
(f>° 's give higher purity but they suffer from the available
amount of data.

6 Conclusions

The DELPHI detector with the help of its RICH de-
tector has measured the s—quark asymmetry with a
good accuracy. This measurement is in a good agree-
ment with the already measured 6—quark asymmetry
confirming the universality of the coupling constants.

The <j>° multiplicity has also been measured and
found to be in agreement with the one given by the
JETSET model. The fast <j>° mesons observed with the
help of the charged kaon identification provided by the
RICH will be used to extract the partial width F,j of
the Z° boson.
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ABSTRACT

A search for neutralinos produced in Z decays has been performed via the reactions e+e~ —»
Xx' a nd e+e~ —• x'x\ where the next-to lightest neutralino, x\ decays into the lightest
neutralino, x, and either a photon or a fermion pair. This analysis is based on 1.8 x 106

hadronic Z decays collected with the L3 detector at LEP. Absence of any signal has been
used to set upper limits of a few times 10~s on the branching ratios Z —» xx' a n d Z —> x'x'-
In the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model, we exclude a lightest x
with less than 18 GeV, if either tan/3 > 2 or the gluino mass m~ > 100 GeV.

1 Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1], based on the assumption
of symmetry between bosons and fermions, addresses
a few problems of the Standard Model (SM) [2] and
Grand Unified Theories (GUTs). It predicts the ex-
istence of a partner to every SM particle which differ
in spin by half a unit. The partners of the y, Z and
the neutral higgs mix to form at least four mass eigen-
states, the neutralinos [3] x> x'i x" a n d x'"> m order
of increasing mass, x is supposed to be the lightest
supersymmetric particle (LSP) and weakly interacting,
therefore escapes any detection. The partners of the
W± and H* mix to form two mass eigenstates, the
charginos xf2- ^n *^e Minimal Supersymmetric Stan-
dard Model (MSSM) [3] the compositions and interac-
tions of SUSY particles can be described by parameters
M, /x and tan/?. The gaugino mass, M, is expected to
be in the range 0 <M< 250 GeV, the higgsino mass, /x,
is bounded by 0 < \n\ < 200 GeV and the ratio of the
vacuum expectation values of the two higgs doublets,

tan/3 = t>2/«i, is constrained to 1 < tan/3 < 50,

where t)2 gives mass to quarks of charge | e and v\ gives
mass to charged leptons and quarks of charge — |e .

We present the event selection and results of our
search for neutralinos, which are based on 1.8 x 106

hadronic Z decays collected in 1991 — 1993. These
results are interpreted in the MSSM context as well as
in a more general way.

2 The L3 Detector
The L3 detector [4] covers 99% of the 4TT solid an-
gle. It consists of a central tracking chamber (TEC),
a forward-backward tracking chamber, a high resolu-

tion electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) composed of
Bismuth Germanium Oxide (BGO) crystals, a ring of
scintillation counters, a uranium brass hadron calorime-
ter with proportional wire chambers (HCAL), and a
high-precision muon chamber spectrometer (MUCH).
These detectors are located in a 12 m diameter magnet
providing a uniform field of 0.5 T along the beam di-
rection. Forward BGO arrays (LUMI) on each side of
the detector measure the luminosity by detecting the
energy deposit of small angle Bhabha events.

3 Event Selection
We searched for neutralinos produced in the reaction

XX' or

with x' decaying via

Xff (f = or XT-

The signature is missing energy due to the undetected
X and one or two photons, two or four acollinear and
acoplanar leptons, or one to four hadronic jets from the
primary quarks. Due to the low visible energy and the
small branching fraction, we did not investigate decays
involving r leptons.

We assume that the masses of the lightest higgs,
h° or A0, and charginos, xti a r e sufficiently large [5]
so that the decays x' -* xh°, xA° and x' ~+ xfff
are kinematically forbidden. However, the signature of
such decays would be very similar to \' —» xZ* —* xiQ.
and could lead to even higher detection efficiencies. Be-
cause the SUSY partner of the electron, the selectron, is
assumed to be heavier than 45 GeV [6], we neglect neu-
tralino production via t-channel exchange, which is of
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the order of 10 3 relative to the s-channel contribution
in the MSSM, if the neutralino is not a pure photino.

We used Monte Carlo event generators to esti-
mate the background arising from all SM reactions. The
main background sources for the fermionic neutralino
decays are fermion pair production e+e~ —» qq(7) [7],

+ e~e+e
+ e~e+e

>T+T~{y) [8] and four-fermion processes
>e+e~// [9]. The backgrounds for the radiative

neutralino decays are e+e+ e~ [10] and e+ e ~ '77(7)
[11]. The detector response of the final state particles
is simulated with the GEANT package [12]. The simu-
lated events are reconstructed and analyzed in the same
way as the real data.

Hadronic Final State
We select events with one or two jets in the final state,
which may be interpreted as Z —+ \x' ~* XXI î Z —•
x'x' -> xqqx^ . 01 z -» x'x' -+ xqqxq'q' events.
Calorimetric jets are reconstructed using the Durham
clustering algorithm [13] with ycut = 0.04 and are re-
quired to have at least one associated TEC track. De-
pending on the kinematics of the reaction, the two ini-
tial decay quarks may be reconstructed as one or two
jets. We did not study the three and four-jet topology,
because of the large background arising from SM qq(g)
events. Also, their relative fraction compared to one
and two-jet events was found to be small.
For hadronic one-jet events we require:

1. The jet to have at least 10 GeV transverse momen-
tum in order to reject four-fermion background.

2. The event to contain at least 4 TEC tracks to re-
move single jets originating from one or three prong
r decays, where the other r remains undetected.

3. There to be no TEC track in the r-<j> plane in the
hemisphere opposite to the jet direction, and the
total calorimetric energy deposited in a cone of half
opening angle of 30° around the missing energy di-
rection to be less than 500 MeV. The contribution
of most standard Z decays is therefore eliminated.

No events survive the one-jet selection which is con-
sistent with a background expectation of less than 0.5
events.
For hadronic two-jet events we require:

1. The acoplanarity and acollinearity angle of the two
jets to exceed 40° to remove most standard Z de-
cays.

2. The total calorimetric energy deposited in a cone
of half opening angle of 30° around the missing en-
ergy direction to be less than 500 MeV. There must
be no TEC track within 30° of the missing energy
direction in the r-<j> plane. These requirements re-
move any remaining qq or T+T~ events.

3. We reduce the four-fermion background by requir-
ing that the direction of the missing energy points
more than 25° away from the beam axis, that each
jet has at least 3 GeV transverse momentum and
that no more than 10 GeV is deposited in the lu-
minosity monitors.

Three events are left after applying the two-jet selection
cuts which is consistent with an expected background
from SM four-fermion processes of 0.9 ± 0.4 events.

Muon Final State
In order to select candidates of the type Z —* xx' ~*
XXM+M~> o n e of the two muons must be identified in the
muon chambers and the other one either in the muon
chambers or as an isolated TEC track. We reject cosmic
rays as described in [14]. Further selection criteria are:

1. The acoplanarity between the two muons has to ex-
ceed 40°, and the TEC track multiplicity has to be
at most 2 to suppress the four-fermion background.

2. The most energetic ECAL or LUMI cluster should
not exceed 2 GeV in order to remove radiative
dimuons and four-fermion events respectively. This
requirement also ensures that a muon candidate
which is only identified by a TEC track corresponds
to a real muon.

3. If both muons have been identified in the MUCH,
the most energetic one has to have momentum p >
6 GeV. The missing transverse momentum of the
event also has to exceed 6 GeV. In the case where
one muon has been identified in the TEC, it should
have a transverse momentum py > 3 GeV, while
the other one (identified in the MUCH) should have
p > 10 GeV. These cuts further reduce the four-
fermion contribution.

No candidate events are observed after applying these
cuts which is consistent with 0.5 background events.

Electron Final State
Z —» XX' ~~* XXe~e+ candidate events are selected by
requiring at most three clusters in the ECAL. The two
most energetic clusters are associated with a TEC track
and must have more than 3 GeV and 2 GeV of energy.
The energy of a possible third cluster has to be below
0.5 GeV. Furthermore:

1. The acoplanarity and acollinearity angle of the two
most energetic clusters has to exceed 15° to reduce
the four-fermion and Bhabha background.

2. The missing transverse momentum has to exceed
6 GeV and point more than 12° away from the
beam axis and more than 5° away from the closest
ECAL cluster to further reduce the T+T~ and four-
fermion contamination.
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3. The sum of the visible energy and missing momen-
tum should not exceed the center-of-mass energy-
minus 5 GeV in order to suppress three-body final
states with an undetected particle.

No events are left after applying these cuts consistent
with 0.5 events expected from background.

Photon Final States
Photonic final states may result from the x' —f X7 de-
cay. They are selected by allowing up to three electro-
magnetic clusters in the ECAL and no other significant
detector activity. The selection criteria are:

1. The most energetic cluster in the LUMI should not
exceed 5 GeV, while the most energetic cluster in
the HCAL has to be below 3 GeV. This reduces
the background from radiative Bhabha scattering.

2. Radiative cosmic muon and four-fermion backgrounds
are removed by requiring no tracks in the TEC or
MUCH. -

3. Single-photon events are selected starting 20° away
from the beam line. The transverse momentum of
the photon has to exceed 10 GeV to suppress events
from radiative neutrino production

4. Events with two photons are selected allowing for
a third cluster. To suppress the SM 77(7) final
states, we require that the two most energetic pho-
tons have less than 40 GeV of energy each and an
acoplanarity in excess of 3.5°. The missing trans-
verse momentum has to be above 6 GeV.

No events survive the two-photon selection consistent
with 0.7 ± 0.5 events expected from background. In the
one-photon sample 13 events survive which is in good
agreement with the SM expectation from i/Py and 77(7)
events of 15.7 ± 1.5.

Results
No excess over the SM expectation has been observed.
The efficiency to detect neutralinos is high in the case
where the \~x' mass difference is greater than 10 GeV.
It reaches 70% for the single-photon selection and up
to 30% — 60% for signatures with hadronic jets, muons,
electrons or two photons. The trigger efficiency for
events passing all our cuts is more than 90% for most
of the final state configurations.

In the absence of a neutralino signal, we set limits
on the branching fractions BR(Z -> xx') and BR(Z ->
x'x')i which do not depend on the neutralino coupling
constants. We subsequently interpret these results in
the MSSM framework, excluding regions of the param-
eter space as well as establishing limits on the neu-
tralino masses. BR(Z -+ xx', x'x') as a function of the

neutralino masses, using the relative neutralino CP-
sign that leads to the lowest detection efficiency. The
branching ratios x' ~* xZ* -+ x( e + e~, M+M~> 99> vv)
are calculated according to the Z partial width of these
channels, while the neutralino decay width to photons
is assumed to be unknown. We then vary the relative
photonic branching ratio between 0 and 1 and quote
the highest, most conservative, limit obtained. The dif-
ferent channels are combined to calculate limits on the
Z —+ xx' an<i Z —» x'x' decay modes taking the dif-
ferent branching ratios, detection efficiencies, numbers
of candidates and expected background events properly
into account using Poisson statistics in the Bayesian ap-
proach. The 95% confidence level (C.L.) upper limits
on BR(Z -> xx') and BR(Z -> x'x') are shown in Fig. 1
and 2 respectively.

Limits within the MSSM
In addition to the limits on BR(Z —> xx') and BR(Z -+
x'x')> w e u s e the constraints coming from the precise
LEP Z lineshape measurements*

A r z < 23.1 MeV (95% C.L.)
ATint < 8.4 MeV (95% C.L.)

to restrict the MSSM parameter space using

r(z -»xx') + r(z - xx")= r(z-
r(z - xx'")

= r(z^xx)-
Changing the limits on AFz and ATinv by a factor of
two does not change the excluded MSSM parameter
space significantly. The excluded regions for different
values of tan/3 are shown in Fig. 3. For moderate or
high values of tan /3, a significant part of the accessible
parameter space is excluded.

All neutralino masses are functions of the param-
eters M, ft and tan/?. Therefore, constraints on the
MSSM parameter space translate into limits on these
masses, summarized in Table 1.

Particle

X
x'
x"
x'"

tan/3 > 1
OGeV
OGeV

60 GeV
90 GeV

tan/3 > 2
20 GeV
46 GeV
78 GeV

115 GeV

tan/3 > 3
23 GeV
52 GeV
84 GeV

127 GeV

m- > 100 GeV
all tan/3
18 GeV
20 GeV
60 GeV
98 GeV

Table 1: Lower neutralino mass limits (95% C.L.)

'The limits on AFz and Art-n* are obtained with the method
described in [4] using the results given by [15]. We have used
mHo = 1000 GeV, mt = 131 GeV, a, = 0.117, m z = 91.180 GeV,
Tz = 2490 ± 7 MeV and Tinv = 498.2 ± 4.2 MeV, which are the
values that give the most conservative constraints.
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Figure 1: Contour plot of the 95% C.L. upper limits
on .Br(Z —> xx') versus the x an<^ x' masses. The
solid lines separate the regions, where the limit on the
branching ratio is smaller than the value shown, while
the dashed lines show the kinematical limits of the chan-
nel.
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Figure 2: Contour plot of the 95% C.L. upper limits
on Br(Z —> x'x') versus the x anc* x' masses. The
solid lines separate the regions, where the limit on the
branching ration is smaller than the value shown, while
the dashed lines show the kinematical limits of the chan-
nel.
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Figure 3: The excluded regions of the MSSM parameter
space at the 95% C.L. as a function of the parameters
M and \i. The kinematical limit corresponds to the
the sum of the lightest and next to lightest neutralino
masses being equal to the center-of-mass energy. The
exclusion coming from the lineshape measurement goes
beyond the kinematic limit of the direct search.

These neutralino mass limits can be further improved
by using a limit on the gluino mass m~ > 100 GeV [16],
as suggested by Hidaka [17], which limits the parameter
M via

m~ - — sin2 6wM thus M m 0.3m~ > 30 GeV.9 a s

This further restriction leads to mass limits for all tan /3
values, which are also shown in Table 1.

Conclusion
Using the 1991-1993 data of the L3 experiment, we have
searched for neutralinos with a large variety of event
signatures. No evidence for neutralinos was found and
upper limits of a few times 10~s have been set on the
branching ratio for Z decaying to xx' oi x'x' • A sig-
nificant part of the MSSM parameter space accessible
at LEP has been excluded. In this paper the branch-
ing ratio limits are significantly improved compared to
earlier results [18] and the dependence on assumptions
on the neutralino decay modes has been minimized. In
the MSSM the lightest neutralino is found to be heavier
than 18 GeV, if either tan/3 > 2 or m~ > 100 GeV.
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Results from the NA35 experiment on central 32S induced collisions at
200 GeV/nucleon.

Panagiota Foka
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ABSTRACT

NA35 studied single particle distributions combined with two pion interferometry and calori-
metric studies in central 32S induced collisions at 200 GeV/nucleon on S, Ag and Au targets.
Energy densities of 1.4-2.8 GeV/fm3 are reached and the mt distributions are in agreement
with either thermal distributions at T of 200-240 MeV or with a temperature of ~140 MeV
and radial flow of /3 ~0.4c. Comparing the total yield of strange to non-strange particles
an enhancement of a factor of 2 is observed. The A top ratio is > 1. All this combined
with a source lifetime TJ ~4 fm/c from two pion interferometry indicate that the collision
mechanism is not purely hadronic. For the 32S+S system the measurement of the complete
charged particle final state leads to a rather complicated picture of the system at freeze-out.

1 Introduction
For a brief instant, in central collisions of ultra-

relativistic heavy ions, matter reaches extreme condi-
tions of energy density and temperature producing hun-
dreds to thousands of gluons and quark-antiquark pairs.
At this stage a transition to a quark-gluon plasma might
occur. The expected flavour equilibration for a system
undergoing a deconfining transition is predicted to re-
sult in an enhancement of strangeness. [1].

2 Experimental Details
The NA35 experiment at the CERN SPS has mea-

sured p, d, 16O and 32S induced reactions on a variety of
targets ranging from C up to Au at 200 GeV/nucleon in-
cident energy. The main components of the experiment
are two large volume tracking chambers which detect
the charged particle final state. A 2 m long Streamer
Chamber and a large volume Time Projection Cham-
ber (TPC) downstream of it, cover together the rapidity
interval 0.5< y < 5.5.

The Streamer Chamber in the 1.5 T field of the
vertex superconducting magnet measures the trajecto-
ries of the charged particles without particle identifica-
tion. The strange particles, K§, A, A, K+ and K~ are
detected through their charged decays [5] and identi-
fied by their characteristic decay topologies known as
V° and kinks. The events are recorded from the top by
three image intensified film cameras that form a stereo
triplet thus allowing the reconstruction of the tracks
in space. The experiment was designed to study 16O-
nucleus central collisions for which human operators
were very efficient in scanning the images and measur-

ing the events. In those cases the analysed data corre-
spond to full phase space coverage. But for central 32S
induced reactions, where several hundred particles are
produced per event, the scanning of the events becomes
problematic and time consuming. The track density at
the forward angles is so high that tracks and decay ver-
tices cannot be reconstructed there. This resulted in
a restricted detection efficiency below mid rapidity for
the first 32S run [2]. For the subsequent 32S runs, in or-
der to obtain optimal phase space coverage and a better
analysis efficiency two approaches were followed.

For the 325-f Au data a sweeper magnet installed
in front of the Streamer Chamber was used to deflect
low momentum tracks thus allowing the measurement
of strange particles by human operators above mid ra-
pidity in an environment of manageable track density[5].

For the 325+S and "S+Ag data the chamber it-
self was modified. The modifications were optimised
such as to achieve an increased and a uniform popula-
tion of the phase space acceptance towards mid rapidity
and low pt while at the same time the track density was
reduced from a maximum of 50 tracks/cm down to 2
tracks/cm [3]. This made possible the implementation
of a new fully computerised method for the analysis of
the Streamer Chamber pictures with up to 99% effi-
ciency. Starting with the 8 MByte digitized image of
each view, advanced image processing techniques have
been used to analyse the full event [4] reducing the re-
construction time of one central 32S+S event from ~14
h for the scanning method down to ~30 min. Up to 300
space points were reconstructed along the tracks allow-
ing momentum reconstruction with Ap/p2 of 5 • 10~4
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Figure 1: a) the Armenteros plot and b) the invariant
mass distributions after the background supression for
the computerised reconstruction method, for Kg, A and
A for 325+S at 200GeV/nucleon.

and a two track separation of ~5 mm. ;
In addition the computerised analysis method made)

possible a novel approach on the reconstruction of Vs.''
which allowed also the identification of V*s with non-
visible decay vertices. Tracks were first found in each
view, first locally and then globally. The tracks were
then matched in all three views and the event was re-
constructed in space. The # 5 , A, A decay vertices were
then found among the intersections of all positive and
negative track pairs. The combinatorial background
was reduced by applying geometrical cuts. As is shown
in the Armenteros-Podolanski plot, in Figurea a, a fairly
clean sample of #5 , A, A is obtained with a residual
combinatorial background of ~5%. A kinematical fit to
the K%, A, A decay hypothesis was done for the strange
particle candidates. A cut on the resulting x2 gives a
background free sample of identified K%, A, A, as can be
seen from the invariant mass distributions in Figure lb.
The good momemtum resolution reflects itself in a <r of
3.7 MeV for the K% mass peak. Applying acceptance
and efficiency corrections in y and pt bins, which were
evaluated by a Monte Carlo simulation, the y and pt
differential distributions were obtained. The comput-
erised method allowed an increase in the phase space
acceptance and statistics, as non visible vertices were
also reconstructed [3].

3 Results
Strange Particles Distributions

To obtain the total cross sections the transverse
mass, me, distributions were fitted by

and the inverse slopes were found to be of the order
of T ~210 MeV with a tendency for T to increase with
the mass of the target, that is with the energy den-
sity. The same temperature parameter was obtained
by fitting the K+ and K~ mt distributions obtained
from visually scanned data. This independent measure-
ment made possible the verification of the internal con-
sistency of the data since the sum of the K+ and K~
mt distributions was found to be equal to twice the K%,
as expected from isospin symmetry [6].

It is of interest that the A show the largest de-
pendence on the size of the system and that for all
strange particles in the 32S induced reactions the tem-
perature parameter is 200 to 240 MeV. This is higher
than the Hagedorn limiting temperature of 165 MeV
for a hadronic source, in contrast to the p+S system
where T are lower and present a larger variation for the
different particles.

Those fits were then used to extrapolate the data
to p«=0, thus correcting for missing p t under the as-
sumption that the data follow the fitted function. The
low p t cutoff down to p« =0.1 GeV/c for K% and pt=0.3
GeV/c for A and A respectively allows for a safe ex-
trapolation. The rapidity distributions of .Kj, A, A for
32S+S and 325+Ag extrapolated to full p t, are shown
by the full circles in Figure 2. The 32S+S data were re-
flected around midrapidity due to the target-projectile
symmetry. An interpolation between the 32S+Au data,
which were measured with the sweeper configuration
above mid rapidity, and the reflected 32S+S data al-
lowed the estimation of strange particle production in
32S+Ag collisions in full phase space shown by full
triangles. The total yield was found to be 10.5±1.7
K%, 9.4±1.0 A and 2.2±0.4 A for a 3 25+S event and
15.5±1.5 JiTf, 15.2±1.2 A and 2.6±0.3 A for a 325+Ag
event [5].

The shape of the rapidity distributions is very dif-
ferent for K*s, A, A. We can try to understand them by
looking at the quark content of the different particles
and taking into account the different possible contribu-
tions to their production.

The A have two constituent quarks in common
with the initial nucleons and can have a large contribu-
tion from the target and projectile nucleons that par-
ticipate in the interaction superimposed on the central
contribution from the high energy density region. For
the heavier and assymitric 32S+Ag system the maxi-
mum of the yield moves below midrapidity. The num-
ber of target nucleons hit is 2.5 time larger than in
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Figure 2: The rapidity distributions for of Kg, A and
A for central 325+S and 32S+Ag collisions are shown
as full circles. The corresponding distributions for the
N+N and p+S systems scaled up to get the same h~
multiplicity as in the 32S induced interactions are shown
by open circles. One finds a clear enhancement at mid
rapidity.

the 32S+S system while at the projectile side nucleons
should be stopped more as compared to 32S+S. This
is what makes the A distribution flat in 32S+S and
peaked below midrapidity in 32S+Ag. The measured
high rapidity A distribution in 32S+Au system shows
a shape that increases towards midrapidity and at y=3
has twice the density than that of the 32S+S.

The A, with all their constituent^ quarks newly
created in the interaction, are the most peaked at midra-
pidity with the 32S+Ag system showing a slight increase
below midrapidity.

The K% have only one quark in common with the
initial baryons and their behaviour lies between that of
the A and the A. They are also peaked at midrapidity
but they also respond to the increased baryon density
below midrapidity for heavier targets by showing an
increase in the yield at lower rapidities.

Strangeness Enhancement
We studied the production of as pairs in 32S+nucleus j

interactions in a model independent way by comparing^
the strange to non-strange particle yields in nucleus-
nucleus collisions with the same ratio in a reference
system. For the symmetric 32S+S system we use as
reference the N+N system [7] while we use p+S data
for the comparison with the 32S+Ag system. The non-
strange particle production is measured by the negative
hadrons, mainly pions for which full rapidity coverage
was obtained by combining the Streamer Chamber data
below rapidity 4.5 with the TPC data from 4.5 up to
beam rapidity. It was found that the negative hadron
distribution of the N+N system, scaled up by a factor of
29, can reproduce the 32S+S measurement of negative
hadrons, while the h~ distribution of p+S scaled up by
a factor of 31 reproduces the 32S+Ag measurement.

To see if there is any enhancement in the produc-
tion of strange particles, we apply the same scaling fac-
tors to the corresponding distributions of the reference
systems. The scaled up distributions are shown by the
open symbols in Figure 2 superimposed on the iff, A, A
measurements in 32S+S and 32S+Ag systems shown by
the dark symbols. At the target and projectile rapidity
regions the scaled up distributions for the K°s and A
agree with the measurement while around midrapidity
there is a clear enhancement. It is most interesting to
note the large enhancement at midrapidity for the A be-
cause they are primordial particles, made out of three
antiquarks, and their high production threshold makes
them improbable to be produced in later stages of the
collision.

NA35 has also measured p production at midra-
pidity in the TPC detector [8]. We could then_verify
that the enhanced production found for K^, A, A is a
specific feature of particles that contain strangeness and
is not seen for non-strange antibaryons. Tojdo that we
compared the yield at midrapidity for h~, A and p for
the 32S+S system with the yield of the same particles
in the N+N system, scaled up with the factor 29 and
we found that it is only the production of A that is
enhanced, while the p scale like_the h~.

In addition studying the A to p ratio, which is a
good approximation of the « to u ratio, we could study
the flavour equilibration in all systems. For a parton gas
which freezes out in chemical equilibrium it is expected
that ~ tt ~ d ~ ?. In Figure 3 we see that for all S
induced collisions the measured A to p ratio is > 1, as
expected, assuming that the anihilation rate for p and
A is about the same, and is greater than that of the p
induced collisions which is ~0.25.

The 32S+S System
Using the single particle distributions measured by

NA35 for the 32S+S system over full phase space we
can try to extract information about the final stage of
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Figure 3: The A to p ratio for the 32S+S, 32S+Ag
and 32S+Au systems compared with the pp and pA
collisions.

the collision. Figure 4 shows shematically the rapid-
ity distributions of TT", net protons, Kg, A, A measured
in central 32S+S collisions. The net proton distribu-
tion is obtained subtracting the distribution of nega-
tive particles from that of the positives. If there was
complete stopping and total thermalisation of the ini-
tial energy, all rapidity distributions would be peaked
at midrapidity with a Gaussian-like shape with a full
width at half maximum AyFWHM ~2 which depends on
the temperature parameter, estimated from the trans-
verse mass distributions of all measured particles to be
T~220 MeV. These distributions can also be well re-
produced by a model consisting of a thermal source on
which a radial flow of /?=0.4c is superimposed. In this
case the temperature gets reduced to ~140 MeV. All
corresponding rapidity distributions are broader than a
thermal distribution for a source of this temperature.
The net protons represent the distribution of the ini-
tial nucleons after the collision and are rather flat. We
see that although 32S is a surface dominated nucleus
the system is not transparent. From the rapidity shift
of the initial baryon distribution by 1.6 units of rapid-
ity we extract a 43% stopping. The incoming energy
is expected to be redistributed into transveres degrees
of freedom through particle production. It was found
from calorimetric studies of transverse energy produc-
tion that the deposited energy produced an energy den-
sity of 1.4 GeV/fm3. This measurement is in the range
of energy density predicted for a phase transition to
a QGP. We also found a large baryochemical poten-
tial at midrapidity as indicated by a proton rapidity
density of 3 protons per rapidity unit at midrapidity.
The contribution from the initial baryons is also seen
in the peak left and right from midrapidity in the net
hyperon distribution, A-A, which is similar in shape to
the net proton distribution. The A distribution is flatter
at midrapidity due to the contribution of A produced
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Figure 4: Rapidity distributions of particles measured
in 325+S system and the shape of their source at freeze-
out.

from the high energy density central region. All newly
created particles, x~, K%, A are seen peaked at midra-
pidity. The A are most sharply peaked being primordial
particles while the ir~ having contributions from reso-
nance decays are wider.

The rapidity distributions constitute a snap-shot
of the freeze-out hyper surface when hadronic interac-
tions have stopped. Taking the freeze-out time to be the
same in proper time for all particles one can make a cor-
relation between rapidity and longitudinal space. From
two pion interferometry it was found that the freeze-
out time is of the order of TJ ~4 fm/c. If we assume
that the pion source expands longitudinally in a boost
invariant way and that the pions decouple instantly at
the proper time Tf, then the longitudinal dimension of
the system can be estimated as [9]

RL = 2rt sinh(y-y0 = 3) ~ 80fm (1)

In this way we can map the rapidity distribu-
tions into configuration space which leads to a source
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shape at freeze-out as the one sketched in Figure 4 [3].
The transverse shape of the source at freeze-out was
obtained from the following simple considerations. It
was assumed that the high density region in a cen-
tral collision has a radius at y=3 equal to the radius
of the Sulphur nucleus. It was then assumed that all
the particles move with measured pt distributions. The
freeze-out radial size was then taken to correspond to
the position of the particles at the rim moving at the
average p* for a time of 4 fm/c. Towards target and
beam rapidities this transverse size gets modified by
the assumption that freeze-out occurs at the same den-
sity, and as there are fewer particles the radius must be
smaller, except for the protons that have flat rapidity
distribution. The resulting source is rather complicated
with several components that have different shapes and
origins.
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ABSTRACT

The NA50 set-up is briefly described. Processes representing different sources of dimuon
production are shortly reviewed. Since Pb-Pb data are still preliminary, the recent results
on charmonia suppression obtained in S-U interactions, providing a guide line for.faA50
experiment, are presented. The J/W and * ' yields are compared in p-W, p-U and S-
U interactions at 200 GeV/nucleon. Their ratio decreases from proton to sulphur induced
reactions. It also decreases in sulphur-induced reactions from peripheral to central collisions.

1 Introduction
The experimental data on muon production in high
energy nuclear collisions present a special interest for
probing the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) predicted by
QCD to occur at sufficiently high energy density. The
muons, due to their low interaction cross section with
the nuclear medium, leave the hadronic matter without
further interactions, carrying out information about the
conditions in the matter at the time of their emission.

The main goal of the NA50 experiment is the
study of those signals, accessible in dimuon production
and theoretically correlated with the transition of the
hadronic matter into a QGP, using the new condition
offered by lead beam[ available at CERN-SPS. Thus
NA50 is continuing in Pb-Pb interactions the studies
performed by NA38 in O and S induced reactions on
different target nuclei.

The Pb-Pb collisions - collisions between really
heavy ions - offer better conditions for thermalization,
i.e. a larger volume of interactions, a longer lived ex-
citation region and higher energy density, at least lo-
cally, in the core of central interactions. These better
conditions justify the present expectations for a better
understanding of the nature of the dense matter formed
in high energy nuclear collisions.

This talk describes shortly the NA50 experimen-
tal set-up, presents a short review of the processes rep-
resenting the different sources of dimuon emission and,
finally, shows some results on charmonium suppression
obtained in p and S induced reactions since the Pb-Pb
data are still preliminary.

LAPP Annecy, IAP Bucharest, INFN Cagliari, LPC Cler-
mont, CERN Geneva, LIP Lisbon, INR Moscow, IPN Lyon, IPN
Orsay, LPNHE Palaiseau, CRN Strasbourg, INFN Torino

2 The NA50 set-up
The set-up is based on NA38 apparatus upgraded to
stand for: a) a higher trigger rate and b) a higher radi-
ation level.

For a more complete information about the global
features of the interactions in which dimuons are pro-
duced, two new sub-detectors were introduced: a) a
multiplicity detector (MD) and b) a Zero Degree Cal-
orimeter (ZDC).

The MD[1] is made of two planes of silicon strip
detectors. Each plane, extending from a inner radius of
.36 cm to an outer radius of 9.4 cm, is subdivided in
smaller sub-detectors.iThe total number of channels is
11520 grouped in 216 sub-detectors. The main charac-
teristics of the MD are: a) an acceptance of 1.6 < rj < 4
for all sub-targets, b) a granularity of A77 = .02 and
Aip = 10°, c) a cell occupancy of at most 30% for cen-
tral collisions and d) a resolution of «s 5%.

The ZDC measures the energy deposited by the
projectile spectator fragments. It measures the Ceren-
kov light produced in silica optical fibers embedded in
tantalum. The active volume is 5 x 5 x 65 cm3 with a
fiber to tantalum ratio equal to 1/17. It is highly radia-
tion resistant and very fast. For lead ions the resolution
is equal to 5%, while for protons at p = 205 GeV/c is
30%.

Thus the NA50 detector is mainly composed of
a muon spectrometer, a Zero Degree Calorimeter, an
Electromagnetic Calorimeter, a Multiplicity Detector,
an active target and some beam counters.

The muon spectrometer consists of a beam dump
surrounded by a hadron absorber, an air-core toroidal
magnet of hexagonal symmetry, two sets of 4 multi-
wire proportional chambers and six hodoscopes of plas-
tic scintillator, four of which provide the trigger [2]. The
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Details of tH<c target region

Figure 1: Overview of the target region.

spectometer detects dimuons with a mass in the range
.5 < M^p < 7 GeV/c2 and a rapidity in the interval
2.7 < r) < 3.9. The target contains 7 sub-targets, each
. 5 - 1 mm thick, placed at 2.5 cm intervals along the
beam axis. Each sub-target is followed 1.5 cm down-
stream by two quartz blades, located slightly off the
beam axis which provides the needed identification of
the interaction vertex. (Fig.l)

3 Processes Involved in Dimuon Produc-
tion

In the present short description of the different sources
of dimuon production, the correlation between the di-
muon mass and the time development of the formed
system in nucleus-nucleus collision is followed.

The region of high masses (M > 4 GeV/c2) is the
region of Drell-Yan dimuon production - hard annihila-
tion of primary qq pairs into muon pairs via a virtual
photon intermediate state. Drell-Yan dimuons are car-
rying the earliest information about the system since
they are emmited at the pre-equilibrium stage. They
are not affected by the subsequent development of the
interaction region and are used as reference for other
processes.

In the region of J / ¥ and * ' (3 < M < 4 GeV/c2),
the production of cc pairs (dominantly by primary gluon
fusion) is taking place at a very early time in the inter-
action. The cc pairs will bind to form charmonia or
will produce charm mesons. The binding is affected
by the presence of the deconfinement (QGP). Matsui
and Satz[3] predicted a supression of J/SP relative to
Drell-Yan pairs in heavy ion collisions via Debye colour
screening in QGP and this suppression was observed by
NA38 [4]. The J/V suppression was seen to be stronger
at low transverse momenta as cc pairs, with high pj_,
escape from the plasma before the resonance formation.
The suppression is expected to be stronger for $ ' than

due to its larger radius and easier Debye screening.

In the intermediate region (1.5 < M < 3 GeV/c2),
Drell-Yan pair production is still dominant but charm
semi-leptonic decays have a significant contribution.
Thermal dimuons (soft annihilation of the constituents
of the medium), if observable, will provide information
about the temperature of the medium from which they
are emmited [5].

The low mass region (.5 < M < 1.5 GeV/c2) is
the region of p, u>, f resonances. The if meson gives ac-
cess to the strangeness content of the matter formed in
heavy ion collisions. NA38 has observed a clear increase
of the ratio f>/(p + w) with increasing centrality in S -
U interactions and an increase by a factor 3 between p
-W and S - U central collisions[6].

Stangeness enhancement, previously predicted as
a signature of QGP, is now considered as an indica-
tion of a dense hadron gas in equilibrium. Rescatter-
ing among incident nucleons (responsible for primary
strangeness production) and rescattering among secon-
daries and nucleons and among secondary themselves
(responsable for secondary strangeness production) show
a well developed tendency of the hadron gas towards
chemical equilibrium.

4 Results on J/$ and $' Production
Since the Pb-Pb data are still preliminary, recent results
[7] on charmonium suppression, obtained by NA38, are
shortly reviewed. These results represent a valuable ref-
erence for the forthcoming Pb-Pb studies and are very
important for the interpretation - QGP [3, 8] versus
absorption[9] - of the previously observed J / $ suppres-
sion.

The ratio between * ' and / / * yields in S-U inter-
actions was estimated from the opposite-sign muon pair
spectrum according to the following procedure. The
like-sign muon pairs are used to get the "combinatorial
background" and the continuum above 2.9 GeV/c2 is
assumed to be purely Drell-Yan and is calculated us-
ing the Pythia event generator with GRV LO structure
functions. The mass range of the distribution, present-
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ing interest for the charmonia suppression, 2.9 < M <
7. GeV/c2, is fitted with three functions describing the
shape of the J/*, * ' and Drell-Yan obtained from the
simulation of the detector response. For the proton in-
duced reactions the fitting procedure is similar.

The S-U data were divided into four equipopu-
lated bins of the neutral transverse energy E%. The
fitting procedure was applied to each bin of E%, in or-
der to obtain information about the ratio ^'/(J/^) as
a function of the collision centrality. The ratio $'/\? =
B'^{r)/B^a{J/^),wheie B'^ and B^ are the
branching ratios of the <£' and J/W into two muons,
is ploted as a function of Ej,, (Fig 2). It can be seen
the decrease of this ratio by a factor 2 from p-U to S-U
interactions and the decrease by a factor 1.6 from pe-
ripheral to most central S-U interactions. The energy
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Figure 2. The ratio B^<r(1*r/)/.Bwx<r(jyy>) as a function
of the neutral transverse energy Ej,.

density is defined following Bjorken estimate[10] from
the neutral transverse energy and the transverse area
of the volume in which the energy is deposited, given
by the the geometrical model of hard spheres.

In Fig.3 the ratio * ' / * as a function of the energy
density e is represented. The decrease of ̂ ' / ^ with the
increase of the energy density agrees with the general
trend, as predicted by QGP calculation[ll]. However
the decrease of $ ' / ^ is also in agreement with the pre-
dictions given by the absorption models.

The ratio \P ' /* plotted as a function of the mass
number of the target (A), for different p-A collisions[12]
is presented in Fig.4. It can be seen that it does not
depend on A and has the same value as in pp interac-
tions. The ratio \P' /SP for p-A interactions, as well as for
the S-U interactions binned in E%, is plotted against L,
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the average path length in nucleus [13]. A different be-
haviour of the ratio * ' / * "* P-A- anc* A-A interactions
is clearly seen (Fig.5), in contrast with the behaviour of
the ratio J/*/continuum for p-A and A-A interactions,
where the dependence on L is well described by the same
exponential decrease and was interpreted as an impor-
tant argument towards more conventional mechanisms
[13].

Satz[14] explained the observation of the same
suppression for J/^ and \P' in p-A interactions by the
formation of J/SP and W, as fully bound states, well
outside the nucleus. The initially formed states cc are
in general coloured and the fast charmonia traverse the
nucleus while are still in color octet states. The color
evaporation occurs well outside the nucleus when they
become fully formed resonances or open charm mesons.
This would be a possible explanation for the fact that
the two resonances, J/ty and *', which differ in size by
a factor 4, are affected by the medium in the same way.

Thus in p-A interactions it is possible to study
the passage of a colour charge through the confined
medium, and it is expected that with a better under-
standing of this mechanism, it will be possible to distin-
guish in A-A collisions between confined and deconfined
media.

For the study of the passage of J / * and *' through
confined matter, a new experiment was proposed - lead
beam incident on a hydrogen ( or deuterium) target -
where slow charmonia in nucleus rest frame can be stud-
ied. Slow charmonia become fully formed resonances
within a hadronic volume around cc formation point
and thus their study in A-p interaction will give in-
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formation about the passage of J / * and $ ' through
confined matter.

Thus new data on lead beam incident on lead-
target, as well as on a hydrogen target, are expected, in
the near future, to contribute to a better understanding
of the effects of a confined and deconfined media on J / *
and Str' production.
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ABSTRACT

The present baryon asymmetry of the universe has finally been determined at the finite
temperature electroweak phase transition. The strength of this transition plays a crutial
role. The effective action is presented to higher orders, including wave function correction
factors and the full <74,A2 effective potential. An upper bound for the Higgs mass mjj fa
70 GcV is concluded for the reliability of the perturbative approach. The finite temperature
electroweak phase transition is studied on the lattice and the most important results of
Monte-Carlo simulations are collected.

1 Introduction
In the early universe at high temperatures the elec-
troweak gauge symmetry has been restored. Only many
years after the first studies of this symmetry restora-
tion was realized that in the standard model the rates
of anomalous baryon- and lepton-number violating pro-
cesses are unsuppressed at high temperatures. In par-
ticular it is conceivable that the observed baryon asym-
metry can be understood within the standard model.
Clearly, the study of a "electroweak baryogenesis" re-
quires a detailed knowledge of the transition from the
symmetric to the broken phase. In order to provide
the observed baryon asymmetry, one needs a departure
from thermal equilibrium, thus a sufficiently strong first
order phase transition via bubble nucleation.

t V.eff

T » T

T>T,

Figure 1: Picture of the effective potential for different
temperatures as a function of the Higgs field.

One basic ingredient in understanding this phe-
nomenon is Vefj(<p,T), the temperature dependent ef-
fective potential, which is shown in Fig. 1 as a function

* on leave from Institute for Theoretical Physics, Eotvos Uni-
versity, Budapest, H-1088 Hungary

of the background field <p for different temperatures T.
At high temperatures the potential has only one global
minimum at <p = 0, the symmetry is restored. As the
temperature decreases, a second local minimum devel-
ops at <p ^ 0 which, at a critical temperature Tc, is
degenerate with the minimum at <p — 0. For temper-
atures T < Tc the local minimum at <p = 0 becomes
metastable, and a barrier appears between the two min-
ima. The phase transition is first order, since the change
in the expectation value <p is discontinuous. The physi-
cal picture at temperatures below Tc is the decay of the
energetically unfavoured false vacuum. Thermal fluc-
tuations prodece bubbles of true vacuum (c.f. Fig 2).
If the bubble is too small, the gain in volume energy
is smaller than the loss in surface energy, the bubble
shrinks. For large enough bubbles it is energetically
favourable to grow, converting the the false vacuum to
true vacuum. At a given barrier temperature T& < Tc

the minimum at the symmetric state disappears.

Figure 2: Picture of the bubble nucleation in the false
vacuum. Subcritical bubbles shrink, supercritical bub-
bles grow.

In order to understand this rather involved pro-
cess, the electroweak phase transition, intensive theo-
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retical work has been devoted to clarify details of Vtfj (<p, T)
in the standard model.

In Sect. 21 would like to show that the most com-
plete calculation to the finite temperature effective ac-
tion (which contains wave function corrections [2], and
potential terms upto <?4, A2 [3]) suggests that the per-
turbative approach breaks down around 70 GeV Higgs
boson masses. A sign of this breakdown is given by the
inclusion of the wave function correction factor. This
will lead to large correction to the nucleation measure,
a quantity, which is sensitive to a infrared regulator
(e.g. magnetic mass [4]). The most straightforward
way to see this breakdown is to determine higher order
corrections to different physical quantities [3, 5]. One
can calculate latent heat or surface tension from the fi-
nite temperature effective potential. These quantities
for ma > 70 GeV have 0(100%) corrections compared
to the lower order results.

Sect. 3 presents the results of the different lat-
tice approaches including three-dimansional and four-
dimensional simulations [6]-[11]. The perturbative re-
sults are compared with those of obtained in the four-
dimensional Monte-Carlo studies [12]. At rriff ss 18
GeV even the one-loop effective potential gives a reli-
able answer, however, for rrtH « 49 GeV the two-loop
result is needed to obtain an agreement.

2 Perturbation theory
Consider the SU(2)-Higgs model a t finite T , described
by the lagrangian C = W^W^/4 + ( £ +
V0(<p2), where V0{<p2) = m2<p2/2 + n\<p*/4
DM and W£v are the covariant derivative and the Yang-
Mills field strength, respectively. In this section Landau
gauge is used and the effects of the three generations of
fermions (nit = ftv/y/2) have been included.

To get the effective action Tp[$] at finite tem-
perature a systematic expansion is needed where in all
propagators the tree-level masses are replaced by one-
loop plasma masses to order g2 and A.

At one-loop order this improved perturbation the-
ory yields the effective potential to order g3, A3/2,

^ , (1)^ 4 - (3m*

which is equivalent to the result of the ring summation.
Here m\ = Uff

2T2/6 + j / V / 4 , m2, = c/V/4, m2 =
(33

2/16+A/2+/2/4)(T2-T6
2)+3A^2,m2 = (3<72/16+

A/2 + f?/4)(T2 - T2) + \<p2 and T2 = (16Xv2)/(Zg2 +
8A + 4/2).

The strength of the electroweak phase transition
is rather sensitive to the nonperturbative magnetic mass
of the gauge bosons. In Landau gauge the one-loop gap
equations yield mr = g2T/(3n) at <p = 0. In order
to estimate its effect we will replace [4] the previous

definition of mr by rr% = T
2g4T2/(97r2) + j r V / 4 and

compute sensitive quantities for different values of 7.
Veff has degenerate local minima at ip — 0 and

ip = ipc > 0 at a critical temperature. The evaluation
of the transition rate requires knowledge of a station-
ary point of the free energy which interpolates between
the two local minima. The effective action can be ex-
panded in powers of derivatives. For time-independent
fields one has T • Tfi[i] = f dax[Veff{<p2,T) + {61 j +
ZH(§,T))VtpiV<pj/2 + ...]. Using the inverse scalar
propagator in the homogeneous background field $ one
gets on the one-loop level ZIJ($, T) = Zv{ip2, T)Pfj +
Zx(<p2,T)Pfj, where Zv = T[Am2(3/m£ + l/m3)/4 -
2g2/{mx + mr) + ff

2m2(l/m| + 10/m%)/lG]/{±ir) and
Zx - T[2Am2l{mv-\-mx)

3-2g2/(mx+mT)-g2/(m¥> +
with Pfj = <pz<pj/ip2, Pf} = SJJ -<pi<pj/<p2,

<p = £ j = i <pT<pi, m2 = \(p2 and m2 = g2<p2/i.2 =

1.3
_' ' ' 1 I 1 1 ' ' I ' 1 1 1 I r-rr-r 1 , , , , 1 , , ,

7=0

50 60
mB [GeV]

Figure 3: The one-loop wave function correction Sz as
a function oimn for different values of 7.

Note, that despite the divergence of Zv at ip ~ 0
the correction to the surface tension (a) is finite;
<r = Jo' d<p^/2{l + Zv{^, Te))Veff(<p\ Tc). A mea-
sure for the size of the loop correction to the Z-factor
is (Fig. 3) the ratio 6Z = J dzxZ<?{V<p)2 j J dsx{Vip)2,
where Cp is the saddle point solution at the nucleation
temperature calculated from (1). For 7 = 0 the pertur-
bative expansion becomes unreliable at mjj ~ 80 GeV.
The magnetic mass as an infrared cutoff (7 = 1,2) could
improve the convergence.

The next step in the series is the calculation of the
effective potential in higher orders. This has been done
in order g4, A in[5], in order gr4, A2 in [3], and two-loop
results of the three-dimensional theory is also known
[13].

Here some results of the order <74, A2 of [3] are
collected, with a particular emphasis on the breakdown
of the perturbative approach. The full result of order
<?4, A2 predicts a stronger first order phase transition
than the lower order results. The potential is plotted us-
ing different approximations for the SU(2) Higgs-model
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Figure 4: Different approximations of Veff(<p,Tc) for
mH = 70 GeV.

Figure 5: The surface tension calculated from the dif-
ferent potentials as a function of mjj-

at their respective Tc (Fig. 4). The expectation value of
the Higgs field does not change dramatically, but there
is an order of magnitude difference between the heights
of the barrier.

The surface tension, <r = J*+ d<p^/2V(<p,Tc), may
be seen as a measure of the strength of the phase tran-
sition (Fig. 5). Again, for large m j the peiturbative
approach breaks down.

The full standard model calculation with zero tem-
perature renormalization has also been done. The qual-
itative behaviour of the potential and the conclusions
are essentially the same as for the SU(2)-Higgs model.

In order to improve the behaviour of the pertur-
bative results an interesting result is obtained by [12].
It applies the Clausius-Clapeyron equation to the elec-
troweak phase transition, which gives a simple relation
between latent heat and jump of the order parameter.
In leading order

(2)

The same expression has been derived in the three-
dimensional theory, too [13]. This important relation
will be checked in the next section.

The usually used ring-summation has problems,
particularly in the neighbourhood of the symmetric phase.
An elegant treatment to this problem has been pre-
sented in [12]. One can use different resummation pro-
cedures in the symmetric phase and in the broken phase.
A two-loop analysis has been given for a gauge invari-
ant effective potential, which gives a qualitatively simi-
lar description as the above discussed two-loop analysis,
however, the convergence of perturbation theory is im-
proved.

The results of this section are from Ref. [3, 2, 12],
where the details of the calculations can also be found.

3 Lattice Monte-Carlo simulations
As we have seen in the previous section in the realis-
tic Higgs mass range (rriff > 63 GeV) the perturbative
approach predicts 0(100%) corrections [4, 3] for the rel-
evant quantities (e.g. interface tension or latent heat).
Some of the nonperturbative estimates (e.g. magnetic
mass [4]) suggest a weaker, others (e.g. vacuum-conden-
sate [14]) a stronger first order phase transition than
the perturbative approach. A way to solve the problem
seems to be the use of lattice simulations.

Since fermions always have nonzero Matsubara
frequencies, the perturbative treatment of these, at high
temperatures very massive, modes could be satisfac-
tory. Thus, the starting point of the lattice analyses
is the SJ7(2)-Higgs model, which contains the essential
features of the standard model of electroweak interac-
tions.

The 4-dimensional SU(2)-Higgs model at finite T
is defined by the following action

= jf drj d3x \^

(3)

where and F*v are the usual covariant derivative
and the Yang-Mills field strength, respectively. /? =
1/T, and the r integration is over periodic bosonic fields.
This model has been studied on the lattice by ref [6, 7,
8,9]

The origin of the perturbative infrared problems
is the appearance of zero Matsubara modes in the bosonic
sector. Therefore, similarly to the case of the fermion
fields with nonzero Matsubara frequencies one can in-
tegrate out all the massive, non-static bosonic modes of
(3) at the one-loop level. Since these modes are heavy
in the high temperature limit, the perturbative treat-
ment of them could be well-founded. This dimensional
reduction gives an effective 3-dimensional gauge-Higgs
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model, where in addition, also an isovector field (A
the fourth component of the gauge fields, is present

= J dsx [i
\m2

DAa
0A% + ±

Here all the 3-dimensional couplings g\, A3, A^ and /13
and masses mo, 1713 can be expressed in terms of the
4-dimensional couplings and the temperature [13, 15].
This model has been studied on the lattice by ref [11].

The next step is the elimination of the gauge de-
grees of freedom. One obtains a a 3-dimensional O(4)
ferromagnet model with cubic and quartic terras in the
action.

= J d3x

(5)

The parameters of this action can be similarly expressed
in terms of the 4-dimensional couplings and the temper-
ature as in the previous case [10]. The infrared stabil-
ity is ensured by including magnetic (rhr) and electric
(ms) screening mass terms. Since the first of them
has a nonperturbative origin, the approximation con-
tains an uncertainty connected with the magnetic mass.
This model has been studied on the lattice by Ref. [10].
Their choice of % has been suggested by the solution
of the one-loop gap-equations of the S?7(2)-Higgs the-
ory at finite temperature [4].

The results obtained by the different groups are
breafiy summarized. First the results of the 3-dimensional
O(4) ferromagnet model, then those of the 3-dimensional
gauge-Higgs model are presented. Finally the analyses
based on the 4-dimensional SZ7(2)-Higgs model are con-
sidered.

After discretizing the action (5) and performing
the mean field analysis of this effective scalar model
Ref. [10] presented the results of their Monte-Carlo
simulations. The typical lattice sizes and statistics for
a given lattice size were 83 —183 and 106 sweeps, respec-
tively. The parameters used in this work correspond to
the physical values of the W mass and vacuum expec-
tation value of the Higgs field (raw = 80 GeV and
v = 246 GeV), with a Higgs mass of « 35 GeV.

The simulations have shown a considerably weaker
first order phase transition than the mean-field anal-
ysis. For the critical temperature (Tc), jump in the
order parameter at the critical temperature (<pc), la-
tent heat (Ae) and interface tension (<r) the simulations
have given Tc = 114.6(36), <pe/Tc = 0.68(4), Ae/T4 =
0.122(8) and cr/T* « 6.4-10"4, respectively. The corre-
sponding mean field results are Tc — 99.6, <pe/Tc = 1.3,
Ae/T4 = 0.262 and <r/T? = 0.024, respectively.

In [13] the one- and two-loop effective potential
is constructed using the dimensional reduction idea for
the three-dimensional gauge-Higgs model (cf. eq. 4).
With the help of the renormalisation group leading log-
arithms have been summed. The lattice results have
been presented in [11]. The used W mass and gauge
coupling were mw — 80.6 GeV and g = 2/3, respec-
tively. The runs have been done on lattices of sizes
83 - 323. For mjy = 35 GeV the critical temperatures
obtained on the lattice and in the perturbative approach
are Tc = 85 GeV and Tc = 95 GeV, respectively; for
mH = 80 GeV the values are Tc = 162.1(26) GeV and
Tc - 173.3 GeV, respectively. The jump in the or-
der parameter is <pc/Tc = 0.73(4) obtained by the lat-
tice simulation and <pc/Tc = 0.47 in perturbation the-
ory. The informations obtained from the above lattice
studies are in qualitative agreement with the vacuum-
condensate picture [14].

In [6] the typical lattice sizes were 2 • 163 - 2 •
363 and approximately 7000 measurements have been
done for each set. The simulations have been performed
for mw — 80 GeV, mg m raw and g2 = 0.5. The
lattice results show a clear first order phase transition.
The phase transition is stronger than the one obtained
in the one-loop perturbative approach. However, the
lattice was presumably too small to analyse the weak
first order phase transition.

A 4-dimensional, finite T analysis has ben done
by [7, 8, 9] too. The largest lattice used was 3 • 482 • 384
with O(105) updating. The simulations have been per-
formed for three set of parameters (mw = 80 GeV):
mH » 18 GeV,g2

bart = 0.5 {low); mH « 35 GeV, g\aTi =
0.5 (middle); mH « 49 GeV, g\aTt = 0.5 (high) point.
A moderate renormalisation of the gauge-coupling,
g2jilow = 0.5476(90) and g%low = 0.5781(95), has been
found. The simulations of our middle point has not
been finished yet, however, the result of the surface ten-
sion calculations are available [9].

The latent heat has been calculated from the dis-
continuity of the energy density (Ae). The necessary
partial derivatives along the lines of constant physics
have been determined by use of the one-loop renormali-
sation group equations, whereas the critical points have
been given by the inspection of the gauge-invariant ef-
fective potential [12]. The obtained values are:
(Ae/T4)lOT0 = 1.68(17) and (Ae/T?)hish = 0.125(19).
The interface tension has been determined using the
two-coupling method. The obtained results are:
(<T-/T3)IOU; _ o.84(16) (<r/Tf)middle = 0.065(10) and
(cr/Tf)hi9h = 0.008(2). Another possibility [9] is to
measure the interface tension by use of the finite vol-
ume tunneling between the symmetric and the bro-
ken phase. This phenomenon leads to the splitting of
the ground state, which gives the interface tension by
EQ = Cexp(-LtLl.ycr). Measuring correlation lengths
of 0(250) the final result reads: (a/T?)middle =0.053(5).
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The comparison for <pc/Tc, AQ/T*, cr/T? and
is shown in Fig. 6 (mji « 18,49 GeV). The

comparison for mH « 35 GeV is not presented, since
the T = 0 simulations, which gives the renormalized
parameters, are not available yet. The dots with er-
ror bars represent the perturbative result at one-loop
(g3) and at two-loop (g4) level. For each quantity the
dashed lines show the region allowed by the statistical
error, whereas the dotted lines include the systematics,
too. The values of g and mjj/mw are those of [8].

For m,H fa 18 GeV (cf. Fig. 7) both the one-loop
and the two-loop results are in good agreement with
the lattice data. For vnj} « 49 GeV the two-loop re-
sults agree definitely better with the Monte Carlo data,
except for the surface tension. The two plots may be
interpreted in the following way. For small Higgs bo-
son masses the perturbative approach is in very good
shape, already the one-loop approximation gives a re-
liable result. As mn grows, the higher order contribu-
tions become more and more important, yet a two-loop
calculation is still satisfactory for ma « 49 GeV. In
this range of parameters the non-perturbative features
of the symmetric phase are not important enough to
destroy the perturbative picture.

Another interesting possibility is to test the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation, which relates the latent heat and
the jump in the order parameter. The comparison by
use of the lattice data [12] is presented in the table. The
first line of it contains AQ obtained by the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation and from the lattice results for Ap
and rr?H. The second line contains the latent heat de-
termined by lattice simulations. The numbers in the
parentheses denote the statistical errors. The values
for triff « 49 GeV agree within one standard deviation.
For mg « 18 GeV there is a small discrepancy.

4 Conclusions, outlook
Perturbative studies show, that the electroweak phase
transition can not be described above mg = 70 GeV by
perturbative methods. One systematic way to solve the
problem is to perform lattice simulations. There is an
intensive work to do Monte-Carlo simulations, in both
three and four dimensions.

The good quantitative agreement between the per-
turbative and lattice results found for Higgs mass values

AQ from C-C eq.

lattice result

m/r « 18 GeV

.0236(14)

.0194(15)

mg K, 49 GeV

.00171(15)

.00151(12)

Table 1: Comparison of the latent heat in lattice units
obtained by using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and
lattice simulations. The data are from ref. [8].

18 GeV and mH sw 49 GeV is interpreted as ev-
idence for the correctness of the present understanding
of the electroweak phase transition. Non-perturbative
effects present in the symmetric phase are neglected
by perturbation theory, but they should contribute to
the lattice results. These effects should be more pro-
nounced for larger Higgs boson masses. Thus, the main
problem for the future is to perform lattice simula-
tions in the physically relevant parameter region (mjj >
65 GeV) and to understand the above mentioned non-
perturbative effects. This understanding is essential for
a clear answer concerning the observed baryon asym-
metry of the universe.
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STRING GRAVITY AND COSMOLOGY: SOME NEW IDEAS
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ABSTRACT

String theory provides the only consistent framework so far that unifies all interactions including gravity. We discuss
gravity and cosmology in string theory. Conventional notions from general relativity like geometry, topology etc. are
well defined only as low energy approximations in string theory. At small distances physics deviates from the field
theoretic intuition. We present several examples of purely stringy phenomena which imply that the physics at strong
curvatures can be quite different from what one might expect from field theory. They indicate new possibilities in the
context of quantum cosmology.

Introduction

It is no accident that (super)string theory attracted
the attention of theorists during the last decade (for a
review see [1]). It is the only theory we have so far,
that contains a consistent theory of quantum gravity, a
feat impossible to reproduce using conventional quan-
tum field theory.

String theory is based on the idea that the elemen-
tary building blocks of matter, instead of being point-
like particles (with local interactions), are strings (one
dimensional objects, either closed or open*). Conven-
tional particles are identified with the eigenmodes of
the string. Thus, the string vibrating in two different
modes, corresponds to two distinct particles. Unlike
field theory, there is automatically a mass scale inher-
ent in string theory, namely the tension of the string.
Since the theory always turns out to contain a graviton,
it is natural to identify this scale with the Plank mass.

There are several attractive features of the theory.
We list below some of them.

• String theory is a finite theory at short distances.
This is due to the fact that string interactions are not
localized at a point.

• At large distances (much bigger than the Plank
length ~ 10~33 cm) strings look like point-like objects
and an ordinary particle description is valid. Gauge
symmetries and gravity appear naturally at low energy.

• A consequence of the above is that string the-
ory contains a consistent (UV-finite) theory of grav-
ity. Moreover, it automatically unifies all interactions:
gravitational, gauge and Yukawa. This, so far, is not
possible to achieve in the context of field theory.

• In order that string theory contains fermions, some
form of (broken) spacetime supersymmetry seems to be

'From now on, for concreteness we will consider closed strings.

needed. This is nice since we know that (spontaneously
broken) supersymmetry can help with hierarchy type of
problems.

The most useful formulation of the theory so far is
the first quantized formulation. Although there have
been attempts to construct string field theory, the prob-
lem is far from solved. This explains our partial knowl-
edge of the full symmetry of the theory.

The first quantized formulation of field theory as
developed by Dirac and Feynman rests on representing
field theory amplitudes as a sum over paths of point
particles

(x\x') ~ / dr / [DX(T)] eiS ^^
JO Jx(0)=x

(1)

with

f
S [X(T)] =

Jo
dr *" + A^x" + •••} (2)

where r parametrizes the path, G^ is the metric, A^
a gauge field and the dots stand for other interactions.
The action here is that of a one-dimensional field theory
defined over the path of the particle.

In string theory, one can write a similar formula for
the amplitude for string propagation. A closed string,
when it propagates (classically) sweeps a two-dimensional
cylinder, (called the world-sheet) and the amplitude
now is a two-dimensional generalization of the field the-
ory formula (1). A closed string is a ring whose position
is described by x^icr), where 0 < a < 1 parametrizes
the ring. Then,

(x(a)\x'(a))~ J[DX(<T,T)} e'

O-,T)) = •£-; f dadr

+BliU{i»x"/ - {n

(3)

(4)
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where dot stands for derivative with respect to <r, Gnv

is the metric, B^u is an antisymmetric tensor, and the
dots contain interactions with other massless fields (gauge
fields etc.)

Perturbative string theory contains two parameters.

• The first is the string tension a', which appears
in the action of the two-dimensional <r-model (4). It
has dimensions of inverse mass-squared. It sets the
length (or mass) scale of the theory. Note also that it is
the coupling constant of the world-sheet cr-model (3,4)
which describes string propagation. For small values of
a' the cr-model is semiclassical.

• The second parameter is the string coupling con-
stant 5stringi which is dimensionless, and governs the
strength of string interactions. It is the loop-expansion
parameter of perturbative string theory.

Thus, a', the <r-model coupling constant, controls
stringy effects, in the sense that when a' —>• 0 the the-
ory becomes equivalent to a field theory. On the other
hand, flfstring, the string theory coupling constant, con-
trols quantum effects (when gstnnS —> 0 the theory is
classical).

At tree level, the Plank mass (or Newton's constant)
is given in terms of these two parameters as

1
1 Planck (5)

Another interesting feature of (super)string theory
is that, in principle, the dimension of spacetime can
be any integer between zero and ten. This gives the
possibility that the theory determines dynamically the
dimension of spacetime to be four, although we do not
understand the mechanism so far. All ground states
with a four-dimensional spacetime contain some uni-
versal fields: The metric (graviton) G^, the antisym-
metric tensor* B^ and a scalar field $, the dilaton. It
is interesting that the string coupling String is related
to the expectation value of the dilaton as

^string — \ e / (6)

which indicates that the coupling constant of string
theory, although undetermined in perturbation theory,
could be determined by non-perturbative effects.

Since particles are in correspondence with the eigen-
modes of the string, it is obvious, that string theory de-
scribes the interactions of an infinite number of parti-
cles. Some of them are massless. We mentioned already,
that a flat four-dimensional ground state contains the

'In four dimensions
ally called the axion.

is equivalent to a pseudoscalar, usu-

"universal excitations", G ^ , BMI/,4> as well as gauge
fields, fermions, and scalars whose quantum numbers
and detailed interactions depend on the ground state.
The theory also contains towers of massive states, most
of them having masses of the order of, or bigger than
the Plank mass.

The classical equations of motion of string theory
turn out be equivalent with the conformal invariance of
the two-dimensional <r-model (3,4). Conformal invari-
ance translates into the vanishing of the /3-functions of
the <7-model. For small a', one can derive the <r-model
one-loop /3-function equations and show that they come
from the following spacetime action*

S,t — (7)

1 ("')]
with

= dfiBvp + cyclic permutations (8)

We have displayed only the bosonic universal fields,
G>f, Bfiu, $ (which we will call the gravitational sec-
tor). The dots stand for the rest of the fields. As indi-
cated, there are higher order in a' (stringy) corrections
with more than two derivatives. There are, for example,

terms.

This two-derivative effective action is valid when all
relevant length scales are much smaller that the string
scale ~ I/a' . In particular, when curvatures become
of the order of the string scale, the a'-corrections (ne-
glected here) are large and we cannot trust (7). The
natural question to address in this context is: Can we
handle strong curvatures? Or, can we sum-up the a'-
expansion?

The answer to this question in given by the concept
of Conformal Field Theory. It is a formalism which is
exact (non-perturbatively) in a', and thus contains all
(perturbative) stringy effects. It should be thought of as
an infinite dimensional analogue of fields like the metric,
the antisymmetric tensor, gauge and scalar fields etc. It
also provides a handle on the perturbative symmetries
of string theory.

Since string theory contains a massless graviton, we
certainly have diffeomorphism invariance. Massless gauge
fields indicate the presence of gauge invariance.

Is the symmetry of string theory the direct product of
such field-theoretic symmetries?

Although we do not know the symmetries of string the-
ory in their full glory, we certainly know that the answer

lTo be distinguished from the world-sheet c-model action (4).
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to the previous question is negative. We can find extra
symmetries that go beyond field theory. Such symme-
tries come under the name of duality symmetries. We
have examples where two different effective field the-
ory solutions correspond to the same string theory solu-
tion. Duality symmetries act in a non-perturbative way
on the a'-expansion. In this respect, they are stringy
symmetries. What accounts for the difference here is
that our probes (strings) are extended objects.

It turns out that concepts like geometry, topology,
gauge symmetry, dimension of space etc. are low en-
ergy approximations in string theory. In view of this
we can ask: can every classical solution to string theory
be described completely in terms of the standard fields,
like the metric G^ etc.? The answer turns out again
to be negative. We know of solutions which have semi-
classical regions where geometry is well defined, as well
as regions that are "fuzzy" (no geometric description).
We also know of solutions where there is no semiclassi-
cal region at all..

When do we have a good geometrical description? This
exists only if solutions contain parameters that can be
varied in such a way that relevant scales (volume, cur-
vature) become much larger than the string scale.

A simple example: String theory on a circle

We will consider here a closed string moving on a
manifold that contains a circle of radius R. The part of
the two-dimensional <r-model that describes the circle
has the following action:

^circle —
47ra'

(9)

where we have explicitly displayed the radius depen-
dence of the action and <j> is a two dimensional field that
takes values in [0,2TT]. Note that R has dimensions of
length since the angle <f> is dimensionless.

In the field theory case, we know that for a particle
moving on a circle the momentum is quantized

m (10)

where m is an integer. In this case if an internal di-
mension is such a circle the 4-D mass of such momen-
tum excitations has a term proportional to p2 (in the
Kaluza-Klein framework. Thus, in field theory

M2=^r

Notewhere the dots summarize other contributions.
that p2 is the spectrum of the Laplacian operator
on the circle. Knowing the spectrum of masses (or the

Laplacian) we can reconstruct the manifold. Thus here
geometry alone determines the spectrum and vice versa.
In particular by measuring the low lying spectrum we
can measure the size (radius) of the circle.

In the string case, there are excitations that are not
of the momentum type. The string can also wrap (sev-
eral times) around the circle. The "energy" of such
winding excitations depends on the string tension a'
and the total length of the winding string in a very
simple (linear) fashion:

winding —
R

(12)

where n is the winding number (an integer) and 2imR
is the total length of the string. Such excitations give
additional contributions to the 4-D masses and the full
formula is

I2 • -••string ~
m n2R2

v'2 (13)

Imagine that we have a circle of large radius, R2 » a'.
Then, from (13), we observe that the low lying spectrum
is given solely in terms of momentum (field theory-like)
excitations. The states with non-zero winding numbers
are comparatively very massive, namely of the order of
the Plank mass. Thus an observation of the low energy
spectrum is described by geometry and we will measure
the (large) value of the radius.

Consider however, the case where R2 ~ a'. Then
the low lying spectrum contains both winding and mo-
mentum excitations, and in fact is not described by any
(one-dimensional) geometry. In this region, the geomet-
ric description breaks down.

Let us look now at the opposite limit, R2 << a'.
Now the low energy spectrum is composed solely in
terms of the winding excitations and low lying masses
are

Jlow—lying — (14)

Now this spectrum is similar to the field theory spec-
trum (11) , and there is again a geometric description
in terms of a circle. However, by comparing (11) and
(14) we will measure an effective radius

R =
R

(15)

which is obviously different from R. We can thus con-
clude that

Reff > vV (16)

and that there is an effective minimum size for the
manifold in string theory. This minimum length,
is of the order of the Plank length.
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The above discussion follows from the observation
that there is a symmetry in the stringy spectrum (13)
of the circle, namely

R a' (17)

and a simultaneous exchange of winding and momen-
tum excitations. Such a symmetry is known as "tar-
get space duality". Another way to state the effect of
this symmetry is: the two cr-models associated to two
distinct geometries, namely a circle of radius R and a
circle of radius s/a' /R correspond to the same Confor-
mal Field Theory, and thus to the same classical string
solution. Target space duality symmetry is particular
to the theory of strings but not to field theory, since
the necessary ingredient, namely winding modes do not
exist in field theory5. It is obvious from (17) that tar-
get space duality is not a symmetry order by order in
a' (the cr-model coupling constant). We need the ex-
act solution of the theory to see the symmetry. Thus
target space duality is a non-perturbative symmetry of
the cr-model.

Another relevant observation concerns the self-dual
radius R = y/a'. At this point, the symmetry of the
a-model is enhanced from U(1)L X U(1)R to SU(2)L X
SU(2)R. Chiral c-model symmetries, are associated to
gauge symmetries in string theory. Thus the theory
with R = Va1 has a SU{2) x SU{2) unbroken gauge
symmetry. When R moves away from this value, the
gauge symmetry is broken to U{\) xU(l). In this re-
spect, R is like the expectation value of a Higgs field.

Although we indicated the simplest example of such
a symmetry [2], it is more general, [3-6]. It can be shown
to be an exact symmetry order by order in string per-
turbation theory [7]. In general, there are two parts of
the spectrum which we will continue to call momentum
and winding modes, which are interchanged by target
space duality The effective geometry seen by the mo-
mentum modes is in general different from the one seen
by the winding modes (the dual geometry).

Implications for Effective Theories of Strings

The radius of the circle of the previous example was
taken to be a (fixed) constant. In string theory however
it can vary, and it really corresponds to a field. Let us
consider a compactification of string theory, where part
of the internal space is a circle with radius R2 » a'.
As mentioned before, the low energy spectrum is com-
posed of momentum modes only. Thus when we derive
the low energy effective field theory we must integrate
out the heavy (winding) modes.

5Sometimes field theories have effective excitations which are
stringy, for example Nielsen-Olesen vortices. In such cases one
could in principle have such a behavior.

Imagine now following this effective field theory, as
the radius becomes smaller. It is obvious that when we
reach the region with R2 ~ a' we will encounter some
strange behavior, namely non-unitary and/or singulari-
ties. The reason is that at this region we have integrated
out fields that have comparable mass to the ones we
kept, and this is inconsistent. There is no singularity in
the full string spectrum, just our approximation broke
down.

Such a change of R can happen in a cosmological
context. There are exact solutions in string theory
where R changes with time [8]. The functional behavior
can have the forms

R{t) ~ t , R(r) ~ l/t , R(t) ~ tan(ai) (18)

R{t) ~ coth(at) , R{t) ~ tanh(at) (19)

Thus we have an example of a cosmological situation
where a single effective field theory is not enough to
describe the entire evolution of the universe.

Topology change and black hole singularities

As we mentioned earlier not all string solutions have
a conventional geometrical interpretation. Here we will
examine situations in which the geometry of 3-space
changes as a function of time. Of particular interest are
situations in which at early times curvatures are weak in
which there is a well defined geometry, at intermediate
times curvature gets strong and thus the geometrical
interpretation is strong, and at late times the universe
flattens again so that geometry is again well defined
but can be quite different from the original one. In
such cases 3-d topology can change.

In general relativity, topology cannot change with-
out going through a singularity. We will see that in
string theory this can happen smoothly. If however we
follow the evolution through the effective field theory
we will encounter singularities in the region of strong
curvatures. As argued however in the previous section
this only indicates the breakdown of the effective field
theory. There is no singularity in the context of the
full string theory. Solutions exhibiting smooth topology
change in string theory when some parameters are var-
ied have described in [9-11]. Exact solutions for time-
dependent topology change have been described in [8].
We will describe here such an example.

At time t — 0 the 3-space has the topology of a line
times a disk. The disk is not flat and its metric is

ds2 = dr2 + tanh2 r d92
(20)

The space evolves at intermediate time to arrive at t —
oo to a space with the topology of a line times a cylinder
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with metric

ds*=dr2+coth2rd92 (21)

Although this metric looks singular, the associated string
theory is regular.

This brings us to the other interesting question, which
is concerned with the nature of singularities in string
theory.

There are exact solutions in string theory which from
the naive (effective field theory) point of view have
point-like singularities and associated horizons. In fact
such apparent singularities in string theory can be worse
in the sense that we can have solutions with singulari-
ties on higher dimensional hypersurfaces. As we argued
above, close to the singularity the curvature is large
so the effective field theory breaks down. Can we use
tools like duality to say something about what is the na-
ture of such black holes in string theory? We will show
first examples examples of euclidean manifolds which
although geometrically singular are absolutely regular
in string theory.

The first example is what is known as the SU(2)/U(1)
space. Its metric and dilaton are

ds2 = dp7 + tan2 pda2 , $ = log(l+ cos2/?) (22)

where a,/3 6 [0, 27r]. The curvature and dilaton are
singular at /3 = TT. However the cr-model associate with
this space can be solved exactly and all amplitudes are
regular.

The next example is given by the metric (21) along
with the dilaton <I> = log(l — cosh2r). Here also the
curvature and dilaton are singular at r = 0. Although
we cannot solve this model exactly it can be shown [11]
that it is dual to the one with metric (20) and dilaton
$ = log(l +cosh2r) which is perfectly regular. This
duality is relevant since analytic continuation of these
metrics gives an exact solution to string theory where
the four space has two flat directions while the other
two have a metric (in Kruskal coordinates) and dilaton
given by [12],

ds2 =
du dv
1 — uv

= log(l — uv) (23)

The Penrose diagram for this black hole is similar to the
standard Schwarschild black hole. The duality between
the Euclidean spaces we described above has some pe-
culiar consequences for this black hole. It interchanges
in particular the horizon and the singularity, [13]. This
implies that the physics here is quite different from a
field theoretic black hole.

Using our previous experience with the effects of
duality we can speculate about the physics of such a

black hole. An example of how this type of symmetry
can affect string propagation, can be given (heuristi-
cally) as follows [14]. Consider a string background
which is singular (semiclassically) in a certain region.
In the asymptotic region, (which is obtained by some
spacetime-depended radius becoming very large), one
has quantum numbers for asymptotic states that cor-
respond roughly to windings and momenta. Momen-
tum states are the only low energy states in this region.
An experimenter sitting at the asymptotic region, far
away from the black hole would like to probe its nature.
He can do this using the low lying (momentum) modes
available to him. Consider a momentum mode trav-
elling towards the high curvature region. Its effective
mass starts growing as it approaches large curvatures.
At some point it becomes energetically possible for it
to decay to winding states which, in this region, start
having effective masses that are lower than momentum
modes. In such backgrounds (unlike flat ones) winding
and momentum are not separately conserved so that
such a transition is possible. The reason for this is that
there is a non-trivial dilaton field and thus, winding and
momentum conservation is broken by the screening op-
erators which transfer it to discrete states localized at
the high curvature region.

In fact it is a general property of string theory that
classical singularities have always associated with them
states localized at the singularity. These can be in-
terpreted as internal states of the (would be) singular-
ity. A useful picture here is that of the hydrogen atom
where the localized states are the bound states, while
the scattering states above form the continuum. Thus
we could say that particles interact with such localized
states loosing momentum (in discrete steps) and gain-
ing winding number.

Once such a momentum to winding mode transition
happens in the strongly curved region, the winding state
sees a different geometry, namely the dual one and thus
continues to propagate further into the strong curvature
region since it feels only the (weak) dual curvature.

On Cosmological singularities

We believe today that our universe underwent a big
bang and continued expending thereafter. We certainly
do not trust Einstein's equations beyond a time of the
order of the Plank scale. If we naively extrapolate how-
ever we will find a (time-like) singularity at t=0 where
the universe squeezes at zero volume.

Using the duality ideas we can analyze a similar sit-
uation in the context of string cosmology.

Let us consider an expanding universe in string the-
ory. For simplicity we will consider the spatial slice to
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t = i

be a three torus with a time dependent volume. A so-
lution of this kind (to lowest order in a') is given by
[15]

(24)

= 0

where <r,- £ [0, 2?r] and we can choose 6,- > 0 so the
universe is expanding. As t -¥ 0+ the universe is col-
lapsing to zero volume, and there is a curvature singu-
larity there.' We can also make the solution isotropic
by choosing a,- = a and 6j = \j-JZ.

dsln = -dt2 + a2 (26)

(27)

In this example space is a torus with a radius that
changes with time. At late times the radius is large and
geometry is well defined with the low lying states being
the momentum states. When however the volume be-
comes of the order of the string length, t ~ a~"*^, the
geometrical picture breaks down since winding states
have energies comparable to the momentum states. If
we continued naively to T —>• 0 we would think that
the universe shrinks to zero volume, with a curvature
singularity.

The correct approach however is that for t < a~*3

to use the metric seen by the winding modes that now
dominate the low energy spectrum.

(28)

* = - log* (29)

For these modes the universe is expanding as t —• 0.
Thus the correct picture is the following: As we go back
in time the universe shrinks until it becomes of Plank
size at which point it starts re-expanding again. This
idea is central in pre-big bang type of cosmologies in
the context of string theory [16].

Conclusions

We have presented some ideas on how physics con-
cerning gravity, the structure of spacetime (black holes
and cosmological singularities being the focus) can be
quite different in string theory compared to point-particle

'There are solutions exact to all orders in a' with a similar
behavior, but we chose one with the simplest interpretation.

field theory. We noted in particular the role played by
stringy symmetries, known as dualities in establishing
this non-field theoretic behavior.

However it should be obvious that we are in the be-
ginning of a long road towards establishing string the-
ory (or maybe a variant thereof) as the theory that
describes nature. The low energy properties of string
theory (in the matter sector) are now a subject of ac-
tive investigation and we hope to be able soon to tell
whether some ground state of string theory, looks like
the standard model at low energy and agrees with the
experimental data.

The gravitational sector gives another window both
to test the theory, but also indicates the existence of a
host of new phenomena (some of them described in this
talk) which might indicate that Nature is always richer
than we think.
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ABSTRACT

Two examples of CP violation in top-physics, induced by Supersymmetry are considered:
the rate difference between the partial widths of t and I, and T odd triple product correlations
among the 3-momenta in e"1" e~ —* tt with the subsequent decay of t (t). The dependence on
the mass SUSY parameters are presented.

1 Introduction
Testing Superaymmetry (SUSY) through CP violating
observables in top-quark physics seems a promising task
for future colliders. There are two main reasons for this.

First, the top quark actually does not mix with
other generations, and thus the GIM mechanism of uni-
tarity constraints leads to negligibly small effects of C F
violation in the Standard Model (SM). Thus, obser-
vation of CP noninvariance in top-physics would defi-
nitely be a signal for physics beyond the SM [1,2,3j. ID
the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
[7], there are new complex couplings as compared to the
SM. Neglecting generation mixing they lead to CP vio-
lation within a one generation only, free of the unitarity
supression of the GIM mechanism.

Next, being an effect of the radiative corrections,
the CP violating observables will be proportional to the
ratio of the masses of the top quark and the SUSY par-
ticles in the loop. Having in mind the large top-quark
mass, mt - 175GeV [4], we may expect that the CP-
violating effects would be only moderately suppressed.

Here we shall consider two examples of CP viola-
tion induced by SUSY: the difference between the par-
tial decay widths of t and t [5], and T odd triple product
correlations among any 3-vectors of the sequential pro-
cesses of production and decay of the top/antitop [6].

2 The Rate Difference between the Weak
Decays of t and i

First we consider the CP violating asymmetry:

(I)

A nonzero value of £CP requires at the same time
CP violating complex couplings of the Lagragian - here
provided by the MSSM, and absoptive parts of the am-

plitude, i.e. loop corrections. Since only the absorptive
parts of the loop SUSY amplitude enter £cPi ^ e niain
contribution to (1) would come from diagrams in which
one of the on - shell loop particles is the lightest SUSY
particle - the neutralino x°. There are two such dia-

- x° - ingrams: with (x° -in- X+) and with (iL - x
the loop (fn are the massive scalar-top states, x+ i3 the
chargino, the mass of the b - quark has been neglected).
Full expression of the contribution from the different di-
agrams has been obtained in [5], where also numerical
integration performed. However, a rather symple an-
alytic expression for (CP can be obtained if only the
diagram with (ti — x° — &L) is considered. In this case
the only source of CP - violation are the phases of the
neutralino mixing matrix. Neglecting the mixing be-
tween W3 and B as compared to that between Wz(B)
and H°, as suggested by the minimal supergravity mod-
els [7] we obtain [5j:

sft
8sin/?

, — rrijy m t

+ 2m\y jq7

where

CP

- ml
2m, 2m t

(2)

(3)

For maximal CP violation (sin <5CP — 1J-. s ' n 2 0 =

1/2, m, = 180 GeV, m-t[_ = 100 GeV and mso = 20
GeV (near the exprimental bound), we have:

^ 0.059 x aw for mj t = 200GeV (4)

^ 0-026 x aw for m^ = 300GeV. (5)

which is an asymmetry of the order of 10~3.
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Though the £Cp seems a rather simple asymme-
try, that can provide indirect evidence for the existence
of supersymmetry and set new bounds on the super-
symmetric phases and masses, it has the disadvantage
that being an effect of the absorptive part of the am-
plitude it presents a threashold effect: a zero value of
fcp would imply that either there is no SUSY or that
m] < (mj + mj)2 .

3 Triple Product Correlations
Here, as possible evidence of CP violation we consider
T-odd triple product correlations of the type

x 12 (6)

where q^ 2 3 c a n o n e in

•t + i

t + i tll'v.

(7)

(8)

Such T odd CP violating correlations are due to
complex couplings and real part of the amplitude and
thus they are free of threashold. CP violation is as-
sumed both in the it production and in the t[t) decay
processes.

This method has been proposed in [1] for a general
study of CP violation in it production in e+e~ anni-
hilation and in pp collisions. The correlations (6) are
called T-odd as they change sign under a flip of the 3-
momenta involved. However, \iCPT is assumed, when
loop corrections are included, T-odd correlations can
arise either from absorptive parts in the amplitude (so-
called final state interactions), or from CP - violation.
The former effect is a consequence of the unitarity of the
S - matrix, and presents our SM backgroung. It can be
eliminated either by taking the difference between the
process we are interested in and its CP conjugate or by
direct estimates. T-odd correlations in the SM due to
gluon or Higgs boson exchanged in the final states have
been considered lately [8].

We have obtained [6j an analytic expression for
the cross section da*'* of the sequential processes (7)
and (8) in the c.m.system of the initial e+e~ beams
that contains the explicit dependence on the consid-
ered triple product correlations induced by CP viola-
tion. Though this expression will be used here to study
CP violation induced by SUSY, it is a completely gen-
eral one and can be applied to study other sources of
CP violation too. The cross section da1'1 reads:

'<•*

q(PtPi) A2' + (ptp(+ pi) A31

(9)

where qi,pt, etc. denote the corresponding unit 3-
vectors.

Here

Cou —

SM - 47r4 y 2 y / $ j
\ 4 / ?

m: — m
(10)

w

is the expression for the SM cross sections of (7) and
(8), Ef, and Ei are the energies of the the b-quark and
the final lepton in the c.m.system:

m, — m w 1

IE 1 - /3(PtPb) '

Eh m w
2 [E{\ - /?(ptp,+ )) -

(11)

(12)

E — \fs/2, P — y/l — 4m(/5 and y/s is the total c. m.
energy. For the asymmetries A; we have:

2

y/s

(13)

(14)

a3 — - y —i^j, i -+— (15)

(16)
ys

where

P_

P+

D

A

^0089(0, -G , ) ]

= ^[A+0cos»A]
= 2A| c^cA^v Sm rfz

D-, =

Here cv = -1 /2 +2sin2 % ,cA = 1/2, and gv = 1/2-
4/3 sin2 Bw, gA = -1 /2 are the SM couplings of Z° to
the electron, and the top respectively,

9%
5 - *i

(18)

The quantities N and Ĝ  are definite functions of CyiA,
gv,A and the production angle 0 that are explicitely
written in [6]. In the above expressions cf and dz are
the electric and weak dipole moments .of the t-quark,
which in the limit of vanishing electron mass present the
whole effect of CP violation in the production process,
<7s is a form fact or of the fftW-vertex, whose complex
part gives rise to correlations (6) and presents the effect
of CP violation in the top decay.
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Note, that for the reaction (8) in the expressions
(9) - (16) with the upper index i one should make also
the replacement:

Pe -> R, Pi -+P&. Pi- Pv - * PD •

(19)
Notice that only the correlation (q/pfp/) gets con-

tribution both from C P violation in the production and
decay processes, while the other correlations are sensi-
tive only to CP violation in the (-decay.

3.1 Observables and Estimates in the
MSSM

We consider two types of observables:
(i) If N [(q/Ptp;) > 0(< 0)] is the number of events

in which (q/ptp/) > 0(< 0), with analogous definitions
for the other triple products, we define the following
T-odd asymmetries:

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

N [(qiptp&j
N [(q(Ptpfc)
N [(ptPlPb)
N [{PtPiPt)
N [(q/pipb)

>

>
>
>

0] 4-
0] -

0} -f-

o j -
o] +
o l -

N

A/"

/V

A^

JV

N

1 (QiPtph)
| f Q^O*pj 1

l(p«P;Ps)

<

<
<

<

0]

0]

0]

o]
o]
oi

>0} < 0}

(iij The other T-odd observables we consider are
the mean values of the same triple product correlations:

Mi = {(q/pfp/)) M2 =
M3 = ({ptPlPb)) MA =

(24)

(25)

The truly CP-violating effect would be a nonzero
value of the differences:

t = O, - Ok i=Mi- M,, (26)

where Os and Mi refer to (7) and O{ and M-t ref er to
reaction (8).

In [6] we have obtained numerical estimates for O^
and M, in the MSSM. The main contribution comes
from, diagrams with ghiino and scalar quarks in. the
loops. The CP-violating phases <$>A and 4>g from the
stop-squark mixing matrix and the Majorana mass term
of the gluino [9] entei only in the combination <j>A — 4>-g-

Figs, la, b, c and 2a, b, c exhibit the depen-
dence of the CP - violating observables Mi} and Oj,
i=l,...,4, on y/s, rn-g and rrij,. Note that the quanti-
ties Oi and Mi as defined in (26) are Ok = 2O£ and
Mi = 2Mi. Everywhere in our numerical analysis
we have assumed maximal mixing and maximal CP -
violation. We have chosen the following set of reference
values: y/s = 500 GeV, mt = 175 GeV, m-g = 200 GeV,
m-h = 150 GeV, m-t7 = 400 GeV, and m-b = 200 GeV.

In the figures below we show the dependence of the ob-
servables Oj and Mi on one of the parameters, with the
other parameters being fixed at their reference values.
Our analysis shows:

1. There is almost no dependence on y/s above
threshold. The quantities O2, C4 and Mi, M4 are
about five times larger then the others. Their values
at •y/s = 500 GeV are of the order of 10~3 for rather
low masses of the SUSY particles involved, (mj =
150 GeV, m-t7 = 400 GeV, m-it = 200 GeV, m-3 =
200 GeV). Note that the observables C4 and A44 have
also the advantage that they involve only the momenta
of the t and i decay products.

2. There is a marked dependence on m-ti. At
m^ = m,(2 both Oi and Mi change sign.

3. The observables O; and Mi condsidered ex-
hibit less sensitivity to CP violation in top decay. This
is due to the fact that i) Qmgx is smaller than cP>z

t

and ii) the contribution of ^mgR to Oi and .Mi is pro-
portional to the degree of SM t(t) polarization P±.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1: Observables Mi, i = 1,..,4, as a function of (a)

y/s, (b) m.g, and (c) m-tl, for mt = 175 GeV,
m-t7 = 400 GeV. m-bc = 200 GeV. We have taken
s/s = 500 GeV in (b) and (c), m-g = 200 GeV
in (a) and (c), m^ = 150 GeV in (a) and (b).
Mi (full line), M2 (long-dashed), M3(8hort-dashed),
M4(dashed-dotted).

Fig. 2: Asymmetries Oi, i = 1,..,4, as a function of (a)
yfs, (b) m-g, and (c) m-h, for mt = 175 GeV,
m-t7 = 400 GeV, m-^ = 200 GeV. We have taken
v/s = 500 GeV in (b) and (c), m-s = 200 GeV
in (a) and (c), m-ti = 150 GeV in (a) and (b).
Oi (full line), 02(tong-dashed), O3(short-dashed),
O4{ dashed- dot ted).
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Double Beta Decay Experiments
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ABSTRACT

The brief review on the double beta decay is done. Best results on 0v(3f3, Oi/x°0P and 2i//3P
decays are presented. Projects with sensitivity to Ov/3/3 decay on the level ~ 1025 y is briefly
discussed.

1 Introduction
At the moment, the neutrinoless double beta decay
(Oi//?/?) is the best probe for physics beyond the stan-
dard model of electroweak interactions. Its existence
connects with fundamental aspects of particle physics:
• the lepton number nonconservation;
• the existence and nature of neutrino mass;
• the existence of right-handed currents in the elec-
troweak interaction;
• the existence of a massless Goldstone boson, majoron;
• the structure of Higgs' sector;
• supersymmetry.

To date, only lower limits on half-lives (T°p) of
different nuclei have been obtained experimentally. These
limits are used to deduce upper limits on the Majo-
rana neutrino mass, the right-handed-currents admix-
ture parameters, the majoron-Majorana neutrino cou-
pling constant, etc. One particular source of uncer-
tainty in the above analysis is the evaluation of the nu-
clear matrix elements entering the theoretical expres-
sions for these fundamental observables.

In connection with the Ov00 decay, the detection
of double beta decay with the emission of two neutri-
nos (2u00), which is an allowed process of second order
in the Standard Model, enables the experimental de-
termination of nuclear matrix elements involved in the
double beta decay processes. This, in turn, leads to the
development of theoretical schemes for nuclear matrix-
element calculations both in connection with the 2i/p(3
decays as well as the Oi//?/? decays. These decays re-
quire the same basic many-body nuclear-structure wave
functions combined with different transition operators.
More exact calculations of nuclear matrix elements al-
low a more unambiguous extraction of the values of the
relevant 0uj3p observables mentioned above.

This review summarizes the present status and
the nearest perspectives of double beta decay research.

2 Present status
2.1 Neutrinoless double beta decay

(A, Z) ̂  {A, Z + 2) + 2e" (1)

Most stringent limit on the process (1) was obtained for
7 6Ge in experiment with HPGe detectors made from en-
riched germanium (~ 86% of 76Ge) - T°J2 > 5.1 • 1024

y (90% CL) [1], that corresponds to limit on Majo-
rana neutrino mass < Tnv > < (0.7— 1.7) eV l. Strong

Isotope

4 8Ca
76Ge
82Se

100Mo

116Cd

i28T e

i30T e

136Xe
iso N d

> 9.5-
>5.1-
>2.7-
>4.4-
>6.4-
>2.9-
>6.2-
>7.3-
> 2.1-
>4.6-
> 2.1-

7

1021

1024

1022

1022

1021

1022

1021

1024

1022

1023

1021

T;2' y

(76% CL) [8]
(90% CL) [1]
(68% CL) [9]
' (68% CL) [10]
(90% CL) [11]
• (90% CL) [12]
(90% CL) [13]
[14] geochemical
(90% CL) [15]
(90% CL) [7]
(90% CL) [16]

< mv >, eV

< 18.3-23.6
< 0.7-1.7
< 4 . 7 - 14.4
< 2.4-6.6
< 6 — 18
< 4.1-6.7
< 8.9 -14.6
< 1 -2
< 5.0-6.7
< 1.9-2.9
<4-22

Following the technique, recommended by Particle
Data Group [17], limits at 90% CL are 1022 y for 100Mo
and 6 1021 for 116Cd.

Table 1: Best limits on T®J2 and < m,, >.

enough limit on 0v/3p decay was obtained for 136Xe in
experiment with xenon TPC [7]. Enriched material was
used in this case too - 3.3 kg of enriched xenon (62%
of 136Xe). After nearly 1 year of measurement the limit
T^J2 > 4.6 • 1023 y was obtained, which corresponds to
Majorana neutrino mass < mv > < (1.9 - 2.9) eV.

'The spread of values is connected with uncertainties in nu-
clear matrix element (NME) calculations. Here and below NME
are taken from [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
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Best present limits on Oi//?/? decay for most per-
spective nuclei are presented in Table 1. All results,
excluding l28Te one, were obtained in direct counting
experiments. Geochemical experiment with 128Te [14]
gives also quite stringent limit on < mu X (1 — 2) eV
which is comparable with the 76Ge result.

2.2 Neutrinoless double beta decay with
majoron emission

If lepton number is not conserved, then the global U(l)
symmetry it generates might be spontaneously broken.
In this case, neutrinoless double beta decay may also
proceed by the emission of the associated Goldstone
boson, the majoron x°'-

(A,Z)->(A,Z + 2) + 2e-+x° (2)

Majoron (if it exists) can play a significant role for the

Isotope

48Ca
75Ge
82Se

100Mo

116Cd

128Te
130Te
136Xe
isoN d

•̂  1/2 ' y

> 7.2 - 1020 (76% CL) [24]
> 7.8 • 1021 (90% CL) [1]
> 1.6- 1021 (68% CL) [25]
> 5 . 0 - 1020 (90% CL) [11]
> 7.9 • 1020 (68% CL) [26]
> 1.3 • 1021 (90% CL) [13]
> 1.0- 1021 (90% CL) [27]
> 7.3 • 1024 [14] geochemical
> 1.5 • 1021 (90% CL) [15]
> 1.1 -102 2 (90% CL) [7]
> 5.3 • 1020 (90% CL) [16]

< < ? e e > x l 0 4

< 4.3 - 8 . 5
< 2 . 4 - 7 . 3
< 2 - 11
< 2 - 6

< 1.2-2.1
< 1.4-2.4
< 0.3-0.78
< 2.1-5.0
< 1.6-2.3
< 0.7-3.8

Table 2: The most restrictive majoron limits.

history of the early Universe, in the evolution of stellar
objects, and in supernova astrophysics. The process
(2) may also be relevent in connection with the solar
neutrino problem [18, 19].

The triplet inajoron model has been ruled out by
measurements of the Z° width at LEP. Nevertheless a
few new models were proposed [20, 21, 22, 23], in which
the process (2) is possible and there is no contradiction
with LEP data.

At the moment there are only limits on the pro-
cess (2) (Table 2). Most strong limit was obtained in
geochemical experiment with 128Te: T1/2 > 7.3 - 1023

y, which correponds to the limit on majoron-Majorana
neutrino coupling constant < gee >< (3 - 7.8) • 10~5.

2.3 Two neutrino double beta decay
(A,Z)->(A,Z + 2) + 2e- + 2i>e (3)

Up to date decays (3) have been detected for 8 nu-
clei (including geochemical and radiochemical experi-
ments). For 100Mo 2i/P0 transition to the first 0+ ex-
cited state in 100Ru has been measured also [28]. Table

3 gives the most reliable and precise results on the 2v/3/3
decay. At the present time experiments on the 2i/0j3

Figure 1: The NEMO-2 detector. (1) Central frame
with the metallic foil. (2) Tracking device of 10 frames
with 2 x 32 Geiger cells each. (3) Scintillator array.
(The shielding is not shown.)

signal

.20

100

so

so

Tlll=0.9S~0.04(slat)~O.OV(syst)lo"y

Enriched Mo

1433 events

O O.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

2e energy lum

Pp2v signal (7008 h)

Tm= 3.6'0.3(stat)'0.3(sy:i)10'9 y

"'Cd (180 evts)

(background subtracted)

2e energy mm (coja<0.6)
MeV

Figure 2: Energy sum spectrum of 2i/(30 events in
100Mo and n6Cd.

decay are reaching up a new qualitative level, when it's
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Isotope Positive results, TfY2 (y) Limits, Tff2 (yj
4 8 Ca
7 6Ge
8 2Se

96 Z r .
i o o M o

1 0 0Mo-1 0 0Ru(0+)
116Cd
128Te

136Xe
i 5 0 N d

238 y
244pu

[1.53 ± 0.04(sfaO ± 0.13(sj/s*)] • IO21 [1]
1.08°_0

26
06 • IO20 [9]

(1.2 ± 0.1) • IO20 geochemical [31]

[0.95 ± 0.04(slot) ± 0 09(syst)] • IO19 [11]
6.1±?"? - IO20 [28]

[3.6 ± 0.3(staf) ± 0.3(sys()j • IO19 [13]
(7.7 ± 0.4) • IO24 [14] geochemical
(2.7 ± 0.1) • IO21 [14] geochemical

~ IO19 [16]
[1.88j:°l|(siaf) ± 0.19) - IO19 [33]

(2.0 ± 0.6) • IO21 [34] radiochemical

> 3.6 • IO19 [30]

> 1 • IO17 (68% CL) [32]

> 2.1 • IO20 (95% CL) [7]

> 1.1 • IO18 (95% CL) [35] radiochemical
* Positive result for 96Zr have been presented in [36], but there is the serious critics of it, and it seems too early to say
about observation of the decay.

Table 3: The best 2i/ßß results.

not enough just to detect the process, but it is neces-
sary to measure all parameters of the process with good
accuracy. The track detector NEMO-2 (fig. 1) [29] per-
tains to the new generation of detectors. The Ivßß
decay of 100Mo and 116Cd has been investigated with
high accuracy by that detector [11, 13]. Energy sum
spectra of 2i//?/? events in 100Mo and 116Cd are shown
in fig. 2. In those experiments angular distributions
and single electron spectra have been obtained too.

3 Planned experiments

Figure 3: Schematic view of the NEMO3 detector.

There are a lot of proposals of new experiments
on ßß decay. The most sensitive experiments which will
be done in nearer future are considered here.

3.1 76Ge experiments
The Heidelberg-Moscow collaboration experiment is last-
ing in the Gran Sasso Underground Laboratory. Mass
of detectors made of enriched germanium is around 10
kg now. The experiment sensitivity is supposed to go
up to ~ 1025 y in a few years of measurement that
corresponds to < m„ >< (0.5 — 1.2) eV.

Approximately the same sensitivity will be reached
in the IGEX experiment [37], which repeats all main
parameters of the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment and
will be started in full volume (~ 10 kg of 76Ge) in 1996.

3.2 NEMO experiment
NEMO [38] is a tracking experiment in which, in con-
trast to the 76Ge experiments, not only full energy re-
lease is measured, but other parameters of the process
are measured too: single electron energy, angle between
electrons, coordinates of events and etc. Main proper-
ties and parameters of the detector were investigated
with prototype NEMO-2 [11, 13, 29]. The main detec-
tor NEMO-3 is currently under construction and will
be able to accommodate up to 10 kg of various double
beta decay candidates (100Mo, l l6Cd, 82Se, 130Te, 96Zr,
I50Nd and etc). The sensitivity for 5 years of mea-
surement will be on the level ~ 102S for Oußß decay
(< m, >~ (0.1 - 0.3) eV), ~ 1023 for 0vx°ßß decay
(< 9ee >~ 10"5), and ~ 1022 for Ivßß decay.

A general view of the detector's cylindrically sym-
metric geometry is shown in fig. 3. The detector con-
sists of a tracking volume filled with helium gas, a thin
source foil dividing vertically the tracking volume into
halves on a radius, and a calorimeter part. The tracking
part is 6000 Geiger cells of 3 m long being parallel to the
detector's vertical axis. Energy and time-of-flight mea-
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surements are performed by plastic scintillators cover-
ing the two concentric surfaces of the tracking volume
and end caps. The total number of photomultipliers
will approach 2000 and the weight of the scintillator
will reach 7 • 103 kg. A magnetic field (~ 30 Gauss) will
be used to reject background connected with pair cre-
ation and incoming electrons. A shielding consisting of
20 cm of iron and 5 cm of lead will protect the detector
from external radioactivity.

4 Conclusion
Thus, by the present time 2v0{} decay has been detected
for 8 nuclei and such type of experiments starts to reach
up the qualitatively new level, when all parameters of
the process are measured.

Neutrinoless double beta decay has not detected
yet and the best limit on Majorana neutrino mass is
equal to (0.7 - 1.7) eV. Conservative approach gives
the limit of 1.7 eV. In a few years the sensitivity to
<mv> will be led to (0.1 - 0.3) eV.
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ABSTRACT

The 2 Gallium experiments, GALLEX and SAGE, are now producing stable measurements of
the solar neutrino fluxes of (resp.) 77.1 ± 8.5(stat) is'-t^ys*)' and 69 ± 13 SNU, confirming
a deficit compared to the predictions of the Standard Solar Models (120 to 140 SNUs).
The experiment with a calibrated intense neutrino source of GALLEX has convinced the
scientific community of the validity and seriousness of the radiochemical results, since the
measured source result is 0.97 ± 0.11 times the expected value. The sensitivity of the Gallium
experiments to the pp neutrinos, and the general belief that the pp solar neutrino flux is
well understood, has lead to the conclusion that a strong suppression of the 7Be neutrino
flux is needed and is sufficient to explain all experimental data. A natural explanation for
such a suppression is provided by the MSW mechanism of neutrino oscillations.

1 Introduction
For more than 3 decades, the Chlorine experiment [l]
(with a threshold of 814 keV) has systematically meas-
ured less than the predictions of the Solar Models [2, 3],
between 1/3 to 1/4 of what was expected, ie, 2.55 ±
0.25 SNU (exp.) vs 8.0 ± 1.0 (Bahcall et al.) or 6.4 ±
1.4 SNU (Turck-Chieze et al.). It was interpretated
either as deficiency of the radiochemical experiment or
as a "deficit of Boron neutrinos", since those neutrinos
from the inner core of the Sun are very much dependent
on the central temperature. The Kamioka experiment
[4] (with a threshold about 7.5 MeV) has confirmed
from 1988 the existence of a deficit, but the difference
in this water Cerenkov detector is only a factor of 2:

Kamioka/Bahcall = 0.49 ± 0.04 ± 0.06

Kamioka/Turck - Chieze - 0.70 ± 0.12

At that stage, the general feeling was that there was a
solar neutrino problem, but strong doubts on the exper-
imental results (Chlorine is a radiochemical experiment,
Kamioka has a very large background) did not allow
clear conclusions to be drawn. The 2 Gallium experi-
ments, GALLEX [5, 6] and SAGE [7] are now bringing
stable and convincing results, which shed some new in-
sights on the solar neutrino problem.

2 The Gallium results
2.1 GALLEX
GALLEX is an international collaboration, mainly from
European countries, with Israelian and American par-

ticipation. The experiment, installed in the Laboiatori
Nazionali del Gran Sasso (about 3300 mwe), started
data taking in 1991. The experiment consists of 30.3
tons of gallium in 100 tons of gallium chloride in HCI.
The solar neutrinos interact with the n G a atoms, trans-
form them into 71Ge. In the acid solution, germanium
is volatile and the germanium atoms are swept out of
the tank every 3 to 4 weeks, by a flow of nitrogen. For
the SSM predictions of solar neutrinos, about one 71Ge
atom is produced everyday; the mean life of n G e is
16.49 days, so one expects a dozen atoms every month
to be trapped in the low radioactivity counters, which
are counted in a low radioactivity environment for 6
months. Radioactive germanium undergo electron cap-
tures which are detected in the proportional counters
filled with 1 cm3 of a gaz mixture with 30% Germane
and 70% old Xenon. The L peak is at 1.17 keV and the
K peak at 10.37 keV. The acquisition records the en-
ergy and the pulse shape, and signals are selected in an
energy-risetime window to distinguish the germanium
signals from the Compton backgrounds of less than 1
count per week. What is called the "GALLEX-I" phase
corresponds to a total exposure of 324 days where the
gallium was sitting in the first tank (called "B-tank")
of the Galh'um experiment in Gran Sasso. The gal-
lium was then transferred to the second tank (called
"A-tank"), which was designed with a thimble in order
to allow the introduction of a source inside the tank.
The total exposure time in the "GALLEX-II" phase was
649 days, after which the source experiment described
in a following section was performed. The final results
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for GALLEX-I and GALLEX-II are reported here. A
global maximum-likelihood fit to the data from the full
39 runs gives the result for GALLEX-I+II [6] of 77.1
± 8.5 t\'X S N U - T n e m e a n ^ie ° f t n e decaying com-
ponent deduced from all L-f-K data is 15.1 t\\ ^a-ys,
in agreement with the known value for 71Ge of 16.49
days. The summary of the results for GALLEX-I and
GALLEX-II is given in figure 1, where the contributions
for known backgrounds has been estimated, measured
and substracted. The systematic errors include errors
on the background.

2.2 SAGE
SAGE is a Russian American collaboration, installed
under the Baksan mountains (4800 mwe). The target
consists of 57 tons of metallic gallium, distributed in 8
vessels. Gallium becomes liquid when it is heated above
303° K. The procedures for extraction of the germanium
atoms, counting and analysis are very similar to what
was described for GALLEX.
The first results on 30 tons with only the K peak were
presented in 1990 and were low but since the first
publications, the results have improved and are close
to those of GALLEX. The last published results from
SAGE [7] are

69 ± 10(stat.)±6(syst.).

The results of both experiments are shown on fig-
ure 1.

3 The chromium source experiments
Since the consequences of these results are crucial for
particle and astrophysics, it is very important to place
the trustworthiness of the experimental techniques bey-
ond any reasonable doubt. The most straightforward
check is to expose these experiments to neutrino sources
with known activity levels and appropriate energy, un-
der conditions nearly identical to those used in solar
exposures. GALLEX has performed the first experi-
ment of this kind and its results are reported here with
details to be found in [8] and references therein.

3.1 Fabrication of the 51Cr source.
51Cr is produced by neutron capture on 50Cr ; its

half-life is 27.706 ± 0.007 days. 51Cr decays by electron
capture with a Q-value of 751 keV to the ground state
of 51V (90.14% branching ratio) and to the first excited
state (9.86 ±0.05%), which deexcites to the ground
state with emission of a 320 keV 7 ray. Aside from
the low intensity internal bremsstrahlung, the neut-
rino spectrum consists of four monoenergetic lines (746
keV (81 %), 751 keV (9 %), 426 keV (9 %) and 431 keV

Natural chromium consists of 4 stable isotopes.
The low natural abundance of 50Cr (4.35 %) along with
the high cross-section of S3Cr makes it technically im-
possible to reach with natural chromium, the activity
level, RJ 50 PBq required for a neutrino source experi-
ment. The Kurchatov Institute in Moscow has provided
us with chromium, enriched in S0Cr (about 40%) and
depleted in 53Cr (about 1 %) in the form of solid chro-
mium trioxide, CrC>3 , which were delivered to Saclay
between 1992 and 1994. Severe specifications were
asked and met for possible impurities in the enriched
chromium, of the order of ppm for Na, La, Sc, Sb, Co,
Ag, Th, As, Tb and of ppb for Ga, Fe, Zn, Cd, Br, Te
and U.

Since CrO3 is thermally unstable, it is unaccept-
able as a target for irradiation in a nuclear reactor. We
have transformed it into metallic chromium by electro-
lysis and broken the metal into irregular chips of «
1 mm3 volume, outgassed under vacuum to remove the
large quantities of hydrogen that had been absorbed
during electrolysis, so that RS 36 kg of product could be
placed in the nuclear reactor.

Siloe, located at the "Centre d'etudes nucleaires
de Grenoble" (France) and operated by CEA (Commis-
sariat a l'energie atomique), is a swimming pool reactor,
with 35 MW thermal power. The dedicated core for the
chromium irradiation was specially built and arranged
in a checker-board configuration for our purpose.

The chromium chips were placed in 12 special ir-
radiator containers that were constructed of zircalloy so
as to be as transparent to neutrons as possible ; two irra-
diator containers were placed in each of the six crenels.
The chromium was exposed to an average perturbed
neutron flux of 5.2 x 1013 n/(cm2.s), with large vari-
ations around this mean value that depended on the
positions of the irradiator containers in the reactor. The
irradiation started at 10 am on May 27, 1994, and las-
ted without any interruption to end-of-bombardment
(EOB = t0), June 20 at 6 am.

The irradiated material was unloaded in a hot
cell at Siloe. The chromium chips were then placed
in a sealed stainless-steel container and inserted into
a tungsten shield (8.5 cm wall thickness) for biological
protection. Very sensitive measurements showed that
the external dose at any position on the surface of the
tungsten shield was less than 7 /xSv/h [9], well below
the maximum 200 /iSv/h-level allowed by the safety au-
thorities. Gamma-ray spectroscopy outside the shield
showed activation of impurities in the chromium of Na,
Sc, Cu, As, Ag, and Sb at levels that are orders of mag-
nitude lower than specified [9].

3.2 Measurement of the source activity.
The amount of irradiated chromium composing

the neutrino source within the tungsten shield was
35530 ± 10 g. The activity of this source was determ-
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ined by several fully independent methods, as described
below.

a) Calorimetry. The calorimetric method has
the advantage that, since it measures the activity of
the total source, it does not depend on our ability to
take representative samples. Immediately after inser-
tion of the source into the tungsten shield, the total
thermal power of the source was determined by pla-
cing the source-plus-shield configuration in a thermally
shielded vacuum vessel and by measuring the rate of
the ensuing temperature increase. By comparing the
measured rate with that in similar measurements where
known amounts of thermal power were supplied by a
resistance heater to 35.5 kg of chromium metal, we de-
duce a source power of 362 ± 13 W at EOB. The mean
energy release of 51Cr is known to be 36.51 ± 0.16 keV
per decay, emitted in the form of 320 keV 7-rays (9.86 %
abundance), X-rays, and Auger electrons. Due to the
very low rate of impurities in the chromium, the amount
of energy deposited in the calorimeter by these contam-
inants is negligible. Thus we deduce that the source
neutrino activity is 61.9 ±3.0 PBq at EOB [10].

b) Neutronics and gamma-scanning. The
knowledge of the neutron flux and of the relevant cap-
ture cross-section for producing 51Cr provides another
method for evaluating the final activity of the source.
The relative energy spectrum of the neutrons, as a func-
tion of the position in the median plane of the reactor,
is found by numerically solving the neutron transport
equation for the Siloe configuration described in [11],
An on-line neutron measurement in one crenel gives the
overall normalization. The axial neutron-flux distribu-
tion is deduced from the activity measured in the iira-
diator containers, as a function of the height above the
median plane. The value of the source activity deduced
from these neutron measurements is 64.4 ± 5.2 PBq at
EOB [11].

Gamma-ray scanning of the 320 keV 7 ray, meas-
ured in half of the irradiators in the reactor pool, yields
the total source activity in a more 01 less independent
way : the result is 64.0 ±5.2 PBq at EOB [11].

c) The ionization chamber technique. 31
samples were taken in the hot cell to be measured after
careful mixing of the contents of each irradiator. The
activity of each very active sample (about 2TBq/g)
was measured via the 320 keV 7 ray, using an ion-
ization chamber which was calibrated with a stand-
ard 51Cr source [12]. As cross checks, some of these
samples were totally dissolved, diluted, and aliquots
taken, which were then assayed by gamma-ray spectro-
scopy, using Ge crystals calibrated with other absolute
s lCr standard sources. The results of these difFerent
absolute 7-ray measurements are consistent.

The variance of the 31 individual results is con-
sistent with the assumption that the total of all these
samples is representative of the full 35.53 kg of chro-

mium. The average specific activity of the 31 metal
samples is 1.71 ± 0.04 TBq/g [12] and, consequently, the
total activity of the source is 61.3 ± 0.8 PBq at EOB.

d) Measurements with Germanium spec-
trometers. Samples of the Chromium were dissolved
and measured in 3 difFerent institutes of the collabor-
ation (Karlsruhe, Heidelberg, Brookhaven) giving re-
spectively values of 63.1 ± 0.9, 63.2 ± 0.9 and 63.1 ± 1.0
PBq.

e) Analysis of the Vanadium yield. The
Brookhaven group has performed analysis of the S1V
yield in the samples. They have tested the efficiencies
of their extraction and irradiation processes and give a
result of 62.3 ±1.1 PBq.

f) Mean value of the s l C r source activity.
The first two categories are integral methods, the last
ones depend on sampling. The agreement between the
results of the independent methods discussed above al-
lows us to take a weighted average of their values. The
resulting mean activity of the 51Cr source at EOB in
Siloe is A0(t0) = 62.5 ±0.4 PBq, stated with a one-
a error. A 'maximum error' approach yields 62.5 j ; ^
PBq taking the range of individual errors.

3.3 The Source experiment.
For the transport between Grenoble and Gran

Sasso, the source inside its sealed tungsten shield was
placed in a special certified container used for transport
of radioactive material.

The total time from EOB to the introduction of
the source into the reentrant tube in the GALLEX tar-
get tank at Gran Sasso was 3.69 days, equivalent to an
8.8 % decrease of activity.

To avoid any heat transfer from the source to the
gallium solution, which could change the kinetics of the
germanium desorption, a copper thermal shield, cooled
with tap water (601/h), was placed between the source
and the wall of the reentrant tube. The chromium neut-
rino source was inserted in its final position, in the A-
tank, on 3une 23, 1994 at 10:36 pm. It was removed on
October 10 at 2 pm and returned to Grenoble.

The experimental conditions were kept exactly
as in the solar runs, except that the collection of the
71 Ge produced by the decaying 51Cr was optimized by
doing shorter exposures. That is, the duration of each
source exposure was selected so that about the same
number of 71Ge atoms was desorbed in each run; in
particular, the first desorption was done 3.35 days after
the insertion of the source, while the last 5 exposures
each lasted about 2 weeks. Data taking, counting pro-
cedures in these runs and the 7lGe data analysis were
performed exactly as for our solar runs [6, 5].

However, the maximum likelihood fit to the time
sequence of counter events of a given exposure has been
modified to depend on three terms : oc r , o© and 6.
OCT characterizes the production of 71Ge by the source
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(which decays with the 51Cr half-life) and is propor-
tional to the activity Ao at EOB, now treated as an
unknown that is determined from the fit. a@ charac-
terizes the production of 71Ge by the Sun and by side
reactions [5], and is treated as a constant input term;
this production rate (0.76 ± 0.11 71Ge atoms per day) is
taken from solar exposures [6]. b is the constant back-
ground during the counting. Only acT and 6 are fitted.

The energy spectra of the events within the ris-
etime windows give clear L and K-peaks with a decay
time well fitted by the known lifetime of 16.49 days of
71Ge and a constant background.

Figure 2 presents the time dependence of these
results during the course of the source experiment. The
results for each run are plotted at the time that the ex-
posure to the source neutrinos began. The horizontal
lines show the duration of each exposure. The fitted
half-life of the 51Cr obtained with the maximum like-
lihood method from these 71Ge data is 23.8 ±fl days.
The curve in figure 2 is the number of 71Ge atoms pro-
duced per day predicted from the measured Ao value
of the source, 62.5 PBq, assuming the known half-life of
51Cr plus the known 0.76 71Ge atoms per day produced
by solar neutrinos and side reactions.

From the global analysis of all 11 source expos-
ures, we deduce a mean initial source strength Ao =
60.4 ± 6 (statistical) ±3.1 (systematic), i.e. 60.4 ± 6.7
after adding quadratically the statistical and systematic
error. This value is to be compared with the directly
measured 51Cr source strength, Ao = 62.5 ± 0.4 PBq.
The ratio of these values is

£ = 0.97 ± 0.11,

where the quoted error includes the experimental errors
in 71Ge counting and in the source activity determ-
inations, but does not include errors in the neutrino-
absorption cross-sections.

3.4 Conclusions on the GALLEX source
experiment

The 40 % deficit of the solar neutrino flux observed
by GALLEX, as compared to the SSM prediction, can-
not be attributed to experimental artefacts. This source
experiment directly demonstrates the validity of the
basic principles of the radiochemical methods used in
our solar neutrino detector : on the order of ten ra-
dioactive atoms produced by neutrino capture can be
removed from tons of target material, purified and coun-
ted quantitatively. No unknown systematic effects take
place at a level > 10 %. Because of the similarity of the
neutrino energy spectra from 51Cr and from the solar
7Be branch, this experimental result also means that
GALLEX is able to detect 7Be neutrinos with close to
full efficiency.

After the 51Cr source was removed from the
GALLEX target, solar neutrino exposures recom-

menced on October 12, 1994. Another source experi-
ment is planned in the autumn of 1995 to get statistical
errors for the combined source experiment at the level
of 4 years of GALLEX solar neutrinos.

3.5 SAGE source experiment
SAGE has also performed a source experiment. They
have used 802 g of Chromium enriched at 92 to 93 % in
50Cr. The irradiation was performed in a fast breeder
reactor of 520 MW in Kazakhstan between September
4th 1994 and December 18, 1994. 13 tons of gallium
have been exposed to the 505 ± 10 kCi source (with
less than 2 Ci of impurities) from Dec. 26, 1994 for 4
months. The expectation is about 15 at/day on Dec
26, 1994 for a solar neutrino background of 0.3 at/day.
Results should be available soon [7].

4 A rBe solar neutrino problem?
In order to explain all experiments, a suppression of
the Boron neutrinos alone is not sufficient. In fact a
strong suppression of the Beryllium or pp neutrinos is
necessary. Since all solar models todate are very doubt-
ful about suppression of pp neutrinos, what is left is a
strong Beryllium neutrino suppression. A natural ex-
planation is provided by the MSW mechanism of neut-
rino oscillations. This was discussed by S. Petcov [13]
during this conference. In order to test this hypothesis
and measure the eventual parameters involved, the fu-
ture experiments that are on preparation will be very
important. SuperKamiokande will start data taking in
April 1996 and will provide negligeable statistical er-
rors [14]. Their main problem is the background. SNO
will start in 1996 and should be able to measure neutral
current interactions. Provided the neutron background
is indeed as low as expected, observing the number of
mu and/or tau neutrinos explaining the reduced solar
neutrino flux would be an undeniable proof of neutrino
oscillations! Borexino intends to measure the Beryllium
neutrinos of 862 keV. The purpose of the next gener-
ation experiment, is to establish the existence or non
existence of the MSW effect. The next generation after
those experiments will be to measure precisely the para-
meters of the MSW effect, if it is there, but this is for
another 4 seas conference [15, 16].
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ABSTRACT

The contribution of Anderson localization of light to the opacity of Sun interior is dis-
cussed.lt is demonstrated that coherent multiple backscattering of light on free electrons -
the manifestation of a weak Anderson localization of light may substantially increase the
opacity due to Thomson scattering.This in turn may change the relative magnitudes of the
calculated pp , SB , 7Be, pep and CNO neutrino fluxes towards increasing the estimated in
standard solar models numbers of 8B and 7Be neutrinos.Therefore solar neutrino problem
may become even more complicated and solutions with new neutrino physics would appear
to be better adapted.

1 Introduction
The Anderson localization of light propagating in me-
dia with random distribution of the dielectric constant
has been a widely discussed subject during the last ten
years (see for instance [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] 1). Its general
manifestation is an increase of the opacity (decrease of
the transparency) of the medium.The physical mecha-
nism under this increase, in the case when the light wave
length A is much larger than the dimensions of the scat-
terers and the mean free path I is much larger than A, is
coherent multiple backscattering of light.Transparency
decrease in this regime corresponds to weak Anderson
localization of light and has been observed in a number
of experiments [8]. In the framework of a proposed by us
model [9] we are able to consider the multiple scattering
of light by free electrons in plasma (including stellar in-
teriors) and to demonstrate that a substantial increase
of opacity is present .The goal of my talk is to make you
understand how this happens and to show you what are
the implications for one of the most intriguing questions
for a particle physicist - the solar neutrino problem.

Presently we have data from four experiments,
observing neutrinos from the Sun.The results of one of
them have been discussed in the report of Dr.C.-L.Tao
[10].Solar neutrino problem has obtained new compli-
cated structure and new dimensions.This has been beau-
tifully explained in the talk of Serguey Petcov [11]. Im-
portant for our further discussion is the existing dis-
crepancy between the observed and calculated 8B neu-
trino flux and the almost missing 7Be neutrinos. Some
authors [12] argue that with better understanding of

the astrophysics of the Sun the observed 8J3 neutrino
flux may be explained in a satisfactory way. The recent
works [13] on the corrections to opacity due to collec-
tive and relativistic effects of the electrons and ions in
the solar plasma are also in this direction. Our main
result however,demonstrates that astrophysical solution
which decreases the calculated neutrino fluxes and al-
most forbids the 7 Be solar neutrinos may be quite far
away. We give an example of a process which effect is
to increase the solar opacity end therefore to increase
both SB and 7Be neutrino fluxes. This comes to suggest
that solutions with a new neutrino physics [14] would
be more favorable.

2 The Model
Without loss of generality we shall discuss propagation
of unpolarized light in media with random distribution
of the dielectric constant. Let «(f, t) be a scalar wave,
which satisfies the wave equation

1 For further references see [6-7]

' c2 at2 ~ v /

We suppose that there are random dielectric scat-
terers, described by the dielectric constant

where e is the average of e over space and time and
e'(r, t) is its fluctuating part.We shall assume that
< c'(r, t) >= 0 . The type of disorder of the medium is
given by the correlation

=B(x-y,t1-t2), (3)
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where k2 = ^ and k is the wave vector.
For instance if we have JV stationary independent

point scatterers in positions iZ,- and polarizability a the
dielectric constant is given by [15]:

N

(4)
i = l

where n is the average number density of scatterers,
introduced in order that < e(f) >= 0.

The basic idea of our model for propagation of
electromagnetic waves in plasma is to consider the scat-
tering of electromagnetic wave on an electron (ion) as
scattering on a dielectric sphere with radius r and
effective dielectric constant e such that the total cross
section is equal to the Thomson cross section.2

In such a way we may use the well developed
in[l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] technique of multiple scattering
of light in random media, where the disorder is gov-
erned by eqs. (2) and (3) in order to investigate the
effects of multiple scattering of light in plasma.

3 Standard solar model and radiation
transfer

The standard solar model is the theory of energy transport
in the solar interior in the framework of the standard
electro-weak theory and the theory of the nuclear reac-
tions in the interior of the Sun. The input parameters
of the solar models [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] are the mass
of the Sun MQ = 1.98892 1030fcg ,the observed total

luminosity Lr\ = 3.846 1026W, the radius of the Sun

R^ = 6.96 108m, age of the Sun-4.6 109yr, element
abundances3 in Sun interior,rates of the involved nu-
clear reactions and solar interior opacities.

The physical mechanisms of energy transport in a
star interior are: radiative transfer, conduction, convec-
tion and neutrino emission. Conduction and convection
are taken in account in the standard models of a star,
but the most important and highly elaborated are the
mechanisms of radiative transfer due to the tempera-
ture gradient. Since the equilibrium energy density of a
radiation field is u = aT4 (a = f^fc = 7.565.10~15 erg

3 4cm"3 deg~4 is the radiation constant) radiation diffuses
towards cooler regions - this transport is called radia-
tive transfer and is proportional to the radial tempera-
ture gradient ^ . Typical time for a photon to escape

2Here,for simplicity,we consider only the nonrelativistic case,
moreover even at the center of the Sun the electrons are nonrel-
ativistic - their energy is of the order of keV.

3 Element abundances of standard solar models are taken to be
isotropic and therefore equal to the observed abundances at the
surface of the Sun. Diffusion of heavier than H elements has been
taken into account in more elaborated versions of the standard
solar models[l6] and its result is a slight increase of the central
Sun temperature.

from the center of the Sun is 104 yr and its mean free
path Iph is of the order of one centimeter. Therefore di-
rect information about the nuclear reactions in the Sun
is given only by the solar neutrino flux . The neutrinos
effectively do not interact with the sun matter - the
mean free path of a neutrino £„ is 109 R/^\ and we may
observe a neutrino at an Earth laboratory only several
minutes after its creation. Neutrino emission is about
2% of the total luminosity of the Sun and as neutrinos
do not interact with the solar matter it does not play a
role in the energy transfer inside the Sun.

In order to be consistent with the fact that we ob-
serve photons from the surface of the Sun which have
been created 104 yr ago and neutrinos from nuclear fu-
sion reactions produced only minutes ago we have to
assume stationary evolution of the Sun. This is a good
approximation[20].

Radiation is created in different nuclear fusion re-
actions (pp and CNO cycles (see for instance[21]).The
energy balance is reached by radiating of light from the
surface of the Sun. During its long walk in the Sun
interior light is scattered, absorbed, emitted, etc. All
these processes are characterized by a single parameter-
the Rosseland mean opacity, which is an input of major
importance in all models.The opacity K characterizes
the change of the intensity (due to different physical
reasons) of a photon beam and is directly connected
with mean path I, density p ,total cross section <rt

mass TO of scatterers :

—

Ip
—
TO

(5)

The processes which are sources of the solar inte-
rior opacity are classified in four groups: bound-bound
absorption, bound-free absorption, free-free absorption
and scattering from free electrons and in general are
well understood[21]. There exist tabulated data[22, 23]
of the opacities which are currently used in all solar
models . As far as the opacity is a parameter that enters
in the equation for the radiative transfer and therefore
determines the radial temperature distribution it has
crucial influence on the nuclear reaction rates in stellar
matter. Some of them are very sensitive to the tem-
perature. For instance the observed neutrino flux in
the 0 decay of 8B is proportional to T18 and in the re-
action 7Be + e~ —>7 Li + ve to T8[20]. Less sensitive
to changes in temperature are neutrino fluxes from pp,
pep and CNO cycles. Therefore it is of crucial impor-
tance to understand and take into account all sources
of opacity in order to claim that the correspondent so-
lar model should describe all the observations including
measured on Earth neutrino fluxes and that any dis-
crepancies among model predictions and observational
data to be interpreted as signs of new physics.
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4 Opacity due to scattering of light on
electrons

We shall concentrate to the opacity due to scattering
of light on free electrons. It is one of the main sources
of opacity in the center of the Sun. Its relative contri-
bution in the central part, where all the nuclear reac-
tions hold, is between 1.5% and 30%.4 For stars hotter
than the Sun this process becomes dominant source of
opacity [21].

The opacity due to elastic scattering of light on
free electrons is determined by the Thomson cross sec-
tion as far as the electrons are nonrelativistic. The pho-
tons may be considered as unpolarized and the angular
dependance of the cross section is | (1 +cos2 &),where 9
is the scattering angle.

Corrections due to relativistic effects have been
calculated [24] and although very small have been taken
into account in current solar models.

Contributions to Thomson scattering cross sec-
tion due to collective effects of the electrons have been
debated in the literature[25] and were also taken into
account[15, 16,17,18]. Recently in a series of papers[13]
it is argued that collective and relativistic effects of the
Sun interior plasma have not been treated properly and
their additional contribution to the opacity of scattering
on free electrons and to inverse brehmstrahlung maybe
as high as 20%.

All the above mentioned corrections make the stel-
lar matter more transparent and therefore as a result
decrease the calculated temperature in the central part
of the Sun.

In the present paper we demonstrate that there
are collective effects due to photons and they also con-
tribute to the opacity originated from elastic scatter-
ing on free electrons. There are two physical processes
which may be relevant to the opacity of stellar interiors
and are manifestation of the Anderson localization of
classical waves penetrating a random medium. Ander-
son localization shows up either as increase of the opac-
ity of medium (weak Anderson localization) in compar-
ison with the calculated opacity of the same medium if
one assumes that the diffusion of light is a simple ran-
dom walk, or as nontransparency of the medium in a
certain regime (strong Anderson localization). These
two processes are:

1) Coherent multiple backscattering of light from
electrons, which is manifestation of weak Anderson lo-
calization and

2) Resonance scattering of light by electrons , due
to Mie resonances, which could be a manifestation of
strong Anderson localization.

4 This numbers were obtained using the standard solar model
tables of Bahcall and Pinsonneault[l6| and fig.3.21 in the book
of Clayton[2l]. Unfortunately the author does not have more de-
tailed data on the ratio of opacity due to scattering from electrons
to the total opacity.

Only the first process is important for the opac-
ity of the Sun interior. The second may contribute to
the opacity of very hot stars with temperatures 109 —
1O10 K.

5 Contribution of multiple coherent
back scattering of light on electrons
to stellar opacity

Let us consider light falling down on a disordered di-
electric half space. Disorder is characterized by random
distribution of the dielectric constant as in eqs. (2) and
(3). We shall suppose that the random scatterers have
radius r0 <C A (A is the light wave length), with a good
approximation are point-like B{x—y) = A6(x — y) and
do not move, i.e. e(r) does not depend on time. Un-
der these conditions a wave with momentum fc,- scat-
ters at points x*i,X2, • ••xjf before leaving the dielec-
tric half space with momentum kj. The case of ex-
act backscattering corresponds to jfe< + kj = 0. In this
case a constructive interference happens just because
of time reversal invariance. The light path from points
Xx,X2, ...xpj has a time reverse partner: running from
points Xiv,a;iv*_i, ...afi and then going outside the di-
electric half space. The two waves interfere construc-
tively to give rise to a peak in the light intensity in
backward direction. This effect has been calculated
by many authors[3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and has been discovered
experimentally [8]. The actual formula is :

IBSC(0)= 1 + (6)

where I%sc(^) is the intensity of the backscattered ra-
diation without taking into account constructive inter-
ference, 6 is the scattering angle near the backscatter-
ing 9 = ic and I is the mean free path. In strictly
backward direction 9 = IT we have doubled intensity
IBSC — 2-^BSC- If w e u s e o u r model described in Sec.II
the same effect is present when one takes into account
the constructive interference in backward direction and
the multiple scattering of light by electrons.

The following simple considerations gives us the
possibility to estimate the contribution of this effect to
the opacity due to scattering on free electrons. Sup-
pose that the Sun is perfect sphere. In this case the
energy flow is exactly in radial direction. Because of
the spherical symmetry only the scattering amplitude in
forward and backward directions (the problem becomes
effectively one dimensional) will contribute. If we intro-
duce the ratio T(r) of the energy flow through a sphere
with radius r and the incident energy flow on the same
sphere, and the ratio R(r) of the energy flow reflected
by a sphere with radius r and the incident flow on the
sphere, we have T{r) = R(r) = -| for pure Thompson
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scattering, which is equal in magnitude for forward and
backward directions and T(r) = %R(r) = 5 in the case
we take into account coherent multiple backscattering.
The absolute increase in reflection R{T) is ^ — g = | ,
which corresponds to 33% increase of the opacity (which
is simply proportional to R(T)).

Of course this is the ideal case. The effect is
clearly reduced by the movement of the electrons, and
one have to take in mind that in the central part of the
Sun, important for the energy and neutrino producing
nuclear reactions rates the contribution of the opacity,
due to scattering of light on free electrons is only be-
tween 1.5 and 30%.

The actual computation of the opacity due to
scattering of light on free electrons, taking into account
the contribution of the coherent multiple backscattering
of light on electrons is much more complicated but gives
essentially the same result. The problem is reduced to
the calculation of the renormalized diffusion constant
for coherent multiple backscattering and to exploiting
the connection between the theory of multiple scatter-
ing of waves and the radiation transport theory. The
key formula is

,n) = 2jdqq2G(R,qn), (7)

where I(R, n) is the total intensity of light in the point
R moving in the direction n and

G(R, T)={U o > (8)

is the correlation function for the fields u(f) in two dif-
ferent points. The function G(R, f) is found solving a
Bethe-Salpeter - like equation in approximation which
takes into account not only all ladder, but also all max-
imally crossed graphs. The latter corresponds to the
contribution of multiple coherent backscattering to the
total intensity.

6 Conclusions
The coherent multiple backscattering of light on free
electrons in the solar interior is a source of a consider-
able correction to the opacity due to Thomson scatter-
ing. The increase of the total opacity will change the
relative magnitudes of the neutrino fluxes originating
from different nuclear reactions. Naturally we would ex-
pect a significant increase in the calculated 8B and 7Be
neutrino fluxes,which are most sensitive to the temper-
ature of the central part of the Sun.

The question arises about the relation of the pre-
dicted by us effect and the new analysis of the rela-
tivistic and collective effects in the electron plasma[13j.
If the contributions, predicted by us and by [13] are
independent,which is true in their main part, and as

they contribute to the opacity in opposite direction they
could compensate almost without changing the calcu-
lated neutrino fluxes in the present standard solar mod-
els. There exist, however a possibility ,which deserves
a careful investigation,namely that the collective move-
ments of the electrons may influence the amplitude of
the coherent multiple backscattering of light.The ther-
mal movement of the electrons tends to decrease the
backscattering , but the collective motions of the elec-
tron plasma, may immitate the stationary case and as
a result to increase the opacity.

My conclusion is that taking into account the new
microscopic effects ,which contribute to the opacity, will
lead either to an increase of the 8B and 7Be calculated
neutrino fluxes or (if the conclusions of [13] are correct)
to their level predicted for instance by [16] . This makes
the solutions proposed in [14] with new neutrino physics
much more competitive and attractive.In any case we
have to wait until the new generation of solar neutrino
experiments becomes operative.
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ABSTRACT

NESTOR is a project aiming to build a deep sea neutrino telescope eventually reaching
the sensitive size of one cubic kilometer. The first step of this modular detector is a tower
of 20000 km2 sensitive area [1, 2].

1 Introduction
The cosmic ray spectrum shows clearly that there exist
cosmic rays with energies of at least up to 3 x 1O20 eV.
These highest energy particles must be extragalactic
because they are too energetic to be trapped in our
galaxy by the galactic magnetic field. So v's and gamma
rays at High Energies must exist because they are the
ultimate decay products of interacting cosmic rays in
the Cosmos.

Astronomy requires pointing back to the source,
i.e. the origin of production. From the charged cosmic
rays only those of the highest energies (probably pro-
tons) are not bent significantly by the galactic magnetic
field. Therefore only a very low flux of cosmic protons
are useful in pointing back to their origin. Neutrons
are not very useful either, because only those with en-
ergies greater than 1018 eV live long enough to cross
our galaxy. Unfortunately this flux is very low too.
So, they cannot be helpful if their origin is outside our
galaxy. Moreover protons (or heavier nuclei) with en-
ergies above 4 x 1019 eV interact significantly with the
primordial 2.7 K microwave background. Their energy
is rapidly degraded and eventually these particles gen-
erated at the highest energies get burried in the back-
ground of lower energies. So, charged hadrons cannot
provide us informations for distances further away than
20-30 Mpc.

Observations of gamma rays with energies up to
the tens of GeV [3] and the observation of Mrk421
(and Mrk501) with rays around 1 TeV [4] have stim-
ulated calculations on the interaction of very high en-
ergy gamma rays with the ambient intergalactic pho-
tons [5, 6]. The calculations can be interpreted to show
that the mean free path of gamma rays with energies
above some hundreds of GeV is around 100 Mpc due to
scattering with the intergalactic ambient infrared and
ultraviolet starlight. This conclusion, combined with
the calculations that show that attenuation due to scat-

tering with the 2.7 K background is very serious for
gamma rays with energies of hundreds of TeV, leaves
the i/'s as the only promising particles for TeV or Higher
Energy Astronomy [7, 8].

Neutrinos not only go through interstellar space
without attenuation but they also escape their pro-
genitor's acceleration and target sites without absorp-
tion. Therefore the only way to measure the emis-
sion/production spectrum at the source is to measure
the spectrum of the i/'s arriving on Earth.

Relic i/'s from the Big-Bang fill the Universe but
no one has yet proposed a practical way to detect them.
Low energy I/'S of keV to ~ 1 MeV are emitted contin-
uously from the interior of stars like our Sun. At this
moment there are several solar v telescopes in opera-
tion, but there is no proposal to detect i/s produced in
the interior of other stars. Slightly higher energy i/'s
(~15—20 MeV) are produced during the explosions of
supernovae, as shown with the detection of supernova
1987A by KAMIOKANDE and 1MB. But no practical
way has been proposed to detect supernovae i/'s further
away than the immediate neighbourhood of our galaxy.

Neutrinos in the higher energies are produced from
decays of particles produced from cosmic rays inter-
acting and the subsequent cascades in the Earth's at-
mosphere. These Atmospheric i/'s have a large energy
spectrum, they become dominant above some tens of
MeV.

Neutrinos with energies in the range of one to a
few hundred GeV for example may also come from the
annihilation of WIMPs in the Sun or the central core
of the Earth.

Neutrinos from point sources are decay products
of particles produced in hadronic interactions in po-
tential cosmic accelerators such as neutron stars, black
holes and young supernova remnants. Our own galaxy
is full of such candidates. Further the Cosmos is full
with Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and they are very
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promising sources of Ultra High Energy z/'s. Detection
of J/'S from point sources would unambiguously estab-
lish the existence of high energy hadronic interactions.

The physics aim of v telescopes covers one or more
of the following topics (in order of descending v energy):

• Neutrino Astronomy (galactic and extragalac-
tic) and the search for cosmic accelerators

• Physics beyond the Standard Model (Search for
dark matter particles via their annihilation or decay
to i/'s, multiple W/Z production, search for possible
substructure of the elementary particles)

• Neutrino oscillations using i/'s produced in the
atmosphere

• Long baseline v oscillations using one of the
high energy physics accelerators

• Proton decay
• Supernovae detection
• Magnetic monopoles
• The unexpected.

1.1 Production and detection of astro-
physical high energy i/'s

A recent review on the subject is given in [8]. According
to [9], in optimal conditions for high energy u produc-
tion in a cosmic beam dump, a beam of 1 TeV i/'s would
be produced at a rate of 10% of the protons that strike
the source. Under these conditions the v flux emitted is
at least 3 times bigger than the corresponding gamma
ray flux produced by the same hadronic interactions.
The photon interaction cross section is many orders
of magnitude larger than the v cross section, therefore
high energy gamma rays can be destroyed much easier
than i/'s either near the source of their production by
interacting with the matter or during their vast flight
distance to Earth by interacting with the 2.7 K back-
ground or the infrared and ultraviolet starlight.

Another class of sources which has become rather
popular in the last few years is i/'s produced in the
vicinity of Active Galactic Nuclei. In this mechanism,
i/'s originate from the decay of mesons which in turn
are the decay products of photoproduced mesons. Re-
cent calculations show that although signals from indi-
vidual AGNs will not be detectable with the v detec-
tors presently under construction, the sum of all AGN's
should be detectable.

Finally, we should mention that high energy v's
may also originate from heavy (hundreds of GeV) dark
matter particles (or antiparticles) e.g., WIMPs which
are trapped in the Sun or the Earth and which eventu-
ally annihilate producing v's amongst other particles.

Neutrinos are detected by observing mainly the \i
which is produced from the charged current v interac-
tions with matter, in the vicinity of the detector.

In high energy v astronomy usually, it is not re-
quired to detect the vertex of the v interaction, in this
way one maximizes the available detection volume. The

physics of the interaction is such that the angle between
the detected /z and the parent v direction [10] for 63%
of the charged current events is < 1.5°/^E (TeV).

The decrease of the v flux is partly compensated
by the increase of the cross section (oc Ev until 10 TeV
and then a \ogEv). Another parameter which improves
with energy is the range of the fi (oc E^ until 1 TeV and
then oc log2?M) and thus the effective detection volume
of the detector is increased proportionately.

The signal to noise ratio increases with energy for
the following reason. The inherent background comes
from atmospheric i/s, which are the result of cosmic ray
interactions in the atmosphere. The spectral index yu

of the flux of atmospheric t/'s [11] follows that of the
cosmic ray spectrum and is ~ 2.7 up to 100 GeV or
so, but then at higher energies it becomes ~ 3.7, while
i/'s produced extraterrestrially follow the hard core (7 ~
2.0 — 2.2) cosmic ray spectrum. So, for v energies larger
than 100 GeV the signal to noise improves with energy.

For all the above reasons it is advantageous to
optimize the telescope for detection of high energy i/'s.
One should keep in mind though, that for very high
energy i/'s (e.g., from AGNs) the Earth is no longer
transparent to v\ (e.g., the mean free path for a 500
TeV u's is about one diameter of the Earth).

1.2 Backgrounds in Neutrino Telescopes
On the earth's surface the background due to the down-
coming cosmic ray p is overwhelming, the signal (for
calculational purposes now we consider the atmospheric
i/'s as the signal) to noise (called up to down ratio)
is of the order of 10~u . Therefore, for shielding pur-
poses, neutrino telescopes are located in deep mines in-
side mountains or in deep water. For instance, 4000
mwe (meters water equivalent) of shield reduces the up
to down ratio to about 5 x 10~5 (Fig. 1) [2].

So, it is essentially impossible in the energy regime
below 10 TeV to do neutrino astronomy by looking
for downcoming /t's, because z/-induced fi's are indis-
tinguishable from downcoming cosmic ray /x's. This is
the reason that for those fi's which originate outside
the detector (and therefore no vertex determination is
possible) only /*'s coming up from the lower hemisphere
are useful.

Then the only remaining background is due to the
omnipresent atmospheric v's because the earth is trans-
parent to them. In general, well shielded detectors can
"look" up at about 20° above the horizon, while shal-
low detectors (1000 mwe) can look up only 20° below
the horizon [12, 13,14]. The kinematics of v production
and the multiple scattering is such that the best overall
angular resolution is ~ 1°. So in order to find point
sources of j / s one would at best divide the sky into 1°
square pixels. A source would manifest itself as stand-
ing above the background caused by the atmospheric v
interactions, which constitute a flat background (with
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Figure 1: Vertical ft flux as a function of water depth.

a slight zenith dependence visible over tens of degrees).
Lastly, depending on the emission energy spec-

trum of the source, one can improve the signal to noise
by demanding higher energy z/'s (although Cerenkov de-
tectors are very crude energy measuring devices).

2 Outline of the detector
The detector is located near the S-W of Greece a 8 km
by 9 km horizontal plateau at a depth of 3800 m [15].

NESTOR deploys half of the phototubes looking
upwards, thus having a 4TT sensitivity and at the same
time will be shielded by 3500 mwe. A total of 168 large
15 inch phototubes are employed. The basic detector
element is a horizontal rigid hexagon of 16 m radius
made out of titanium. At each one of the corners and
at the center there is a pair of two 15 inch phototubes
(one looking up and the other one down). By stacking
12 of these hexagons in the vertical, with a distance
between hexagons of 20 m, we create a tower (fig. 2).

The effective area of a single tower for TeV ^'s
will be ~ 20,000 m2.

By deploying another six towers in a hexagonal
fashion around the first tower and at a distance of 100-
150 meters from it the array would have a sensitive area

200-300 Ktons

eoch floor is
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Figure 2: A NESTOR tower

larger than 10s m, it would provide an overall angular
resolution better than 1° and it would have an enclosed
mass of > 20 Megatons. Within each one of the 7 towers
the energy threshold is a few GeV, i.e. a low threshold
active target of 1.5 Megaton mass.

3 Physics aims and detector sensitivity
3.1 Atmospheric Neutrino Oscillations
Results by the KAMIOKANDE, 1MB and SOUDAN 2
collaborations [16, 17, 18] suggest that perhaps as much
as 40 % of the atmospheric i/M events in the energy range
from 0.2-1.5 GeV have oscillated to some other type of
v. Other, less sensitive but better shielded experiments
did not record any effect [19, 20].

Assuming two flavor mixing [va, u\,\ the oscilla-
tion probability is given by

Po_o(Am2,sin220) = sin2 29sin2(1.27Am2L/Ev) (1)

where Am2 = m2— m2 is the difference of the squares of
the mass eigenvalues in eV2, 0 is the two flavor mixing
angle, L is the v propagation length in km and Bv is
the v energy in GeV. NESTOR can cover regions in the
(sin 29, Am2) plane which are not accessible to conven-
tional experiments at accelerators or reactors. More-
over, it has a low energy threshold and can detect I A
of a few GeV, which makes it unique among the other
underwater experiments. Given the rapidly decreasing
atmospheric v spectrum and the low energy threshold,
NESTOR will accumulate enough statistics in a rela-
tively short running time.

Eq. (1) shows that for a given value of sin2 29
the lower bound of Am2 is proportional to Ev/L. The
search for v oscillations using atmospheric i/'s benefits
from variations of v paths through the Earth in the
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range of 15 km to 13,000 km. Thus, due to the low
energy threshold, we will be sensitive to an extremely
wide range of Am2.

Due to limited statistics, most underground ex-
periments can only detect v oscillations by a change in
the total v flux, whereas in our case the possible exis-
tence of v oscillation can be detected as changes both in
the total v flux as well as in the angular distribution, in
the latter case independently of absolute normalization.
Contained events or throughgoing fi's can be used.

3.1.1 Contained Events
These are events which have their vertex within the
sensitive area of the detector (a cylinder with a radius
of 16 m and a length of 220 m). The fluxes of the
atmospheric i/'s used for the present study (as inputs
to the Monte Carlo) are those of [21]. In our energy
range we have mostly v^'s and P^'s and a small fraction
of ve 's because at these energies cosmic ray /i's seldom
decay in flight.

The integrated number of contained events ex-
pected in one tower - before any efficiency correction,
for a year's running, above an Ev threshold of 5 GeV is
of the order of 2000.

The oscillation study is performed as a disappear-
ance experiment by studying the zenith angle depen-
dence of the flux. We look for differences between the
number of downcoming v^, which have the smaller oscil-
lation lengths (~ 15 km), and the number of f's coming
from the sides or upcoming.

Due to symmetry in the zenith distribution around
the horizontal and vertical directions in the absence of
v^ —* vt oscillations the number of up coming should
be equal to the downcoming. Any deviation from this
equality will give indications of the v^ oscillations, which
will be further enhanced by the so called matter effects
for the Up —> ve oscillations [22]; we are exploring a
unique region in L and Ev where these effects may fur-
ther enhance the oscillation signal. They are due to the
interaction of vt with the electrons in matter and are
expected to be important only for path lengths of the
order of the earth's diameter.

To perform this investigation we divide the range
of zenith angles in six bins equally spaced in cos i? (i.e.
in dCl). The number of v^ in each bin has to be com-
pared to the Monte Carlo calculation which includes
the theoretical prediction [21] and takes into account
the reconstruction efficiency obtained using events with
a generated vertex within our sensitive volume. The
number of cosmic ray fi's expected in a year's running
for the three relevant angular bins is of the order of 10 ,
whereas the number of expected /i's from atmospheric v
interactions is of the order of a hundred. Thus, we need
a rejection power of about 10~5 in order to distinguish
- in at least the first angular bins - the events due to v's
generated in the atmosphere fiom badly reconstructed

events induced by cosmic rays. Note that in absence
of oscillations the expected numbers will be equal for
the symmetrical bins below the horizontal. The re-
jection power found by simulation, requiring n tracks
that start inside the detector, is 4 x 10~6 (preliminary).
From the difference between numbers of events per bin
for v's with and without oscillation, we can obtain al-
lowed/excluded contours in the (sin2 20, Am2) plane.
The statistics allow us, after one year's running, to
reach limits for the oscillations down to Am2 > 3 x 10~4

eV2 and sin2 20 > 0.3 with a detector which is flux cal-
culation independent and self-normalizable. Systematic
uncertainties ( e/fi identification power of our appara-
tus etc) are under study, but we know anyway that will
be able to explore the KAMIOKANDE allowed region.

3.1.2 Upward muons
An alternative approach to the item of atmospheric v
oscillations can be provided by the measurement of the
fi flux produced by atmospheric v interactions in the
matter surrounding the detector. The main disadvan-
tages of this approach compared to the one of contained
events are the relative high mean energy of interacting
v's which produce the flux of detectable pi's and the
impossibility to distinguish between ^-induced fi's and
atmospheric downward fx's. To avoid the latter effect
we will restrict our attention to zenith angles greater
than 85°. The reduction of the viewing angle will not
allow to test the up-down symmetry for atmospheric v's
but a normalization of the absolute flux is still possible
using the horizontal flux. The method is under study.

3.2 Celestial Point Sources
The extension of observational astronomy to very high
energies gave birth to a new branch of astronomy, namely
the Very High Energy and Ultra High Energy Astron-
omy and Astrophysics [23]). The observations of VHE
and UHE 7-rays from celestial sources, point to the
direction of highly energetic primary particles acceler-
ated to these high energies. In isolated pulsars it is
very well established that electrons are responsible for
the observed high energy 7-ray emission. On the other
hand, it is true that in general protons can be accel-
erated more easily to these high energies since they do
not lose energy as easily as the electrons do through
the inverse Compton effect and synchrotron radiation
mainly. Objects that can accelerate protons to very
high energies are expected, in addition to photons, to
yield v's as well, through hadronic interactions [24, 8].
Direct proof for the existence of protons accelerated to
extreme energies are the cosmic rays that bombard the
Earth.

3.2.1 The 7-ray data
In order to calculate the expected v event rates for
various objects we have to know the emitted high en-
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ergy spectrum in each case. (Actually, this is what we
will attempt to measure once the detector is operating).
Therefore, we need an indirect estimate of the u spectra
for the various candidate sources. For this purpose we
use the corresponding high energy 7-ray spectra.

In the past decades there have been reported VHE
and UHE detections of various objects, although many
of these detections are marginal. Most prominent among
these objects are the Crab pulsar/nebula and the BL
Lac objects Mrk 421 and Mrk501.

3.2.2 Calculation of v Event Rates
The calculations were performed for one and seven tow-
ers and the results are given in table 1.

The optimum fi energy range at which we can
look for point sources begins at the TeVs. Below 100
GeV the atmospheric background becomes strong and
does not allow the detection of point sources. In the fol-
lowing paragraphs we discuss the results for each class
of objects individually.

3.2.3 The Crab Pulsar/Nebula
This is an isolated pulsar embedded in an expanding
shell of gas. It is the remnant of a supernova that went
off ~ 1000 years ago. We do not expect i/'s from this
object.

3.2.4 Mrk 421 and Mrk501
These are BL Lac objects (Quasars). Neutrinos are ex-
pected from these objects predominantly from py inter-
actions due to the intense radiation field. The expected
event rates for Mrk 421 are lower limits due to the fact
that while I/'S escape freely once generated, 7-rays suf-
fer attenuation in the source. We give rates for both
the quiescent state and the active state of this object
(the latest observations by the WHIPPLE observatory
revealed a burst of activity ten times brighter [4]).

Mrk 421 and Mrk501 are the closest Quasars to
the Earth at redshifts z = 0.031 and 0.034 respectively
and the only ones observed at VHE 7-rays by the WHIP-
PLE group [4]. On the other hand, there are more
Quasars observed in the MeV-GeV energy range by
EGRET [3] brighter than Mrk 421 and with similar
spectral indices (for example, 3C279 at its active state
is ~ 40 times brighter than Mrk 421), but which have
not been observed at higher energies. This has been
attributed to attenuation of VHE 7-rays from these
objects through 77 interactions with the extragalactic
starlight and infrared photons [5]. At the redshift of
Mrk 421 this happens to photons with energy Ey >
a few TeV, but the rest of the EGRET Quasars are
much more distant, most of them at a redshift z ~ 1.
At this redshift, photons with energy greater than 100-
200 GeV are attenuated significantly and this may be
the reason that these Quasars have not been detected at
VHE 7-rays despite the fact that they are brighter than

Mrk 421. While this is true for photons, v's do not suf-
fer this attenuation and therefore NESTOR can expect
to see more Quasars brighter than Mrk 421, especially
when they are in their active state.

As an example, we give in table 1 the expected
rates for the quiescent state of 3C273 based on model
calculations [8] and the active state of 3C279 (extrapo-
lated from the EGRET energy range since it has the
same spectral index as Mrk 421). Other promising
EGRET sources are 0208-512, 2251+158, 0235+164,
1633+382 [3].

3.2.5 The diffuse AGN background
Apart from point sources, another candidate celestial
source of v's is the diffuse AGN background. This is
the combined emisssion from all AGNs which are dis-
tributed more or less uniformly all over the sky. The
results are given in table 2 for four models of this back-
ground [25].

3.2.6 Event rate summary
The diffuse AGN background is the most promising can-
didate celestial v source for NESTOR. Our calculations
for the diffuse AGN background give appreciable event
rates in the TeVs (hundreds to thousands events/yr)
even for one tower (~ 20000 m2). On the other hand,
the calculations for the point sources for 7 towers (~
100000 m2) give lower limits to the expected event rates
in the range: 1-400 events/yr. The corresponding event
rates drop by a factor of 3 for one tower. Among the
point sources, individual AGN at their active state are
the best candidates (many tens of events per year). The
bright bursts of X-ray binaries are a good possibility
too, since in this case we expect to see a minimum of
~ 4 events in the course of a few hours. A very pro-
longed active state of the X-ray binaries would yield a
much higher yearly event rate but it is not very likely
that these objects can stay in the high state for peri-
ods as long as a year. The above numbers came from
the 7-ray fluxes and we did not take into account any
attenuation of the photons in the sources.

As we saw in the previous section, the v fluxes can
be higher by one or even two orders of magnitude un-
der favorable conditions and in this case a single tower
would be able to detect a few point sources.

3.3 Indirect Detection of Non Baryonic
Dark Matter

An indirect method of non baryonic dark matter de-
tection [26] consists in detecting v's produced by their
annihilation in the core of astrophysical objects. Neu-
trino telescopes which are sensitive to v\ with energies
above 5-10 GeV are particularly well suited for this
purpose.

In the MSSM (Minimal SuperSymmetric Stan-
dard Model) the supersymmetric partners of the neu-
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Object
Mrk 421
" (active)
3C273
3C279 (active)
XRB bursts
Atmospheric

Stage I
(> 1 TeV)

0.4
2.0
3.0
16

1.1
2.0

(1 tower)
- (> 10 TeV)
- 0.3
- 1.7
- 2.5
- 12
- 0.8
- 0.14

Stage II
(> 1 TeV)

1.3
7.0
8.0
53

4.0
0.6

(7 towers)
- (> 10 TeV)
- 1.1
- 6.0
- 6.5
- 42
- 3.0
- 0.04

Table 1: Expected number of events per year for the point sources (lower limits). For the XRB bursts the numbers
are events/burst. The resolution for a single tower is 5° while for the 7 towers it is 1°.

Model
Protheroe
SUcora
Biermann
Stecker
Atmospheric

Stage I
(> 1 TeV)

13500
760
280
120

1500

(1 tower)
- (> 10 TeV)
- 10800
- 690
- 220
- 120
- 120

Stage II
(> 1 TeV)

40000
2000
750
380

4000

(7 towers)
- (> 10 TeV)
- 32000
- 1970
- 640
- 380
- 420

Table 2: Expected numbei of events per year for the diffuse AGN background.

tral bosons are four neutralinos: the two partners of
the neutral SU(2) and U(l) gauge bosons (gauginos),
W$ and B, and the two partners of the neutral Higgs
particles (higgsinos), 22"° and B.%. The lightest neu-
tralino is a linear combination of photino (f), zino (Z)
and higgsinos

3.3.1 The Neutrino-Induced Flux
Neutrino telescopes would be sensitive to i/'s produced
in the annihilation of neutralinos captured in the core
of astrophysical objects like the Sun and the Earth.

The neutralinos move in the halo of the Galaxy
with velocities of few hundreds of km/s and loose en-
ergy by elastic scattering on the nuclei forming the mat-
ter of the Sun or of the Earth when they cross them.
The escape velocity is 11.2 km/s at the Earth surface
and 617.5km/s at the Sun surface. Since neutralinos
have typical velocities of « 300 km/s they are captured
by the Sun quite efficiently, while the probability that
they are captured by the Earth is smaller unless their
mass closely matches the mass of an element abundant
in the Earth. Due to the energy loss the neutralinos
accumulate to the core and, then, they annihilate by
pair. The subsequent decay of particle produced in the
various final states would generate a flux of high-energy
i/'s.

A description of the mechanism has been done by
many authors [27]. Calculations performed by Bottino
et al. [28] show that due to the age of the solar system
(iQ = 4.5 x 109yr) the equilibrium between the capture
and the annihilation is reached for the whole range of
rr^, whereas for the Earth the equilibrium conditions
depend on the values of the model parameters.

3.3.2 The Sensitivity of a Generic Detector
Neutrinos are detected either using contained events
where the charged-current interaction vN produces a
lepton in the detector or using upward-going /i's pro-
duced by vMN charged-current interactions in the medium
surrounding the detector. The cross section for a charged-
current interaction is proportional to the v energy and
the range of a fi is proportional to the n energy. The
rate for contained events is, thus, proportional to the v
energy and the rate for i/-induced throughgoing /x's is
proportional to the square of the v energy. Therefore at
high energies the detection of v's results to be more effi-
cient by using throughgoing /x's than by using contained
events. This is the reason why we will concentrate on
this method of detection.

Due to large variations of the S/B ratio the detec-
tor sensitivity strongly depends on the neutralino mass
hypothesis. The sensitivity may be defined as the mini-
mal exposure (At)m;n necessary to see a 4<r effect (with
a signal of at least 4 events). This quantity has been es-
timated in Ref. [28] for neutralino annihilations in the
Earth core. A very low value of (-4i)m;n is necessary
(~ 50 m2 yr) for a neutralino mass value around the
iron nucleus mass, but exposures above 104 m2 yr are
necessary to detect masses above 100 GeV.

The minimal exposure necessary for neutralino
annihilations in the Sun has been also calculated. With
the exposures that can be reached with the detectors
operating today (~ 103 m2 yr) only neutralino annihila-
tions in the Earth can be explored in the mass range 50-
100 GeV. The exploration about neutralinos using the
flux from the Sun requires at least 104m2 yr. The next
generation detectors would provide exposures larger than
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Figure 3: Minimal exposure time necessary to detect a
4<7 effect with one tower as described in the text. Figure
(a) refers to a signal coming from the Earth core and
figure (b) is for i>'s from the Sun. The three neutralino
compositions are P = 0.1 (dotted line), 0.5 (solid line),
0.9 (dashed line).

105 m2 yr allowing the simultaneous exploration of neu-
tralinos using both the v fluxes from the Earth core and
from the Sun in the range 35 GeV < m^ < 500 GeV.

The predictions given above depend sensitively on
several free parameters.

3.3.3 The Sensitivity of One NESTOR Tower
The exposure time necessary to detect a 4<r effect from
the Earth core and from the Sun with one tower has
been estimated. Fig. 3 shows the minimal exposure
times as a function of the neutralino mass m-^. This
figure shows that in one year of running time one tower
could detect neutralinos with masses in the range 50-
140 GeV from the Earth core and with masses in the
range 80-200 GeV from the Sun.

3.4 Long Baseline Oscillations with CERN
The probability for two flavor v oscillations is given
by Eq. (1). As a simple rule the minimum statistical
sensitivities for the mixing angle 8 and for the difference
of the mass squares Am2 are given approximatively by
the formulae [29]:

•»min — Sin ^"min ~ (2)

where N is the number of detected events, L is the v
propagation length (in km) and Ev is the v energy (in
GeV). Thus, in order to maximize sensitivity, it is nec-
essary to have the longest possible base-line and lowest
threshold energy whilst detecting sufficient u events for
statistical significance.

Two accelerator experiments, CHORUS [30] and
NOMAD [31], looking for vT appearance at larger Am2

in the present CERN wide-band v beam are currently
taking data; first results are expected in 1995-96. Clearly
one would like to continue with controlled beam exper-
iments because they have the following advantages over
the atmospheric data:

• Initial flavor composition is well known (typi-
cally Ve/Vy. ~ 0.01).

• Control of the beam polarity. One can switch
between v and v to study matter enhanced oscillations
(MSW effect [32]).

• Control of the energy. One can typically obtain
beam energy dispersions erg of about 5 GeV.

• One may specify the direction cosines and time
of arrival of the v, improving efficiency and reducing
backgrounds to almost zero.

• Higher statistics, giving sensitivity to lower mix-
ing angles.

• Control of the beam energy which provides a
way to differentiate between oscillations from Vy. to ei-
ther ve or vT.

In NESTOR, a complementary study to the at-
mospheric v oscillation can be conducted with a long
baseline experiment with a CERN beam. As part of
the work on the LHC, injection transfer lines are being
designed to bring the fast extracted beams from the
SPS to the new collider. The primary proton beam for
a v production target to feed Gran Sasso with only mi-
nor modifications can be derived from TI48 which links
SPS/LSS4 to LHC/P8. On a two dimensional projec-
tion CERN, Gran Sasso and NESTOR are lined up.
Calculations by Mayoud (CERN) show that a v beam
pointing to NESTOR would have to be diverted by only
1° to the west in azimuth and 5° or 7.5% downwards in
declination, with respect to the one pointing to Gran
Sasso.

For the latest long baseline beam design for NESTOR
[33] with a horn and a reflector, for a 450 GeV beam,
the lateral beam spread at the NESTOR site is flat to
±2.0 km around the target point, so targeting should
not be a problem. We calculate that for 10X9 protons
on target a 200 kt detector e.g. one tower should detect
about 15 thousand contained events.

Such an experiment will require more photomulti-
pliers per tower and more than one tower appropriately
configured to enhance e/fi separation. The separation
of fi from e and hadrons in such a detector is under
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study. Preliminary MC results indicate that it will be
possible to distinguish between "muonless" (NC) and
"muonfull" (CC) events, by using the time distribu-
tion of the events (Cerenkov light from fi's comes ear-
lier than the one from the hadronic or electromagnetic
showers) and the longitudinal shower development of
the event (the /x's distribute their Ceienkov light evenly
while electrons emit their light according to the devel-
opment of the electromagnetic shower). The systematic
effect due to this statistical separation is estimated to
be of the order of 10 %. The CERN v beam produced
by the 450 GeV SPS beam with horn and reflector, tar-
geting NESTOR will produce the sensitivity required
to explore the Kamiokande allowed region in one year's
running (1019 protons on target). It will cover the area
of small mixing angles, due to better statistics, provided
that we will be able to control the systematics.

4 The detector
Among the detector's specifications, some of them,

like the effective area to be covered, the angular reso-
lution for the single \L produced in the water, the gran-
ularity (i.e. the spacing of the PMT's related to the
sensitivity of the light detectors) and the water trans-
missivity length, play a very important role to define
the physics potential of the apparatus. A certain flexi-
bility to change the detector geometry and to upgrade
it, is also important. Finally the overall costs, includ-
ing the costs of the materials, the deployment and the
servicing also must be taken into account in order to be
kept as low as possible.

NESTOR's physics goals range from atmospheric
v oscillations (of a few GeV) to Very High Energy i/'s
from Extragalactic sources (at least 1 TeV).

We will start with a detector of a sensitive area of
20.000 m2, expanding it in a modular fashion to 100.000
m2 and hopefully later to the 1 km3 detector which
is probably required to detect point-like sources, given
the expected v fluxes. The Monte Carlo calculations
indicate that a very favourable geometrical symmetry to
cover 100.000 m2 (which is probably the minimum area
required to start point source astronomy) is a cylinder
of an enclosed mass greater than 20 Mtons and overall
angular resolution better than 1°.

The Optical Module consists of a photomultiplier
tube (PMT) inside a high pressure glass housing sphere.
The PMT is glued to one hemisphere using an opti-
cally transparent silicone gel which provides good opti-
cal coupling. To minimize the geomagnetic field inside
the tube, the PMT is surrounded by a mu-metal mesh.
The sphere contains also the PMT high voltage sup-
ply. No other electronics are contained in the Optical
Module. The current design of the detector assumes
the use of omni-directional units consisting of two back
to back optical modules each containing one PMT. The
15 inch Hamamatsu R2018-03 was selected. Six pairs

of PMT's will be placed at the corners of a horizontal
hexagon and a seventh one in its center. The radius of
the hexagon is planned for 16 m, and the arms made
out of titanium piping. The electronics (data digitiza-
tion/transmission to shore) and all the controls of the
hexagon will be housed inside the titanium sphere lo-
cated at the geometrical center of the hexagon.

By stacking hexagons we can build "towers". The
vertical distance between these hexagonal floors will be
around 20 m, this spacing matching well the light trans-
mission length of 55 ± 10 m (at 460 nm) that we have
measured (see previous chapter). With a 20 m vertical
spacing between floors, each with 7 phototubes looking
up and 7 phototubes looking down, the active volume
between hexagonal floors will be monitored efficiently.
A total of 12 such hexagonal floors is planned for one
tower. The mechanical design is an extension of the
hexagonal autonomous module with rigid arms made
up of an assembly of thin Ti tubes, that we used dur-
ing the tests off Pylos in the summer of 91. Other
designs, materials and deployment techniques are also
under consideration.

5 Deployment
Various deployment procedures are under study,

appropriate to the proposed mechanical designs.
The deployment procedure that has been consid-

ered for the mechanics design described above avoids
the use of bathyscaphs for connections in the sea. A
vessel (barge) will carry the floors in their folded po-
sition. The weight platform with the anchor release
will go into the water first, followed by the Fan-Out
titanium sphere which will have the main connection
of the undersea power and optical cable and the power
and optical connections for each floor. Before each floor
is immersed into the sea, the electrical and optical con-
nections will be made. Then the tower will be lowered
to the bottom of the sea with the help of the weight of
the anchoring platform and 4 km long steel wire cable.
The first tower will be positioned very roughly at the
center of the basin. The next six towers will have to be
positioned around the first one at a distance of 150 ± 10
meters. This can be accomplished with the use of the
existing technology.

We are in collaboration with specialized firms for
consulting e.g. IFREMER, TECNOMARE, COMEX,
GKSS, that can provide us with expertise on the me-
chanical structure, reliability issues, materials to use,
connectors, buoys, deployment, positioning (sonars and
GPS), bathymetry, sedimentology, video monitoring etc.

6 Positioning
The expected deviation from the vertical of the tower
depends on the undersea water currents which have
been measured to be under 10 cm/sec. Depending on
the strength of the currents the axis of symmetry of
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the tower will not necessarily be a straight vertical line
but occasionally it may be parabolic, catenary. The ex-
act location of the optical modules has to be known to
within a few tens of cm in order to reconstruct the (i
track direction accurately (to within 1°). The continu-
ous recording and monitoring of these positions will be
accomplished by a chirped sonar system which is con-
trolled by the Slow Controls System. This acoustic sys-
tem consisting of a set of transducers (responders) will
be located at positions a few hundred meters around the
tower and will emit, when commanded from a central
control, frequency modulated acoustical signals (chirps)
which will be detected by hydrophones located at each
floor. The distance of the optical modules from the
hydrophones is known because the hexagon arms are
rigid. Their coordinates will then be determined via tri-
angulation. Parameters like pressure, temperature and
salinity of the environment which influence the speed of
sound in the water will be recorded by the Slow Con-
trols System.

Each responder unit is a combination of a pinger
and a hydrophone and it is acoustically interfaced to the
Slow Controls System. We will use commercial respon-
ders and hydrophones. The responder units are battery
powered and will be dropped at distances of about 200-
300 m around the tower at deployment time. They
typically have a battery life (lithium batteries) of sev-
eral years and will respond for 105 pulses after which
we can recycle them. They will respond to acoustic
commands sent by one of three transponders located
close to the bottom of the tower and controlled by the
Slow Controls system. The response will be the emis-
sion of acoustic chirps which will be detected by the
hydrophones. The differential time between floors will
give the curvature of the tower and the timing with re-
spect to the transponders will give the relative position
of the tower. The use of a surface ship with differential
GPS (precise satellite navigation) will yield the abso-
lute location at the responders to ± lm. The relative
PMT positions will be determined to within 10 cm.

In addition to the acoustical data there will be in-
formation from the compasses and the tilt meters. This
information will be correlated with the acoustical infor-
mation and provide a redundancy in the determination
of the physical shape of the tower.

7 Data transmission
Each floor will have its own electronics, monitoring and
controls housed in the titanium sphere at the center of
the hexagon.

The signals for all fired PMT's will be transmitted
over a distance of 25 km. We want to be able to trans-
mit to the shore laboratory, in real time, the complete
pulse of each PMT signal, maintaining the time coher-
ence between PMT's. This feature of the data trans-
mission, that distinguishes NESTOR from the other v

telescopes, has many advantages:
• real time control of the behaviour of the single

PMT during the data acquisition
• trigger logic decided on shore (maximum flexi-

bility)
• the knowledge of the pulse shape.
The last point could be very helpful to distinguish

different physics events. The pulse shape is expected to
be (i energy dependent for energies greater than about
100 Gev and to be also different in events with more
than one fi, for which the pulse shape will play a crucial
role in their identification. MonteCarlo calculations of
these effects are in progress.

The transmission method of the PMT pulse shape
on the optical fibre is strictly related to the charac-
teristics of of submarine multifibre optical cables that
are commercially available. If a 200 fibres submarine
cable were affordable the signal transmission could be
achieved with one fibre per phototube. In this case a
simple solution, in order to have a high (> 10 years)
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), would be to pro-
vide each PMT with one laser and to modulate with
the anode current the light power of the laser.

The collaboration have investigated a possible trans-
mission method based on a 12 or 18 fibres submarine
optical cable at present available (ALCATEL, ATT,
PIRELLI etc). With such a cable the use of one fi-
bre per (at least) one plane is mandatory: signals from
the 14 PMT of each plane are first multiplexed and then
transmitted on one single fibre. The data of the whole
tower are transmitted in 12 fibres.

Different methods have been examined:
1. digitization and time multiplexing
2. transmission of the analog signal with either

a) amplitude modulation and frequency multiplexing or
b) frequency modulation and frequency multiplexing or
c) wavelength division multiplexing

The first one has been retained by the INFN group
and is in the most advanced state. The collaboration
will probably choose this one as the main option.

7.1 The digital transmission scheme
In this scheme the signal of a PMT is sent to the Tita-
nium sphere at the center of the floor, which contains
the electronics for the 14 PMT's. The signal is first sam-
pled with a Flash A/D, then multiplexed together with
the signals of all the PMT's of the same plane. The mul-
tiplexed signal modulates a laser and the light output is
sent by an optical fiber to the fan-out sphere where 12
fibers enter the electro-optical cable. The PMT pulse
data are transmitted only when the result of the digi-
tization is over a certain threshold. The transmission
contains the A/D samples together with the time when
the PMT pulse amplitude crosses the threshold (thresh-
old time, further on also referred to as "event time")
and pulse information. The synchronization between
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signals of different PMT is assured from the transmis-
sion of a unique Master Clock signal from the shore to
the 12 planes and from a synchronous answer sent from
each plane to the shore. This allows also a correlation
of the PMT event time with the on shore time.

On shore the data of each PMT collected in a time
window of 6144 /xs, periodically cleared, are memorized
in a RAM (data RAM). Moreover the event time and
the charge are extracted from these data and used from
a dedicated processor (DECPerlei) to build a first level
trigger. Once the trigger condition is met, the full PMT
data collected in the data RAM are read using the event
number as memory address.

7.2 The analog transmission scheme
The transmission by optical link of the analog signals of
the PMTs has the powerful advantage of leaving a com-
plete flexibility for the subsequent processing of these
signals on shore.

The use of single frequency laser diodes, usually
distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes, is required in
order to transmit through a 25 km optical fiber the
R2018 PMT signal which has a 8 ns rise time.

We have considered direct or external modulation
of the laser diode.

7.2.1 Direct modulation
In order to comply with the available optical cables and
to minimise the number of the DFB laser diodes one has
to rely on multiplexing, i.e. transmitting into one fiber
several signals by modulating a common optical device.
Frequency (RF) Division Multiplexing (FDM) or Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) are possible.

The RF modulation can be either amplitude mod-
ulation which minimizes the required laser frequency
bandwidth at the expense of a reduced dynamic range,
or frequency modulation with the complementary draw-
back and advantage. A reasonable design which also
matches the number of fibers in commercially available
optical cables consists in FDMultiplexing the 14 chan-
nels to modulate one DFB laser diode per floor. Each
PMT signal modulates an oscillator output and the 14
resulting signals are combined to modulate the laser.
Oscillators have to be in the immersed detector since
any solution with oscillators on shore will require ad-
ditional lasers and photodiodes as well as multiplexing
systems. The carrier frequencies should be such that
the first harmonics are outside of the useful frequency
range. Direct modulation of laser diodes is a solution
which is currently used for cable TV applications. We
are constructing a 3 channel prototype for a frequency
modulation multiplexing in order to evaluate the feasi-
bility of a system associated with a 10 GHz DFB laser.

7.2.2 External modulation
External modulation has in principle the advantage of
allowing the laser to be on shore. Mach-Zehnder modu-
lators utilise incident polarised laser light and their use
has been discarded. Asymmetric Fabry-Perot (multi-
quantum well - MQW ) modulators are used in an in-
frared link under development by the CERN DRDC
Project RD23 [37]. With this system, an infrared laser
beam is generated on the shore and is guided with a
single-mode fiber to a reflective modulator. The analog
signal of each photomultiplier modulates the reflected
light intensity and an infrared detector on the shore
reproduces the analog signal.

7.3 The electro-optical cable
The transmission of the signal over 25 km forces the
choice of the single mode (or monomode) optical fibre
and of a laser as light source. Power transfer to the
tower and data retrieval to the shore will be performed
with an electro-optical cable. For the data transfer and
the telemetry support we will use the standard deep sea
electro-optical telecommunication cable. It is composed
of (at least) 12 monomode optical fibers, one for each
floor. The fibers are located inside a plastic core and
they are surrounded with a copper conductor, which de-
livers the required power for the operation of the tower
(as power "return" the sea water path will be used).
The cable will be attached to the tower and all electri-
cal and optical connections will be made in air before
tower deployment.

8 Trigger and Data acquisition
NESTOR will be sensitive to v's that range from the
TeV scale, e.g u's coming from Active Galactive Nuclei
(1 per day), to atmospheric J/'S (GeV scale) or v's com-
ing from neutralino annihilation (a few per day), and
should be able to record hit multiplicity fluctuations in
order to detect a signal of Supernovae explosions, or
very slow heavily ionizing particles (monopoles). Fur-
ther it should record the downcoming cosmic ray n
background (~1 Hz) which will serve as calibration of
the detector. Table 3 shows the expected number of
physical events that will occur in the detector per day.

The natural background to the photomultiplier
tubes (PMT): bio-luminescence and natural sea radioac-
tivity, 40K, gives a initial high counting rate (~ 50
kHz/PMT, maximum 100 kHz/PMT) that has to be
reduced down to the few Hz level through a series of
trigger decisions of increasing complexity.

Table 4 shows the expected number of double
triple etc. coincidences due to the above accidental
background expected in one tower. For the higher level
coincidences the time-coincidence window depends on
the actual distance of the PMT's hit, and some causality
criteria have been applied. This is the ideal situation,
assuming large computing times. A fixed-gate coinci-
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Process
AGN (> 1 TeV)
Atmospheric throughg. (> 1 TeV)
Atmospheric contained
Atmospheric upcoming \i
X upcoming y, (earth) mx=56 GeV
X upcoming ft (earth) mx=100 GeV
X upcoming /x (sun) mx=:100 GeV
Cosmic ray downcoming n

1 tower
0.5-1
4-5
2

1.5
5
1
1

86500

7 towers
1-2

10-12
14
10
35
7
7

600000

Table 3: Expected events per day from main physical
processes

Noise Frequency
singles
doubles
triples
quadruples

50 kHz
8400
537
18
.5

100 kHz
16800
1500
78
4

Table 4: Random coincidence rates in kHz

dence scheme that was simulated gives larger rates. The
required data transmission rates lead us to go above the
four-fold coincidence level in order to transmit realistic
dataloads, of a few MB/s, to the next level of triggering.

The field programmable gate array technique is
a very good candidate for a first level trigger due to
its low latency * and essentially through its flexibility
to be rapidly and simply reconfigured, since the trigger
will have to adapt to changing environmental condi-
tions, and physics interests. Prom then on the comput-
ing power of processors with high-level languages (e.g
alpha) or farms of processors will be adequate to treat
the data.

From the trigger point of view, NESTOR presents,
as can be seen from the above tables, similarities with
LHC experiments (after their 1st level).

8.1 Data Rates
The raw data rate is dominated entirely by the back-
ground pulses. The time and charge profile (sampled
with a 300 MHz FADC on the PMT analog output)
will be transported with optical fibers to shore, every
time a PMT gives an output larger than a threshold
(e.g .25 of single photoelectron).

The signals from the whole detector will be fed in
the 1J* level trigger processor with a frequency of 20-25
MHz. The goal is that the l j t level trigger processor
will reduce the rate below the kHz level, and thus it
will reduce the data rate from an average 320 MB/s
(maximum 640 MB/s) down to a few MB/s. The event
building, will be done by the 2nd level processor col-
lecting 1-2 /JS worth of information from the 12 floors.
At the 2nd level a single processor (e.g an alpha) or a

farm of processors connected with point-to-point links
(e.g SCI) or ATM switches can perform high level* fits
to reduce the event rate down to a few Hz.

8.2 1st level trigger
DECPeRLex is a Programmable Active Memory [38],
a novel form of universal hardware co-processor based
on Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology
and controlled by a general purpose computer system.
It is a single board system housed in a desktop worksta-
tion enclosure. The computational core of DECPeRLei
is a 4 by 4 matrix of Xilinx XC3090 FPGAs [39] con-
nected in a regular mesh.

The computational challenge of the first level trig-
ger is to detect correlated pulses from several PMTs
due to Cerenkov photons emitted by tracks travers-
ing the array against a backgound of random uncorre-
lated PMT firings. The distance between PMTs places
a strict upper bound on the time difference between
pulses that may be correlated. For neighbouring PMTs
this is ~ lOOras. These events need to be distinguished
from randomly correlated pulses among groups of PMTs,
due to background fluctuations.

We need to detect from double to multiple coinci-
dences and then apply a weighed sum to all coincidences
found in a given time window. When correlation scores
exceed a given threshold associated data will be passed
to the reconstruction process.

A simple trigger algorithm based on the total
number of p.e.'s has been tested with signal events (1 to
50 GeV contained JJ'S, pointing at random directions)
and noise. The efficiency of the algorithm and the noise
rate as a function of the number of photoelectrons (p.e)
required are shown in table 5.

Trigger
3 p.e
4 p.e
5 p.e
6 p.e
7 p.e
8 p.e
9 p.e

Noise rate kHz
40kHz(100)

8(30)
2(10)
0.3(5)

<0.1(l)
<0.1(0.3)
<0.1(0.2)

Muon Efficiency
-
-

L_ 100%
98%
96%
94%

L 92%

1 time needed to make a decision in a pipeline environment

Table 5: Noise rates for the whole detector in kHz un-
der the assumption of 50(100) kHz singles rate/PMT
and efficiency for contained /x events from 1 to 50 GeV,
normalised to the requirement of at least 5 p.e.

8.3 2nd level trigger and DAQ
One should expect of the order of 1-5 MB/s of data with
a frequency between 2 and 10 kHz, to be transmitted
to the data acquisition workstation. A relatively simple
and fast algorithm written in a high language could
reduce further the event rate by using a "pre-fit" to
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less than a hundred of Hz. We estimate that one alpha
workstation of the high end should be able to cope with
the rate. In the case that more computing power is
needed, e.g in the case of unexpectedly high noise, the
system is easily upgradable to a small farm of alpha
workstations. This scheme concerns only one tower. In
the case of more towers one should go to a mutiprocessor
environment with fast point to point links of the type
SCI, or ATM switches.

9 Slow control, calibration and position-
ing

The Slow Control System is responsible for a variety of
tasks:

• The control of the power distribution to the
twelve Ti Spheres (one per floor) and to the single pho-
tomultiplier tubes (PMT).

• The control of the threshold settings for the
PMT discriminators.

• The readout of the internal and external envi-
ronmental monitors.

• The control of the LED calibration system.
• The control and readout of the positioning sys-

tem hydrophones.
• The communication between NESTOR and the

associated experiments (Geology, Oceanography, Ma-
rine Biology, etc.).

• The communication with the shore station for
readout and command transfer.

Central to the Slow Control System is the general
NESTOR philosophy that failure of a particular com-
ponent should not impair the performance of the rest
of the experiment. The items controlled by the Slow
Control System are:

Per floor: measures of internal temperature, hu-
midity, tilt, orientation (with compasses), pulsers, con-
trol of PMT power, thresholds.

General: measures of external temperature, pres-
sure, sea current, salinity, control of power to floors,
releases.

The components of the Slow Control System in
the twelve Ti Spheres, the Transmission System, the
Fan-Out Sphere and the Shore Master Control are de-
scribed below.

9.1 The Ti Spheres and the Transmis-
sion System

The twelve Ti Spheres (one per floor) contain the
bulk of the electronics. Every sphere contains the PMT
transmission electronics board, which also receives from
shore the synchronization signals. The bandwidth (1
GHz) is so large that the data from/to the Slow Control
System can fit easily in the PMT transmission frame.

The communication between the Slow Controls board
and the PMT transmission board will be implemented
via a RS/232 asynchronous link, with a minimum of
interference to the fast PMT transmission electronics.
The Slow Control board will be an intelligent board
based on a microcontroller with several I/O channels.
RS/232 and ADCs will be used to communicate with
the different sensors envisaged. Solid state relays will
turn the 24 V power on and off to the 14 DC/DC con-
verters housed in the Benthos Spheres which will gen-
erate the high voltage for the 14 PMTs of a floor. A
voltage divider will set the appropriate voltage for every
PMT.

9.2 The Fan-Out Sphere
The Fan-Out Sphere, located below the tower, is re-
sponsible for the power and fiber distribution to the Ti
Spheres in the center of the 12 floors. A lot of attention
has been devoted to this sphere because it is essential
to the entire experiment. The Fan-Out Sphere is a Ti-
tanium sphere which contains:

• the optical fiber splice that will separate the
twelve fiber cable into twelve individual cables, one per
floor

• a power distribution system with one cable for
each of the 12 floors. It will be possible to switch the
300 V power on and off to the individual floors. A
parallel system involving slow modem transmission on
the power cable from the shore is being investigated to
have a more robust system.

The Fan-Out Sphere will be filled with oil to pre-
vent any possible water leakage.

9.3 The Shore Master Control
The Shore Master Control includes:

• The control computer, running preferably under
LabVIEW.

• An interface between the computer and the
VME crate where the transmission electronics will col-
lect the data from the PMTs.

It will be the responsibility of the transmission
electronics to extract from the PMT data stream the
Slow Controls data and to put them in a separate area
of memory, from where the Shore Master Control will
recover them for storage and display. The system could
also be very useful to snoop on the PMT data while
they are being examined by the trigger system.

9.4 Reliability
Reliability is the focal issue. The electronics will be
underwater and it will be impossible to service it if
any problems arise. Therefore the components of the
system have to be chosen with reliability as the pri-
mary objective. This means not only choosing MIL
specs components, but also minimizing the number of
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paits and designing in a fail safe fashion. Duplication of
functions will be used wherever possible. It is however
necessary that a whole system analysis be carried out
before the final design is implemented, including failure
mode studies and parallel processing issues.

10 Detector response
10.1 Signal Simulation
The expected signals arise from a large variety of events
: single and multiple fi's coming from any direction with
energy ranging between few GeV and PeV or more; u's
with the same energy range which can produce fi, elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic showers at any point of the
detector. Moreover fi bremsstrahlung, direct pair pro-
duction and photonuclear cross sections increase with
energy together with the production of energetic 6 rays
and each charged particle created along the fi path con-
tributes to Cerenkov light. As a consequence the light
emitted by a very high energy p behaves very differently
from the simple light cone emitted by a single charged
particle.

10.1.1 Photoelectron production and detection
The mean number of detected photoelectrons (P-E.) is
a function of the radial distance (i.e. the distance of
closest approach) between the track and the PMT (at
the NESTOR site the water transparency is equal to
55 meters). At 10 m, for example, 5 p.e. are detected
in average from the primary track, not including the
emission of Cerenkov light from secondaries.

As the fi energy increases, the fluctuations of the
number of photoelectrons around the mean value in-
crease drastically as a result of the large fluctuations
which characterize the generation of secondaries by the
fi. The increase of the tail in the distributions is the
major factor in the increase of mean P.E. number with
energy. Fig.4 shows the probability distribution of the
number of photoelectrons, detected by one PMT, pro-
duced by the photons emitted from a ft track at two
different energies at a radial distance of 18 m from the
PMT. The area under each curve is normalized to 1.

The photons coming directly from the fi arrive
within a time interval of about 2ns but a small amount
of photons coming from electromagnetic showers around
the ft arrive later because they are emitted, with re-
spect to the fj. direction , at an angle different from
the Cerenkov angle ©c • The amount of such delayed
photons increases with the energy of the fi due to the in-
crease in the number of electromagnetic showers around
it. Fig.5 shows the probability distribution for the P.E.
arrival time. The arrival times are smeared with a
Gaussian spread (a = 2.5 ns). The signal comes from a
/i track at a radial distance of 18 m from the PMT.
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Figure 4: Distribution of the number of photoelectrons
detected by the phototubes for fi's with 100 GeV and
lOTeV energy.

10.2 Low energy muon and electron re-
construction

We aim to reconstruct and recognize low energy elec-
trons and /x's generated within the geometrical volume
of our detector and to try to discriminate between the
two types of events. The electron reconstruction algo-
rithm is based on the fact that the electron will shower
within a few radiation lengths from its generation (x°=36
cm). In order to distinguish between fi's and electrons
in an. event we perform a "muon hypothesis" and an
"electron hypothesis" fit. We apply cuts on the x2 ol*
the two fits. We then apply cuts that take advantage
of the differences between the two processes: for an
electron we require that most of the charge be local-
ized within a couple of detector floors, whereas for the
fi that it be more or less evenly distributed along its
path. We cut also on the maximum angle amax formed
between the lines joining a pair of hit PMT's and the
reconstructed pseudovertex, because the vast majority
of the /i photons come from Cerenkov emission and the
angle a cannot be more than 2 * &c > whereas for the
electrons aTOOI is much wider. With these criteria we
get for 12 Gev electrons and fi's roughly 60% recon-
struction efficiency and 5% misidentification.

10.3 Low energy contained v interac-
tion

The reconstruction of the interaction of a low energy
v that interacts within the geometrical volume of our
detector is a complex problem. Two dedicated codes to
handle these events are at the development stage.
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10.4 High energy muon reconstruction,
effective area

We show in figure 6 the effective area for 1 TeV /z's and
10° reconstruction accuracy as function oicosQ (zenith
angle) and in figure 7 the effective area averaged over
all angles as function of the fi energy, for fi energies
from 0.1 TeV to 1000 TeV.
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Figure 6: Effective area of 1 Tower for 1 Tev //'s and 10°
reconstruction accuracy vs the zenith angle [cosO — 0
is the horizontal, cosQ = 1 means downgoing)

In order to study our efficiency for vertical through-
going jf's we have generated ^'s up to 100 m from the
detector center. The efficiency for 5° reconstruction ac-
curacy and three different energies is shown in figure

Figure 7: Effective area of one Tower averaged over all
angles

11 Tests and construction status
The reliability is a key issue. Tests are being defined,
Quality Assurance procedures have to be followed. The
conception and construction of the detector is carried
in collaboration with oceanographic and marine engi-
neering institutions. Tests are being carried in marine
installations near some of the participating laborato-
ries. For various components of the detector, space or
military specifications will have to be required. These
considerations will not be detailed here [1].

11.1 The site
The deep underwater plateau is located at the S.W. of
Peloponnesos, in the depths of the Ionian Sea. It is lo-
cated 11 nautical miles from the small town of Methoni.
The most important requirements for the detector are:
clear water (i.e. water with small light attenuation co-
efficient), deep site (to filter out the atmospheric /i's),
proximity to the shore (to use a short electro-optical ca-
ble to power the detector and transfer the data to the
shore), low velocity of underwater currents (for mini-
mal mechanical strain on the detector), flat and wide
sea-bottom (to permit future expansion) and stable geo-
logical and other environmental characteristics (for long
life time of the detector).

Four major cruises were made during the period
1989-1994. We obtained a good environmental descrip-
tion of the site, which is described in the following.
Moreover, hydrographic survey and sub-bottom profil-
ing of the site and of the proposed route of the deep
underwater cable have been made.
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11.2 Water Transmissivity
We have performed mainly three sets of sea water trans-
missivity measurements: a) Long base line with a monochro-
mator (tight acceptance instrument), b) Tight geome-
try photometer in situ and c) Long base line in situ,
(large acceptance instrument) [34, 35].

From the first set of measurements the attenua-
tion coefficient was found equal to 0.025m"1 to 0.040m"1

(at the 470-490nm region) and almost constant for depths
more than 1000m. From those values and the assump-
tion that the ratio A = <r/e, where a is the scattering
coefficient and e the attenuation coefficient, for very
clean water is about 20% to 50% (oceanographers dif-
fer in this correction), it was calculated that the ab-
sorption length at 470nm wavelength and depths more
than 2000m is L = 42 to 67m. The other measure-
ments give consistent results and we conclude that the
site has very clear waters suitable for our detector. New
underwater measurements are in preparation.

11.3 Deep underwater current velocities
and temperature

Several underwater current velocity measurements at
the general area of NESTOR were made between 1989
and 1993 [1, 36] . Generally the measured underwater
current velocities were less than lOcm/sec. Generally
the site has deep underwater current with low velocities
that will impose minimal mechanical stresses on the
detector. The water temperature below the depth of
2500m, varies slightly with depth and is found to be
14.0° C.

11.4 Sea bottom morphology
In 1992 and 1994 studies of the sea-bottom were per-
formed [1]. The area around site and the access to the
shore was sounded with an echo-sounder and profilers
and mapped using the GPS system. Moreover samples
of the surface of the underwater basin were retrieved.
The basin is covered by thick muddy and relatively stiff
sediments having been deposited at low sedimentation
rates (a few cm/kyears). Measurements of biofouling
on the Benthos spheres are in preparation.

11.5 Background from 40K
The fundamental optical background in the deep sea is
due to 40K decays. The 40K is a primordial natural ra-
dio nuclide with a half-life of 1.27 x 109 years and its
abundance is 0.0118% of K. The 40K decays mainly to
40Ca emitting electrons (branching ratio 89.5%) that
produce Cerenkov light. The calculated background
on our detector due to 40K is roughly 13 disintegra-
tions/lt/sec, which is a typical value for underwater
light collecting experiments.

Underwater measurements are being carried.

11.6 Deep water cosmic ray measure-
ments in the NESTOR site

In 1991 we deployed [1] a Russian built hexagonal struc-
ture (7m radius) made of titanium alloy, supporting 10
phototubes facing upwards, down to a depth of 4100m.
We measured the vertical fi intensity and the angular
distribution of downcoming n's. As one can see from
fig. 1 our results at 3300m, 3700m, and 4100m agree
very well with DUMAND I [12], the deep mine mea-
surements, and calculation in [2].

In November 1992 we deployed [1] a linear string
of five 15 inch phototubes (again the photocathodes
were facing upwards) from 3700m to 3900m. The verti-
cal intensity of cosmic ray /x's flux and its variation as a
function of the zenith angle were measured. The results
are in good agreement with the previous measurements
and calculations, and give, at depths between 3700m
and 3900m a vertical flux of

9.8 ± 410-9cm~2s~1«r-1.
The background due to radioactive 40K and biolu-

minescence in the water is 600±150 photons.cm"2^"1.
We note that this is an upper limit because, since the
phototubes were suspended from the ship, the vertical
motion is a source of excitations for various living or-
ganisms, giving very high values for the bioluminescence
compared to anchored phototubes

11.7 Mechanical tests
During three oceanographic cruises from 89 to 92, three
prototypes of possible detectors having different geo-
metrical configurations have been tested. Two Alu-
minum prototypes constructed in Kiel are undergoing
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deployment tests starting in 1995. Several new tests, of
two floors at the beginning, in shallow water and in the
deep sea, are foreseen. These tests, as well as the re-
sults of the first tower, will allow us to choose the final
design for the construction of the following towers .

11.8 PMT and Optical Module tests
The 168 PMT's that have been baught have undergone
extensive systematic tests [1]. Those that did not meet
specifications were returned to the factory and repaired.
Single photoelectron response and TTS (transit time
spread) for all tubes are tested. The typical TTS mea-
sured value is 5.5ns. The PMT response as a function of
the position of the incident light is nearly uniform inside
the region of the photocathode (|0| < 63°). Typically,
the measured dark counts are below 10 kHz, and always
below the 40 kHz stated as a maximum in the manu-
facturer specifications. The measured prepulses are less
than 2.0%, while late and after pulses are below 3%.
Linearity studies show that for the chosen supply volt-
age the PMT signal displays a good linearity for pulses
up to 100 photoelectrons. Response studies are contin-
uing in order to define the optimum working point of
the PMT.

Pressure tests of the optical module, connectors,
cables are under way. Test deployments of optical mod-
ules and calibration spheres took place and others are
in preparation.

The response of optical modules to Cerenkov light
is being tested in a water-filled tank at a muon beam
at CERN and with cosmic rays.

12 Long term projects
12.1 The km3 detector
In order to study the physics items listed in section 1,
and to obtain a better sensitivity on the physics subjects
that we will have started studying with one tower, a
bigger detector and/or a detector with a lower energy
threshold is needed.

The definition of the detector parameters in order
to study each physics subject may be done using the u
fluxes predicted by the theoretical models. In the ab-
sence of any model one can try to define a detector with
a sensitivity significantly greater than already existing
detectors. Financial and technological considerations
would be severe constraints. In a first approach, one
should push these constraints as far away as possible.

The best design of the next generation detector
could be made by assembling several detectors, as they
are actually projected, spaced by 100-200 m. This would
be, for instance, a network of towers and strings, as de-
scribed in chapter 1 of volume 1, reaching a surface
of lkm2. With a detector of this size the search for
the non-baryonic dark matter would be performed us-
ing not only the Earth core as a v source but also the

Sun. This would enlarge considerably the domain of
the phase space of the parameters to be explored. The
search of galactic sources would gain in sensitivity and
it would be possible to detect the Active Galactic Nuclei
as individual sources of i/'s (see also [40, 41]).

Inside such a detector a second one with a vol-
ume of a few 105 m3 and with an energy threshold of
a few hundreds of MeV could allow us to reach a sen-
sitivity an order of magnitude greater than that of Su-
perKamiokande. The total mass of such a detector will
contain a few 1035 nucleons and, then, the sensitivity
needed to detect the nucleon decay as predicted by the
super-symmetrical models could be reached in a few
years.

The detection of i>'s from extra-galactic Super-
novae (as Andromeda for instance) needs a detector of
at least 10s m3 equiped with 104 optical modules.

In conclusion, the next generation detector should
occupy a volume of 1 km3 and should be equipped with
at least 105 optical modules. Its structure must be
multi-modular with a core with a higher density of op-
tical modules and with external regions with lower den-
sity of light detectors. This will consitute a formidable
challenge from a financial and technological point of
view. For this reason it cannot be materialized without
the collaboration of the institutes which are now partic-
ipating to the realization of the various actual projects,
which may be considered as prototypes of the future
detector.

Since 1994 the project was initialized and dis-
cussed in several meetings (Venice, Saclay, Berkeley).
The OECD Megascience Forum discussed such projects
[42]. The members of BAND (for Baikal, AMANDA,
NESTOR, DUMAND) have decided to create some work-
ing groups on various scientific and technical subjects.
A technical and a scientific workshop take place in 1996.

12.2 Acoustic Detection studies
The acoustic detection of elementary particles was sug-
gested in the '50s [43] . A possibility of deployment of
the deep ocean acoustic detector to search for ultrahigh
energy (UHE) i/'s ( with energies above 10 PeV ) has
been discussed almost 20 years ago [44] , The prediction
of considerable UHE v fluxes from AGN [45] supported
much the idea of deployment of the large-scale cosmic
v detectors and in particular, the acoustic v telescope
[46] .

The deep underwater acoustic v telescope SADCO
(Sea Acoustic Detector of Cosmic Objects) with a thresh-
old energy above 5 PeV was suggested to be deployed
at the NESTOR site [47] .

The search for UHE i/'s via detection of an acous-
tic bipolar pulse caused by the expansion of the water
due to the highly localised heating caused by the energy
deposit in electron-hadron cascades is the main goal of
the SADCO project. The cascades are initiated by in-
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teractions of u's of all flavours with nucleons in matter
and particulary by the resonance interactions of vt with
electrons The advantage is that, in the frequency of
10-20 kHz, the attenuation length is of the order of a
few kilometers. The fiducial volume of the SADCO v
telescope should be the order of 108 - 109m3 if tens of
events per year caused by v's with the resonance energy
are to be measured. The sound pressure level and the
duration of the bipolar pulse produced by the electron-
hadron cascades as well as acoustic noise conditions at
the SADCO site are important parameters.

The results of the preliminary measurements of
the acoustic background at depth of 4 km at the NESTOR
site and calculations of the characteristics of the acous-
tic pulses produced by the electron- hadron cascade
with an energy of 10 PeV as well as future plans are
presented in detail in [1].
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ABSTRACT

The Counting Test Facility (CTF), now operating in the LNGS hall C, is a smalei scale
Borexino detector and has been designed to study and check the feasibility of the Borexino
experiment.

1 Introduction
Borexino is a real time detector to measure the low v
flux from 7Be decay in the Sun (0.86 MeV)[l]. It will be
locate in GranSasso Laboratory. Due to the low energy
signal (<1 MeV) the magnitude of the background and
its systematic uncertainty is the dominant considera-
tion. To test the feasibility of the Borexino experiment,
we have performed in the Hall C of LNGS the Counting
Test Fadlity(CTF),

The CTF is a smaler scale Borexino detector and
allows us to test the technical solution for Borexino and
to check that the required radiopurity in the different
material can be reached in a large scale device.

2 Borexino
The primary aim of Borexino is to observe the monoen-
ergetic i/e's from 7Be decay in the Sun. In the last
years it was realized that the essence of the solar neu-
trino problem is a deficit of Be i/'s[2]. The problem of
this deficit or the problem of low $v(Be)/$v(B) ratio is
mailny create by the ratio of Homstake to Kamiokande
counting rates and it is confirmed by the deficit of the
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7Be u's in the Gallium experiments.
In Borexino the i/e's from the Sun will be detected

through the elastic scattering reaction vee~ —» vee~.
Through the same mechanism we can detect also the
other i/'s but with a cross section ~ l /5 of the ve cross
section at the energy of interest.

Borexino has not a strong signal signature, but
the shape of the recoil electron spectrum, analogous
to the "Compton Edge" in photon scattering, can help
to distinguish the signal from the background sources.
In any case the strategy for Borexino is to reduce the
background as far as possible by purification of the ma-
terials and by absortion of the external radiations. The
estimated scintillator radiopurity of 10~15/10~16 g/g of
23*U, 232Th allows the detector to be sensitive to 7Be
i/'s. A software threshold will be defined at 0.25 MeV
due to the presence of UC in the scintillator.

By defining software a fiducial volume of 6m di-
ameter, the expected flux from the standard model (BP)
will be 50c/d, to be compared with a background of
~ llc/d.

An unambiguous proof of the solar origin of the
signal is provided by the early variation of the v rate
(7% in a year) due to the eccentricity of the earth or-
bit. This effect should be observable in 3 years of data
taking.

A real time detector with high statistics as Borex-
ino is ideal to study the possible time variations of the
signal due to vacuum and matter oscillations.

The detector consists of ~300 t of liquid scintilla-
tor contained in a spherical transparent nylon vessel of
8.5 m diameter, viewd by an array of ~ 1700 8" photo-
multipliers. The whole is immersed in cylindrical stain-
less steel tank (18.5 m of diameter, 16.5 m high) filled
with pure water, needed to shield from external radia-
tions. The detector gives the calorimetric measurement
of the energy released, the position in the space and the
absolute time of each event with a resolution of 0.3 ns.
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On the basis of the difference in the pulse shape, we can
discriminate between a's and /3's.

3 CTF
The goals of the CTF, now operating at LNGS, are the
measurement of the ratio 14C/12C in the liquid scin-
tillator of the experiment, which would be ~ 10~18; a
demonstration that we are able to obtain and main-
tain a radiopurity level of the scintillator not exceeding
5 x 10"16 g of Th and U over g of scintillator and the
test of the scintillator purification procedures.

The detector consists of: an external cylindrical
carbon steel tank, filled with pure water, 11 m of di-
ameter, 10 m high; 100 PMT completed with light con-
centrators, an Inner Vessel, 2m of diameter, filled with
4.5 m3 of liquid scintillator. The scintillator is a bi-
nary solution of pseudocumene (an organic, aromatic
compound) with 1.5 g/l of PPO.

The highly purified water assures the shielding
of external radiations due to the activity of the rocks,
of the tank and of the PMTs. The water purification
system consists of reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration and
electrodialysis/ion exchange process. A Rn stripping
system is integrated in the water plant and consists of
a JV2 flushing device. With this purification system,
the concentration of U/Th in the water is reduces from
1O~10 to 10~14 g/g, and of K from 10"7 to lO"10 g/g.

The purification of the scintillator is provided by
a purification plant consisting of three steps: N2 strip-
ping, water extraction, distillation.

Special care was devoted to the selection of the
construction materials, which should have: low radioac-
tivity, good resistance to the high aggressivity of the
very pure water, very low permeability to the Rn of the
air of the Hall C [~ A0Bq/m%

3.1 The read out
The read out electronics gives, for each event, the mea-
surement of the energy released and the time of firing
of the hit phototubes, which allows to reconstruct the
spatial position. The delay time, between 2 subsequent
events, is measured with a precision of 1 ns within 8
ms, while the absolute time of each event is measured
using directly the internal clock of the computer (with
a resolution of ~ 0.01a).

Because the identification of a particles is impor-
tant to identify the radioactive background, we have
performed an a — j3 discrimination. This a — (3 dis-
crimination is based on the different pulse shape of the
2 particles due to the different dE/dx which causes a
different deexcitation of the scintillator. This was done
summing up the signals from all the PMT's, providing
the total charge and the charge in the tail of the pulse.
The ratio of the charge integrated only on the tail (from
30 to 500 ns) to the total charge (up to 500 ns)has been
studied for the a produced by 214Po and the f3 + 7 by

214Bi (see sec.3.2). This ratio as a function of the en-
ergy is shown in Fig.l; it is evident that this quantity
provides a good identification of these 2 particles.

MO 300 «00 500 »0 700 W0 MO 1000

Figure 1: Tail to total charge ratio versus energy

3.2 Energy calibration and energy-space
resolution

Due to a wrong control, at the beginning of the scintil-
lator fiULng a certain amount of air was introduced in
the scintillator, which caused an important growing up
of the 222Rn content.

50 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Time(/is)

Figure 2: Time correlation of 214Bi - 2 1 4 Po

The presence of Rn(T=5.48 d) has been exploited
to calibrate the spectrometer. Due to the short lifetime
of the Rn daughters, the equilibrium is reached very
quickly. The sequence 214Bi - 214Po can be tagged very
efficiently identifying the a from 2l4Po and the /3 from
its father 214Bi in a proper time window.

The measured value of the time correlation be-
tween 214Bi - 2l4Po, shown in Fig.2, is 236±2 fis; it is
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in very good agreement with the 214Po lifetime (236.6
(is).

The energy resolution, evaluated from the width
of the 214Po peak, is ~8%(<r).

The space resolution has been measured by analysing
the distribution of the 214Bi events, reconstructed in
space, as a function of the radius of the Inner Vessel.
This distribution has been compared with a convolution
of: a flat distribution; a /(r2) , which takes into account
the volume effect; a Rayleigh distribution, which con-
tains ax — a-y = trz as free parameter (Fig.3). The best
fit values for erx, <ry,<rz is ~16 cm.

Figure 3: Crosses: experimental radial distribution of
214Bi; continuous line: theoretical calculation. The In-
ner Vessel radius is ~1.05 m

3.3 14C in the scintillator
The first analysis concerns the 14C contained in the
scintillator. The 14C (t1/2=5730 y) decays with a (3
with a maximum energy of 156 keV. The energy spec-
trum of the events from a lower threshold of ~20 keV to
200 keV is shown in Fig.4 (small crosses). The spectrum
shown in Fig.4 is normalized to 1 day of data taking and
to 1 ton of scintillator.

* K
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X
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• • • • . .
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by the simulation program, is superimposed to the data
and normalized to the same area in the region 50-100
keV (circles).

We can observe that the agreement between the
two distributions is excellent, except in the very low
region (<40 keV), where the data show an enhancement
most likely due to radioactive impurity in water and
from external background. We are confident that the
spectrum is due to the 14C .

From the total number of events from 50-200 KeV,
we obtain the ratio:

l4C/12C = (1.45 db 0.008) x 10~18 (1)

This number has been very stable during all the
data taking. With this level of contamination, we will
have < 0.1 events/day in Borexino with the forseen
threshold of 250 KeV.

3.4 Contamination due to the 232Th fam-
ily

The contamination due to the 232Th radioactive family
has been studied essentially measuring correlated events
between 212Bi and 212Po; the a energy is 8.8 MeV, but
it is reduced to 1060 keV due to the effect of quenching
in the scintillator. Taking into account the lifetimes and
the Branching Ratios of the Th family, we expect 0.02
212Bi - 212Po correlated events per day and per m3 of
scintillator at a contamination level of ~ 10~16 g/g of

The time window between the two events used in
the analysis is 100-2000 ns [50 ns is the dead time of the
read out electronics]. In this time window we have also
the contribution of the correlated events 214B* —214 Po
(daughters of 222.R»), which in the first period show a
relatively high rate, due to the presence of 222jRn.

To discriminate between the two contributions of
214Po (T=237fis, Ea=7.7 MeV) and of 212Po (r=433
ns, EQ=8.8 MeV ) we have taken into account: 1) the
different energies of the two a's, which are relatively
close; 2) the 212Bi-2l2Po and 214Bi-214Po time correla-
tion; 3) the decreasing of the 214Po rate with the abso-
lute time (due to the decay of the father 222Rn). Then
the data are fitted using a maximum likelihood func-
tion which takes into account the three discriminating
criteria explained above:

p{E,t,T) = a x exp(-l) x exp[(£ "J*>']

Figure 4: Low energy spectrum

The corresponding liC spectrum, as reconstructed

(2)
n , Ei are the lifetime and the a'a energy of the 212Po;
T2, E2 concern the 2l4Po\ T is the absolute time and
T$, the Rn lifetime; f(E), a randomly distributed back-
ground.
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In the hypothesis of secular equilibrium, the best
estimate of the Th contamination is

2.5t\\l (3)

The errors are large because the statistics is poor,
due to the very low level of contamination and then to
the very small number of delayed coincidences.

The Th contamination level has been studied also
by using another sequence of correlated events:
220Rn - 2 1 6 Po (r(216Po)=216ms).

Events have been selected requiring an a energy
within ±2<r and a time window from 20 to 500 ms that
covers ~80% of the correlated good events.

Spurious coincidences have been evaluated requir-
ing the same time correlation between classes of events
more than 3a out of the expected a energy: from this
study, in 25 days of data taking, about 4.8 spurious
coincidences are expected while 6 "good events" have
been found. The Poisson statistics gives an upper limit
of 6.5 events _(90%C.L.) that, by correcting for the ef-
ficiencies of the cuts used in this analysis, leads to a
contamination limit of

< 3.6 x 10~16g/9 (4)

which is in good agreement with the result obtained by
using the 21*Bi —214 Po correlated sequence.

3.5 Contamination from the 238J7 family
The short time correlated sequence 214Bi—214 Po (r =
237/ts) used to study the contamination of 238J7 family,
is the same used to determine the Rn content. Because
of the present of the Rn, we have to disentangle the
correlated events produced by the Rn contamination
(not in equilibrium) and that produced by the U chain
(in equilibrium). The first ones must decrease in time
in agreement with the Rn lifetime; the second ones have
to be constant.

In Fig. 5 the counts/d of the delayed coincidence
214Bi - 2 1 4 Po are shown as a function of time. The fit
was done with an exponential (fixing the Rn lifetime)
plus a constant.

The best fit value for the constant contribution is
1.44 ±0.44 counts/d. Taking into account lifetimes and
Branching Ratios of the 238J7 chain and the efficiency
of the cuts used to select the 214Bi - 2 1 4 Po delayed
coincidence, we obtain that the constant counting rate
quoted above corresponds to

4.9 ± 1.5 x 10~16g/g (5)

for the 23817 contamination.
If we apply the same fit as in Pig.5 to the distri-

bution obtained during the last 16 days of that period
of data taking, we obtain: 4.3 ± 1.9 x lO"16^/*? which
demonstrates a good stability of the 23SU contamina-
tion.

Figure 5: 222Rn decay curve

4 What next
The CTF showed that the intrinsic background of the
scintillator (14C, 23SU, 232Th) is at an acceptable level
for the Borexino requirements.

The future analysis will concern the study of the
background in the energy range 250-800 KeV, which
correspond to the Borexino "neutrino-window". In this
energy region the external background due to radioac-
tivity of the rocks, PMTs and water is ~650 c/d. This
background is due to the inadequate shielding in CTF
and will become negligible in Borexino, where the size
of the shielding is larger. The internal background is
still under study. There is evidence that the scintilla-
tor was contaminated during the handling phase. This
background should be reduce by the scintillator purifi-
cation system, that is being started.
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ABSTRACT

Some recent advances in detectors for medical imaging will be illustrated with a special
emphasis to digital radiology and nuclear medicine.

1 Introduction
CT-scanners, Ultrasound scanners, Single Photon Emis-
sion Computed Tomography, Positron Emission Tomog-
raphy, Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Magnetic Res-
onance Spectroscopy and the other imaging techniques
have all benefited from the advances in computing and
microelectronics. It is beyond the scope of this paper
to analyze all these techniques and imaging modalities,
which are listed in table 1 together with the parameter
measured and the specific medical application. Among
the many I will select those which have profited the
most from the advent of new types of detectors.

In radiology medical imaging is going more and
more digital. It is now becoming reasonable to substi-
tute radiographic film with specific detectors possessing
increased sensitivity and a spatial resolution, which is
approaching that of the film. On the other hand in
nuclear medicine, there is now a trend to replace the
Anger camera with new types of scintillators - either
long narrow bars or bundles of scintillating fibers or
scintillators coupled to large photo cathode surface -
read by position sensitive devices.

Thus I will restrict myself to the fields of radiol-
ogy and nuclear medicine, with special attention on the
development and performance of new digital detectors.

2 Morphological imaging
2.1 The need for digital detectors in ra-

diology
Up until now the film and the film screen systems have
an unsurpassed use notwithstanding its main limita-
tions, viz., the limited dynamic range (narrow latitude)
and the lack of digital processing. In order to overcome
these limitations many indirect digital detectors for X-
ray radiology have been proposed and are in general
use, such as:

• digital screen film-system, i.e., illumination of the
film with light followed by a visual assessment of

variation in transmittance (the standard viewing
box);

• TV camera, i.e., standard viewing box and digitis-
ing by TV frame;

• Laser scanner, i.e., raster scanner of the X-ray film
by small focused spot;

• Image intensifier coupled to a TV scanner;

• Photostimulable luminescence screens;

A lot of research is carried out to develop intrin-
sic digital detectors able to comply with the clinical
requirements and eventually to become the substitute
of the one hundred years old film. The main imaging
parameters for an X-ray digital detector for radiology
are the speed, the area, the dose rate to exposure ratio
and the spatial resolution. For any specific application
a trade-off is often necessary between spatial resolution
and dynamic range, read-out speed and time resolu-
tion, contrast and exposure time. Furthermore, in as-
sembling a detector for clinical applications a large area
is often required and the problem of overlaps must be
solved, together with the manageable number of read-
out lines.

On the other hand the main request from the
medical side for a new detector is to improve the image
quality for the same dose to the patient or to reduce
the dose, while maintaining the same image quality.

Two main types of digital detectors can be distin-
guished: integrating and single photon counting. The
first one finds its most popular example in the CCD
matrices, either alone or coupled to intensifying screens,
scintillator and fiber/lens optics. In this case the image
is acquired all together and the read-out is made at the
end on a pixel by pixel basis either in serial or parallel
form. Alternative systems employ photosensitive diode
arrays and amorphous silicon coupled to scintillator lay-
ers.
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Table 1: Major Bio-Medical Imaging Modalities.

X-Ray Radiology

2-D Film
X-ray TCT
DSA

Ultrasound

Nuclear medicine
Planar scintigraphy
ECT

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
MRI

MRS

Other Techniques
Biomagnetism
Biolmpedance
Biological Applications
Autoradiography
Cristallography

(Parameters measured)

X-ray absorption
Density and average Z
Contrast distribution
Acoustic impedance mismatch

Sound velocity and attenuation

Concentraction of
radionuclides

(Medical application)

Anatomy. Mineral content
Movement of contrast material

Anatomy

Tissue structural characteristics
Blood velocity

Metabolism
Receptor site concentration
Flow

Concentration of nuclides (lH,...) Anatomy of tissues

Relaxation parameters Tl and T2
Frequency shifts due to chemical
forms

Free water content
Flow concentration of some molecular
species and contrast agents

The other type of digital detectors is the so-called
single photon counting, where the detected photons are
individually counted and stored, the read-out being done
concurrently with the acquisition of the image. These
detectors offer the greatest flexibility and potentialities,
having a dynamic range only limited by the data rate
and being able in principle to perform energy discrim-
ination and selection of events. However, they are also
the most critical for assembling to the required size and
for reaching the reliability requested for day to day clin-
ical practice. Among these detectors a further subdivi-
sion is usually done between gaseous (MultiWire Pro-
portional Chambers and Microstrip Gas Chambers) and
semiconductor detectors.

2.2 Gaseous detectors
Gaseous detectors have been proposed since the very
beginning of MultiWire chambers [1] for the imaging
of soft X-rays , around 10 keV, in the useful range for
crystallography studies. The limitation of their use to
higher energies has always been due to their low effi-
ciency, because of the long attenuation length in gas
of the more energetic X-rays. A group from Novosi-
birsk [2] has built several Digital Radiographic Devices
(DRD) with a special one-dimensional MultiWire Pro-
portional Chamber and scanning procedure in the nor-
mal direction (fig.l). Pixel size as small as 0.5 mm has

been obtained. A dose reduction of one or two orders
of magnitude for standard X-ray examination has been
reported (fig. 2). Figure 3 shows a typical chest radio-
gram as taken with this DRD. The instrument is now
under clinical tests in several hospitals.

MWPC

TV monitor

X-ray tub*

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the Digital Radio-
graphic Device (from ref.[2])

The potentiality of synchrotron radiation (SR)
as an imaging source has been investigated for several
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Figure 2: Threshold contrast versus dose for the Digital Radiographic Device and a standard film screen combination
for various detail parameters. The pixel size of the DRD was 1 mm. Due to intrinsic noise in the film, the film-screen
combination does not produce any image below the absorbed dose of 0.02 mGy at the phantom surface (from ref.[2]).

Figure '•>: Image of a chest, X-ray examination with the DRD. The absorbed dose is 0.03 mGy (from ref.[2]).
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years both in US and in European laboratories. At
Hasylab a group from Desy [3] is setting up a special
gaseous detector for SR-angiography. The principle of
Digital Subtraction Angiography is well known: after
injecting a contrast iodine agent in the patient, two sep-
arate images are acquired at two slightly different ener-
gies, one just below and the other just above the iodine
K-edge. In this way by subtracting the first image from
the second it is possible to visualize the blood vessels
in a much less invasive way than standard coronary-
angiography. The special detector is depicted in fig. 4.
It consists of two line detectors, which are separated by
a common drift electrode. The system is enclosed in an
aluminium vessel with a gas (Xenon or Krypton with
CO2) pressure of « 12 bar.

Plane 1

Plane 2

Frisch grid

Drift cathode

Collecting
electrodes ,

Figure 4: Schematic drawing of the integrating gaseous
detector developed for Synchrotron Radiation angiog-
raphy (from ref.[3]).

Electrons are collected at the anode strips. The
beam enters between the Frisch grids (which suppress
the positive ion contribution) and the cathode plane.
The acquisition is in integrating mode. During the ex-
posure the detector is moved across the beam together
with the patient. Figure 5 shows a preliminary result
as obtained with this detector in a patient after an in-
travenous angiogram.

Microstrip and Microgap gas chambers have been
proposed [4] in order to overcome the rate limitation as
posed by the standard MWPC. Their use seems particu-
larly promising in the field of low energy X-ray imaging
at synchrotron sources, where an unbuffered through-
put greater than 107 per second is conceivable [5]. A
possible application of this type of device in scanning
projection radiography [2] and in proton therapy dosime-
try [6] has also been suggested.

2.3 Semiconductor detector
Table 2 shows the main properties of various semicon-
ductors useful for X-ray imaging. Only two specific ex-
amples will be considered here: 2-D and 1-D microstrip
silicon crystal.

The silicon microstrip technology originated in
the field of high energy physics [8]: 1-D and 2-D mi-
crostrip silicon crystals of typical dimensions 5 x 5 cm~

and 300 \im thickness are currently used. Their use
in medical imaging requires the development of specific
analog electronics and readout to cope with the low en-
ergy deposited by low energy X-rays and with the high
count rate (104 cs~1mm~2). Finally the efficiency of
300 fim thick silicon is rather poor in the diagnostic
energy range (fig. 6) and some stack arrangement must
be set up. A group at CERN [9] has produced some re-
sults for high contrast objects such as that reproduced
in fig. 7.

Since a high rate density is required over a very
large area (a standard chest film size is 40 x 30 cm2) the
2-D /x-strip silicon detector has to tackle the problem
of double hits within the time resolution of the system,
which would produce the well known problem of addi-
tional ghost events. For this reason our group [10, 11]
is investigating clinical applications where smaller areas
are covered, such as in screening mammography and
stereo taxis mammography. Alternatively some kind of
scanning procedures must be arranged.

We have used preliminarly a double sided mi-
crostrip silicon crystal, 300 \im thick, completely de-
pleted, with a 1.4 x 1.4 cm2 useful area . The readout
pitch is 100 /jm on both sides. Due to limited elec-
tronics, in our experimental tests we only read 32 X +
32 Y strips, corresponding to a sensitive area of the
detector of 0.32 x 0.32 mm2. We had already per-
formed a characterization of this detector in terms of
intrinsic efficiency, energy resolution and spatial resolu-
tion both via Monte Carlo simulation and experimental
measurements [10]. In order to build a prototype of
a suitable size for our applications, we have set up a
dedicated VLSI Front-End electronics. The data acqui-
sition system (DAQ) is based on a free running system
at 20 MHz, Time to Digital Converters for each read-
out line and T805 transputers [12], To test the system
in terms of imaging capability we placed various phan-
toms in front of the detector and we irradiated them
with an X-ray beam from a conventional tungsten X-
ray tube. Figure 8 shows the first radiograph of a small
bone tissue: four caudal vertebrae of a quail. The im-
age was obtained by collating three 1024 pixel images
[13].

A complete system with dedicated analog and
digital VLSI electronics for a 3.2 x 3.2 cm2 crystal is
now being assembled.

The potentiality of synchrotron radiation (SR) as
a mammography imaging source has been investigated
for several years at the Frascati Laboratory of the Ital-
ian Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN). For the first
time radiographs of mammography phantoms and bio-
logical tissue were obtained in the 14 — 24 keV energy
range [14]. The results have clearly shown that the SR
technique is superior both as regards image quality of
the phantoms and diagnostic information of the breast
samples. A dedicated beam line for mammography is
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Figure 5: Energy image and subtraction image of a patient as obtained after intravenous angiograni (from ref.[3]).

Table 2: Main properties of semiconductors useful for medical imaging (adapted from ref.[7])
Cd

Properties:
Band gap (eV)
Density [g/cm3)
Atomic number
Energy per e-h pair (eV)
Electron mobility (cm2V/s~-1)
Hole mobility {crrrV/s~l)

Si

1.12
2.33
14

Ge

0.66
5.33
32

GaAs CdTt Hgh

1.42
5.32

1.5
5.8

2.1
6.3

31,33 48,52 80,53
3.6 3.0 (at 77/1)
1500 3900
450 1900

4.2
8500
400

4.43
1000
80

4.15
100
4

X-RAY ABSORPTION LENGTH AND liFFICIENCY OF SILICON

Experimental
(Bencivclliclal)

10 Energy (kcV)

Figure 6: X-ray absorption length and efficency of silicon for 300 /ira and 1 mm thick crystal. Experimental points
are taken from ref.[10] (courtesy of F.Sauli, CERN).
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Figure 7: Image of a Ge diode (from ref.[

l&Ui

Figure 8: X-ray image of four caudal vertebrae of a
email, obtained by scanning technique. A smoothing of
the image has been performed. The grey scale is on the
right, (from ref.[13]).

now being set up at the ELETTRA synchrotron in Tri-
este [15, 16]. The SYRMEP group has developed a
1-D /u-strip silicon detector, with high granularity, high
efficiency, which takes advantage of the fan beam geom-
etry of the synchrotron light. The prototype detector
has a sensitive area of 24 mm2 (i.e.. 2 x 48 pixel of
0.5. x 0.5 mm2) and is obtained with a stack of sil-
icon crystals positioned orthogonal to the synchrotron
light beam , which is parallel to the longitudinal dimen-
sions of the strips. Figure 9 shows the digital images
of a detail from standard mammography phantom, as
obtained with a conventional X-ray tube at various flu-
ences [15].

Huence
(phtttonstam2)

Figure 9: Digital image of a detail from standard mam-
mographic phantom as obtained with the SYRMEP de-
tector, illuminated with increasing X-ray fluences (from
ref.[15]).

3 Functional Imaging
Traditional nuclear medicine suffers from poor spatial
resolution. In fig. 10 a comparison between traditional
radiography and nuclear medicine is shown [17].

It represents the anatomical shape of the hand as
obtained from a radiological image and the image of the
uptake by the bone of MPD93mTc . The large differ-
ence is impressive and it is mainly due to the difference
in spatial resolution. However the richness of the func-
tional image is far beyond its 7 mm spatial resolution.

The HIRESPET collaboration [17] is developing
a new concept of a gamma camera with sub-millimeter
spatial resolution. The first prototype consists of a
small field size gamma camera based on a Position Sen-
sitive Photo-Multiplier Tube (PSPMT) coupled to a
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novel scintillation crystal. As PSPMT we used a Hama-
matsu R2486, with a standard electronic readout with
resistive chain or with a wire by wire readout. The in-
trinsic spatial resolution of the PSPMT is better than
0.3 mm. The scintillation crystal consists of yttrium
aluminum perovskite (YAP:Ce) [18]. It has a light effi-
ciency of about 40% relative to Nal, a good gamma radi-
ation absorption (Z=39) and a high density (5.37 g/cm3).
To match the PSPMT characteristics, a special crystal
assembly has been made consisting of a bundle of YAP
pillars, where a single crystal has a transverse dimen-
sion as low as 0.6 x 0.6 mm2. Crystals of various thick-
nesses have been used ranging from 1 to 30 mm. Each
scintillation pillar is optically separated from the other
by a 5 mm thick reflective layer. Preliminary results
show spatial resolution values ranging between 0.7 and
1 mm with an intrinsic detection efficiency of 37 — 65%
for 140 keV gamma energy [19].

A lead test object with the shape of number "one"
commonly used in radiology to identify radiograms was
put in front of the YAP gamma camera and illuminated
by a collimated source. The same test was performed
on a GE STARCAM gamma camera. The results are
shown in fig. 11. The improvement obtained with the
YAP camera is impressive.

The same group has also investigated [20] the pos-
sibility of using a bundle of small YAP :Ce crystals, cou-
pled to a PSPMT for positron emission tomography,
i.e., for detecting two 511 keV 7-rays in coincidence.
The preliminary results obtained with two bundles of
5 x 5 pillars of 0.2 x 0.2 x 3.0 cm3 coupled to Hama-
matsu R2486-06 are: a spatial resolution of 1.2 mm
FWHM, a time resolution of 2.0 ns (FWHM) and an
efficiency of (443)% with a threshold of 150 keV. A
possible application of this system to a small animal
PET prototype is foreseen.

4 Conclusions
In recent years new diagnostic and therapeutic methods
have been attracting more and more dedicated atten-
tion by the scientific community. The goal is a better
understanding of the anatomy, physiology and pathol-
ogy of the human being in an effort to find more appro-
priate medical prevention, diagnosis and therapy. Many
of the achievements obtained so far derive from the use
and the optimization of new types of detectors. The ad-
vance has been particularly relevant in field of Medical
Imaging.

A further improvement is expected in the near
future especially in Radiology and in Nuclear Medicine
with the advent of new digital detectors, such as 1-
D and 2-D microstrip silicon crystal, pixel detector,
MWPC and Microstrip and Microgap gas chambers,
and new types of scintillators coupled to Position Sen-
sitive Devices.

RADIOLOGY X-RAY

SPATIAL RESOLUTION
v V P J V NUCLEAR MEDICINE
iY A-HAT GAMMA CAMERA *""TcMDP

FWHM 7000 \xm

Figure 10: Image quality in radiology and nuclear
medicine. On the left: X-ray hand radiography; on
the right: the image of the same hand as obtained with
a gamma camera after administration of 9SmTcMDP;
at the bottom: an indication of the typical spatial res-
olution for the two techniques (from ref.[17]).

Figure 11: Lead test object image obtained by using
a YAP camera (top left) and an Anger camera (bot-
tom right). The X-ray radiography (top right) and the
photography (bottom left) of the same object are also
shown (from ref.[17]).
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the research work on the Visible Light Photon Counters (VLPC) that
have been developed for the scintillating fiber tracking at high luminosity colliders and high,
rate fixed target experiments. The devices originated from the joint work between UCLA and
Rockwell International Science Center[l][2]. The VLPCs are capable of counting photons
very efficiently down to a single photon level with high avalanche gain, producing pulses at
very high rates with very short rise times. Due to small gain dispersions they can be used
in counting photons with high quantum efficiencies, therefore they are excellent devices for
charged particle tracking using small diameter scintillating plastic fibers. In this paper, fiber
tracking for the CDF and DO upgrades and a possible usage of the VLPC readout for the
experiment E803 at Fermilab will be discussed.

1 Introduction
Collider experiments and some fixed target experiments
that are to run in the near future necessitate track-
ing systems that can take very high particle rates at
high multiplicities. The Fermilab collider experiments,
CDF and DO, may be running in a few years at a lu-
minosity of 2 x 1032 cm"2 sec"1 with a bunch cross-
ing time of 132 nsec or 396 nsec. Some of the exotic
events like tt decay may produce hundreds of charged
particle tracks with the inclusion of several underlying
minimum bias events. This requires tracking with low
occupancy per track sensing element. Small diameter
scintillating fiber tracking would do very well for high
luminosity and or high rate fixed target tracking espe-
cially for high multiplicity events. Using the speed of
light in the scintillating fibers together with the Vis-
ible Light Photon Counters (VLPC) we can build a
tracking system that would work for the above men-
tioned circumstances. The VLPC development is an
important breakthrough for charged particle tracking
of High Energy Particle Physics experiments that re-
quire a fast response with a high avalanche gain and
with high quantum efficiency.

For comparison the fiber tracking which was built
for the UA2 experiment used image intensifier readout
with vacuum photocathode, and was not an efficient
tracker[3] due to the relatively low quantum efficiency
compared with the VLPC readout.

2 Historical Perspective
Dr. Michael PetrofF (Rockwell International Science
Center) and I started the joint research on.fiber tracking
in 1988 using a few channels of Solid State Photomulti-
pliers (SSPMs)[l] with the support of UCLA/DOE. We
used a couple of scintillating fibers of 250 micron thick-
ness that included the PMMA cladding. The results
were very encouraging, so we proposed to develop the
VLPCs. The VLPCs were to be optimized for visible
light with wavelengths around 500 nm and with greatly
reduced sensitivity to infrared (IR) photons. The re-
search was mainly carried out at UCLA with the sup-
port from the Department of Energy during the early
years[2]. Later more institutions joined the research
and development effort[4]. The results showed that the
VLPC was a reality, and it could reach quantum ef-
ficiencies about 60 percent, and the sensitivity to IR
could be made less than 2 percent. We did show the
proof of principle that plastic scintillating fiber tracking
can be a very efficient fast tracker.

In the last couple of years Fermilab has been sup-
porting fiber tracking development for the future high
luminosity collider runs of CDF and DO after the main
injector upgrade. The luminosities are expected to reach
2 x 1032 cm"2 sec"1 sometime after the upgrade. Con-
tinuing the R&D, the DO group has done a Cosmic-
ray test with more than 3,000 channels of VLPCs with
success[5].
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3 Visible Light Photon Counters
The operating principles of the VLPCs are given in Ref.
2, therefore they will be briefly discussed here. The
VLPCs are Impurity Band Conduction (IBC) devices
that are minimized in quantum efficiency in the infrared
(IR) region while maximized in the quantum efficiency
for the wavelengths around 550 nm relative to the origi-
nal device, Solid State Photomultiplier (SSPM)[6], which
was discovered by Rockwell International Science Cen-
ter.

A schematic diagram of a VLPC is shown in Fig.
1. In a VLPC a neutral donor is a substitutional ion
with an electron bound to it in a hydrogen-like orbit
with an ionization potential of about 0.05 eV. Because
of this very small energy gap the devices need to run at
cryogenic temperatures. Nominally they run at a tem-
perature between 6 and 7 K. When the concentration of
impurities is sufficiently high they form an energy band
separated from the conduction band by the ionization
potential. When the applied electric field is sufficiently
high, about 2 x 103-104 V/cm, each initial electron
starts an avalanche of free electrons within 1 ns. The
avalanche size could reach up to 5 x 104 when applied
bias voltage reaches -7 volts. The avalanche may oc-
cupy about a 10 micron area for about 1 microsec while
the rest of the area is continuously available for detect-
ing photons. The gain and the quantum efficiency of
the devices taken from same wafer are fairly uniform[7]
at a common voltage and temperature as seen in fig.
2. For this an LED illuminated the VLPCs with a rea-
sonably uniform photon flux. The sensitive area of the
devices was 1 mm in diameter. Fig. 3 shows an opti-
mized quantum efficiency (QE) curve of the devices as
a function of wavelength. The QE was optimized for
wavelengths around 530 nm by antireflective coating of
the devices.

4 Applications and Results
As mentioned earlier the collider experiments at Fer-
milab are going to use scintillating fiber tracking for
the high luminosity upgrade. Fig. 4 shows the planned
fiber tracking region of CDF where there will be about
60,000 fiber and VLPC channels. Optical clear fibers
(not shown in the figure) carry the photons through the
End-Plug out to the VLPCs located outside of the Cen-
tral Detector. There will be 6 axial and 6 small angle
stereo doublet layers of fibers precisely positioned on
low density composite cylinders, Fig. 5. The scintillat-
ing fiber diameter is 0.5 mm of 2.2 meter length that
is coupled to about 5 meter optical clear fiber of 0.7
mm diameter to carry the photons to the VLPC which
is outside of the central part of the CDF. The fiber
tracker extends the track reconstruction capability to
large rapidity, helps remove ambiguities in the silicon
strip vertex tracker, and connects the tracks to the outer
tracking system[8]. The Intermediate Fiber Tracking

(IFT) group has reconstructed Top-Quark Monte Carlo
events using the above proposed fiber tracker[9]. A typ-
ical event of a top + 6 minimum bias event in the R-<fi
view is shown in Fig. 6.a, and the R-Z view of the
same event is shown in Fig. 6.b. As seen in the figure,
track reconstruction efficiency is excellent owing to the
high multi-track resolution of the fiber tracking system.
Even the tracks in jets are not missed.

The DO group is planning to use more fibers than
the CDF group and heavily involved in the design of
the VLPC-cryogenic system at Fermilab. The group
has put together a 3,000 channel fiber-VLPC test sys-
tem and has taken Cosmic-ray data for over a year.
They obtained very encouraging results. Fig. 7 shows
a resolution distribution from a staggered doublet of
0.83 mm diameter 3HF fibers. Corrected for the track
eriors this residual distribution would represent a sigma
rms resolution better than 120 microns. Notice that the
distribution is very symmetric and shows no tail[5].

Another Fermilab experiment, E803/COSMOS,
could use scintillating fiber tracking downstream of the
nuclear emulsion stacks to precisely locate tau-neutrino
event tracks, tagging them to help find the tracks in the
emulsion layers. Because this is done in real time using
the VLPC readout, it would provide alignment param-
eters using background muon tracks. For this applica-
tion VLPC readout can provide a very efficient tracking
system with spatial resolution around 100 microns, and
excellent multitrack resolution. Fig. 8 shows a pro-
posed schematic drawing of the front end of COSMOS.
The UCLA group has proposed this and is working on
the project[10].
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Figure 1: Schematic of the operational principles of the VLPC.
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ABSTRACT

The application of hadron accelerators (protons and light ions) in cancer therapy is discussed.
After a brief introduction on the rationale for the use of heavy charged particles in radiation
therapy, a discussion is given on accelerator technology and beam delivery systems. Next,
existing and planned facilities are briefly reviewed. The Italian Hadrontherapy Project is then
described in some detail, with reference to both the National Centre for Oncological
Hadrontherapy and the design of different types of compact proton accelerators aimed at
introducing proton therapy in a large number of hospitals.

1 Introduction
The use of hadron beams (protons, neutrons and light ions
such as carbon, oxygen and neon) in cancer radiation
therapy has grown considerably since the first trials in the
mid-fifties and now a few hospital-based facilites are in
operation, with a few others being built or designed. A very
comprehensive and up-to-date review of the field can be
found in ref. [1]. The rationale for the use of protons in
radiation therapy relies on the superior dose distribution
which can be achieved with respect to photons and
electrons: this is due to the low lateral scattering undergone
by protons, their well-defined range and the increasing
ionization (i.e., dose deposition) with increasing penetration
in tissue, which produces the well known Bragg peak (Fig.
1). Ions heavier than protons show an even improved dose
distribution and the additional advantage of an increasing
biological effect (RBE) at the end of range [2].

The depth of the Bragg peak depends on the initial
energy of the protons and its width on the energy spread of
the beam. By varying the energy during the irradiation in a
well controlled manner, one can superimpose many narrow
Bragg peaks and obtain a Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP).
Although this implies an increase of the skin dose, the
overall dose distribution is still far better than that achieved
in conventional radiation therapy. Fig. 2 shows the range-
energy curves in tissue for protons and various ions. From
these curves it is easily seen that, in order to irradiate deep
seated tumours, the minimum required energy for protons
and carbon ions is 200 MeV and 400 MeV/u, respectively.

100 - p(66)/Be NEUTRONS
SSD = 150 cm

8 MV X-RAYS
SSD = 100 cm

20 MeV ELECTRONS

—i —i 1

10 15 20

DEPTH IN WATER (cm)
25 30

Figure 1: Depth-dose curves for photons (from a Cobalt
source and a 8 MV linear accelerator), neutrons, electrons
and 200 MeV protons. With protons the highest dose is
released near the end of their range in tissue giving raise to
the Bragg peak. SSD is the source-to-skin distance.

All the clinical needs can be satisfied with proton
energies in the range 60 - 250 MeV and beam intensities of
the order of 5xlO10 - 10 u protons/s. For light ions the
corresponding figures are 120 - 400 MeV/u and 109 - 1010

ions/s, according to the type of ion. These requirements
represent the basic specifications which must be met by a
hadron accelerator designed for cancer therapy [3].
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Figure 2: Range-energy curves in tissue for protons and light
ions.

2 Accelerator technology and instrumentation
The two types of hadron accelerator which are the best
candidates for medical use are the cyclotron and the
synchrotron, but the linac is also being studied, as discussed
in section 5. The obvious advantages offered by a
conventional cyclotron working at fixed energy (i.e., fixed
frequency and fixed field) are simplicity and reliability of
operation and continuous beam. The dc beam yields beam
intensities well exceeding the requirement for therapy and
sufficient for other potential applications such as
radionuclide production and neutron therapy. The
disadvantage with a fixed energy accelerator is that the beam
has to be degraded in energy down to the value
corresponding to the maximum depth of penetration for the
given treatment. This is done by means of an absorber placed
just outside the extraction port of the accelerator, before the
beam is transported to the treatment room. Degradation of
beam energy implies degradation of beam quality; this has to
be compensated by analyzing the beam in momentum, with
loss of beam intensity and activation of components in the
beam transfer line. Therefore, according to the amount of
energy degradation required, for a given beam intensity to be
delivered at the isocentre, an higher intensity must be
accelerated in the machine. The proton intensity required for
therapy is of the order of a few nA and cyclotrons can deliver
extracted beams of several tens of JJA, so that in this respect
the above requirement does not constitute a restriction.
Nevertheless since the extraction efficiency in a proton
cyclotron is not particularly good (60-70%), the higher is the
beam current accelerated in the machine, the higher are the
prompt radiation generated and the induced activity in the
vacuum chamber. In principle, the absorber can be placed in
the treatment room at the end of the transfer line (which

presents the advantage that the magnets in the beam line
operate at fixed field), but in this case no clean-up in
momentum can be made and reaction products from the
degrader can reach the patient. This is particularly critical in
the case of treatment of ocular melanoma, where only 70
MeV are required and degradation of the beam quality
subsequent to the energy reduction would therefore be much
pronounced.

The obvious example for the synchrotron solution is
the facility at the Loma Linda University Medical Center
(LLUMC) in California [4], where a Radio Frequency
Quadrupole (RFQ) injects protons at 2 MeV into a compact
synchrotron of 20 m circumference which then accelerates
the beam to a final energy in the range 70 - 250 MeV. The
main advantage offered by a synchrotron is its energy
variability. An interesting possibility is that the energy of
the extracted beam can be varied from one cycle to the next
in steps as small as 1 MeV, so that the modulation of the
Bragg peak (see below) can be achieved without the use of
absorbers, thus preserving beam quality and reducing the
amount of shielding required. In this case it is obvious that
the same rapid adjustment of the magnetic field is necessary
for the magnets in the beam line and gantry (see below).
This possibility should not be underestimated since the use
of absorbers causes scattering and straggling that increase
the transverse and longitudinal size of the beam and blur its
edges.

Figure 3: "Corkscrew" isocentric gantry.

To allow full flexibility in patient treatment, the
accelerator should be coupled, via a beam transfer line, to an
isocentric beam delivery system called "gantry". A gantry is
a rotating mechanical structure which supports and positions
the terminal tract of the beam transfer line (the bending,
focusing and steering magnets, as well as the "nozzle") in
order to focus the proton beam on the patient's tumour from
any desired angle in the plane of rotation, as is routinely
done in conventional radiotherapy. In this way the
conformation of the dose distribution (especially for tumours
having a complex shape) can be obtained and the dose
delivered to the surrounding healthy tissue is reduced. The
gantry can be isocentric or eccentric (in which case the
gantry and the couch rotate around a common point,
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the isocentre), as the unit designed at the Paul Scherrer
Institut (PSI), Villigen, Switzerland [5]. An isocentric
gantry of the "corkscrew" type, similar to that installed at
LLUMC, is shown in Fig. 3. With this geometry the
longitudinal dimension is reduced as compared to a gantry
with an in-plane configuration and is only fixed by the
space needed by the movements of the patient couch. The
radial dimension is determined by the source to isocentre
distance, which should be large enough in order to
minimize the skin dose. This geometry achieves a
minimization of the overall swept volume. The outer
diameter of the gantry shown in the figure is about l l m
with a distance between the exit of the last dipole and the
isocentre of 3.4 m.

To achieve a conformal irradiation of the target
volume, the beam has to be spread both longitudinally (i.e.
in depth) and transversally. This can be achieved either
with "passive" or "active" methods. Modulation of the
beam energy is necessary to obtain a SOPB matching the
entire tumour extension in depth. With a fixed energy
accelerator this is obtained with a rotating absorber of
variable thickness placed in the beam path, or via a so
called range shifter. With a synchrotron energy variation
can be achieved on a pulse to pulse basis, as discussed
above. Lateral beam spreading can be achieved with a
passive device.

This system makes use of a double scatterer: the first
spreads the incoming pencil beam, the second flattens the

dose distribution in order to obtain a large and uniform
irradiation field. Lateral and distal shaping are obtained
by means of a collimator and a compensating bolus. Better
results in conformal therapy can be achieved by an active
scanning method, either voxel or raster. In this case an
optimized dose delivery without the use of any patient
specific hardware is obtained. Magnetic beam scanning
fully displays its advantages when, instead of irradiating
regularly shaped areas, scanning is limited to the cross
section of the target volume including only a small safety
margin around i t With raster scanning the beam is
scanned continously across a slice at a given depth and the
dose delivery is controlled by the scanning speed and/or by
the beam intensity.

At present, protontherapy centres are located in
North America, in Russia, in Japan, in South Africa and
in Europe. Most of the clinical experience (19,400 patients
treated until mid-1995 with protons, pions and light ions)
has so far been obtained at research institutions which
have devoted, at some stage, part of the accelerator time to
medical uses. Loma Linda is the first hospital-based
proton radiotherapy facility for treatment of deep-seated
tumours (Fig. 4). The Northeast Proton Therapy Center
(NPTC) to be built at MGH (Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, USA) will be the next, where patient
treatments should start in 1998 [6]; it will have 2 or 3
isocentric gantries with an in-plane configuration but with
equivalent performances of the "corkscrew" type.

0 5 10 >

Figure 4: Loma Linda University Medical Center, California, USA (adapted from ref. [4]).
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Figure 5: 3-D view of the National Centre for Oncological Hadrontherapy (CNAO).

The only centre with experience in light ion therapy is
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) in the USA, which
unfortunately terminated its clinical activity in February 1993
[7]. LBL was equipped with a fixed horizontal beam and with
a "wobbler" beam spreading system ("wobbling" is a method
in which a beam spot, whose size is a significant fraction of
the field to be treated, is moved by magnetic scanning so as to
yield a flat field. No attempt is made to conform the field to
the tumour, except that asymmetric (rather than round) fields
can be generated when appropriate. A patient-specific
aperture and bolus are used just as in double scattering). A
hospital-based centre for light ion radiotherapy (HIMAC) has
recently started operation in Chiba (Japan) [8]; it is equipped
with a combination of fixed horizontal and vertical beams.
Together with GSI at Darmstadt, this centre will provide
during the next years crucial information on the effectiveness
of ion therapy and will define the needed protocols.

3 The TERA project
The aim of the TERA Project (Hadrontherapy Project) [9] is
to set up a nationwide network of protontherapy centres
which has been named RITA (Rete Italiana Trattamenti
Adroterapici, Italian Network for Hadrontherapeutical
Treatments). The centre of the network is occupied by the
National Centre for Oncological Hadrontherapy (Centro
Nazionale di Adroterapia Oncologica, CNAO) which will
have four rooms for proton treatments. This hospital-based
Hadrontherapy Centre should be a "centre of excellence" and
it is conceived to provide the techniques and the tools that are
related to state-of-the-art radiation therapy. The facility will
aim at the treatment of 1000 patients/year and is designed
with a relatively easy upgrading path to ion treatments. The
other nodes of the RITA network are various Protontherapy

Centres, which should make use of relatively "cheap" and
"compact" proton accelerators to be installed, due to their
reduced space requirement, in a number of hospitals
distributed over the entire nation. Multimedia connections
established among the centres will allow physicians and
medical physicists to discuss the cases by exchanging CT,
MRI and other diagnostic images and possibly plan the
best treatment at a distance. Following such preparatory
work, the patients will be referred to the closest or more
convenient centre for hadron treatment. Some patients may
be treated locally with conventional radiation and receive
elsewhere only a proton (or ion) boost.

4 The Hadrontherapy Centre
The CNAO (Fig. 5) [9, 10] will be provided with: 1) three
treatment rooms equipped with an isocentric gantry
capable of transporting protons up to 250 MeV; 2) one
room equipped with two horizontal beam lines, one for
irradiation of eye tumours and one mainly devoted to head
and neck treatments; 3) one room with one horizontal
beam for experimental activities with both protons and
light ions (dosimetry, radiobiology, calibrations, etc.); 4)
one smaller room served by the 11 MeV proton beam from
the injector, for thermal neutron production for boron
neutron capture therapy (BNCT). The possibility also
exists for the production of positron emitting
radionuclides for PET diagnostics (UC, 13N, 15O and
18F).

The complex will consist of two buildings: an
underground, heavily shielded area (the "bunker")
housing the accelerators and the treatment rooms, and a
surface building above ground with conventional facilities
and office space. The bunker has a surface area of about
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3000 m2. The clinical area is located at a different level than
the accelerator and services. The advantages of this solution
are in terms of optimized patient flow and decoupled clinical
and research/service activities. The building is made up of 4
floors or levels (numbered -1 to -4 top to bottom), with the
two lower levels occupied by the accelerators (synchrotron
and injectors), an experimental area and services (power
supplies, ventilation, cooling, workshops, etc), and the two
upper levels by the clinical area. The high energy beam is
brought from level -4 to the main treatment area on level -2
by a single beam line.

The main accelerator is a synchrotron capable of
providing 60-250 MeV proton beams with an average
intensity of about 10 nA [9-12]. The injection energy in the
synchrotron is 11 MeV. The injector is an RFQ + DTL
structure, delivering average currents of 50-100 nA, sufficient
for producing positron emitting radionuclides for PET
diagnostics [13] and thermal and epithermal neutrons for
BNCT [14, 15]. The synchrotron can also accelerate H" ions
and extract them by charge exchange in a foil [16]. The
possibility exists of upgrading the complex to accelerate fully
stripped light ions up to 16O to a final energy in the range
120-400 MeV/u with minor interventions on the ring and the
addition of a second ion source and injector.

Acceleration of H" ions requires an ultra-high vacuum
(of the order of 10"10 torr) and a low magnetic field (which
translates into a ring of relatively large radius) to prevent
beam losses caused by collisional electron detachment and
magnetic stripping [17]. These two requirements do not
constitute major constraints in the present design, as
acceleration of ions needs a residual pressure as low as 10*9

torr and a ring of comparable size.

5 The compact accelerator project
Another main goal of the TERA project is the development of
a "compact" proton accelerator for hospital installation. Such
an accelerator should satisfy the following requirements (or
at least most of them): 1) it should accelerate a minimum of
2xl010 protons/s to at least 190 MeV; 2) it should occupy
(including ancillary systems) a surface space of less than 300
m2 (shielded area and service space); 3) it should consume
less than 250 kW and 4) it should cost, with one external
beam (but without civil engineering) less than 10 M$; this
figure should include the cost of controls and beam delivery,
but the cost of the injector can be excluded if it is also used to
produce PET radionuclides for the same hospital. Four
options are under study: 1) a synchrotron using pulsed
magnets with a peak field of 4 T; 2) a linear accelerator; 3) a
superconducting cyclotron and 4) a weak focussing
synchrotron of the LLUMC type but of reduced
circumference. The four designs are thoroughly discussed and
compared in ref. [18] and a brief overview is given in ref.
[19]. Here we will only discuss the two designs which are
most advanced, i.e. the linac and the superconducting
cyclotron.

Linear accelerator. Medical electron linear accelerators
(6-25 MeV) are commonly used for radiation therapy, where
they have largely replaced cobalt-60 units. The typical RF
frequency of these machines is 3 GHz, for which many RF
power supplies are commercially available. To develop a
compact proton linac one is therefore tempted to use this

frequency, although it is unusual for proton accelerators, as
such a high frequency is not compatible with a large bore
aperture (i.e., high proton intensity). However, the proton
current required for therapy is so low (a few nA) that the
use of a 3 GHz structure becomes feasible.

Figure 6: The 200 MeV linac, folded vertically, supplying
two treatment rooms, one equipped with a gantry and one
with a fixed beam for eye treatments.

The linac is designed for a maximum energy of 200
MeV. The accelerator structure is made of: 1) an ion
source and low energy beam transport; 2) an RFQ
operating at 750 MHz, accelerating protons to 5 MeV,
with total length of 2.6 m; 3) a 3 GHz Side-Coupled-Drift-
Tube-Linac divided in 6 sections, to accelerate protons to
70 MeV; each section, less than 2 m long, consists of a
number of tanks and requires less than 1.5 MW peak
power. Focussing is achieved by permanent magnet
quadrupoles; 4) an achromatic magnetic system to bend
the beam 180° (either in the horizontal or in the vertical
plane - the latter solution is preferred to minimize the
surface area required), made up of 2 dipoles, 2
quadrupoles and 2 re-bunching cavities; 5) a Side-
Coupled-Linac accelerating protons from 70 to 200 MeV,
with a peak power requirement of 30 MW. The SCL is
made up of 30 tanks, each consisting of 14 cells. The total
length of the SCL structure is 12 m. The facility should be
equipped with one beam at a fixed energy of 70 MeV
(from the exit of the SCDTL) for eye treatments and one
gantry transporting the 200 MeV beam from the exit of
the SCL (Fig. 6). The energy should be variable in steps
by switching off some of the SCL tanks.

Superconducting cyclotron. A superconducting
cyclotron is an interesting solution for a hospital-based
accelerator, since size and cost are inversely proportional
to the magnetic field, operation costs are much reduced
with respect to a room-temperature cyclotron and
superconductivity is a well-established technique, already
used in hospitals (NMR imaging). A superconducting
cyclotron accelerating deuterons to 50 MeV has been
designed and built at the Michigan State University and is
in use at the Harper Grace Hospital in Detroit for neutron
therapy [20].
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The cyclotron presently under study is a joint project [8]
between the University of Milan and the Centre Antoine [9]
Lacassagne in Nice. The cyclotron, designed for a fixed
energy of 200 MeV, has a three sector configuration and
uses three RF cavities located in the valleys. The extraction [10]
radius is 0.7 m. To simplify the construction and the
operation of the cyclotron and to reduce cost, the following
solutions have been adopted: 1) the isochronous field is [11]
obtained by shimming the poles, thus avoiding the necessity
of trim coils; 2) the superconducting coils are operated in the
persistent mode by shortening them with a superconducting [12]
cable; 3) there is no LHe liquifier, but the cryostat only
requires a periodic refilling (about once a fortnight); 4) [13]
acceleration is achieved with 3rd RF harmonic; 5) use is
made of an internal proton source. The estimated power
consumption of the cyclotron is 120 kW. The magnetic field
at the centre is 2.53 T. The extracted proton current for [14]
therapy application is limited to 500 nA.

[15]
7 Conclusions
Advantages and disadvantages of different options for a
medical proton accelerator, whether it should be in particular
a cyclotron or a synchrotron have been largely addressed, but
no definitive answer has been given, and is likely to not
exist. There are several factors which have to be balanced:
fixed versus variable energy extraction, time structure of the
extracted beam (continuous versus pulsed), flexibility versus
simplicity of operation, reliability, space requirements,
capital and running costs, etc. As a point of fact, a
synchrotron was chosen at LLUMC, and a cyclotron for the
NPTC to be built at the Massachussetts General Hospital in
Boston. For ion acceleration, the synchrotron seems to be the
only choice, as has been demonstrated by the European study
EUJJMA[21J. [20]

The linac may prove to be a successful candidate, while [21]
the use of a superconducting magnet can drastically reduce
size, weight and the possible cost of a cyclotron. The next
few years will hopefully bring interesting technological
developments to this field, not only on the accelerator side,
but also in the beam delivery system. The development of
more compact gantry systems is as important as the
construction of compact proton accelerators. If these
advances do come about, it is possible that proton (and
possibly ion) therapy will become a widespread clinical tool.
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We review certain aspects of brain function which could be associated with non-critical
(Liouville) string theory. In particular we simulate the physics of brain microtubules (MT)
by using a (completely integrable) non-critical string, we discuss the collapse of the wave
function as a result of quantum gravity effects due to abrupt conformational changes of the
MT protein dimers, and we propose a new mechanism for memory coding.

1 Introduction

The interior of living cells is structurally and dynami-
cally organized by cytoskeletons, i.e. networks of pro-
tein polymers. Of these structures, Micro Tubules (MT)
appear to be [1] the most fundamental. Their dynamics
has been studied recently by a number of authors in con-
nection with the mechanism responsible for dissipation-
free energy transfer. Recently, Hameroff and Penrose [2]
have conjectured another fundamental role for the MT,
namely being responsible for quantum computations in
the human brain, and, thus, related to consciousness.
The latter is argued to be associated with certain as-
pects of quantum theory [3] that are believed to occur
in the cytoskeleton MT, in particular quantum super-
position and subsequent collapse of the wave function of
coherent MT networks. While quantum superposition
is a well-established and well-understood property of
quantum physics, the collapse of the wave function has
been always enigmatic. We review here one recent pro-
posal [4, 5] to use an explicit string-derived mechanism
- in one interpretation of non-critical string theory - for
the collapse of the wave function[6], involving quantum
gravity in an essential way and solidifying previous in-
tuitively plausible suggestions[7, 8]. It is an amazing
surprise that quantum gravity effects, of order of mag-
nitude C]i"m 10~1 9 with Newton's gravita-
tional constant and mp the proton mass, can play a
role in such low energies as the eV scales of the typi-
cal energy transfer that occurs in cytoskeleta. However,
the fine details of the MT characteristic structure indi-
cate that not only is this conceivable, but such a picture
leads to order of magnitude estimates for the time scales
entering conscious perception that are close enough to
those conjectured/'"observed" by neuroscientists, based
on completely different grounds.

To understand how quantum space-time effects can af-
fect conscious perception, we mention that it has long
been suspected [9] that large scale quantum coherent
phenomena can occur in the interior of biological cells,
as a result of the existence of ordered water molecules
(lattice). Quantum mechanical vibrations of the latter
are responsible for the appearance of 'phonons' similar
in nature to those associated with superconductivity.
In fact there is a close analogy between superconduc-
tivity and energy transfer in biological cells. In the
former phenomenon electric current is transferred with-
out dissipation in the surface of the superconductor. In
biological cells, as we shall discuss later on, energy is
transferred through the cell without loss, despite the
existence of frictional forces that represent the inter-
action of basic cell constituents with the surrounding
water molecules [10]. Such large scale quantum coher-
ent states can maintain themselves for up to 0(1 sec),
without significant environmental entanglement. After
that time, the state undergoes self-collapse, probably
due to quantum gravity effects. Due to quantum tran-
sitions between the different states of the quantum sys-
tem of MT in certain parts of the human brain, a suf-
ficient distortion of the surrounding space-time occurs,
so that a microscopic (Planck size) black hole is formed.
Then collapse is induced, with a collapse time that de-
pends on the order of magnitude of the number N of
coherent microtubulins. It is estimated that, with an
N = 0[1O12], the collapse time of 0(1 sec), which ap-
pears to be a typical time scale of conscious events, is
achieved. Taking into account that experiments have
shown that there exist N — 108 tubulins per neuron,
and that there are 1011 neurons in the brain, it follows
that that this order of magnitude for yV refers to a frac-
tion 10~7 of the human brain, which is very close to the
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fraction believed responsible for human perception.

The self-collapse of the MT coherent state wave func-
tion is an essential step for the operation of the MT net-
work as a quantum computer. In the past it has been
suggested that MT networks processed information in
a way similar to classical cellular automata (CCA) [11].
These are described by interacting Ising spin chains on
the spatial plane obtained by fileting open and flat-
tening the MT cylindrical surface. Distortions in the
configurations of individual parts of the spin chain can
be influenced by the environmental spins, leading to
information processing. In view of the suggestion [2]
on viewing the conscious parts of the human mind as
quantum computers, one might extend the concept of
the CCA to a quantum cellular automaton (QCA), un-
dergoing wave function self-collapses due to (quantum
gravity) enviromental entanglement.

An interesting and basic issue that arises in connec-
tion with the above role of the brain as a quantum
computer is the emergence of a direction in the flow
of time (arrow). The latter could be the result of suc-
cesive self-collapses of the system's wave function. In
a recent series of papers [6] we have suggested a rather
detailed mechanism by which an irreversible time vari-
able has emerged in certain models of string quantum
gravity. The model utilized string particles propagating
in singular space-time backgrounds with event horizons.
Consistency of the string approach requires conformal
invariance of the associated tr-mcdel, which in turn im-
plies a coupling of the backgrounds for the propagating
string modes to an infinity of global (quasi-topological)
delocalized modes at higher (massive) string levels. The
existence of such couplings is necessitated by specific
coherence-preserving target space gauge symmetries that
mix the string levels [6].

The specific model of ref. [6] is a completely inte-
grable string theory, in the sense of being characterised
by an infinity of conserved charges. This can be in-
tuitively understood by the fact that the model is a
(1 + l)-dimensional Liouville string, and as such it can
be mapped to a theory of essentially free fermions on
a discretized world sheet (matrix model approach [12]).
A system of free fermions in (1 + 1) dimensions is triv-
ially completely integrable, the infinity of the conserved
charges being provided by appropriate moments of the
fermion energies above the Fermi surface. Of course,
formally, the precise symmetries of the model used in
ref. [6] are much more complicated [13], but the idea
behind the model's integrability is essentially the above.
It is our belief that this quantum integrability is a very

important feature of theories of space-time associated
with the time arrow. In its presence, theories with sin-
gular backgrounds appear consistent as far as main-
tainance of quantum coherence is concerned. This is
due to the fact that the phase-space density of the field
theory associated with the matter degrees of freedom
evolves with time according to the conventional Liou-
ville theorem[6]

dtp= -{ (1)

as a consequence of phase-space volume-preserving sym-
metries. In the two-dimensional example of ref. [6],
these symmetries are known as W^, and are associ-
ated with higher spin target-space states[13]. They are
responsible for string-level mixing, and hence they are
broken in any low-energy approximation. If the con-
cept of 'measurement by local scattering experiments'
is introduced [6], it becomes clear that the observable
background cannot contain such global modes. The lat-
ter have to be integrated out in any effective low-energy
theory. The result of this integration is a non-critical
string theory, based on the propagating modes only. Its
conformal invariance on the world sheet is restored by
dressing the matter backgrounds by the Liouville mode
4>, which plays the role of the time coordinate. The <f>
mode is a dynamical local world-sheet scale [6], flow-
ing irreversibly as a result of certain theorems of the
renormalization group of unitary cr-models [14]. In this
way time in target space has a natural arrow for very
specific stringy reasons. Eq. (1) is now replaced by a
modified Liouville equation with non-Hamiltonian cor-
rection terms

dtp^-{p,H}pB + PiGij^-p (2)
dpj

where t = ln<j> plays the role of target time, under the
conditions specified in ref. [6], /?* is the world-sheet
Renormalization Group 0 function of the (not exactly
marginal) coupling g*/field mode in target space, p, is
its canonical momentum, and dj is a 'metric' in the
(infinite-dimensional) space of couplings [14]. Upon for-
mulating string theory in higher-genus-resummed world-
sheets, quantization of the couplings/fields gl is im-
plied. It turns out that canonical quantization in the
space {<?'} is possible in this generalized non-quantum-
mechanical setting [15].

Given the suggestion of ref. [2] that space-time environ-
mental entanglement could be responsible for conscious
brain function, it is natural to examine the conditions
under which our theory [6] can be applied. Our ap-
proach [4, 5] utilizes extra degrees of freedom, the W^
global string modes, which are not directly accessible to
local scattering 'experiments' that make use of propa-
gating modes only. Such degrees of freedom carry infor-
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mation, in a similar spirit, to the information loss sug-
gested by Hawking[16] for the quantum-black-hole case.
For us, such degrees of freedom are not exotic, as sug-
gested in ref. [17], but appear already in the non-critical
String Universe [6, 4], and as such they are considered
as 'purely stringy'. In this respect, we believe that the
suggested model of consciousness [4, 5], based on the
non-critical-string formalism of ref. [6], is physically
more concrete. The idea of using string theory instead
of point-like quantum gravity is primarily associated
with the fact that a consistent quantization of grav-
ity is at present possible only within the framework of
string theory, so far. However, there are additional rea-
sons that make advantageous a string formalism. These
include the possibility of construction of a completely
integrable model for MTs, and the Hamiltonian repre-
sentation of dynamical problems with friction involved
in the physics of MTs. This leads to the possibility
of a consistent (mean field) quantization of certain soli-
ton solutions associated with the energy transfer mech-
anism in biologcal cells.

According to our previous discussion emphasizing the
importance of strings, it is imperative that we try to
identify the completely integrable system underlying
MT networks. This will allow the identification of the
analogue of the (stringy) propagating degrees of free-
dom, which eventually couple to quantum (stringy) grav-
ity and to global environmental modes. As we have
discussed in detail in ref. [5] the relevant basic build-
ing blocks of the human brain are one-dimensional Ising
spin chains, interacting among themselves in a way so
as to create a large scale quantum coherent state, be-
lieved to be responsible for preconscious behaviour [2].
The system can be described in a world-sheet conformal
invariant way and is unitary. Coupling it to gravity gen-
erates deviations from conformal invariance which lead
to time-dependences, by identifying time with the Li-
ouville field (local renormalization group scale) on the
world sheet. The situation is similar to the environemt-
nal entanglement of ref. [18, 19]. Due to this entan-
glement, the system of the propagating modes opens
up as in Markov processes [20]. This leads to a dy-
namical self-collapse of the wave function of the MT
quantum coherent network. In this way, the part of the
human brain associated with conscioussness generates,
through successive collapses, an arrow of time. The in-
teraction among the Ising spin chains, then, provides
a mechanism for quantum computation, resembling a
planar cellular automaton. Such operations sustain the
irreversible flow of time.

2 Physical Description of the Microtubules
and their representation as a non-critical
string model

Microtubules (MT) are hollow cylinders comprised of
an exterior surface (of cross-section diameter 25 nm)
with 13 arrays (protofilaments) of protein dimers called
tubulins. The interior of the cylinder (of cross-section
diameter 14 nm) contains ordered water molecules, which
implies the existence of an electric dipole moment and
an electric field. Ordered water molecules exist also in
the exterior of the MT cylinders, and their presence,
together with the ones in the interior of the MT, is
associated with providing a sort of dissipation. This
dissipation turns out to be quite crucial for an energy-
loss-free trasfer through the MT. The arrangement of
the dimers is such that, if one ignores their size, they
resemble triangular lattices on the MT surface. Each
dimer consists of two hydrophobic protein pockets, and
has an electron. There are two possible positions of
the electron, called a and 0 conformations. When the
electron is in the ̂ -conformation there is a 29° distor-
tion of the electric dipole moment as compared to the
a conformation.

In standard models for the simulation of the MT dy-
namics, the 'physical' degree of freedom - relevant for
the description of the energy transfer - is the projection
of the dimer electric dipole moment on the longitudinal
symmetry axis (x-axis) of the MT cylinder. The 29° dis-
tortion of the /^-conformation leads to a displacement
un along the r-axis, which is thus the relevant physi-
cal degree of freedom. This way, the effective system is
one-dimensional (spatial), and one has a first indication
that quantum integrability might appear.

Let un be the displacement field of the n-th dimer in a
MT chain. The continuous approximation proves suffi-
cient for the study of phenomena associated with energy
transfer in biological cells, and this implies that one can
make the replacement

v.{x,t) (3)

with x a spatial coordinate along the longitudinal sym-
metry axis of the MT. There is a time variable t due
to fluctuations of the displacements u{x) as a result of
the dipole oscillations in the dimers. At this stage, t is
viewed as a reversible variable.

The effects of the neighboring dimers (including neigh-
boring chains) can be phenomenologicaily accounted for
by an effective double-well potential of the form suitable
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for spontaneous symmetry breakdown [21]. The effects
of the surrounding water molecules can be summarized
by a viscuous force term that damps out the dimer os-
cillations. This friction should be viewed as an environ-
mental effect, which however does not lead to energy
dissipation, as a result of the non-trivial solitonic struc-
ture of the ground-state and the non-zero constant force
due to the electric field along the MT longitudinal axis.
This is a well known result, directly relevant to energy
transfer in biological systems [10]. The solution of the
dissipative equations of motion acquires the form of a
travelling wave, and can be most easily exhibited by
defining a normalized displacement field

xu(z-vt) (4)

with v a propagation velocity determined appropriately
by the parameters of the model [21, 5]. In terms of the
4>{i) variable, the equation of motion of the displace-
ment field acquires the form of the equation of motion
of an anharmonic oscillator in a frictional environment

4'" + pi)' - xl>3 + t/> + a = 0

p = -

a = qV~B\A\-3/2E (5)

with vo the sound velocity, and the various other pa-
rameters are explained in ref. [21, 5]. This has a unique
bounded solution [21]

b-a

with the parameters b, a and d satisfying:

- d) = ^ - i, -

(6)

(7)

Notice that the kink function (6) also appears in neural
network models, but here it is derived in a dynamical
way. The kink propagates along the protofilament axis
with fixed velocity

(8)

with t'o the sound velocity. This velocity depends on the
strength of the electric field E through the dependence
of d on E via (7). Notice that, due to friction, v ^ &'o,
and this is essential for a non-trivial second derivative
term in (5), necessary for wave propagation. For real-
istic biological systems v ~ 2m/sec. With a velocity of
this order, the travelling waves of kink-like excitations
of the displacment field ii<{£) transfer energy along a
moderately long microtubule of length L — 10~6m in
about

tT = o x 10~7sfc (9)

This time is very close to Frohlich's time for coher-
ent phonons in biological system. In realistic biolog-
ical models for MT, the effective mass, whose move-
ment might cause distortion in the surrounding space-
time [2, 4, 5], is [21] of order 5 x 10~"7kp, which is
about the proton mass [iGeV) (!). As we discussed
in ref. [4, 5], these values are essential in yielding the
correct estimates for the time of collapse of the 'precon-
scious' state due to our quantum gravity environmental
entanglement.

To make plausible a consistent study of such effects,
at a quantum level, we showed in ref. [5] that the
equations of motion (5) can be derived from an appro-
priately constructed (1+ l)-dimensional (target space)
non-critical string model. Such a representation turns
out to be quite crucial, as it allows for a consistent
quantum treatment of possible gravitational effects, in-
cluding induced collapse of the coherent wavefunction
of aMT netork [6, 4, 5].

Abrupt conformational changes of the tubulin dimers,
due to quantum effects (pulses), lead [5] to a forma-
tion of virtual 'black holes' in the effective target two-
dimensional space time. Such black hole solutions can
be thought of either as being associated with real quan-
tum gravitational effects, or as representing displacement-
field-pulse collapse due to abrupt distortion of the sur-
rounding environment. It should be noted that in the
former case, one can calculate the time required for an
induced collapse of the wave function of a network of
MT consisting of 1012 dimers. Such quantities consti-
tute the part of the brain believed to be responsible for
conscious perception. The collapse time is found to be
of order O(lsec) which is in excellent agreement with
observations based on completely different (biological)
methods. This supports the idea that realistic quantum
gravity effects might play an important role in conscious
brain functioning.

The possibility that a (quantum) theory as weak as
gravity affects the physics of low-energy systems, like
MT networks, does not seem so remote, if we recall
some recent experimental indications [22] about an ap-
preciable sensitivity exhibited by MT structures to clas-
sical gravity effects, and more general to weak external
fields. In such experiments, gravity effects can lead to a
sort of symmetry breaking and pattern formation in as-
semblies of MT. Although theoretically the sistuation is
still very vague, however the above phenomena appear
consistent with predictions based on reaction-diffucion
theories [23], involving out-of-equilibrium chemical re-
actions coupled to gravity. As we have argued in ref.
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[6] quantum gravity in non-critical string theory can be
viewed as such an out-of-equilibrium theory, resulting
in an irreversible flow of time and entropy production
at a fundamental (string) energy scale. Whether MT
systems, whose (quantum) physics scale is that of elec-
troweak effects, are senstitive to quantum gravity ef-
fects, as opposed to classical ones, still remains to be
seen. However the idea does not seem so absurd if we
draw an analogy with what happens in the neutral kaon
system discussed in this meeting [24]. There, violations
of quantum mechanics, associated with quantum grav-
ity effects of order O[Gl,mK) - 10"19, could be on the
verge of being observed experimentally in CPLEAR or
DA4>NE facilities.

However we should bear in mind that in the case of
systems pertaining to the function of the brain things
are by no means simple. The simple fact that the col-
lapse time, calculated on the basis of string quantum
gravity [4, 5] or conventional quantum gravity [2] (pro-
vided that the latter exists as a mathematical theory),
is in agreement with estimates of conscious perception
time obtained by quite different methods, although a
pleasant indication, however it by no means consti-
tutes a proof of the relevance of quantum mechanics
or quantum gravity on brain function. From our point
of view [5], such a proof could come from observations of
fluctuations ('quantum jumps') of the length of isolated
microtubules. This is supported by the fact that the Li-
ouville approach to time in string theory leads [6, 5] to
a stochastic growth, a kind of saw-tooth behaviour of
the length of a MT assembly, which notably is observed
experimentally [25]. When applied to an individual MT
this approach may lead to instabilities that could pre-
dict fluctuations of the tip of MT due to quantum grav-
ity entanglement [26, 5].

Whether experiments can be devised, which are sensi-
tive enough to capture such microscopic fluctuations of
isolated (cold) MT, is not known to us. We believe,
however, that if they could be devised, they would con-
stitute the best proof of the relevance of quantum (grav-
ity) effects for brain functioning, provided of course
that any other conventional source of mechanical in-
stabilities [27] is excluded. For instance, the stochas-
tic/diffusive nature of Liouville gravity, advocated in
ref. [5], encourages a comparison with the situation of
ref. [22] and, in general, with experiments testing pre-
dictions- of reaction-difusion theories. One is tempted
to conjecture that the quantum fluctuations of the tip
of MT structures, predicted in ref. [5] in the framework
of Liouville theory, might also be seen in the pattern
formation of the experiments of ref. [22], provided that
the latter are repeated in 'cold' environment so as to

minimize noise due to (thermal) dissipation or other
mechanical instabilities [27], that could interfere with
pure quantum gravity effects. Whether this is possi-
ble, or even conceivable as an idea for future research,
is unknown to us at present, but we believe that, such
speculations deserve closer attention.

3 Memory Coding and Capacity of the
brain as a (non-critical string) dissi-
pative system

Irrespective of the possibility of proving experimentally
the possible effects of quantum gravity on brain func-
tion, the conjecture of ref. [5] that MT dynamics stems
from one-dimensional Ising spin chains in the brain,
that can be represented as a (completely integrable)
non-critical string model admitting space-time singu-
larities, implies certain peculiar but highly interesting
properties of brain functioning, associated with non-
equilibrium (dissipative) temporal evolution. The lat-
ter implies an irreversible arrow ot time, evolution of
pure states into mixed ones, and, more generally, what
a particle field theorist would call CPT violation [5].

In this respect, our model has many things in com-
mon with dissipative (local field theory) models of ref.
[28, 29] in an attempt to construct realistic models for
memory capacity. Below we shall briefly review such
models, and discuss the possible advantages of our (non-
critical string) approach over such local field theory ap-
proaches to brain function.

In conventional brain models [28], based on local field
theories, the kind of symmetry assumed is that of rota-
tional electric dipole symmetry. The quantum numbers
associated with the latter constitute a certain class of
code numbers. If the brain lies on a specific ground
state, which implies spontaneous breaking of the dipole
rotational symmetry, in order to reach any other ground
state corresponding to a new code number it would re-
quire a sequence of phase transitions that would destroy
the previously stored information, a procedure known
as overprinting [28, 29].

A way out of this problem of memory capacity would
be to increase the symmetry of the problem to the one
with huge dimensions [30]. In a local field theory this
cannot be done without destroying the practical use of
the model. The problem is analogous to that of how
to incorporate the huge entropy of a macroscopic black
hole in an information theory framework within a lo-
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cal field theory setting. This again would require an
enormous amount of black hole degrees of freedom to
account for the macroscopic entropy, which would be
hard, if not impossible, to reconciliate with the finite
number of degrees of freedom existing in a local field
theorv.

String theory seems to provide a way out of these prob-
lems [6] due to the infinite-dimensional gauge stringy
symmetries that mix the various levels. In the black
hole model of ref. [31], which is used to simulate the
physics of the MT [5], there is an undelrying world-
sheet SL(2, R) symmetry of the <r-model, according to
which the various stringy states are classified. The var-
ious states of the model, including global string modes
characterised by discrete values of (target) energy and
momenta, are classified by the non-compact isospin j
and its third component m, which - unlike the com-
pact isospin SU(2) case - is not restricted by the value
of j . Thus, for a given j , which in the case of string
states plays the role of energy, one can have an infin-
ity of states labelled by the value of the third isospin
component m. All such states are characterised by a
Wi+oo symmetry, in target space. As we mentioned
above, this symmetry is responsible for the mainte-
nance of quantum coherence in the presence of a black
hole background [6], in the sense of an area-preserving
diffeomorphism in a matter phase-space of the two-
dimensional target space theory. It should be noted
that such area-preserving symmetries, as spectrum gen-
erating algebras, also appear in connection with the ex-
citations of planar quantum Hall systems having non-
degenerate ground states [32]. So, it should not be con-
sidered as a surprise that such symmetries appear in our
two-dimensional spin chain model for the brain MT. In
the particular case of two-dimensional string black holes
there is even a formal analogy with quantum Hall mod-
els, as argued in ref. [33].

In ref. [6] it has been argued that such symmetries are
responsible for an "infinite-dimensional' quantum hair
(W-hair) of the two-dimensional black hole, which con-
sists of (conserved) quantum (global) charges, charac-
terising a black hole space-time even asymptotically, i.e.
after evaporation. Sucli a hair would induce a huge de-
generacy in the ground state of the system that could
lead to the solution of the problem of memory capac-
ity. From a formal point of view, the rigorous existence
proof of such conserved charges would be the explicit
construction of exactly marginal deformations that cor-
respond to turning on the above charges. The exaclty
marginal character of the deformations is required in or-
der to maintain conformal invariance of the world-sheet
(7-model and thus stable ground state of the string.

At present, within the black hole model of ref. [31],
used to simulate also the physics of the MT dynam-
ics [5], it became possible to construct [34] the exactly
marginal deformation corresponding only to the lowest
non-trivial charge, which is the ADM mass of the black
hole. From a W&, symmetry point of view, this would
be the charge associated with the spin-two part of the
target space spectrum, i.e. the stress-energy tensor of
the black hole. There is a huge degeneracy of the ground
state of the system which is due to the existence of
known exactly marginal deformations that are respon-
sible for changing continuously the ADM mass of the
black hole. In the notation of ref. [34], such deforma-
tions are denoted by LlL0, and their coupling constant
(which is a free parameter of the model) shifts the ADM
mass of the black hole space time. The above operator
turns on only backgrounds corresponding to the (dis-
crete) higher-level string states that do not propagate
in space-time. The ground state of such models con-
sists of turning on backgrounds corresponding to mat-
ter propagating states. Such backgrounds are turned on
by another exactly marginal deformation LQL0, which
mixes the propagating states (belonging to the lowest
string level) with an infinity of higher-level string global
states. Both operators L\ and L\ owe their existence to
the target space W1+oo -spectrum-generating algebra of
the black hole space-time [6, 34]. The latter is broken
explicitly by 'measurement' by local scattering experi-
ments or in general by operations that are performed
within localised regions of space-time, such as those tak-
ing place in the conscious part of the brain.

Such a procedure will integrate out the global degrees
of freedom, leaving only an effective (string) theory of
propagating degrees of freedom in a black hole back-
ground space time. For each matter ground state of a
propagating degree of freedom, say the zero mode of
the massless field corresponding to the static "tachyon"
background of ref. [31], with SL(2, Ft) quantum num-
bers j = — i ,m = 0, there will be an infinite degener-
acy corresponding to a continuum of black hole space-
time backgrounds with different ADM masses. These
backgrounds are essentially generated by adding vari-
ous constants to the configuration of the dilaton field
in this two-dimensional string theory [31, 34]. It should
be noted here that the infinity of propagating "tachyon"
states (lowest string mass-level (massless) states), cor-
responding to other values of m, for continuous repre-
sentations of j , constitute excitations about the ground
state(s), and, thus, they should not be considered as
contributing to the ground state degeneracy. In prin-
ciple, there may be an additional infinity of quantum
numbers corresponding to higher-level W-hair charges
of the black hole space time which are believed [6] re-
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sponsible for quantum coherence at the full string the-
ory level.

Taking into account the conjecture of ref. [5], that for-
mation of virtual black holes can occur in brain MT
models, which would correspond to different modes of
collapse of pulses of the displacement field il> defined in
(4) [5], one obtains a system of coding that is capable
to solve in principle the problem of memory capacity.
Information is stored in the brain in the following sense:
every time there is an external stimulus that brings the
brain out of equilibrium, one can imagine an abrupt
conformational change of the MT dimers, leading to
a collapse of the pulse pertaining to the displacement
field. Then a (virtual) black hole is formed leading to a
spontaneous collapse of the MT network to a ground
state characterised by say a special configuration of
the displacement field (j, m). This ground state will
be conformally invariant, and therefore a true vacuum
of the string, only after complete evaporation of the
black hole, which however would keep memory of the
particular collapse mode in the 'value' of the constant
added to the dilaton field, or other W-charges. This
reflects the existence of additional exactly marginal de-
formations, consisting of global modes only, that are
not direclty accessible by local scattering experiments,
in the context of the low energy theory of propagat-
ing modes (displacement field configurations rp in the
model of ref. [5]). In such a case, the resulting ground
state will be infinitely degenerate, which would solve
the problem of memory capacity. Breaking of this de-
generacy would correspond to selecting a given set of
expectation values for the dilaton field ant the remain-
ing jy-hair charges, which we believe corresponds to the
memory printing process, i.e. storage of information by
a selection of a given ground state. A new informa-
tion would then choose a different value of the dila-
ton field or other W-hair charges etc. This provides a
new and satisfactory mechanism of memory recall in the
following sense: if a new pulse happens to correspond
to the same set of (conserved) W-hair moduli configu-
rations [6], then the associated virtual black hole will
be characterised by the same set of quantum hair, and
then the same memory state is reached asymptotically
(recall). The irreversible arrow of time, endemic in Li-
ouville string theory [6] explains naturally why "only
the past can be recalled" [29]. Indeed, as we men-
tioned above, in the presence of a space-time foamy en-
vironment, characterised by the virtual appearence and
evaporation of black holes, there is a coupling of global
modes to the propagating modes. The environmental
global modes match in a special way with the propa-
gating mode j = - i m — 0, which is the zero mode
of the (massles) tachyon corresponding to the tachyon
background of a two dimensional black hole which con-

stitutes the ground state or memory state of our sys-
tem. This coupling is necessary so as to form exactly
marginal deformations [6, 34]. This is a special coding
which were it not for the infinte degeneracy of the black
hole space time would lead to a restricted memory ca-
pacity1. However, the importance of this coupling lies
on the fact that it leads to a time arrow in the way ex-
plained briefly above and in detail in ref. [6]. A fuller
account of these considerations will be given in a forth-
coming publication of ours [35]. We cannot resist in
pointing out that the existence of such coded situations
in memory cells bears an interesting resemblence with
DNA coding, with the important difference, however,
that here it occurs in the model's state space.

At this point we would like to draw an analogy of our
approach to dissipative models for brain function, within
local field theory framework, advocated in ref. [29]. As
observed in ref. [29] the doubling of degrees of freedom
which appears necessary for a canonical quantization of
an open system [28], is essential in yielding [36] a non-
compact SU(l, 1) symmetry for the system of damped
harmonic oscillators, used as a toy example for simulat-
ing quantum brain physics. The quantum numbers of
such a system are the SU(l, 1) isospin and its third com-
ponent, j € Z±,m > \j\. The memory (ground) state
corresponds to j = 0 and there is a huge degeneracy
characterised by the various coexisting (infinite) eigen-
estates of the Casimir operator for the SU[l, 1) isospin.
The open-character of the system introduces a time ar-
row which is associated with the memory printing pro-
cess and is compatible with the 'observation' that 'only
the past can be recalled' [29]. The crucial difference of
our string case is that the ground state of the string sys-
tem, which is conformally invariant, is actually a state
with given quantum numbers j = — i ,m = 0 of the
SL(2,R) isospin in the asymptotically flat space time
case. The degeneracy occurs, as we have already men-
tioned, as a result of the 'existence of an environment'of
global modes, inaccessible by local scattering operations
of the brain, which lead to exactly marginal deforma-
tions shifting the ground state value of the dilaton field,
or in general leading to an infinity of W-hair charges.

The environmental entanglement of the global modes,
the non-equilibrium (in target space) nature of the tem-
poral evolution and inevitably its stochastic nature [15],
as well as the fact that an irreversible time arrow arises
in our stringy approach [6], makes our non-critical string
model of brain function qualitatively similar to the dis-

1 It should be noted at this stage that the various other (in-
finite) states corresponding to continuous representations of the
5Z,(2,fi) symmetry that pertain to various tachyon modes do not
constitute memory states, because, as mentioned earlier, they are
just excitations about the ground state.
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sipative approach of ref. [29]. However, in our sys-
tem energy is conserved on the average, as a result of
the renormalizabiiity of the world-sheet <x-model, unlike
the generic dissipative system case. Thus this feature
of our mode! is more likely to correspond [5] to realis-
tic biological systems which are believed to transfer en-
ergy without dissipation [10]. Moreover our non-critical
stringy approach is capable of analysing real quantum
gravity effects that might be responsible for certain as-
pects of conscious quantum brain function, according
to the ideas of ref. [2. 4. 5]. Our model incorporates
naturally an arrow of time, at a microscopic level, re-
sulting from integrating out delocalised global (string)
states that cannot be accessible by local scattering ex-
periments. The associated collapse of the wave func-
tion, as a result of quantum gravity effects, that couple
the global modes to the low-energy (observable) world,
makes a connection of this microscopic - and thereby
macroscopic and biological - time arrow, to a conscious
time arrow generated by successive collapses in the MT
cellular networks.'

It should be noted, however, that despite the appealing
features encompassed by the above ideas, very little is
known about the actual mechanisms of energy transfer
in brain cells, and therefore any claims about a theo-
retical understanding of conscious perception would be
inappropriate at this stage. However, we believe that
daring of putting down some modest attempts to simu-
late some apsects of the physics of the brain by captur-
ing (at least in a qualitative way) certain key features
of model brain systems, such as quantum integrability
as advocated in ref. [5], is worthy and deserves further
quantitative investigations. We hope to come back to
these issues in the near future.
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PARTICLES EVERYWHERE?
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ABSTRACT

The main question addressed is whether the universality of the (spontaneous) spatiotemporal
order, i.e. not-stationary spiral (2D) or scroll (3D) waves, reached in a wide variety of
excitable media (EM), is due to novel ID or 2D particles. Many observations together with
the discrepancies with the reaction-diffusion (R-D) theory are in favour of this heuristic
suggestion. Since EM dominate in biology, where rotating waves also occur, e.g. with
ubiquitous calcium, the particle scenario is suggestive of unsolved issues in the living world,
like morphogenesis, cell communication, biorhythms, etc., and vice versa.

1 Introduction
Elementary particles are created mainly in reactions,
which take place in the stars, but also in (celestial and
terrestrial) accelerators; cosmic relics, including the spec-
ulated dark matter candidates, are indeed ubiquitous.
The particle picture is also used to describe, for ex-
ample, superfluidity, and, solidstate physics (e.g. the
phonons and rotons, or, the anyons, 2D objects, in-
vented to explain the as yet unknown origin of the
high-Tc superconductivity and the Quantum Hall Ef-
fect), while the droplets are the particles (!) in atmo-
spheric physics. In EM in (bio)chemistry, oscillating
(chemical) reactions give rise to very characteristic 2D
or 3D structures reflecting a 'particle-like' behaviour
(e.g. [1 — 4]). Furthermore, following biological rea-
soning Wirbelfelder (« vortex or spiral fields) were pos-
tulated as the imprint of pattern formation in living
matter as early as 1927 [5, 6]. EM are characterized by
their ability to propagate signals undamped over long
distances at the expense of (chemical) energy stored in
the medium. The question arises whether the fascinat-
ing spatiotemporal order in this state of matter is due
to novel not-point-like particles, which make their pres-
ence visible only in EM.

Rotating spiral waves appear in numerous EM
[2, 7]: in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction [8],
in the oxidation of CO on Pt single-crystal surfaces
[4, 9], in retinal and cortical nerve nets, in heart and
muscular tissue [3], in the aggregation of cells [5], in
a single cell [10], in fungi culture growth and sporu-
lation (with circadian or sub-circadian rhythm) [11],
in the lenses in the eye of a firefly [12], but also in
the electrodeposition of alloys [13] as well as during
cracking of electrodeposited Ni coatings [14], in thin-

film growth of high-Tc superconductors [15], and during
vapour deposition of amorphous carbon on amorphous
glass [16]. Their wavelength and (constant) velocity of
propagation [17] take values between ~ 10~6 —101 cm
and ~ 10~9—102 cm/s, respectively. All (bio)chemical
waves have some universal features in common, in spite
of their different microscopic origin and the wide range
of the parameter values. Some of their properties, which
also fit the particle scenario, are given below, while no
observation seems to be in contradiction, including the
reported discrepancies with conventional R-D theory.

2 Spiral and scroll waves
Rotating spiral waves, with inward turning tips (inner
endpoint) and outward moving fronts, provide the most
impressive example of self-organization phenomena in
systems far from thermodynamic equilibrium. An EM
being initially in a spatially uniform steady state can
reach and maintain a far-from-equilibrium non-uniform
pattern. Remarkably, spirals are triggered also spon-
taneously [18], and a quasi-induction time of ~ 5 min
is not unusual [19], while initiated waves differ from
the spontaneous ones [20, 21]. However, the first(?)
experimental observation in 1938, noticed just as a pe-
culiarity of electrodeposited Ag/In alloy [22], is still far
from being completely understood [13]. Propagating
spirals annihilate in collisions, but they are rather stable
self-replicating entities with left/right handedness (e.g.
[23]), a feature reminiscent of biology. A spiral wave
is the 2D cross-section through the real 3D scroll wave.
Similarly, the spiral-tip (a point singularity) in 2D is the
ID filament (a string-like core or vortex), which typi-
cally forms a closed ring (a ring singularity) in 3D space.
The rotating scroll wave emanates from this central or-
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ganizing closed axis, and the enclosed area shrinks ('de-
cays') spontaneously exponentially with time [24]. For
practical reasons, most of the experiments prefer the
2D geometry. Some specific features to stress are:
1.) The drifting spiral-tip, or core-filament, is regarded
as a moving source emitting periodic waves [25], giving
rise to a Doppler shift [5, 26]. 2.) Resonance effects oc-
cur when the modulation of the external stimulus takes
the spiral's own frequency or its harmonics [9, 27, 28].
3.) In the presence of a few V/cm electric field strength,
crossing vortices may interact (i.e. change their direc-
tion) without annihilating [19]; depending on the spiral's
chirality, the electric field E causes acceleration/decelera-
tion [29], which induces unexpectedly also a motion
transverse to E with v± fa v\\ [30]. 4.) Tunnelling across
catalyst-free splits (critical width « ^spiral), while no
annihilation occurs at head-on collisions against ear-
lier waves of the same system on the other side of the
split [31]. 5.) There is no first-principles calculation
of a spiral shape or rotating frequency [32]. The R-D
theory fits the data only within a rather narrow tem-
perature range (AT/T ~ ±5%) [27], while deviations of
factor ~ 2—4 between estimated and measured param-
eters [24, 33, 34, 35] are also somehow indicative of the
theoretical treatment. The strongest observed discrep-
ancy may be the unexplained dependence on the delay
(« induction period) between the solution preparation
and the externally triggered (after 1, 3 or 5 min) accel-
erated chemical waves [21], and 6.) Similarly, the exact
mechanism of Ca+ + signalling that mediates cell com-
munication remains one of the most intriguing mysteries
in biology [36]. Perfect calcium spiral wave develop-
ment has been observed even at the level of a single cell
[10]; the frequency and amplitude of the Ca++ waves
(remarkably constant for individual cells) potentially
contains additional encoded information [36, 37]. Fur-
thermore, calcium spikes 'reset' biological time at fer-
tilization [38], and are associated with cell motion [39]
with unknown the driving force [40].

3 Discussion - Suggestion
The following experiments with EM could bring new
insights, and, with luck, one may establish the origin
of morphogenesis in the living and non-living state:
a) study the interaction with particle irradiation, b)
search for time dependent (spontaneous) pattern forma-
tion. The measured biorhythms in spiral-development
of unknown origin [11] not only combine this work with
ref. [41], but they are suggestive for experiments also
outside living matter due to striking similarities, and c)
search for tunnelling effects across thin solid layers.

Note the similarity between the string-like vor-
tices of the speculated particles and the tube-like anyons.
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ABSTRACT

LHC-B is a forward detector optimized for the study of CP violation and other rare phenom-
ena in the decays of beauty particles at the LHC. An open geometry forward detector design,
with good mass, vertex resolution and particle identification, will facilitate the collection of
large numbers of event samples in diverse B decay channels and allow for a through under-
standing of the systematic uncertainties. With the expected large event statistics, LHC-B
will be able to test the closure of the unitarity triangle and make sensitive tests of the Stan-
dard Model description of CP violation. Here we describe the experiment and summarize
its anticipated performance.

1 Introduction
LHC-B is a proposal for an optimized and dedicated
beauty experiment, devoted primarily to the study of
CP violation and other rare phenomena in the decays
of beauty particles at the LHC.

The LHC offers a unique opportunity to study
the physics of b-quarks. The expected bb production
cross section of 500 /xbarn leads to a production rate
of almost 1012 bb per operating year (107 second) with
a modest luminosity of £ = 1.5 • 1032 cm"2 s"1. Table
1 compares the bb production rates at: (a) e+e~ collid-
ers at their peak luminosity (£ = 3 • 1033 cm"2 s"1);
(b) wire targets in the halo of the circulating 820 GeV
HERA proton with a 40 MHz interaction rate (HERA-
B); (c) the LHC at £ = 1.5-1032 c m - ' s " 1 . LHC-B
has orders of magnitude advantage in bb production
rate, even after somewhat smaller acceptance, trigger
and reconstruction efficiencies.

e+e colliders
HERA-B
LHC-B

bb Production Rates
3.6 Hz
40 Hz

75,000 Hz

1: The comparison of bb production rates
at their design luminosity ofe+e~ colliders

Table
by
£ = 3 • 10
with a 40 MHz interaction rate (HERA-B) and the LHC
at £ = 1.5

33 cm 2 s l, wire targets in HERA running

1032 cm-2 s-1.

The primary goal of the experiment is to under-
stand whether the Standard Model can accommodate
the observed CP-violation and, in particular, whether

its Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix description is
adequate. Two parameters of the standard model, p
and t}, (corresponding to the apex of the unitarity trian-
gle in the Wolfenstein parameterization [1] - see Fig. 1)
may already be measured (within the context of the
CKM description) by the time LHC-B runs. LEP, CDF
and HERA-B may have measured the ratio of the Bs — Bs

and Ba — Bd oscillation parameters, xs/xd, thus con-
straining one side of the triangle. HERA-B, e + e" col-
lider experiments and CDF may have measured the an-
gles, 0 and a, of the unitarity triangle, but with rather
large uncertainties of 0.10 or more. Therefore, LHC-
B will have the opportunity to make the first strin-
gent tests in the B-sector of the Standard Model. This
will be accomplished with precision measurements of
Bs - Bs mixing, the angles, (a, /?, 7), and rare decays
of B-mesons.

-1 -0.B-0.6-0.4-0.2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure 1: The Unitarity Triangle

There are known difficulties related to several of
the key measurements. For example, the Bd —»• ir+ir~
decay mode used in the determination of a suffers from
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penguin pollution and the Bs decays used in the an-
gle 7 measurement have unkown strong phases. Also
the asymmetry in the Bs -> J/ip <j> decay which is pro-
portional to the height of the triangle, is expected to
be very small and must be extracted from a rapidly
oscillating signal. It will therefore require very large
statistics, probably not attainable in a single year.

There will be other difficulties in the determina-
tion of the dilution factors, the production asymme-
tries and the fake asymmetries, possibly introduced by
the detector acceptance, triggers or reconstruction. All
these problems must be overcome by studying large
numbers of different final states. A dedicated forward
detector optimized for B-mesons and running at the
LHC will provide sufficient numbers of reconstructed
and tagged events, that measurements will not be lim-
ited by statistics. Therefore, in acquiring the data, we
plan to include the maximum possible redundant in-
formation from different decays and triggering modes
which will allow us to minimize and understand ad-
equately the systematic uncertainties of the measure-
ments.

We believe that an optimized open-geometry for-
ward collider detector will be able to fully exploit the
B-physics potential of the LHC and to achieve the above
mentioned goals.

Fig. 2 shows the laboratory angle distributions of
the B- and B-meson momentum vectors expected at the
LHC, calculated using the PYTHIA 5.7 [2] and JET-
SET 7.3 [3] event generators. The parton-parton inter-
actions for production of relatively low-mass bb-quarks
at collider energies are inherently asymmetric in mo-
mentum and therefore lead to the conspicuous forward-
backward peaking seen in the figure. Strong correla-
tions between B and B direction are also evident.

Figure 2: Production angle of B vs. angle of B in the
laboratory (in radians), calculated using PYTHIA. The
peaks in the forward directions shows the correlation
between their respective production directions.

The forward peaking of beauty production in high
energy hadron collisions and forward detector geometry

offer several important advantages:

• The produced b and b are typically correlated within
one unit of rapidity. Therefore, the geometric effi-
ciency to detect all B-decay tracks plus a tagging
particle from the accompanying B is large.

• The large Lorentz boost of accepted B-mesons (cor-
responding to about 7 mm mean decay distance)
allows proper-time measurements to be made with
a few percent uncertainty, permitting time-dependent
Bs-mixing analysis well beyond the largest conceiv-
able values of xs.

• The accepted particle momenta match the particle
identification capabilities of Ring-Imaging Cerenkov
Counters. The possibility for TT/K separation is an
important feature of the LHC-B experiment.

• The forward geometry facilitates the construction
of multiple efficient triggers.

• Muon triggers are inherently more efficient in the
forward direction because of the large longitudinal
momenta of muons. pt cuts can be decided on the
basis of physics (background suppression) and not
on a muon's penetration.

• Forward planar detector systems, quite similar to
those used in fixed target experiments, are less ex-
pensive, easier to maintain and can be optimized
for best resolution.

Fig. 3 shows the expected distribution of B-momenta
at the LHC. The shaded events are those whose de-
cay products are contained in the LHC-B aperture and
have momentum measured by the LHC-B tracking sys-
tem. The LHC-B B-meson acceptance is typically 10-
19% for charged particle final states. The difference in
shape between all events and the "accepted" events at
large momenta is due to the conservative small angle
requirement that all B-decay tracks must have hits in
at least three silicon detector planes.

2 Detector
LHC-B is a forward spectrometer with a dipole magnet
and planar geometry detectors typical of fixed-target
experiments but with the LHC beam pipe passing through
the apparatus. Fig. 4 shows the LHC-B apparatus. The
detector consists of a microvertex detector, a tracking
system, aerogel and gas RICH counters, electromag-
netic and hadronic calorimeters and a muon system.
There will also be small angle Roman-Pot spectrome-
ters in both arms, which are not shown in the figure.

The spectrometer has an angular aperture of 10-
400 mrad for charged particles. Enlarging the maxi-
mum angle acceptance of the spectrometer beyond 400 mrad
is not practical in terms of the detector dimensions and
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Figure 4: Side View of the LHC-B layout (scales in meters):
The silicon microvertex detector is installed inside the collider vacuum pipe at the center of the interaction region
(on the left-hand side of the drawing at z = 0). The two vacuum windows, at 100 cm and 540 cm, respectively, are
connected by a 13 mrad conical vacuum pipe. There are 13 tracking stations, positioned before, inside and after the
dipole magnet. There are also Roman-pot detectors, not shown in the figure, installed downstream in both arms.

the additional cost and complexity, and is not justified
by the physics. The choice of a 10 mrad minimum angle
acceptance is a reasonable compromise between maxi-
mizing coverage and limiting occupancies and radiation
damage to the detector elements close to the beams.

Silicon Microvertex detector: The microver-
tex detector has a planar geometry with planes perpen-
dicular to the beam direction.

The detectors are positioned inside the LHC beam
pipe as close as possible to the circulating beams, to
minimize the extrapolation distances and hence to im-
prove the vertex resolution. They should also match
the minimum angle acceptance of the spectrometer.

Fig. 5 shows the front view of one detector plane.
Each detector plane consists of four 5 x 5 cm2 single-
sided silicon strip detectors with 25 pm diode pitch
and 50 /xm readout pitch. The corner of each detec-
tor is clipped to keep the active silicon detectors at
least 1 cm away from the beams and to reduce radi-
ation damage to the detectors. With this configuration
the detectors will survive more than one year running
a t £ = 1.5-1032 cm"2 s"1.

To avoid RF pick up, the silicon detectors will
be placed inside pockets of 100 /im thick aluminum.
The insides of the pockets must be evacuated to avoid

window rupture[4]. A minimum gap of 3 mm between
the lower and upper halves of the detector is left for
beam passage.

Fig. 6 shows the positions of the silicon planes
along the beam. Due to the extended source region
and the requirement of good acceptance of large angle
tracks, the silicon planes are distributed uniformly over
the interaction region with 4 cm spacing. Additional
planes of silicon detectors are positioned in the forward
direction to provide low angle coverage. Silicon detec-
tors are also installed to detect tracks in the hemisphere
opposite the spectrometer in order to improve the pri-
mary vertex resolution.

The silicon microvertex detector system will be
positioned inside a large vacuum tank with Roman-
pot mechanisms in order to retract the detectors during
beam manipulations.

Trackers: The LHC-B spectrometer has 13 track-
ing stations distributed between 1 and 12 meters from
the interaction point. The geometry and choice of track-
ing technologies are governed by the requirement to
keep the occupancies and the channel counts low.

The track densities in the outer parts of the track-
ing system (outer tracker) is low enough that honey-
comb chambers [5, 6] with small drift cells can be
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Figure 6: Side-view of the LHC-B silicon microvertex detector: upper silicon planes. The lower half system below the
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Figure 3: Total momentum of generic B-mesons pro-
duced at the LHC, calculated using PYTHIA. The
shaded events are those (averaged over all decay
modes), whose decay products would be accepted in
LHC-B.

used. In contrast, the 40 x 40 cm2 region (inner tracker)
around the beams, either micro-cathode-strip chambers
(MCSC) [7, 8, 9] or micro-strip-gas chambers (MSGC) [11]
are possible technologies. The design goal to keep the
track occupancies below 10% is achieved by further seg-
mentation and proper choice of cell sizes.

Ring Imaging Cerenkov Detectors: LHC-
B has three Ring Imaging Cerenkov (RICH) detectors
with different thresholds and covering different angular
regions. This arrangement provides for particle identi-
fication over a wide momentum range. Table 2 shows
the angular coverage and the momentum range for 7r/K
separation for the three RICH detectors.

The first gas RICH detector positioned before the
dipole provide particles identification for large angle,
low momentum tracks which would not pass through
the magnet. An aerogel RICH counter is installed in

Figure 5: The proposed shapes of the silicon detector
quadrants. The silicon masks are designed with the
guard rings following the "clipped" corners. The circu-
lating beams are perpendicular to the page at the center
of the sketch.

front of the gas RICH in order to extend the lower mo-
mentum limit of TT/K separation from 8 GeV to 1 GeV.
Without the aerogel counter, 70% of a typical high mul-
tiplicity mode, Bs -> Ds~7r+7r+7i- and 20% of Bd -> TT+TT"
decays would be lost.

A second gas RICH, positioned downstream of
the magnet, covers the very forward region and extends
the upper n/K 3a separation limit to 140 GeV. The
second gas RICH is needed in order to maximize the
acceptance of the Bd —>• 7r+7r~ decays.

All RICH detectors have similar optical arrange-
ments with spherical mirrors to focus the Cerenkov light
and 45° flat mirrors to deflect the image into the photo-
detectors which are placed outside of the spectrome-
ter aperture (see Fig. 4). The Hybrid Photo-Diodes
(HPD) [12] proposed as photo-detectors are sensitive
to visible and near-UV light.

The spherical mirrors have their centers-of-curvature
at or near the center of the interaction region to min-
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Counter

Aerogel
C5-F12

dF

Aperture

(mrad)
100-400
100-400
10-120

Photo-
electrons

npe

10
18-38
18-34

Momentum
ID range

(GeV)
1.4-12.0
8.0-60.0

16.0-140.0

Table 2: The angular coverage and expected number of
photo-electrons for the three RICH counters. The last
column shows the momentum limits for n/K separation
(the upper limits are for 3cr separation).

imize coma. The 45° flat mirrors decrease the particle
path length in the radiator at low polar angles, but the
resulting decrease in the number of Cerenkov photons
produced is acceptable because of the large quantum-
response of the HPD's.

ECAL and HCAL: The LHC-B calorimeter sys-
tem is comprised of electromagnetic and hadronic com-
ponents. The angular coverage of the calorimeter sys-
tem extends to 300 mrad. Data from both calorimeters
are used in the trigger and to supplement the particle
identification of the electrons.

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) is di-
vided into inner and outer parts. The total depth of
the ECAL is ~ 25Xo for outer and ~ 22Xo for inner
regions. The outer part of the calorimeter is a Shashlik-
type lead/scintillator-plate sandwich with wavelength-
shifter fiber readout [13, 14, 15]. The granularity varies
from 2 x 2 cm2 in the inner radii to 15 x 15 cm2 at
the outermost region. The variable granularity of the
calorimeter is obtained by reading out (with photomul-
tipliers) different groupings of fibers. The fine-sampling
structure can provide energy resolution, a(E)/E, up to
~0.07/\ /£ + 0.01.

The inner part requires a more radiation hard ma-
terial. Moreover, finer granularity and a smaller Mol-
lier radius is needed in this region. Recently developed
PbWOi scintillating crystal [16,17] is considered a pos-
sible option for the inner most part. The expected en-
ergy resolution, a{E)/E = 0.05/\/£ + 0.02 for an 18
cm long crystal [18].

A scintillator-lead-scintillator pre-shower counter
placed in front of the calorimeter, with matching cell
structure, will help in the rejection of neutral particles.

The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) is also divided
into inner and outer parts. The outer part is a scintillating-
tile calorimeter. A resolution of a(E)/E - 0.5/VE +
0.02 has been achieved in a test beam [19] for this type
of calorimeter. It is very similar to the ATLAS hadron
tile calorimeter [20] with a 3-fold segmentation in depth.
The three way longitudinal segmentation will provide
better e/vr separation and better 2-shower spatial reso-
lution.

Like the ECAL, the inner part of the HCAL needs

to be more radiation hard. Tungsten or copper plates
interleaved with quartz glass plates as an active medium
[21] will be used in the inner regions. The expected en-
ergy resolution of a{E)/E — 1.5/</E+0.1 is worse than
the outer part, but this should be compensated by bet-
ter spatial resolution (~ lcm) and 2-hadron separation.

Muon system: The LHC-B muon system serves
a dual purpose of fast triggering and offline muon iden-
tification. The muon system is positioned behind the
calorimeters and matches their angular coverage of 300 mrad.
The muon filter consists of three 70 cm thick iron slabs,
positioned between the muon chambers. The total shield
thickness, including the calorimeter system, is ~ 19Aa.
The two tracking chambers at 7 and 12 meters are in-
strumented with pad readout and are used in the high-
pt lepton triggers.

3 Trigger
At LHC energies, BB events look very much like minimum-
bias events, apart from having detached secondary and
possibly tertiary vertices and some elevated transverse
momentum B-hadron decay products. Moreover, the
interesting BB final states are a small fraction of the
BB events, due to small branching ratios, limited de-
tector acceptance and the need to identify (tag) the
initial flavor of the reconstructed B-mesons. Therefore
the overall trigger scheme should be both selective and
efficient in extracting the small number of interesting
events from the large number of BB and minimum-bias
events.

Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of the proposed
triggers and their interconnections. The high inter-
action rates necessitate a multi-level trigger scheme.
The proposed trigger will have three levels, each run-
ning several parallel trigger algorithms. The indepen-
dently triggered samples will maximize the overall yield
of recorded BB events and will allow better control of
the systematic uncertainties.

The Level-1 triggers exploit the relatively high
transverse momentum of the B-hadron decay products.
The high-pt lepton triggers will be most effective in se-
lecting B-meson decays which have leptons in the final
state, such as Bj —> J/ip K°. Frequently, the trigger lep-
ton will be from a semi-leptonic decay of a B-meson,
in which case the strong rapidity correlations between
b and b quarks (typically less than one unit of rapid-
ity) make it likely that its accompanying B-meson will
also be accepted in the spectrometer. In this case, the
trigger increases the probability of simultaneous recon-
struction and tagging of the B-mesons under study.

The high-pt hadron trigger is more effective for
low multiplicity purely hadronic decay modes such as
Ba -> 7r+7r~ and the trigger is optimized for this decay
mode. Once again, the tagging probability is enhanced
by the bb rapidity correlation.

The Level-1 trigger will be the OR of the three
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Level-1

Level-3

Figure 7: Block diagram of the multi-level LHC-B trig-
ger.

high-pt triggers followed by a pileup veto which will
suppress bunches with have more than one interaction.

The Level-2 trigger envisioned for LHC-B consists
of two parts and provides the required Level-2 suppres-
sion when the two parts are AND'ed together. The first
part consists of refining the Level-1 trigger decisions
using information from additional sub-systems. Using
the Level-1 trigger track candidates as seeds, track find-
ing in the spectrometer will be carried out, ultimately
matching the track candidates to hits found in chambers
upstream of the magnet and in the silicon. A similar
Level-2 algorithm is being developed for the HERA-B
experiment[22] using a system of Digital Signal Pro-
cessors. Tracking of the trigger particles to the silicon
will decrease the contamination from "ghost" tracks,
gamma conversions and, to some extent, K/TT decays.

The second part of the Level-2 trigger will per-
form a selection based on event topology. The topology
trigger employed will depend on the trigger satisfied at
Level-1. For example, single-lepton triggers could be re-
quired to have a large impact parameter lepton to the
primary vertex or the two trigger tracks in di-lepton and
di-hadron triggers could be required to form a detached
vertex or to satisfy a mass constraint. Alternatively, we
can perform a "Topology" trigger similar to that pro-
posed by the COBEX collaboration [23], which rejects
events consistent with a single-vertex hypothesis.

In principle, the load of the Level-2 trigger should
be divided equally between the two parts, each provid-
ing a factor of «4-5 reduction. With the resulting factor
of 20 reduction, the expected Level-2 output rate will
be 10 kHz. But to obtain the performance numbers for
the Level-2 trigger, especially the tracking part, requires

the detailed description of the detector elements and
the online pattern recognition programs. Since these
are not available, we adopt a pessimistic scenario which
represents the lower limit of the B trigger efficiency. In
this scenario, the COBEX-type topology trigger [23] is
tuned to give a factor of 10 reduction of the Level-1 rate;
we assume that the remaining factor of 2 reduction can
be obtained from tracking in the spectrometer.

The Level-3 trigger will select a sub-class of events
which are reconstructible and of physics interest. Most
of the reconstruction and the selection done at Level-3
can be thought of as part of the offline reconstruction,
albeit done online. Therefore, it will require consider-
able computing power. This part of the trigger will run
on a processor farm.

Table 3 shows the assumed total branching ratios,
the geometric acceptance, the Level-1 and the Level-2
trigger efficiencies which are used in calculating the ex-
pected event yields going into the Level-3 trigger (or
"written to tape", assuming no loss in Level-3). The
"visible" branching ratio includes only charged decay
modes of the secondary decays. Only the Ds—> K+K~?r~
decay mode is considered. The decay modes assumed
for J/xfi and D° are shown in parentheses in the first
column. The "Decay Acceptance" column shows the
fraction of events, generated by PYTHIA over 4n stera-
dians, in which all decay products are detected and
momentum-analyzed in the spectrometer. The quoted
trigger efficiencies are for these accepted events only.

The Level-1 trigger efficiency is the 3-fold OR'ed
of the three high-pf triggers which are "tuned" to satisfy
the DAQ rate requirements of 200 MHz at at a lumi-
nosity of £ = 1.5 • 1032 cm"2 s"1. The 3-fold OR'ed
Level-1 trigger, including the pile-up veto has a 2.5%
efficiency for minimum-bias events. In each case, the
OR of the three triggers contains very few events where
more than one trigger is satisfied. In the minimum-bias
events, only 4% are selected by more than one trigger.
_ The event yields are calculated assuming 7.5 • 1011

bb's produced per year. The expected event yields also
include factors for Bd, Bu and Bs hadronization, 2 x0.4,
2 x 0.4 and 2 x 0.12 respectively, and a factor of 0.76 for
those events that occur in single-interaction bunches.

4 Performance
4.1 Event Generation
The physics potential of the proposed detector is esti-
mated by running Monte Carlo generated event samples
through the detector response, trigger and reconstruc-
tion routines. PYTHIA 5.7 and JETSET 7.3 are used
as the event generators for all data samples.

The oscillations of the neutral B-mesons are in-
cluded in the event generation with x<j = 0.7 and xs

= 10. For the study of exclusive decays, B-mesons are
forced to decay into a specific final state. JETSET is
used for the inclusive channel particle decays. The pri-
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Event Sample

Bd - » 7r+7T-

Bd->J/ipK°(ee)
Bd->J/^K*Gu/i)
Bd -»• J/ipK*(ee)
Bd->D°K*(K7rK7r)
Bs -> Ds-7r+
Bs-)-Ds-7r+7r+7r-
B S ^D S -K+
BS->DS+K-

B s -4 J/rp <j>{ee)
Bs -> /x+ju-
Bd->/i+/i-K*
Bu-+D°K+(K7r)
Bu^D0K+(K7r7T7r)

Visible
B.R.

2.0 • 10"6

2.1 • 10-5
2.1-10-5
6.3-10-5
6.3-10-5

8.0 • 10"7

1.4-10"*
3.5 • 10-4

1.1 • lO-5

5.3 -lO"6

4.2-10-5
4.2-10-5
4.0-10-9

2.9 • 10~6

1.5 • lO-5

3.1 • lO-5

Decay
Acceptance

17.8%
14.0%
12.4%
13.7%
12.1%
12.8%
13.0%
9.6%

12.6%
12.6%
14.2%
12.5%
19.2%
14.3%
14.4%
11.9%

Efficiency
Level-1

20.6%
73.5%
44.6%
75.3%
45.5%
15.4%
14.7%
12.0%
14.6%
14.6%
71.8%
44.0%
84.3%
70.0%
18.5%
14.2%

Level-2
33.1%
34.5%
34.5%
42.8%
42.8%
43.3%
46.8%
50.8%
47.5%
47.5%
42.0%
42.0%
33.5%
42.2%
41.9%
49.0%

Events
On Tape

110k
340k
183k

1270k
679k

3k
171k
277k

13k
6k

246k
133k

30
17k
76k

117k

Table 3: Events accepted and triggered which are written to tape each year (assuming no loss in Level-3). See text
for description. The yields are calculated for a constant luminosity of L = 1.5 • 1032 cm - 2 s - 1

mary interaction vertices are distributed with the ex-
pected LHC interaction region length (ox = ay = 70 jitm
and az = 5.3 cm).

Particles from the generated events are passed
through the GEANT[24] based LHC-B detector simula-
tion software. The detector simulation includes all de-
tector elements discussed above with multiple scatter-
ing, gamma conversions, secondary interactions and en-
ergy loss. The decays in flight of n±Js and K ± ! s are also
included. The secondary particles produced in hadronic
interactions using GHEISHA[25] are also accounted for
in the GEANT tracking. In the calorimeters and the
muon filter, a simplified parameterization of the shower
is used.

Particles are tracked through the dipole spectrom-
eter assuming a simple box-type field of 3.6 Tm. The
track coordinates at each chamber position are smeared
with the expected resolution and are recorded for use
in further analysis (along with the coordinates of the
tracks' entry and exit from the other sub-detectors).

4.2 Event Reconstruction
Track parameters are obtained from a fit of a charged
particle's trajectory through the dipole field to the mea-
sured points. All available chamber points on a track
and the track segments found in the silicon detector
are used in the fit. Full pattern recognition has thus far
only been performed in the vertex detector.

Tracks are assigned probabilities for various mass
hypotheses based on the expected Cerenkov angle, num-
ber of photons and the simulated detector response.
For particles reaching the electromagnetic calorimeter,
their identification probabilities are modified to reflect
the electron identification capabilities of the calorime-

ter system. Similarly, for particles which traverse the
calorimeters and reach the muon system, the probabil-
ity of being a muon is appropriately increased.

A special reconstruction routine is written for each
decay mode. First, the primary vertex of each event is
found by minimizing a x2 using tracks reconstructed by
the vertex detector. The reconstruction routines con-
sider all reconstructed tracks in isolating a B signal from
the background. All reconstruction routines have all or
a major subset of the following selections and cuts:

• the detection of some or all tracks used as the B
decay track candidates in the silicon vertex detec-
tor

• a good secondary (and tertiary if appropriate) ver-
tex of the candidate tracks consistent with the event
topology,

• RICH information compatibility with the mass hy-
potheses, (the level of compatibility is decay-mode
dependent, and varies from a simple consistency to
a unique identification.)

• a large impact parameter of some or all tracks to
the primary vertex,

• a reconstructed B momentum vector that is consis-
tent with the flight path from the primary to the
secondary vertex,

• an appropriate transverse momentum of B-meson
and/or its decay products,

• appropriate decay angles in the B-meson rest frame,
(useful for Bd -+• TT+TT")
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• an invariant-mass selection.

As an example, Fig. 8 shows the resultant invari-
ant mass distribution for Bd -» ir+n~ events after re-
construction. A Gaussian fit to the mass distribution
results in a am = 13.6 MeV. This narrow mass resolu-
tion allows us to place a tight mass cut which will give
substantial rejection against backgrounds from similar
decay modes, such as from Bj -*• K+7r~reconstructed
aS B d -»• 7T+7T~.
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Figure 8: The invariant mass distribution for recon-
structed Bd —• 7r+7r~ events. The solid curve is a
Gaussian fit to the data points.

The momentum distribution of reconstructed event
samples are similar to the shaded distribution in Fig. 3
with a mean B-momentum of about 80 GeV. This cor-
responds to a mean flight path of about 7 mm. This
distance will be measured with an uncertainty of about
0.16 mm. Fig. 9.b shows the difference between the
reconstructed and the generated proper-time for the
Bs -» Ds~7r+ decay mode. The curve is the Gaussian fit
with at = 0.042 ps, leading to a B-meson proper-time
measurement with ~ 3.0 % accuracy.

4.3 Flavor Tagging
Tagging of a B-meson's initial flavor by a full or even
partial reconstruction of the accompanying b-hadron
will be prohibitively inefficient due to small reconstructible
branching ratios, geometric acceptance and reconstruc-
tion efficiency. Instead, one relies on the correlation
between the charge of the decay leptons and kaons and
the flavor of the parent b-hadron. These tagging meth-
ods result in large tagging efficiencies, but sometimes
lead to erroneous tags.

The initial flavor of the reconstructed B-meson
cannot be determined perfectly for various reasons. There
are numerous leptons from TT, K and D decays. Semi-
leptonic sequential charm decays give rise to wrong sign

0.25

Figure 9: Reconstructed proper-time resolutions of the
observed Bs -+ Ds~7r+ decay mode. The solid curve is a
Gaussian fit to the data points.

leptons. B -> Ds + X decays in general produce two
oppositely-charged kaons. If the tag-providing b-hadron
is a Bd or a Bs, it can oscillate before it decays, thereby
giving a wrong tag.

Leptons from direct b-hadron decay are most eas-
ily distinguished from other leptons with a pt-cut, while
the most effective method to select kaons from b-hadron
decays is an impact parameter cut. Lepton tags give a
smaller fraction of wrong tags (w) than the kaon tag.
Therefore, we first look for muon tags. If no muon tag
is found, then electron tags are searched for. Kaon tags
are used only if there is no high-pt lepton tag present.
The sum of charges of all particles which pass the tag
selection cuts (in case there is more than one) is used
to tag the flavor. Tracks from the reconstructed pri-
mary vertex and the reconstructed B-mesons are ex-
cluded from tag considerations.

The fractions of events tagged by leptons and
kaons (tagging efficiency, etag) and the correctness of
the tag depend on the Level-1 trigger condition being
satisfied and the decay mode under investigation. The
tagging efficiency and the wrong tag fraction, averaged
over decay modes and Level-1 triggers are etag ~ 40 %
and u ~ 30 %, respectively.

4.4 Physics Analysis
In this section, first we will give a brief description of
the physics analysis and discuss how systematic errors
can be controlled. The expected errors on xs and CP
angle measurements will be summarized under sepa-
rate headings. We will also give the discovery limits of
Bs -> n+n~ as an example of the rare flavor-changing-
neutral-current events.

The error estimates of the physics quantities are
obtained by maximum-likelihood analyses of simulated
decay-time distributions. All the results reported here
are based on the number of events expected in one year's
running at a luminosity of £ = 1.5 • 1032 cm""2 s"1. De-
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tails of the decay-time distributions and the fitting meth-
ods are given in the LHC-B Letter of Intent [26]. Here
we give some essential results of the analyses performed.

In the real experiment, the observed decay time
distributions will, aside from physics quantities, depend
on the geometric acceptance, the fraction of wrong tags,
the amount of background, and the proper-time resolu-
tion. Moreover, the production and analysis asymme-
tries could produce fake CP-violating effects. In some
cases, the physics variables cannot be evaluated with-
out the knowledge of these quantities. For example,
the fraction of wrong tags has to be known in order to
extract the CP violation parameters.

In practice, both the wrong tag and fake CP-
violation effects could be measured with the analysis of
control channels such as Bd -» J/tpK*. Using the 27,000
reconstructed and tagged Bd —>• J/^K* events, we can
measure the wrong tag probability with an accuracy of
crw = 0.0018 and the ratio of reconstructed and tagged
B and B-mesons with an error of oy = 0.008 .

Determination of xs, rs and ys: The Bs —> Ds~7r+

channel, where D;~ decays into all-charged final state
D^->K±K:p7r::F, is used for Bs lifetime measurements
and Bs — Bs oscillation studies. The possible differ-
ence in the lifetimes of heavy and light Bs mass eigen-
states (j/s = AFS/TS) and the mean lifetime can be
measured by 100,000 non-tagged events with errors of
a(ys) = 0.08 and a(rs) = 0.009 ps, even if the ys is as
small as 0.1.

The oscillation frequency, xs, will be obtained
by fitting the decay time distributions of 35,000 flavor
tagged Bs and Bs events. Using the knowledge of ys

and TS obtained from the previous analysis and fitting
with xs, UJ and the background-to-signal ratio, RB/S as
a free parameter, will result in <r(xs) < 0.05 for input
values of xs up to 55. Fig. 10 shows the likelihood dis-
tributions for fits for input values of xs = 25, 35, 45
and 55. In all cases, a clear minimum at the correct
position indicates the validity of the fit. The error on
xs depends little on the values of u and RB/S •

The Angle a: The angle a can be extracted
from the decay time distribution of the Ba —> n+n~
decays. The number of reconstructed and tagged events
expected in this decay mode is 14,000 per year. With
the limited statistics of our inclusive event sample, we
estimate that RB/S < 0.59. Ignoring possible penguin
diagram contributions to the Bd -> TT+TT~ decay am-
plitude, we obtain:

= 0.039 ® 0.005 x sin 2a

The second term, due to the error on the wrong tag
fraction, is seen to be negligible.

The Angle ft: The estimated reconstructed and
tagged event yield for Bd -»• J/4> K° decay mode is 55,000
per year. This decay mode should have a very small

OX-5
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d)Xs=55
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Figure 10: The likelihood distribution for xs input val-
ues of a) 25 b) 35 c) 45 d) 55 . Each distribution shows
a minimum at the correct xs value.

contribution from penguin diagrams. A similar analy-
sis of decay time distributions results in

0"sin2/? = 0.023 © 0.009 x sin 2/3

Again the second term, due to the uncertainty of the
wrong tag fraction, is negligible.

The Angle 7 Method-1: One way to measure
the angle 7 is to use Bs decays into D^K^. Here, the de-
cay time distributions depend on both the weak phase,
7 and the strong phase, A. The estimated error on the
angle 7 depends on the values of xs,7 and A. Table 4
gives the errors obtained for different values of xs and 7,
using the 3,300 events expected in a year and assuming
A = 0.

xs =
7 = 10°
7 = 45°
7 = 80°

10 | 20
±3.7°
±4.2°
+9.8°
-8.1°

±4.4°
±5.4°
+12.1°
-10.3°

30

±5.9°
±7.4°
+ 16.2°
-13.3°

Table 4: Expected error on 7 for one year of data taking.
The value of the difference in the strong interaction
phases is assumed to be 0.

The Angle 7 Method-2: A second method of
measuring 7 consists of measuring the exclusive decay
rates in the following 3 channels:

• B+ -> Di°K+

• B+ ->• D° K+

• B+ -+ D° K+
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and their CP-conjugates, where D\ = (D°+D )/V2[27].
Here we give the results of a similar analysis using an
analogous Bd -> D°K* channel [28]. The branching frac-
tions for B° ->• DiK*° and B -> DiK*° depend on the
angle 7 and the strong phase difference A.

We assume that differences in the reconstruction
efficiencies for the six decay modes can be well under-
stood and that they do not introduce any error. The
errors on sin 27 estimated assuming A = 10° are given
in Table 5.

7
20°
30°
40°

CT(sin27)

0.14
0.19
0.24

Table 5: The expected errors on sin 27 for three dif-
ferent values of 7 with A = 10° with one year of data
taking.

B s -> J/ip (j>: CP violation in the decay Bs -> J/ip <j>
is expected to be very small in the standard model. As-
suming that one CP eigenstate dominates in the Bs —> J/ip <l>
final state, the CP violation parameter is extracted us-
ing the maximum likelihood method. We assume that
all the other variables, such as w, i/s and rs are well
measured as discussed above. Thus, they are fixed in
the fit to the values used in the event generation. Errors
on the parameter determined from a fit to the 44,000
events expected in one year of data taking are given for
different xs values in Table 6. The obtained errors are
comparable to the Standard Model prediction, 2T]A2 =
0.03, and indicate that, with a multi-year run, a useful
measurement of 77 may be obtainable.

Xs
CT(2T;A2)

10
0.014

20
0.016

30
0.020

Table 6: CP violation measurement for Bs —> J/%p <j> de-
cays in one year of data taking.

B s -> /x+ji : The Standard Model predicts a
strong suppression of the flavor-changing neutral-current
mode Bs —v /x+/n~. A deviation from the predicted branch-
ing ratio (BR(BS -¥ fj.+ fi~) ss 4 x 10~9) would be a sig-
nal of new physics. Running with £ = 5.0-1032 cm"2 s"1,
a 3a-signal Standard Model signal could be seen in 2-
years. However, tuning of the cuts is not yet finalized
and we therefore believe that, with some additional ef-
fort, significant improvements on this result can be ex-
pected.

5 Conclusions
LHC-B is an optimized, open-geometry forward collider
detector which will measure independently all three an-

gles, a, 0 and 7, one of the sides and the height of the
unitarity triangle, thus constraining two of the CKM
parameters, p and 77, and stringently testing the Stan-
dard Model's description of CP violation.

A < 3% uncertainty in the proper-time measure-
ment will permit a time-dependent Bs-mixing analysis
to be carried out well beyond xs= 50.

LHC-B has excellent mass and vertex resolution
which is a valuable asset in reconstructing the event
topologies and eliminating the background. Our par-
ticle identification capabilities will enable us to use a
variety of different B-meson decay modes.

Asymmetries arising from sources such as the un-
equal production of B and B, the detector response,
trigger and analysis procedures, dilutions due to wrong
tags, etc. can be measured and corrected for directly
from control channels with the same apparatus. Thus,
most systematic uncertainties will also scale with event
statistics.

Through the lifetime of the experiment, the uni-
tarity triangle will become overconstrained so that the
predictions from different models used in evolving the
mass matrices from the GUT level down to the hadronic
scales probed in B decays will be distinguished from one
another.

The large bb production rate, coupled with the
detector capabilities will facilitate the branching ratio
measurement of rare exclusive leptonic flavor-changing-
neutral-current B decays and provide extra tests of the
Standard Model.

A useful byproduct of CP-violation measurements
in the beauty sector will be very large heavy-flavor data
samples which will be used for the study of heavy flavor
spectroscopy, including excited heavy flavor states and
Bc physics. The B-meson decays will also produce large
numbers of reconstructed D-mesons with displaced ver-
tices, which can be used in search for mixing and direct
CP-violation in D-decays.

Since LHC-B is a general purpose forward detec-
tor, it can also be used parasitically for many other
interesting forward-physics studies (i.e., without com-
promising the B-physics program). With the addition
of Roman-pot spectrometers in both arms to measure
outgoing protons, fundamental new contributions to the
understanding of the Pomeron and diffraction may be
made. By selecting an outgoing proton's momentum,
the Pomeron-proton system's center-of-mass energy is
tuneable from 0.4 GeV to 4.4 GeV. Asymmetric Pomeron-
Pomeron interactions can also be studied for masses up
to about 100 GeV.
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ABSTRACT

Results of the ATLAS and CMS simulation studies on possibilities to observe the SM Higgs
boson at LHC are presented and discussed.

1 Introduction
The future Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is
designed to bring protons into head-on colissions at
an energy of 14TeV in the center-of-mass frame and
with a luminosity from 1033cm"2*"1 to 1034 cm~2s~l.
Two huge general purpose detectors are foreseen, CMS
(Compact Muon Solenoid) and ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC
Apparatus). They are optimized for the search of the
Higgs boson over a mass range from « 90GeV to «
1 TeV, but they also allow detection of a wide range of
possible signatures from alternative electro-weak syme-
try breaking mechanisms, supersymetric particle sear-
ches and detailed top and B-physics studies.

Radiative corrections to electroweak experimental
observables computed within the SM are moderately
(logarithmically) sensitive to the Higgs mass. Recent
fits [1] to all precision electroweak data available up
to June 1995, including top quark mass from CDF and
DO and left-right assimmetry measurements from SLD,
are shown in Fig. 1. The minimum x2 *s obtained for
mii ~ 100 GeV, but this minimum is shallow, and the
constraint on the upper limit on ran is not yet strin-
gent. CMS and ATLAS detectors have been designed
to allow investigations over this entire mass range, from
the upper mass reach of LEP200 at mH « SO-90 GeV,
up to m.H & 1 TeV. The slight preference that present
fits give to the lower range of run indicate that partic-
ular attention must be given to the detection of Higgs
bosons in the m# « 80 — 400 GeV mass range.

Higgs production
At hadron colliders the main Higgs production mecha-
nisms, sketched in Fig.2, are gluon-gluon fusion, WW
(ZZ) fusion, ti fusion and W(Z) bremsstrahlung pro-
duction. The Higgs production cross-section at -/s =
14 TeV according to these various mechanisms is shown
in Fig.3. At the LHC the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism
provides the dominant contribution over most of the
accessible mass range. At the highest masses mH >
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Figure 1: x2 ^ a function of mjy, with mtop varying
from 155 to 190 GeV, for all available electroweak data
interpreted within the SM radiative corrections frame-
work.

0.7 TeV, the WW (ZZ) fusion, labelled qq -* Sqq in
Fig. 3, becomes comparable and provides an additional
event signature, thanks to the two energetic and for-
ward 'tagging'jets. At the lower end of the Higgs mass
range, the WH and ZH associated-production brems-
strahlung mechanisms are of interest and the accom-
panying W or Z may again provide an additional ex-
perimental signature allowing improved signal to back-
ground ratio.

The expected Higgs production rates, shown also
in Fig. 3, are large at the LHC, from ~ 106 to 104 events
per year at 1034cm"2*"1 for m# varying from 0.1 to
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a) gg fusion b)WW.ZZ fusion

c)«fusion d) W,Z bremsstrahlung

Figure 2: Higgs production mechanisms at hadron col-
liders
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Figure 3: Higgs production cross-sections

1 TeV. Unfortunately, interesting decay channels have
small branching ratios, for example BR(H —> ZZ —>
4^*) « 1.4-10~3; statistics is thus the limiting factor, in
particular for TRR approaching 1 TeV, and the highest
luminosity is desirable.

Higgs decays and experimental signatures
The decay channels providing the best experimental sig-
nature, H -* ZZ*,ZZ -> 4i± , I = e,fi, allow search
for the SM Higgs boson in the mass range 130 GeV <
rriff < 600 GeV. However, below the 2mz threshold
the branching ratio for this channel falls rapidly and
the best chances for the discovery in the mg « 80
to 140 GeV range are in the H —•> yy mode, with a
BR ~ 10~3 for mH < 150 GeV. Supporting evidence
for rriH < 100 GeV could also be obtained from the
H —» bb decay. A study by ATLAS [7] shows that reduc-
ing the QCD background in this channel is extremely
difficult, and a further study is still needed, thus this
channel is not further discussed here.

For ma > 600 GeV, the difficulties increase rapidly

as the Higgs boson width grows and the production
cross-section decreases, rendering the signal indistinct.
The use of decay channels with higher branching ratios
than E —> ZZ —> 4£± and different event signature is
thus mandatory in this heavy Higgs mass range.

In the following the expected SM Higgs detection
capability with ATLAS and CMS detectors in each of
these channels will be discussed in greater detail.

2 ATLAS and CMS: detector overviews
The CMS and ATLAS detectors are extensively de-
scribed in [2] and [3]. The basis of the CMS detector
is a long (13 m) superconducting solenoid with a 6 m
diameter bore and a uniform 4 T field, containing the
inner tracker and all calorimetry. The magnetic flux
is returned through a 2 m thick iron yoke (with a 1.8
T return field), instrumented with four layers of muon
chambers, each consisting of high precision position de-
tectors and fast triggering planes. A single magnet pro-
vides enough bending power for both inner and muon
tracking. The CMS central detector (inner tracker) will
be composed of silicon pixel, silicon microstrip and mi-
crostrip gas chambers, contained in a cylinder 6 m long
and with a diameter of 2.6 m and providing on average
12-14 points per charged track. The electromagnetic
calorimeter is made of high granularity and high res-
olution PbWOi crystals (about 105 crystals) ensuring
precise measurement of electrons and photons. Copper-
plastic scintillator towers form the hadron calorimeter.
To ensure hermeticity and for measuring forward 'tag-
ging'jets, there is in addition a very forward calorimeter
extending up to t) = 5.

The distinguishing feature of the ATLAS detector
is its large air-core toroid muon spectrometer, allowing
precise muon measurements at highest luminosities us-
ing the external muon system information only. The
measurements are done in the air, behind calorimeters
that have absorbed all hadrons. The hadron calorime-
ter system is made of iion-scintillator tiles in the bar-
rel and of copper-liquid argon detectors in the forward
regions. The electromagnetic calorimeter is of the lead-
liquid argon type, with a particular "accordion" geom-
etry; a preshower detector is placed in front. A thin 2T
solenoid is placed in front of the em calorimeter and in
the same cryostat. The ATLAS inner tracking detec-
tors are positioned within a cylinder, 6 m long and with
a diameter of 2.2 m, inside the 2 T solenoidal magnetic
field; its outer part consists of straw tubes with a tran-
sition radiation radiator, providing some 35 points per
track and allowing robust pattern recognition and very
low momentum electron identification. The inner parts
are made of pixel and Si microstrip detectors.

Both detectors have central tracking covering |T;| <
2.5 to 3 and calorimetry extending up to \rj\ ~ 5. The
ATLAS and CMS overall lengths are 44 m and 21 m
approximately and their diameters are 22 and 14 m re-
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spectively; CMS with its iron flux return is thus made
more compact and needs a smaller underground exper-
iment hall.

3 Expected SM Higgs signals in CMS
and ATLAS

The design of both detectors has been optimized and
their behaviour studied through detailed (GEANT) sim-
ulations [2, 3]. In our physics studies, particle level
simulations were combined with parametrisations based
on GEANT simulations of detectors' response. Pull
GEANT simulations are used where external radiation
losses are critical (Z -* e+e~, H -> ZZ*, ZZ -* 4e±).
Events were generated with the PYTHIA 5.7 program
[4]. For cross-section (event rates) calculations, the
recent CTEQ2L set of structure functions was used
(CMS) or an average between various sets from the
CTEQ and MRSD parametrisations (ATLAS). The top
quark mass was set to 174 (CMS) or 170 GeV (ATLAS),
according to recent CDF results [5].

3.1 The H -> 77 channel
This channel is the most promising one for a Higgs
search in the mass range of 80 < m# < 130 GeV. The
signature is two isolated photons with E"1 ~ 50 GeV.
This channel places stringent demands on the perfor-
mance of the em calorimeter. The natural width of the
Higgs boson in the intermediate mass region is small
(Tu/mjfj w 10 ~4). The observed width of the signal
will thus be entirely dominated by the instrumental
mass resolution and the best possible mass resolution is
desirable. The two-photon mass resolution is given by:

where © denotes a quadratic sum. In order to observe
the narrow mass peak significantly above the irreducible
prompt 77 continuum, an excellent energy and angu-
lar resolutions are thus required. At high luminosity
with many interaction vertices (17 on average at 1034

cm~2s~1) in the same bunch crossing, it is necessary
to determine with sufficient precision and efficiency to
which vertex the photons belong. If only the mean lon-
gitudinal position were used, too large a contribution to
the reconstructed width would be introduced and the
erg term in the above equation would dominate [6]. The
angle of emission of photons should thus be measured.
This is achieved by measuring the lateral position of the
shower at two depths and the presence of a pre-shower
detector is thus required at high luminosity. The mass
resolution for a 110 GeV Higgs obtained with CMS at
high luminosity (1034 cm'2**1) is 770 MeV, and at low
luminosity (1033 cm"2*"1) 540 MeV. The mass resolu-
tion is worse at high luminosity because of the wors-
ening of the energy resolution due to the presence of
pre-shower detector, because of the still significant con-

SO 1O0 120 140 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Figure 4: a) Background-subtracted 27 mass
plot for 105 pb"1 with signals at tng —
90,110,130 and 150 GeV, in PbWO4 calorimeter
(CMS).
b) Signal significance contours for 105 pb-1 taken at
high luminosity (CMS).

tribution from the angular measurement error, and due
to the presence of event pile-up. The mass resolution
for a 110 GeV Higgs in ATLAS at high luminosity is
1.4 GeV [6].

A good mass resolution would not be essential
were it not for a substantial background. There are two
major sources of background. The irreducible one arises
from the following processes: gluon fusion ["box", gg —»
77], and quark annihilation [gg —• 77]. In both cases
the photons in the final state are expected to be iso-
lated. The reducible backgrounds are: bremsstrahlung
process [gq —• 7(g —* fX)} and di-jet or 7-jet processes
[pp _ jet jet {jet _ « y ' j q a n d gq _> T(g _// 7»x)}
where "7" is a TT° mis-indentified as a single photon.
The di-jet cross section is about seven orders of magni-
tude larger than the di-photon cross section so that a
very large rejection of the possibility of any di-jet event
faking a di-photon event is needed. This background
comes predominantly from single x° carrying a large
fraction of the jet pr > s o a large fraction of the neces-
sary reduction is given automaticaly by the kinemat-
ics of fragmentation. A further factor can be obtained
by making an isolation cut on the photon candidates
(a powerful tracking system required!), but this still
leaves the remaining background uncomfortably close
to the intrinsic two-photon background. In view of the
large uncertaintes inevitable in calculating the jet back-
ground, still further reduction is needed. This can only
be done by recognition of TT0>S as two-photon clusters,
which requires fine lateral segmentation of the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter and/or a preshower detector.
The combination of isolation and 7r° rejection cuts re-
duces the jet-jet background to an unsignificant level
(< 10%). 7-jet is larger than jet-jet and amounts to
ps 14% of the irreducible 7-7 background [ATLAS and
CMS].
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Figure 4a shows a background-subtracted two-
photon effective mass plot for a simulated single exper-
iment in CMS, for an integrated luminosity of 10s pb*1

(taken at high luminosity) with signals at m.jj = 90,
110, 130 and 150 GeV. Figure 4b shows countours giv-
ing the cross section times branching ratio required to
give specified signal significances (NS/NB), as a func-
tion of mass. These coutours incorporate the selec-
tion criteria, acceptance cuts, photon reconstruction ef-
flciences and obtained two-photon mass resolution. The
significances were calculated by counting events within
a mass window of optimum width containig about 75%
of the signal. The dashed line in Fig. 4b represents the
expected SM Higgs production a x BR contour. After
one year (107 s) of running at 1034 cm~2s~1, i.e. for
10s pb~l, Fig. 4b), the SM Higgs could be discovered
with a signal significance > 5<r, using the H —+ 77 chan-
nel only, across the full mass range from ~ 85 to 155
GeV. With only 3 x 104 pb'1, taken at low luminosity,
the SM Higgs could be discovered betwen ~ 95 and 145
GeV (CMS).'

If the same input parameters are taken (cr x BR
for signal and background), the H —• 77 signal sig-
nificance obtained in the CMS analysis at high (low)
luminosity is bigger by ~ 20% (~ 50 - 60%) than that
obtained in the ATLAS analysis, mainly due to the bet-
ter energy resolution of the CMS crystal calorimeter. In
the difficult Higgs boson mass region 80 -100 GeV, the
use of channels with different event signature, namely
associated production WH and tiS, with S —> 77, or
H —* bb decays, might help. The searches using these
channels are widely discussed in ref.[7, 8]. For a Higgs
boson mass around 100 GeV, the first years of run-
ning at low luminosity may not be sufficient to firmly
establish a signal in any given channel. However, the
combination of the various channels should provide suf-
ficient evidence for a Higgs boson signal even in this
mass range.

3.2 The H -> ZZ*, ZZ -» 4f= channel
This mode provides a very clean signature for a SM
Higgs boson in the mass range from ~ 130 to ~ 800 GeV.
The signature is four isolated leptons (electrons or mu-
ons) with high pr, and the signal appears as a Breight-
Wigner form in the four-lepton invariant mass distri-
bution above the continuum background. Large lep-
ton geometric and kinematic acceptance (IJ^I < 2.5,
px > 5 GeV) is very important in these channels. Be-
low the 2mz threshold, the event rate is small and
the background reduction more difficult, as one of the
Z's is off mass-shell. In this mass region the natural
width of the Higgs is small, TH < 1 GeV, and the
observed width is entirely dominated by the instru-
mental mass resolution. Thus, the Higgs signal sig-
nificance will be proportional to the four-lepton mass
resolution (S = NS/VWB and NB ~ <TU), SO the lep-

ton energy/momentum resolution is of decisive impor-
tance. The electron momentum measurement is signif-
icantly degraded by bremsstrahlung in the material of
the tracker. Thus measuring the electron energy in the
electromagnetic calorimeter rather than the momentum
in the tracker allows partial recovery of the radiation
losses and leads to better multy-electron mass resolu-
tion and efficiency. Typical Higgs mass resolutions in
this mass range are: <T^ « 1 GeV, <ne = 1.5 GeV
(CMS) [11] and <74/t = 1.6 GeV, <rit = 1.6 GeV (AT-
LAS) [10] for mH = 130 GeV. For mH > 300 GeV the
natural width of the Higgs boson dominates the four-
lepton mass resolution.

< 2mz mass region
In the m# < 2mz mass region, the main backgrounds
are from ti, Zbb and ZZ* production. The ZZ* back-
ground is irreducible, and peaks sharply near the ZZ
threshold. The ti and Zbb have larger production cross
sections but can be effectively reduced. The rejection
criteria based on the Z-mass cut, lepton isolation and
impact parameter cut may be used jointly or in vari-
ous combinations, depending on detector performance,
instantenous luminosity and the Higgs mass range in-
vestigated. The goal is to use primarily isolation and
impact parameter cuts to reduce the Zbb and ti back-
grounds below the irreducible ZZ* one. The Z-mass cut
can be used to further suppress ti if needed, or as an
alternative to impact parameter cut at high luminosity,
if it became unreliable due to many vertices. Due to
radiation losses and to the effect that both Z's in the
event can be off-shell, the Z-mass cut introduces a loss
of signal events too, and this is particularly significant
for mH < 130 GeV.

Several sets of cuts were examined in order to
obtain a significant signal over the whole mass range
120 GeV < mH < 2mz [9, 10]. As an example, fig.
5 and 6 show the four-lepton mass distributions for
H —* ZZ* —* 4-f* signal superimposed on the total
background, for mH = 130, 150 and 170 GeV, in CMS
(with 105 pfc-1) and in ATLAS (with 3 x 104 pfc"1)
respectively . The Higgs signals at 130 and 150 GeV
are clearly visible above the background, whilst the 170
GeV signal is less distinct.

Except for a difficult mji as 170 GeV region there
is a considerable degree of flexibility in the selection
criteria [9]. For an integrated luminosity of 10s pb~l,
a signal significance safely above the her limit can be
obtained over most of the mass range, as illustrated in
Fig. 8. There is however a critical region around 170
GeV, where cr x BR has a minimum due to the open-
ing of the H —* WW decay channel and drop of the
H —* ZZ* branching ratio just below the ZZ thresh-
old. Limiting the mass of the second (lighter) lepton
pair in the event to TO34 < 76 GeV" leads to a con-
siderable signal improvement in this critical region, al-
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lowing to reach a 5<7 significance level [9]. However the
still not complete treatment of external radiation effects
around ZZ threshold makes this result somewhat frag-
ile. Removing the Amz cut improves significantly the
detectability in the low mass range, where it is possible
to have > 5a down to mji « 120 GeV [9]. At low lumi-
nosities Higgs can be discovered in the mff w 130 — 150
GeV range already with 2 x 104 pb'1.

130 140 150 160 170
4-lepton moss (GeV)

100 110 120 130 HO 150 160 170 180 190 200

4-lepton mass (GeV)

Figure 6: The reconstructed four-lepton mass for H
ZZ* -> 4££ above background in ATLAS, for mH

130,150 and 170 GeV with 3 x 104 pb~x

a) expected average number of events
b) single experiment simulation
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> 2mz mass region
For 180 < mH < 800 GeV, the H -* ZZ -* 4 ^ decay
mode is considered to be the most reliable channel for
SM Higgs boson discovery at LHC, since the expected
signal rates are large and the background small. The
detection in this channel relies on precise reconstruc-
tion of two Z's in the event. The dominant background
source in this mass range is continuum ZZ production
and is mainly irreducible.

Figure 7 shows the expected 4-lepton mass spec-
trum for m.H = 300 and 500 GeV. The event rates
shown are for 2 x 104 pb*1 and 105 pb'1, respectively.
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Figure 9: H —> l+£~vv signal for ro.ff = 500 GeV and
104 pfc-1 in CMS.

Figure 8 shows the expected H -» ZZ*,ZZ ->
4£ t signal significances in CMS, calculated according
to Poisson statistics, for several integrated luminosities,
ranging from 5 x 103 to 105 pb-1. Even with 104 pb~Y

(one year of running at a luminosity 1033 cm""2*"1) the
discovery region extends up to m # « 400 GeV. With
105 pb~* the Higgs mass reach at a 5<r significance level
extends to « 650 GeV [11]. A further study, aimed
at obtaining upper Higgs mass limit in this channel
and which takes into account the carasteristics of the
H —• ZZ —+ 4£± decay in distiguishing the heavy Higgs
signal from ZZ continuum background, extends the up-
per mass reach to « 500 GeV with 104 pb'1 and ss 750
GeV with 105 pb-1 [12].

The effect of varying the assumed input struc-
ture functions is shown in Fig.8 as a band for 104 pb~l.
The most recent sets, CTEQ2L and CTEQ2D, result
in smaller cross sections and reduced significance, com-
pared to older sets.

3.3 Heavy Higgs
The H —> ZZ -* Uvv channel
The channel H —* ZZ —* tivu has a six times larger
branching ratio than H —-> 41^ and a distinct signa-
ture: two high pr leptons from the Z decay and high
JEJ?" ' . For rriff > 500 GeV, the signal is a broad Ja-
cobian peak in the two-lepton transverse momentum or
in the E™" distribution. It is clearly visible only if the
background is suppressed to below the signal level. The
main background channels investigated were ZZ, ZW,
it and Z+jets [13]. The first two are irreducible, as they
both contain a real Z and EJp*", and their cross sec-
tions are comparable to that of the signal. The other
two backgrounds are reducible, but have much larger

ZZ continuum
Z +
total background

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

E ^ (GeV)

Figure 10: Expected E^"' spectrum for the E -*
£+£~i/t/ signal above background for mu = 700 GeV
and 105 pb'1 in ATLAS.
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Figure 11: H -* £+£-uv signal for mH = 800 GeV and
105 pb'1 in CMS. One tagged jet with E > 1 TeV is
assumed.

cross sections. Cuts must be chosen such that the re-
gion at lower pr than the Jacobian peak is preserved,
in order to faciliate recognition of the signal and back-
ground normalisation.

Figure 9 shows the expected signal and background
in CMS for mH - 500 GeV and L = 104 pb'1. The
expected spectrum of missing transverse energy for the
signal above background in ATLAS is shown in Fig.
10, for mil = 700 GeV and L = 10s pb~l. For higher
masses the signal becomes less distinct, as the Higgs
width increases rapidly. With harder cuts on j>y and
El?"' it is possible to obtain a significant signal for
masses up to « 800 GeV with 105 pb~l, but the signal
is difficult to observe as the background has a similar
shape [13]. Only precise knowlege of background would
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allow the unambiguous observation of such a signal. To
suppress further backgrounds at mg > 700 GeV, for-
ward energetic jets from the WW(ZZ) fusion produc-
tion mechanism can be used as an additional signature
(see section 1). Figure 11 shows the expected signal for
mH = 800 GeV and 105 pfe"1 in CMS, if the presence of
one tagging jet is required. The signal is sizeable and
clean (S/B « 6) and would allow discovery of a SM
Higgs, up to 1 TeV, with an integrated luminosity of
10s pb~l [13].

H -» WW -> lujj and H -» ZZ -> Lijj
These decay channels are important in the mjj w 1 TeV
mass range, where the large W, Z —* qq branching ra-
tios must be used. We look for a high pr lepton pair
with mu « rnz, for H —* ZZ, or a high pr lep-
ton plus large Ep", for H -* WW. In addition,
two hard jets from the hadronic decays of Z/W, with
rtijj ss mz/w- A number of backgrounds have been
investigated: Z+jets, ZW, ZZ, it, W+jets, WW, WZ
[14]. It is difficult to separate the few hundred signal
events from the « 6000 backgrouns events, as the dis-
tributions have similar shapes. The Higgs is very broad
(TH « 0.5 TeV for mH w 1 TeV) and is thus indis-
tinct in the effective mass distribution. But, double
forward jet tagging (WW/ZZ fusion production mech-
anism amounts to as 50% of the total Higgs production
cross section for m# « 1 TeV, Fig.3) brings the S/B
ratio to « 1. The main remaining backgrounds are
Z(W)+ jets and it but they can be further suppressed
using a central jet veto (demanding only one calorime-
ter cluster, with Tncju,«eT «s mw/Zi an<l n o other central
jets with JSj.'* above some threshold). Figure 12 shows
the expected tvjj signal for 3 x 104 pb'1. The S/B ratio
is as 3, but the event rate is low (5 « 22, B « 8), giv-
ing a 4<r significance (CMS). Simultaneous observation
in the tijj, tvjj and ttuu channels would give a f» 5.5<r
signal for 3 x 104 pb'1 [14].

10 - Tagging jets (IT1I > 2.4):
- 2jetswithE>400GeVandEt>10GeV

M H = 1000 GeV

- t - Signal + Bkgd -
— Signal
. . . Bkgd

m

•o 6

^ 4

w 2

0
400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

M (E1*** Ijj), GeV

Figure 12: Higgs signal in H —» WW —* ti/jj final state
for mH = l TeV with 3 x 104 pb~x.

For luminosities greater than a few times 1033

cm~2s~l, one must take into account event pile-up.
There are uncertaintes as to the nature of the pile-up
events and two cases were considered [15]. Preliminary
studies show that 1 TeV Higgs should be detectable at
LHC with 105 pb~1 through combination oilvjj and
lijj final states [14, 15].

4 Conclusions
Simulation studies of the ATLAS and CMS collabora-
tions concerning the observability of the SM Higgs sig-
nal at LHC through various decay channels in differ-
ent mass ranges have been presented. The ATLAS and
CMS detectors would allow the discovery of the SM
Higgs boson in the whole mass range from « 80GeF
(upper mass reach at LEP200) to K 1 TeV. In the
ran ta 80 to 140 GeV mass range, the H -+ 77 de-
cay mode provides the best chances for discovery. With
104 p i r 1 the range from s» 95 to 145 GeV can be ex-
plored and with 105 pb~l the full range from s» 80-155
GeV. In the difficult 80 < mH < 100 GeV mass region,
supporting evidence could be obtained from the asso-
ciated production channels WH, tiS {H —• 77) and
from the H —> bb decay mode. For the mass range
130 GeV < mH < 600 GeV, the most appropriate
search channel is H —» ZZ*\ZZ —» 4 ^ . This entire
mass range can be covered with a good safety mar-
gin, thanks to the good muon momentum and elec-
tron energy resolution and the adequate electron and
muon geometrical and kinematical acceptances of AT-
LAS and CMS. There is however a small window around
mH = 170 GeV where 105 pfc"1 is needed for 5a signif-
icance. For mH > 600 GeV, the difficulties increases
rapidly as the Higgs boson width grows and the pro-
duction cross-section decreases, rendering the signal in-
distinct. An excellent knowledge and control of back-
grounds will be of decisive importance here, requiring
detector hermeticity and efficient 'forward jet' tagging
capability. An integrated luminosity of ta 10s pb~l is
needed to cover this upper ms mass range.
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Gluino and squarks searches at LHC
V. Genchev / INRNE, Sofia

Abstract
Studies have been made of the performance of CMS and ATLAS in detection and

measurement of various physics signals from proton - proton collisions. The most important
topic discussed in some detail in the following is Minimum Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM) gluino and squark searches, which are the best benchmark processes to evaluate
physics performance of the LHC detectors CMS and ATLAS.

1 Introduction

Supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the Standard Model (SM) predict a wide spec-
trum of new particles with masses and production rates such that the CMS^1/ and ATLAS^2^
detectors could discover them over a large fraction of the parameter space. In the all schemes
of supersymmetry conservation there is necessarily a sparticle which escapes detection and to
which all other sparticles decay - the lightest sparticle (LSP). This leads to SUSY searches
based on the study of missing transverse energy (E™188) and measurements of jets. Such
searches requires a hadron calorimeter with large pseudorapidity coverage and good her-
meticity for EJ^'measurements, sufficient depth for hadronic shower containment, linearity
of detector responses, sufficient segmentation for jet-jet mass reconstruction at rrijj <**> m\y,
mz and forward calorimeters capable of jet tagging.

In the following, two main signatures are pursued, namely multijets + E™188and leptons
+ jets + EJ^events.

2 Jets + E™isschannel

The most common signature for gluino and squark production, involves events with high
jet-multiplicity and large Ej*"88. The dominant background to these final states comes from
inclusive QCD multijet production (so called instrumental background) and the physics
background consists mainly of SM production of W, Z and tt events, which often contain
neutrinos in the final state.

2.1 Light gluino and squarks in CMS

Two different scenarios were studied using the MSSM parameters given in Table 1.
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Table 1:

THq

m-b

mi
mxo

A*
tan(/3)

Scenario A
300 GeV
295 GeV
260 GeV
250 GeV
45 GeV

-220 GeV
2

320 GeV

Scenario B
306 GeV
385 GeV
324 GeV
285 GeV
44 GeV

-297 GeV
2

483 GeV

In scenario A mg, mj < m§ and the two body decay g —*• bb with b —* %J6 dominates
because the top is too massive to allow g —• it decays. Thus the resulting event signature
will have four b - jets in the final state. In scenario B, the gluino directly go into the LSP
9 —• 99X°i leading to the multijets + E^ ' f ina l state.

The dominant background for light gluino and squark masses comes from QCD multijet
production. The following typical cuts are used for reduction of the background with scenario
A: Nj > 3, Ej1 > 200 GeV, E3

t
2 > 100 GeV, E3

t-* > 50 GeV, | r}jlyi2 I < 1-5, E?is8>
150 GeV. In addition we require that at least one of the two hardest jets is identified as a
b - jet (40 % b - tagging efficiency). With scenario B the following selection cuts are used:
Nj > 4, Ei1 > 250 GeV, E(7 > 150 GeV, EJ* > 100 GeV, | rj>'1** \ < 1.5, | rj^ \ < 2.
and E™Us> 150 GeV.

As the signal cross-section is high about 10 sp6~1 would be sufficient to observe an
excess of SUSY events above background (Table 2).

Table 2:

ms ~ m 5 ~ 300 GeV
Scenario A: gg
Scenario B: gg
Scenario B: qq

background
tt

W,Z + jets
QCD jets

total

<r(pb)
535
481
129

678
24 nb

74.4 nb
99 nb

Nevu
46.9 K

140
300

18.6 K
19 K

73.2 K
24.9 K

140
400

55 K
56 K
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Figure 1: E™18Sspectra of backgrounds and for several squark and gluino masses.

In these searches no mass peaks as evidence for a signal are expected. Evidence therefore
must rely on an excess of events observed over the expected backgrounds.

2.2 Heavy gluino and squarks searches

In the heavy mass case in CMS the following set of MSSM parameters was used/*/; m§ =
mq = 500, 1000 and 1500 GeV, m,- = mp = ms/2, \i = m g , tan(/3)= 2, mA = 500 GeV.
As the m§ = mq the squaxk-pair production is dominant. Cascade decays of gluino into
neutralinos and charginos are involved and their subsequent decays also involve sleptons and
sneutrinos.

In order to extract a possible signal the following analysis cuts were applied: JSfj > 3,
E\ > 200 GeV,| if \ < 2.5, circularity C > 0.2.

As is shown in fig. 1 the instrumental background dominates only in the region of
E™1Mup to a few hundred GeV and the main background (shadowed histogram) comes from
the processes ti, 7,{yv) and W(lv). It is clearly seen that the SUSY signal dominates over
the background in the high E™l8*region.

The number of expected signal events and the corresponding background events are
given in Table 3 for 10*pb~ l .
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Table 3:

GeV
500
1000
1500

Emiss

GeV
300
450
600

signal

1333
227
15

background

153
18
2

signal/background

8.7
12.6
8.0

Nearly the same results were obtained for ATLAS detector. Most of the potentially
large backgrounds can be reduced by requiring at least three jets with E{ > 200 GeV, a
fourth jet with E3

t
4 > 100 GeV, a sphericity in the transverse plane > 0.2 and EJ*iss> 300

A possibly large instrumental background may arise from nrultijet events, where one (or
more) jets are mismeasured in the detector. The jet multiplicity cuts described above ensure
that this background is smaller than the irreducible physics background for cuts on E^ l ssas
low as 300 GeV/5/.

Fig. 2 shows the resulting E™1S8spectrum after cuts for this instrumental background,
as well as for the physics background (open circles) and the signal from gluinos and squarks
with a mass of 1.5 TeV (full line). The instrumental background is also shown for the
very pessimistic assumption that the energy of the jets falling in the interface region of end
cap /forward crack is completely lost (black squares), and in the more realistic case where
the jet energy is degraded following the results of full simulation (open triangles). Clearly
the instrumental background is negligible for E™88> 300 GeV.

For an integrated luminosity of 10&pb~1 (10 sp6~1), the sensitivity to this channel can
be expressed as a mass reach

• ms < 1600 (1050) GeV for m $ = 2ms

• mg < 2300 (1800) GeV for m$ ~ m§

• m-g < 3600 (2600) GeV for m$ = ms/2

The discovery limits quoted above depend only weakly on the values of the parameters
and tan(/3).

3 Lepton(s) + EJ^-f jets channel

On account of their heavy masses g and q can also produce isolated leptons via cascade
decays into charginos and neutralinos. Final states from g g, g q, q q —• n I* + jets +
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Figure 2: Cross-section as a function of E™lssafter cuts for m j ~ mg = 1500 GeV.

E™188, would display a very distinctive clean topology, accompanied by a large number of
jets and with large E™"8. The main backgrounds for these final states arises from ti and W
-f jets production. The ZW, WW and Zti backgrounds axe small in comparison.

3.1 Muon(s) + E^ i s s+ jets in CMS

Three gluino mass values were chosen for this study: m§ = 500, 1000 and 1500 GeV,
assuming m$ ~ 2m§. The MSSM parameters were fixed at: m ^ = 500 GeV, tan(/3) = 2,
TUJ- = 300 GeV and \t — - 440 GeV. The results were found to be rather insensitive to the
choice of tan(/3) and fi for mA = 500 GeV/6-T/.

The analysis cuts used to optimise the signal to background ratio and the predicted
signal rates for an integrated luminosity of 105p6~1 are summarised in Table 4. No ti
background events passed the selection cuts.

The number of jets were required to be > 4 ( > 3 for the 3 muons case). In all cases
the muons were required to be within | rjmuon | < 2 and jets | r\ieU | < 2.5. Since the main
sources of muons in SUSY production are b quarks, isolation is not usually useful.

The channel studied will allow the observation a gluino signal up to 1.5 TeV with an
integrated luminosity of 10spb""1. The same-sign dilepton channel is particularly important
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Table 4:

Class

lfi
2fj,
2fx(ss)
2/*(ss,iso)
3/x

pr
GeV
30
20
20
20
20

Pt'
GeV

-
10
10
10
15

Pt3

GeV
-
-
-
-
5

El1

GeV
300
200
200
100
150

El"
GeV
300
200
200
100
150

Ef
GeV
300
200
200
100
150

GeV
300
300
300
200
300

m§

.5TeV
2900
1810
620

3260
1890

mg
ITeV

640
440
260
230
460

TnS
1.5 TeV

83
65
45
36
60

at the lower end of the gluino mass range, mg ~ 300 GeV, were softer cuts on jets and
E™i8Scan be applied.

3.2 Lepton(s) + E^iss+ jets in ATLAS

The background from the production of two opposite-sign leptons, where one lepton charge
was misidentified must be well under control, since isolated opposite-sign lepton pairs from
top-quark decay are produced at a much higher rate than the isolated same-sign pairs.
Charge-sign misidentincation of electrons will be more difficult to control, since the electron
momenta will be measured only in the inner detector.

Different reconstruction and selection cuts were used as a function of the luminosity and
m.g. At 1034cm~38~1 and 1033cTn~3«~1, jets were reconstructed using a cone size of AR
= 0.7 (0.4). Leptons were considered to be isolated if the transverse energy deposited in
a cone of size AR = 0.3 (0.2) around the lepton direction was less than 5 GeV (12 GeV).
The following kinematic cuts were applied for mg < 1 TeV at high luminosity: two isolated
same-sign leptons with Pt > 20 GeV and | rj \ < 2.5, at least four jets with Pt > 110 GeV
and E™|88> 150 GeV. The highest Pt jet was required to have Pt > 160 GeV. For m g > 1
TeV all jets were required to pass a higher Pt threshold of 160 GeV. At low luminosity the
jet Pt thresholds were lowered by 40 GeV and the Eflis8threshold by 30 GeV.

The expected rates after cuts at mg ~ m$ and integrated luminosity of 10sp6~1 are
14000 events over a background of 500 events for mg = 300 GeV and 120 signal events
over 70 background events for m g = 1500 GeV. For an integrated luminosity of 105p6~1

*b~x) the sensitivity to this channel can be expressed as a mass reach for mg:

mg < 1400 (900) GeV for m$ = 2mg

< 1800 (1100) GeV for m$ ~ m§

< 2600 (1200) GeV for m§ = m s /2
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Three lepton signal final states were generated for particular values of the SUSY
parameters^8/: m§ is from 200 to 600 GeV, m , = 2m§ or m$ = m§ + 20 GeV, tan(/3) =
2 or 20.

The main backgrounds to this signal can be suppressed by the following requirements:
three (iso) leptons | IJ |< 2.5, P t

a>a > 20 GeV, P}s > 10 GeV, no opposite-sign and
same-flavour pair within i t 10 GeV of rxiz and no jet with P / >25 GeV in | rj |< 3.

As an example at luminosity 104p6 - 1 , a signal of 80 events is expected for TUQ = 600
Gev and m§ = m§ + 20 Gev over the background of about 200 events. A SUSY signal can
be extracted above the background in this channel provided that ro§ < 600 GeV. If tan(/3)
is increased from 2 to 20, the statistical significance decreases, and the signal can only be
extracted for ms < 400 GeV.

4 Conclusion

• good resolution for jets and E™ISS is essential for squarks and gluinos searches

• it requires large pseudorapidity coverage and good hermeticity for LHC calorimeters

• first sign of SUSY at LHC will come from <jf, q decays. Different signatures access
already masses up to 1000 GeV for 10*pb~l (first year of data taking)

• the multi-muons signatures will allow to observe a gluino signal up to m§ ~ 1.5 TeV
with an integrated luminosity of 105p6 -1.
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ABSTRACT

The discovery potential of the LHC experiments for the MSSM Higgs sector is presented.
We review the different open channels at LHC energies with their possible signatures. We
obtain, for each one, the discovery limit in terms of contour limit in the MSSM plane for
various luminosity. We conclude by an overall discovery potential combining all the channels
and find that the whole parameter space of MSSM can be explored by LHC experiments.

1 Introduction
The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard
Model (MSSM) [1] is one of the most attractive model
to describe new physics beyond the SM.

This model has a high degree of predictivity : in
the Higgs sector, cross sections and masses can be com-
puted, at tree level, in terms of two parameters and
in addition the radiative corrections are known at the
one-loop-level.

In the Higgs sector, the model predicts several
particles below the TeV scale. We will show in the
following, how those particles can be detected by LHC
experiments.

2 The MSSM Higgs phenomenology
The Higgs sector of MMSM contains two Higgs doublets
resulting in five physical states after the electroweak
symmetry breaking : two scalar h, H (with mi < mjj),
a pseudo scalar A and two charged bosons fi'±.

At tree level all the masses and couplings depend
on two parameters, that can be chosen to be : m^ and
tanf3, the mass of the pseudo scalar and the ratio of the
two vacuum expectation values of the Higgs doublet.
After radiative corrections, there is a slight dependance
on two new parameters which are fixed at msusY — 1
TeV : a universal soft supersymmetry-breaking squark
mass and mixing « 0 : negligible mixing in the stop
and sbottom mass matrix.

The prediction for the lightest MSSM Higgs is :
mh < 112 (127) GeV, if m ^ = 175 (200) GeV.

We will consider, in the following, the case in
which the masses of all It-odd particles are heavy enough
so as not to play an important role[2].

3 Discovery limit for MSSM Higgs bo-

son
The production processes considered are :
99i gg —* H and qq —> qqH
and we will present the discovery limit for the following
decay processes :

• H -* ZZ

• A,H->

• A,H -»•

41

TV

• A -* Zh -f l+l-bb

The contour limit in the (m,A,tan/3) plane is de-
fined as the limit where the significance of the signal
over the background is above 5<r. Signal and back-
ground are estimated with full simulation of the detec-
tors. Only background coming from Standard Model
are considered. The results are given for rtitop = 175
GeV and for three different integrated luminosities :
from one year at low luminosity to several years at high
luminosity.

3.1 MSSM Higgs limit at LEP 2
At the time the LHC will start, a first investigation of
the MSSM Higgs sector will be available from LEP 2
data. The expected discovery limit is shown on Fig 1.

Only the h-boson can be searched at LEP2 and in
case of discovery it will not be possible, most probably,
to distinguish between a Standard Model Higgs and a
MSSM one.
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Figure 1: The LEP two discovery limits for various rot.
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Figure 3: Discovery limit in the four lepton channel

3.2 h —> 77 channel
The search for a MSSM higgs decaying in two photons
has the same experimental requirements as the Stan-
dard Model one, the reader can refer to the SM Higgs
search in the same proceeding. The 5 <r discovery limit
is extrapolated from the results obtained in the SM.
The rate is a little bit lower than the SM one.

•^30

20

= 175 GeV

Wh with W - » \v and h - > bb
Two tagged b—jets

^ = 60% and RM = 100
ATLAS+CMS /Ldt=3 10 * pb"1

SO 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 460 500

mA(GeV)

Figure 2: Discovery limit for ft in the two photon mode

3.3 H —> 4/ channel
The analysis of this channel is very close to the Stan-
dard Model one, except that the MSSM H-boson width
is always small even for large mfj • The MSSM JET —• 41
branching ratio has a complicated structure that trans-
lates into the complicated discovery contour of Fig. 3

3.4 MSSM A,H ->TT channel
This channel is enhanced in rate compared to the SM.
The signal is triggered on the leptonic decay of one T.
The one prong decay of the other tau is used to extract
the signal.

A detailed study of the r identification at LHC
has been performed with a full simulation of the exper-
iments. A good r identification has been obtained [3]
with isolation criteria in the em and had calorimeter
plus track isolation (one prong) : The efficiency of this
identification is e = 26 % for a jet rejection factor of
Rjtt R» 400.

mrr is reconstructed at low (Fig 4) and high lu-
minosity (but with of factor of two in the sigma of the
resolution). This is possible with a high requirement on
the t) coverage (up to 77 = 5) and on the E^u* resolution
(less than 0.5/-y/Br at low luminosity).
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Figure 4: Simulated mass resolution of a A in the A
TT channel.
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The total of 300 signal events over a backgound
of 500 events is found at low luminosity with TOA =
200 GeV and tan/3 =10. The background is dominated
by Z° and bb, W + jet events, where the intermediate
bosons decay into T. The result is shown on Fig. 5

^ . 5 0
C 40
D

*" 30
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ATLAS+CMS /Ldt=3 10 s pb~f

ATLAS-CMS / L d l * i i C * pb"1

ATLAS+CMS /Ldt=3 10 *

f m^ = 175 GeV

SO 100 150 2 0 0 2 5 0 3 0 0 3 5 0 4 0 0 4 9 0 5 0 0

mA(GeV)

Figure 5: Discovery limit in the A —> rr channel

3.5 A, H —* (ifi channel
The signal is small but strongly enhanced with respect
to the Standard Model for large tan/? due to the increase
of the production process Hbb.

The background processes, after selection of iso-
lated muons, are the irreducible Drell Yan and the it
(with W
GeV.

fj.i/). The latter is negligible for mM/1 > 150

treated here.
The signal is an excess of hadronic T decays in

it events. The dominant background processes are 66,
W + jets and combinatorial background from fake and
real T in it events.

As an example we obtain with a full simulation
of ATLAS 1000 H* over 3000 W -» TVT and 4000 fake
r for rtiji = 130 GeV and tanfi — 6 at low luminosity.
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Figure 7: Discovery limits in the

rru(GeV)

TV channel

3.7 H —> hh channel
The signal is searched in the decay chain : H —• hh —>
bbyy. The signal is triggered on the two y. A mass
constraint (Fig. 8) imposes the 66 and YT system to be
equal to m^.
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Figure 6: Discovery limit in the A, H —* fi/i channel

3.6 F * —> TU channel
If m,jj± < mt, the H^ is copiously producted via the
decay of the top quark : t —» bH+. The H* boson can
then decay preferentialy into TV and cs. The second
decay is only dominant for tan/3 < 1.5 and will not be
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Figure 8: H mass resolution without and with mass
constraint on mj,
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The signal has a very small rate but is almost
free of background, (at 3.105 pb'1, 50 signal events are
expected over a background of one event).

H —> hh —> bbT-y with single b—tag
ATLAS+CMS /Ldt=3 10 6 pb -1

ATLAS-:-C.MS/Ldt^1 i C ^ p b "
ATLAS+CMS /Ldt=3 10 * pb'1

m*. = 175 GeV

g
20

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

mA(GeV)

Figure 9: Discovery limit in the H —> hh channel

The dominant background is coining from the Zbb
events.

oa.50
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ATLAS+CMS A d t = 1 1i?spb~'
ATLAS+CMS /Ldt=3 10 * pb"1
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Figure 11: Discovery limit in the A —* Zh —• l+l~bb
channel

3.8 A, H -> tt channel
The signal will be searched via A, H —* tt —> 6Zi/ b jet
jet and is trigerred on the lepton. Two b tagged are
required plus two additional jets. mjjw and "mbjj are
reconstructed and constrained to be equal to m*.

The signal is a mass pic (with a large <rm around
50 GeV) over the tt background, with a small signal over
background (of 10 % in the best case). Thus, it will be
necessary to have a very good knowledge (both theorit-
ical and experimental) of the ti background shape.
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Figure 10: Discovery limit in the A, H —* tt channel

3.9 A-> Zh-^l+l' bb channel
The signal is triggered on the leptonic decay of the Z.
The signal is reconstructed by asking for two b-tagged
jet and a mass constraint on the Z and h decay product.
The resolution on m^ is then around 5 GeV.

3.10 MSSM Discovery limit at LHC
By combining all the possible channels (see Fig. 12) we
found that the whole MSSM parameter space can be
covered at LHC with ATLAS/CMS after several years
of high luminosity (3.105 pb'1).

We can see also that the SM Higgs can be untan-
gle from MSSM Higgs over 90-100% of the MSSM plane
and that several channels overlap over most of 80% of
this plane.

<a.50 R5
|ATLAS+CMS /Ldt = 3 10 ' pb"

= 175 GeV
-h -> yy and Wh.tth with h - » yy

LEP2
Vs= 192 GeV

t=150pb

SO 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

mA(GeV)

Figure 12: Discovery limit at ultimate luminosity

At the beginning of the LHC running (after 3
years at low luminosity) it will already possible to cover
more than 90% of the plane and to untangle SM from
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MSSM over 80% of the plane.

SATLAS+CMS /Ldt = 3 10* pb'1

= 175 GeV
£<—h - » 77 and Wh.tth with h -» 77

St -> bH*w:iïi H" -» Tb

LEP2
Vs= 192 GeV

It = 150 pb

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
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Figure 13: Discovery limit at low luminosity

[2] Z.Kunszt and F.Zwirner, Nucl. Phys. B385 (1992)
3

[3] D. Cavalli et al., ATLAS Internal Note, PHYS-
NO-051 (1994)

4 Conclusions
LHC experiments have a great potential to explore the
MSSM, even during the first year of running at low
luminosity. At full luminosity (3.10s pò"1) the whole
parameter plane of MSSM can be covered with a high
probability of combined observability of different MSSM
Higgs. The coupling of MSSM Higgs might then be
studied through production cross sections.

Nevertheless, the large spectrum of signature cov-
ered for this study shows strong requirements for the
ATLAS/CMS experiments in order to cope with the
small signal over background and large expected mass
resolutions.

But we have seen that the ATLAS/CMS can suc-
cessfully cover the whole parameter space and demon-
strate their capabilities to find many kinds of signals in
a large energy range, signals that can be MSSM or any
new unexpected physics.
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ABSTRACT

The large number of 66 events at LHC will offer the possibility to study CP violation in the
B system. The two general purpose detectors ATLAS and CMS, primarily designed to study
high pt-phenomena, are capable of doing B-physics and the possibility of measuring CP has
been investigated by both collaborations. We discuss the potential of the two detectors for
the measurement the angles alpha and beta of the unitarity triangle during the initial low
luminosity phase of the LHC.

1 Introduction
The coupling between up- and down-type quarks is de-
scribed by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) ma-
trix [1]. The precise determination of elements of this
matrix is one of the primary goals of heavy-flavour physics.
In the Wolfenstein parametrization [2] the matrix is
written approximately as

V ~
1 - § A 2

- A
A\3(l-p-ir)) -AX

Only K,& and Vtd have a complex phase in this parametri-
sation and are therefore the relevant terms which could
produce CP violation. The unitarity of the CKM ma-
trix implies a relation between the elements

v;h + vtd = xvcb (2)

which can be represented as a triangle in the p — rj com-
plex plane, with the three angles a,/?, 7, see figure 1. In
principle all three angles of this unitarity triangle are
accessible to direct experimental measurements. Here
we will concentrate on the measurements of the angles
a and /3.

There are a variety of ways in which CP can be
violated in the B system leading to T{B° -> / ) ^
r(J3° —> / ) . The measurable decay rate asymmetry

A =
T{B°
r{B° r( 5°

(3)

depends on the angle of the unitarity triangle. For ex-
ample, A ~ sin 2/3 for B% —» J/i>K° and A ~ sin 2a for

Both time-integrated and time-dependent mea-
surements of this asymmetry can be performed. The

time-dependent measurement is done using the posi-
tion of the reconstructed decay vertex of the B meson.
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Figure 1: Unitarity triangle of the CKM matrix with
current constraint.

2 B Physics at the LHC
The initial luminosity of LHC is expected to be 1032

to 1033 cm~2s -1. B-physics studies will be easiest at
this initial luminosity, where pile-up effects are small
and vertex detectors very close to the beam pipe are
expected to survive for several years.

For this study, we assume a center-of-mass en-
ergy of -̂ /J = 14 TeV and an integrated luminosity of
10* pb"1, corresponding to 107 seconds at a luminosity
of 1033 cm~2s~1. In this regime, we expect from 1.5 to
2 underlying events per bunch-crossing.

There is a large uncertainty in the estimation
of the production cross-section of 66 at LHC. For this
study we used <rbi = 500 fib. The fraction of 66 events
at the LHC is thus <rbi/atot « 0.5%. With such a cross-
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section, we anticipate about 5x 1012 bb events/year (107 s).
The experimental difficulties are the high rates

and the large associated multiplicities. What is needed
is a powerful trigger system to select the interesting
modes, detectors with high granularity, high-resolution
vertex detectors, efficient track reconstruction and good
momentum resolution.

3 Detectors
The two general purpose detectors CMS and ATLAS
are extensively described in [3] and [4]. Both detectors
are designed to take full benefit of the lower luminosity
(1033 cm"2 s"1) to study B physics.

The basis of the CMS detector is along (13 m) su-
perconducting solenoid with a 6 m bore and a uniform
4 T field, containing the inner tracker and all calorime-
try. The most distinguishing feature of the ATLAS de-
tectors is its large air-core toroid muon spectrometer.
Inside the air-core muon spectrometer is the calorimeter
system. The inner tracking detector is located in 2 T
solenoidal magnetic field provided by a superconducting
coil that sites in front of the electromagnetic calorime-
ter. ATLAS and CMS overall lengths are 44 m and 21m
approximately, and theii diameters are 22 m and 14 m
respectively. Both detectors have very good momentum
resolution: Apt/pt for tracks with pt = 100 GeV is 2%
for ATLAS and 1% for CMS.

The two detectors have foreseen high-resolution
vertex detectors for B-physics. The main weakness of
the two detectors for B physics compared to dedicated
B physics experiments is that they have no hadron iden-
tification.

ATLAS and CMS are using the centrally pro-
duced 6's while LHC-B [5], a dedicated B-experiment
at the LHC is using forward 6's.

4 Measuring sin2/?
To determine the angle /3 of the unitarity triangle the
most appropriate decay channel is B\ —* J/if>K° fol-
lowed by J/V> — l+f {(• = M,e) and K° -> 7T+*-, as it
is a CP -eigenstate, and has the cleanest signature and
the most tractable background. Further advantages are
the relatively high branching ratio and the fact that
triggering on J/rf> —> l+£~ is relatively easy. Recent
CDF results are most encouraging in this respect [6].

The experimentally measurable time-integrated asym-
metry for this decay channel is related to sin 2/3:

A -
T(B°d

T(B°d

= sinJ. •D 'l? (4)

where D is the dilution factor and ZJ/(1 + x2,) is a
factor due to time-integration (x<j has been measured
to be 0.71 [7]). The reconstructed Bd meson is tagged
as having been produced as a B^ or a B% using the

charge of lepton (e, /i) from the semileptonic decay of
the associated b.

4.1 Trigger and Event Selection
In principle there are 3 possibilities:

(i) muon-tag with J/ip —+ n+n~

(ii) muon-tag with J/tj) —• e+e~

(iii) electron-tag with J/rp —* M+M~

The ATLAS collaboration has investigated all three pos-
sibilities, while in CMS the electron modes are under
active study and only the mode J/ip —> II+/J.~ with /z-
tag is included here.
CMS:
The trigger is provided by two low-p* muons with rapidity-
dependent trigger thresholds: p{* > 4.5 GeV for 0.0 <
M < 1-5, P? > 3.6 GeV for 1.5 < \T}\ < 2.0 and
p£ > 2.6 GeV for 2.0 < |JJ| < 2.5 The third muon is
required to reach at least the first muon station. The
following further cuts are applied to all events:

• IT'S from K° within \rj*\ < 2.4 and p*t > 0.7 GeV

• K® decay length in the transverse plane between
2 and 40 cm, to avoid problems due to pattern
recognition

• The reconstructed invariant masses of J/tp, K° and
Bd must lie within ±2cr of their known masses

• tag muon with pt > 4 GeV

The reconstructed masses have the following resolu-
tions: 16 MeV for J/ip, 8.6 MeV for Jf° and 12 (22) MeV
for 2?2 with (without) mass constraints [8]. To obtain
the expected number of events in addition to the trig-
ger efficiency and the geometrical acceptance, a track
reconstruction efficiency of 95% for triggered muons and
90% for the third muon is considered. The ijf° recon-
struction efficiency in the case of 2 TT'S from K® with
pt > 0.7 GeV folded with their momentum distribution
is on average 35% [8].
ATLAS:
ATLAS is triggering at the first-level on a single muon
with |?7| < 2.2 and pt > 6 GeV. In addition, the second-
level trigger requires at least one of the following: (i)
an e+e~ pair with p\ > 1 GeV, (ii) an additional muon
with p$ > 5 GeV and l^ l < 2.5 or (iii) an electron
with pt > 6 GeV and |TJ| < 2.5. The total trigger rate
for this three triggers is about 1 kHz. The electrons are
identified in the ATLAS TRT. In the case J / ^ -^ fi+^r
both electron tags and muon tags are used. The follow-
ing cuts are applied to all events at analysis level:

• IT'S from K° within \T)*\ < 2.5 and pT
t > 0.5 GeV

• K° decay length in the transverse plane between 1
and 50 cm
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• tag lepton p« > 5 GeV for muons or pt > 6 GeV
for electrons

• the J/ij>K° system is required to have a mass within
a ±2<r of the known B% mass and a proper decay
time must exceed 0.5 ps

Fig. 2 shows an J/i>K° e+e 7r+5r event
with an electron tag reconstructed in the ATLAS Inner
detector.

4.2 Tagging and Dilution
The flavour of the produced B% is tagged by the charge
of the lepton produced in the semileptonic decay of the
other 6-quark in the event. However this tagging is not
fully efficient and the measured decay asymmetry is af-
fected by dilution effects. The dominant contribution
to dilution is from oscillations of B% or J3° before decay-
ing to leptons and from cascade decays. The dilution
factor due to mixing can be written as:

(5)

Figure 2: B°d - J/i>K° -
structed in the ATLAS Inner detector.

event recon-

For ^-tagged J/ij) —• e+e decays, a tag muon
with pt > 6 GeV and \rf\ < 2.2, and two electrons with
pt > 1 GeV were required. For ^-tagged J/rj> —> fi+(i~
decays, a tag muon with pt > 5 GeV, and two other
muons with pt(fix) > 5 GeV, pt(n2) > 3 GeV were re-
quired; in addition, one of the three muons was required
to satisfy the trigger, having pt > 6 GeV, |7j| < 2.2. For
electron-tagged J/rj> -* fi+fi~ events, a tag electron
with pt > 5 GeV, and two muons with pt{pl) > 6 GeV,
\t){nx)\ < 2.2, and P«(M2) > 3 GeV were required.

The Kf mass resolution is in the range of 3-8 MeV
for transverse decay lengths of 1-50 cm. The average re-
construction efficiency is 91% and the background un-
der the Kf peak is 6% [9]. The reconstructed J/i> mass
has a resolution of 27 MeV and the resolution of the re-
constructed B% is 18 (35) MeV with (without) mass
constraints [10]. To calculate the expected number of
events a reconstruction efficiency of 80% for leptons and
95% for pions is taken into account.

where pi are the production rates for B^, B%, B® and
Ab. With p* : pi : p, : pA = 0.38 : 0.38 : 0.14 : 0.1,
Xd = 0.71 and x, = 10.0, the dilution factor due to
mixing is £>mix = 0.73.

The dilution factor Dtag can be denned as: Dtag =
1 — 2w, where w is the fraction of wrong tags. Sources
of mistags are:

• cascade decays (b —* c —* t)

• muons from additional 6's and c's

• hadron decays (K,x decays) (for muons)

• punch-through (for muons)

• conversions and Dalitz pairs (for electrons)

Fig. 3 shows the fraction of wrong sign muons plotted as
a function of the pj* cut for various sources of mistags.
The major contribution to w is cascade decays. The
contribution from punch-through, hadron decays and
from conversions is small. The fraction of mistagged

• all, mixing included
"&• all, no mixing
© from cascade decays
• from K,7t-decays
• from additional b, c

-• m •

J^HTHNHT

14

Figure 3: Fraction of wrong tags as a function of the
pt-threshold of the tagging muon.
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events depends on the requirements placed on the asso-
ciated lepton, the purity increases with increasing pt.

The presence of background introduces a third
dilution factor ^background = NS/{NS + iV"B), where
Ns and NB are the number of signal and background
events.

The dilution factor in equation 4 can be written
as: D = Anix * Aag • ̂ background

4.3 Background
The background for this channel is dominated by acci-
dental coincidences between a real J/ip and a K° from
fragmentation. The backgrounds from B* —• J/ipK''±

and B° —* J/tpK*° peak below the signal mass peak.
The signal to background ratio is about 1 : 10. Fig. 4
shows the reconstructed mass distributions (signal and
background) for CMS and ATLAS.

4.4 Expected Sensitivity
The statistical error on sin 2/3 for the time-integrated
analysis is calculated as:

1
6 (sin 2/3) (6)D • xd/(l + x»)

The results of the time-dependent and time-integrated
J/i>K® analyses are summarized in Table 1. It has to
be stressed out that the electron tag in CMS is under
investigation and is not included yet. The theoretical
and systematical error is of the order of 1%.

Parameter
BR[B° -> J/i>Kf]
^[/x-tag, J/i> - e+e~]
N[fi-t&s, Jli> -* fi+n~]
JV[e-tag, J/i, -»n+n-}
iV(signal)
JV(background)
JV(total)
•^background

AajL' Anix
6(sin2/3) time-dep.
6(sin2/3) time-int.

CMS | ATLAS
3.3 x l<r4

8000

8000
800

8800
0.91
0.53

0.045
0.048

3.75 x 10~4

10120
6590
5680

22390
2590

24980
0.90
0.56

0.018
0.020

- 1Table 1: Sensitivity to sin 2(3 for 104 pb

5 Measuring sin2a
The most promising channel for the measurement of the
angle a of the unitarity triangle is B% —+ TT+X~. The
trigger of such events is provided by the semileptonic
decay of the associated fr-hadron in the event which is
used to tag the flavour of the produced B°. The time-
integrated asymmetry A for this decay channel is:

i i i r

^ 2000

o

I I I I

> 5 G e V / c . CMS
p*>0.7GeV/c o = 1 2 MeV

5.2 5.4 5.6
+„-„-_+ GeV

I
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w 5000

>4000

3000

ATLAS

a = 18 MeV

Figure 4: B°d -* J/4>Kj in CMS and ATLAS.

+ x*
(7)
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where N+ and N~ are the number of reconstructed
events with positively and negatively charged tagging
muons and D is the dilution factor discussed in sec-
tion 4.2.

The study of this decay channel is experimentally
more difficult than for B% —* J/i>K° because one lacks
the clean signature of the leptonic J/rf> decay.

The first level trigger for this analysis is an in-
clusive muon trigger with pt > 9 GeV and \rf\ < 2.4 in
the case of CMS and pt > 6 GeV and \rj\ < 1.6 in the
case of ATLAS. In addition the ATLAS second level
trigger requires an unlike-charge pair of particles with
pt > 6 GeV and with the sum pt of the two particles
larger than 15 GeV.

The branching ratio for the decay B% -+ ir+n~
was assumed to be 2 X 10~5.

5.1 Background and Event Selection
Without particle identification the largest background
is from two-body B-meson decays when the charged
hadrons are assigned pion mass. One has to rely on
mass resolution to suppress this background. In par-
ticular, the decay B% —• Kv peaks just below the B%
mass, while the decay B° -* Kir is just above. The
decay B° —> KK is peaked on top of the signal; how-
ever, the smaller B° production probability suppresses
this background. An asymmetric contribution comes
from the decay Aj —> -pit. Other quasi-two body decays
like B° -> pir, B° -• K*x, B° -* Kp and Ab -* Kp
contribute less than 1%. Fig. 5 shows the contribution
from the two-body decay backgrounds. In CMS the re-
constructed mass has a resolution <rg — 25 MeV and in
total the two body decays contribute to a background
to signal ratio, B/(S + B), of « 45% in a mass win-
dow of ±l<r. In ATLAS the ir+ir~ mass resolution is
50 MeV.

The combinatorial background adds an almost
flat background contribution, which is around 10% of
the total.

All other sources of background are highly sup-
pressed using the following selection criteria: [8, 9]
CMS:

• two opposite-sign hadrons with p1} > 5 GeV within
W<2

• distance between the two pions AJR < 1

• isolation / < 0.1, where I is denned as the Y^Pt
of the hadrons within a cone AR < 1 around the
Bj direction, normalized to the pt of the B can-
didate (only charged tracks with pt > 2 GeV are
considered and the two pions are not included in
the sum)

• impact parameter significance d/aa > 2 for each
pion, where <7j is the impact parameter resolution

• a < 100 mrad where a is the angle in the transverse
plane between the direction defined by the primary
and decay vertex and the reconstructed inr sum-
momentum

ATLAS:

• two hadrons with pt > 6 GeV and sum pt larger
than 15 GeV

o scaled impact parameters of the two pions dja& > 3

• angle between the reconstructed B-meson and the
line joining the primary and secondary vertices in
the transverse plane < 6°

• transverse decay length > 300 /un

• distance of closest approach of the two particles
< 55 /un

Fig. 6 shows the invariant mass distributions for the sig-
nal and background after all cuts for CMS and ATLAS.
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Figure 5: B —> TT+TT mass resolution and 2-body decay
backgrounds.

5.2 Expected Sensitivity
The results of the time-dependent and time-integrated
B% -» TT+X~ analyses are summarized in Table 2. It
can be seen, that performing a time-dependent mea-
surement will improve the sensitivity. Theorectical un-
certainties in this measurement are larger than in the
case of sin 2/3 because of contributions from possible
penguin diagram decays.
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Figure 6: n+ir~ in CMS and ATLAS.

Parameter
N[Bd -* TTX]

N[Bd -* Kir]
N[B, -> KK]
N[B, -> Kit]
other backgrounds
iV(backgtound)
iV(total)
•^background
•Dta£' Dmix

6(sin2a) time-dep.
6(sin2a) time-int.

CMS

4300
1525
1250
510
515

3800
8100
0.47
0.57

0.070
0.050

ATLAS
7120
2890
1070
1495
1585
7040

14160
0.50
0.56

0.043
0.047

Table 2: Sensitivity to sin 2a for 104 pb"1 .

6 Summary
Both collaborations, ATLAS and CMS, studied the pos-
sibility of measuring CP violation. Even without par-
ticle identification they perform well for B% —•* ir+7r~
thanks to their good mass resolution and axe are able
to compete with dedicated B physics experiments in the
channel B°d -» J/^K°.
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Concluding remarks, Four Seas Conference
D. Denegri,

CE Saclay/DAPNIA and CERN/PPE

This was a very interesting conference, with close to 150 participants, about half from central and south-
eastern Europe, to whom this Conference was intended, and half from western Europe and the USA. We had
new results from recent LEP and SLC runs, ZEUS and HI, CDF and DO runs, from CP LEAR, Fermilab fixed
target experiments, many results from heavy ion experiments, reviews on the intriguing results from solar
neutrino experiments (C. Tao) and on the future projects in this field, ICARUS, BOREXINO etc, even fresh
results from the Hubble Space Telescope. A significant part of the scientific programme was devoted to the
presentation of the oncoming experiments NOMAD and CHORUS and to the presentation of the future
projects, BABAR, BELLE, DAPHNE/CLOE, and of LHC experiments, discussing both their discovery potential
and the substantial R&D instrumental work done in preparation for these experiments and in which numerous
physicists from this part of Europe are engaged. We had also a number of instrumentation talks related to
applications of particle physics instrumentation to medicine. In this last domain, particularly interesting was
the talk of Prof. A. del Guerra showing how recent advances in high energy physics detectors already have
fruitful applications in medical imaging. A special emphasis was put on digital radiology and nuclear
medicine. It was an exciting meeting, due to both the new results presented as to the care and quality of the
presentations, by "westerners" trying to show to our less opulent "eastern colleagues" our professional
endeavours and to attract them into these, and for the "easterners" to show through the quality and rigor of
their presentations that they are "up to the standards" of our science.

In my conclusions I would like just to attract your attention to some salient points and discuss what the
prospects are for our field for the coming years, as right now the physics programme is shaping up for the next
10 to 15 years, first with the advent of BABAR/BELLE, RHIC and then the LHC. I will just mention briefly
what we can reasonably /plausibly expect in some domains as CP violation in the B sector, in the searches for
the Standard Model Higgs, the SUSY Higgses and sparticle searches. This is of course a personal and thus
undoubtedly biased point of view.

The search for particle dark matter is picking up speed. Although present theories of galaxy formation
are not in favour of neutrinos as the only dark matter particles, neutrinos have the advantage of existing. The
ve is probably too light to do the job where a mass of ~ 30 - 100 eV is needed, but v^ and vT are acceptable
candidates. Neutrino mass and neutrino oscillation experiments are thus of central importance and we heard
exiting reports from the two CERN oscillation experiments, NOMAD (E. Manola) and CHORUS (E. Arik).
These experiments are addressing the very fundamental question of the possibility of V|x-vT oscillations and
thus of neutrino masses. NOMAD and CHORUS will be probing this Am^ range of order 1- lOOeV^ which is of
cosmological interest. We had also very interesting talks on macroscopic baryonic dark matter searches by
gravitational lensing methods in EROS/MACHO/OGLE experiments (F. Couchot), and an inspiring talk by A.
de Rujula on antimatter in the Universe.

Let us now turn to some specific points where major advances could be expected in the coming years.

The main issue in B-physics is the observation of CP-violation. For such a measurement high statistics are
vital as the interesting decay modes have small branching ratios (~10~5). We had presentations on the e+e"
projects BABAR and BELLE (G. Wormser) which should be operational by 1999-2000. To probe the CP/B
domain on the order of 10' to 10° bb per year are needed. Thus these asymmetric e+e" colliders have to
operate at unprecedented luminosities in excess of 10^3cm'2s"1 . The large B-production rate of a hadron
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collider may represent a decisive advantage in the long run. At LHC ~10^^ bb will be produced per year - the
problem is rather to trigger on and select the interesting modes. The observation by CDF of the exclusive modes
B -» JA|/K°, JApK*, J/yK*, J/\|/<)> with unmatched statistics, discussed at this conference by P. Sphicas, shows
that at a hadron collider some exclusive channels can be extracted with a good signal-to-noise ratio.

Two general purpose detectors, CMS and ATLAS, will be installed at the future Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN operating at a proton-proton centre of mass energy Vs = 14 TeV with a luminosity up to lO3^
c m ' V . Both detectors are at present at an advanced stage of design and subdetector prototype testing [1,2].
The primary goal of these two experiments are the Higgs and SUSY searches. A dedicated collider-mode B-
physics experiment LHCB will also be installed. It is at present under active study [3]. It would be a single arm
spectrometer covering the angular range from ~ 10 mrad to ~ 400 mrad to the beam line, optimised for data
taking in the 1032 to -1033 cm 'V 1 range. Both the ATLAS and CMS detectors are designed to take full benefit
of the initial lower luminosities (L < 1033 cm"2s"a) to study large cross-section phenomena such as beauty and
top production. The 1012 to 1013 bb produced per year at the LHC should allow the study of CP violation in
the B sector, and of some rare B decays, such as B —» \i\i, testing physics beyond the Standard Model. Even in
comparison with a specialised B/CP detector as LHCB, ATLAS and CMS could be competitive for some
particular channels, such as B^ -» JAfK° and B°j-» K^rr as presented here by N. Neumeister. B-factories at
lO^cm-V1 are limited to few times 107 bb/year, whilst CDF/DO or HERA-B to -109 bb/year.

The decay B^-* J/v|/ Kg, with J /y -> |i+|x~/e+e' and K° -» %+it~, is the most appropriate channel to
measure the angle (J of the unitarity triangle. Detailed simulations of these final states have been performed in
all experiments addressing the question of CP/B. B^-* %+TC is a promising channel to measure the angle a of
the unitarity triangle. Even without particle identification ATLAS and CMS can be expected to perform well.
but BABAR and BELLE thanks to particle identification should have an advantage and LHCB with both
statistics and particle identification may have the final word.
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Figure 1 summarises the expected sensitivities in the measurements of the unitarity triangle angles a and
in the various experiments over the coming years. The present theoretical lower bound is sin2p > 0.17 [4]. A
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reasonable guess is made for the start-up of the machines and detectors or upgrades as indicated. A data taking
and analysis period of at least one year is assumed preceding the first quoted sensitivity point. For CMS and
ATLAS lCP^pb"1 is assumed for the first point. Optimistically we assumed this could be available by the end of
2005, more realistically it would be in 2006. Subsequent improvement is due to increased statistics (1/VN
behaviour) or to significant detector upgrades as envisaged for CDF (F. de Jongh) [5]. For each of the
experiments there are difficulties however. HERA-B, presented in detail at this conference, is a very difficult
experiment due to smallness of the B cross section and the unfavourable S/B ratio, with pattern recognition and
radiation damage difficulties in the expected running conditions. There is nonetheless a window of
opportunity before the start-up of B factories and the Main Injector upgraded Tevatron in ~ 1999-2000. For B-
factories the machine is critical, if luminosities in excess of 1033cm"2s'1 are not obtained, the statistics will be
insufficient for significant results. For CDF and DO the uncertainties are with the performance upgrades, how
ambitious are they going to be, financing is probably the issue, as ultimately they should have comparable
reach as ATLAS or CMS, as collider experiments are limited by tagging efficiency/purity. ATLAS and CMS
have no particle identification, thus difficulties to exploit fully potential statistics on Bj -> 7t+7T\ LHCB could be
the best, but whilst CDF shows that central hadron collider B-physics is feasible, not much can be said up to
now on forward B experiments. In any case, around AD 2000 the competition for the first observation of CP
violation in the B system may be fierce between HERA-B, BABAR, BELLE, CDF and DO. LHC experiments will
be the natural higher-sensitivity continuation of these studies.

We had at this conference an abundant programme of heavy ions physics, from a number of
contributions on specific topics, to a comprehensive review by P. Seyboth of the experimental results obtained
so far in this field with cm. energies per nucleon-nucleon pair up to VSNN ~ 20 GeV at the SPS. Major
advances should be expected in the coming years, first with the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
Brookhaven with Vs NN ~ 200 GeV, to be completed in 1998/99, and then with the ALICE experiment [6] at the
LHC in 2005 where Vs NN WU^ be up to = 5.5 TeV. Here the idea is to collide as heavy nuclei as possible at
highest possible Vs NN a n d thus energy density, to look for the deconfined QCD phase, the quark-gluon
plasma, a state of matter through which the Universe should have passed through cooling from the Big Bang to
the hadronic matter state.

At the LHC an important part of the physics programme will be devoted to heavy ion collisions. The
expected luminosities range from ~1027cm"2s*1 in Pb-Pb collisions to 3xl031cm"2s'1 in O-O collisions. Heavy ion
beams at LHC should provide collision energy densities well above the expected threshold for formation of a
quark-gluon plasma. The main experimental challenge at the LHC is to have detectors able to deal with the
very high particle densities expected, up to ~ 8000 charged particles per unit of rapidity for a central Pb-Pb
collision. The ALICE detector, presented in detail at this conference, is optimised for studies of a broad range of
signatures of quark-gluon plasma formation. The emphasis is on efficient detection of soft particles and on
particle identification. A limited solid angle calorimetric coverage is foreseen. A possibility to adjoin a single
arm forward muon spectrometer is also contemplated. Some specific signatures of quark-gluon plasma could
also be looked for in the general purpose detectors ATLAS and CMS. Colour screening effects on heavy quark
bound states is such a possibility. CMS plans to measure the \i+[T rates in the Y family and study the
suppression of Y(2S) and Y(3S) relative to Y(1S) with different ion species, and relative to pp collisions at
various nuclear impact parameters and u+u~ pair transverse momenta. The muon arm in ALICE should allow
to perform these studies too. The limitations for ALICE could be event statistics due to the limited aperture of
the forward spectrometer, whilst for CMS it will rather be the pattern recognition difficulties in the tracker, thus
the muon reconstruction efficiency, and the dimuon signal to background ratio in the presence of it, K —» u
decays in the tracker volume. Both ATLAS and CMS could also investigate jet quenching as these are essentially
4TC calorimetry detectors. What would be useful here are quantitative theoretical predictions on the expected
magnitude of experimentally measurable effects.

The main motivation for building the LHC is to investigate the mechanism responsible for electroweak
symmetry breaking and generating particle masses. The Standard Model (SM) Higgs mechanism is such a
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possibility. The present mass constraints on the SM Higgs are loose (mn < 1 TeV). The Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) is a possible extension, but alternative symmetry breaking schemes
with strongly interacting WL,ZL in the TeV mass range have also been proposed. The two large general purpose
experiments CMS and ATLAS, discussed at length at this conference, are designed to allow search of the SM
Higgs over the entire expected mass range and over most of parameter space for the MSSM Higgs bosons.
They are designed to be able to perform these investigations up to the highest luminosities available of L = 1034

c m ' V in Vs = 14 TeV proton-proton collisionsfl, 2].

The hart of the CMS detector is a large, 13m long, 6m diameter, high-field superconducting solenoid (4
Tesla) with a muon system integrated into the magnet return yoke leading to a compact design for the muon
spectrometer, hence the name Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS). The hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters
are located inside the coil. The innermost part of the detector is occupied by a 6m long, 1.3m radius central
tracker. To detect signatures of new physics efficiently, identification and precise measurement of muons,
photons and electrons is emphasised in the design of CMS. The goal is to measure these particles with an
energy resolution of about 1% over a large momentum range (< 100 GeV/c). The primary requirement on
hadron calorimetry is hermeticity for Et11"55 measurements.

The central feature of the ATLAS detector is a large air-core toroidal magnet muon spectrometer
consisting of an 8-coils barrel toroid with 0.8 T average field, each coil being 26m long and 4.7m wide, and two
endcap toroids. This system would allow precise muon measurements at highest luminosities using the external
muon system alone. The measurements are done in the air behind calorimeters that have absorbed all the
hadrons. The electromagnetic calorimeter is a liquid argon one with a particular "accordion" geometry. A thin
2T solenoid is placed in front of the em calorimeter to allow momentum measurements in the inner tracker of
similar dimension to the CMS one. Although the goals of these two general purpose detectors are very much
the same, the experimental techniques are different and complementary, in particular in the B-field
configuration and calorimeter choices.

We had a number of captivating talks on the overall design of these detectors, on their expected physics
potential and on the ongoing construction and tests of prototypes for detector components. Particularly
interesting is the work of the ATLAS Collaboration to develop the L-Ar "accordion" em calorimeter (P. Petroff),
the CMS work on "shashlik" calorimetry (I. Puljak) and the efforts to develop a higher resolution crystal
calorimeter (H. Hillemans) with CeF3 or even a more compact PbWO4 one, space being at premium within the
CMS coil. We had a number of talks on tracking and muon detection (RPC, Hatzifotiadou) techniques under
development, on HCAL designs and prototypes, in particular for techniques able to withstand very high
radiation doses, as quartz fibre calorimetry (D. Lazic). Many of these instrumental developments are motivated
by LHC experiments, but can find applications in HERA-B or CDF/DO (M. Atac), Hl/ZEUS upgrades or in
fixed target experiments, like the "hadron blind" proposal of Y. Giomataris or the "optical discriminator for B
physics" presented here by J. P. Perroud.

Let me summarise the present status on SM Higgs searches and expectations. Figure 2a shows the
allowed regions for mtOp and mH based on considerations on the breakdown of perturbation theory and
vacuum stability from the work of Lindner [7]. The contours indicate the scale up to which the SM is
conjectured to be valid; the region to the right is excluded by the top rad. corrections destabilizing the Higgs
potential. If there is no new physics before the GUT scale, m n is limited to ~ 200 GeV; for a lower breakdown
scale mH could be as large as - 0.5 TeV. According to these bounds and the (high) measured value of mtop , the
SM Higgs with a desert up to ~ 10^ GeV, is expected at masses > 120 GeV. If a Higgs signal were found at
LEP2, it is unlikely to be the SM one, i.e. new physics would be at a TeV scale, possibly supersymmetry, a most
interesting prospect for the Tevatron and of course the LHC. The present lower bound on the SM Higgs mass
from direct searches in the Z*H final states at LEP is mH S 65 GeV, discussed here by J. Schwindling and L.
Rolandi in his review of present LEP results. Indirect information on mH can be obtained from fits of radiative
corrections to precision electroweak data. The dependence of the radiative corrections on the Higgs mass is
however only logarithmic. Fits to data available before summer 1995, including the combined CDF and DO
value mtOp = 181 ± 12 GeV presented here by G. Apollinari, the LEP value of Rb= 0.2204 + 0.0020 and the new
SLAC-95 value of ALR giving sin26eff(ALR) = 0.2305 ± 0.0005 (combined 1994 + 95) are shown in Fig. 2b [8].
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The minimum %2 is obtained for mpj ~ 100 GeV, but it is shallow and the upper limit of ntfj is not stringent.
More exactly, this analysis gives mpi = 76+1^.so GeV and the 95% C.L. upper bound is mn ^ 0.7 TeV. A
reanalysis including LEP data from summer 1995 does not change significantly the best value of mn- With
errors on Rb, Re arbitrarily increased by a factor 3, the optimal mn increases by = 45 GeV, well within the
uncertainty of the fits [8]. Very similar fits are obtained by the LEP electroweak working group. A best %2 is
consistently obtained for mn ~ 100 GeV and a A%2 = X2 - X2min< 4 limit for m^ < 0.85 TeV. Thus a broad mass
range must be explored in future experiments. Direct searches at LEP2 in the ZH final state should allow in the
coming years to extend the search to m^ = 90 GeV (R. Heuer). A discovery potential over a similar Higgs mass
range exists at Fermilab collider experiments from WH final states with H -> bb, provided b-tagging is
efficient and clean, and that integrated luminosities on the order of lfb~l are available. With the new main
injector expected to begin operation in 1999-2000, about 3fb"^ of integrated luminosity could be accumulated
before the advent of the LHC.
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Fig. 2a: Bounds on the top and SM Higgs masses from Lindner; the allowed region extends from the lower left
corner up to the indicated scale of assumed SM break-down.

Fig. 2b : %2 a s a function of mn for various mtop values from Ellis and Fogli.

Both ATLAS and CMS have been designed to allow a Higgs search over the entire mass range, up to
-ITeV. For the 80 < mn < 140 GeV domain the H -» yy decay mode provides the best chances. Supporting
evidence could be obtained from H —> bb for BIH < 100 GeV. This mass range is most important as it connects
to the LEP domain and, as discussed later, if the lightest MSSM Higgs boson exists, it must be within mh< 130
GeV. For 130 < mH ^ 700 GeV the channel H H> ZZ*, ZZ -» 2Z+2Z" is the most appropriate one, Figs. 3. For
mn > 650 GeV the difficulties increase as the Higgs becomes broader and the cross-section decreases.
Optimisation of cuts and statistics would allow to go up to ~ 850 GeV, Fig. 3c.
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Fig. 3b: Expected significance of H —> ZZ*, ZZ -> 4/* signals as a function of mH for integrated
luminosities from 5 x 103 to 3 x 105 pb"1 from CMS investigations;

Fig. 3c is for cuts optimised for the high mass range.

Figure 4 summarises the mass range the various modes would allow to investigate at two different
luminosity regimes in CMS, with 104pb'1 at l O ^ c r r r V 1 and with lO^pb"1 at l O ^ c m ' V 1 . The entire SM
Higgs mass range can be covered with some safety margin with however a weak spot at mn ~ 170 GeV, Fig. 3b.
For the 80-200 GeV range high performance and high integrated luminosity are needed. Most demanding is the
80-130 GeV range with the detection of H —> yy. The calorimeter performance is critical, resolution, calibration
and monitoring will be of decisive importance. If a yy resolution better than 1 GeV is achieved, fewx 104 pb"1

can be enough for discovery in the inclusive yy search. In case of insufficient performance, say effective
resolution ~ 1.5 - 2GeV, we must resort to the yy +lepton, or yy + multijets subchannels instrumentally less
demanding, but requiring in excess of lO^pb"1. For the -130-200 GeV domain, Fig. 3a, muon and electron
resolution and acceptance will be critical. For m.^ > 650 GeV the difficulties increase and excellent knowledge
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and control of backgrounds will be of decisive importance, Fig. 3c. An integrated luminosity of = 105pb~1 is
needed to cover the upper mH range. In any case, if the SM Higgs conforms to present expectations it should
not escape detection at the LHC provided the machine delivers the expected luminosity.

S M Higgs search at LHC

i) mass range explorable a tV i =14 TeV
with 310 3 pb"< taken at 1033 cm-2s-i

two difficult regions

ii) explorable mass range with 10s pb"1

100 200 300 400 SOO
>j HK3GS MASS GlV
^ I " LEP2

Fig. 4: Overview of Standard Model Higgs observability at LHC.

Introduction of supersymmetry cures the mass divergence problems of the SM Higgs, but at the expense
of introducing several Higgs bosons. The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) contains one
charged (H*), two CP-even (h, H) and one CP-odd (A) state. Higgs boson masses and couplings can be
expressed in terms of two parameters, m^ and tan|5. The observability of the various MSSM Higgs bosons in
specific final states is thus conveniently presented on the two dimensional m^ vs. tgp parameter space.
Particularly interesting is the light scalar h whose mass is bounded from above, taking into account radiative
corrections the upper bound to mi, is ~ 130 GeV. Thus the h could be outside the reach of LEP2 limited to m^ <
90 to 100 GeV, but should not escape searches at LHC to test this clear prediction of the MSSM. The present
LEP experimental mass limit on mh are > 65 GeV for tgp = 1, > 45.5 GeV for moderate tgP (10 to 20) and > 55
GeV for large tgp.

Detector requirements for the search for the MSSM Higgs bosons are similar as for the SM Higgs, and
both ATLAS and CMS have evaluated the domain of parameter space where the various SUSY Higgses could
be observed in specific decay channels. A h,H —> fi signal 5a discovery contour for 105pb~1 is shown in Figure
5a with several other 5a significance Higgs signal observability contours in the mA, tanp parameter space, as
evaluated in CMS. The explorable regions are inside the shaded boundaries. The region of parameter space
which can be explored with LEP2 at Vs = 190 GeV and 500 pb ' 1 is also shown. Figure 5b shows similar
contours for ATLAS. The h -» yy signal is accessible in the large mA and moderate to large tanP regions. The
regions of MSSM parameter space in which the h and H can be looked for via h, H —» ZZ*, ZZ -» 4/* are
disconnected, a low tanP region for H and a high tanp region for h. The limits of the h -» ZZ* -4 4/* discovery
region are very sensitive to changes in mj,/ the opening of the h —> ZZ* —» 4/* channel is possible only if m^
exceeds -120 GeV. The contour in Fig. 5a is for mtOp = 174 GeV and mh calculated with one-loop radiative
corrections giving mh < 128 GeV. Figure 5a also contains 5a discovery contours for A, H, h -» TT —> f* + h* and
A, H, h -> xx -> e + |j. with lO^tr1 . The xx decay modes clearly allow the exploration of a substantial region of
parameter space. In the MSSM the top quark can decay to a charged Higgs, t -> H+b, with H+ -» rvT and a
large branching ratio = 98%, for tanP > 2. One contour in Fig. 5a shows the region that can be explored with t
-» H*b with 104 ptr1 integrated luminosity. The two channels requiring detection of T'S will critically depend
on the tracker and HCAL performance of detectors. In both the SM and MSSM the branching ratio of H —»\i\i is
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small, about 3 x 10"4, in the MSSM, however, the cross-sections are enhanced relative to the SM at large tg(J.
Close to the Z-peak the signal is difficult to observe as it sits on the shoulder of the much larger Z-peak, but the
signal-to-background ratio can be improved by b-tagging. A discovery contour for H, h, A -> \i\i for 105 pb"1 is
shown in Fig. 5a.

Regions of the MSSM parameter space (mA,
explorable through various SUSY Higgs channels

n—i—i—i—|—i—i—i i—i1—i—i—i—i—i—r

»YK h,H-^ZZ*, TZ.-+41 ± ; h,H,A»
H**- TV ; A.H-* TT •*• en or^h for 104 pb"1

i—i—i—r

100 200 300

m A (GeV)

400 500

Fig. 5a: Significance contours (5c) in the MSSM parameter space for different Higgs boson decays
accessible to CMS. The region explorable at LEP2 with 500 pb"* is also shown. The explorable regions
are inside the shaded boundaries. Fig. 5b: Same analysis in ATLAS: contours a) h -> yy,
b) H -»ZZ-> 41±, c) A -»TE, d) t -> H+b, e) LEP2 sensitivity and f) H -> rfr, c) and d) are for lO^b"1 a),
b) and f) are for S 1

To conclude on Fig. 5. There are regions of parameter space that are explorable through several channels.
This may eventually allow clarification as to which of the various SUSY models is correct, if any. A comparison
with the region of parameter space which can be explored with LEP2 at Vs = 190 GeV ( G. Altarelli and R.
Heuer) which is low tanp4 and/or low mA/ shows that LEP2 and LHC largely complement each other.
However, with the channels investigated in detail up to now and with lO^pb"1, there remains a region
inaccessible to both machines. It is given approximately by 110 < m^ < 220 GeV, 2.5 < tanjJ < 10. A channel
which could at LHC shed light on this region is h, H —» bb, from Wh, Zh and tth final states as suggested by J.
Gunion and collaborators. The pixel detectors included in both ATLAS and CMS tracking system may allow
this, but more work is needed to evaluate how realistic is this possibility. Another way to cover most of this
region would be to accumulate > 3x lO^pb"1. The LEP2 contour in Fig 5 could also be much more favourable if
the energy could be increased to = 205 GeV as then the ~ horizontal branch of the LEP2 coverage would reach
up to tgp = 8 with SOOpb"1. However this may be financially unafordable.

With the investigation of the origin of particle masses, the second, and not unrelated, most important task
for LHC detectors will be the search for the supersymmetric partners of Standard Model particles. In the
minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model, all known SM fermions have a supersymmetric
bosonic partner and vice versa. With R-parity conservation, SUSY particles are produced in pairs and decay
either directly or through other SUSY particles with the stable lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) among the
end decay products. If the LSP is the lightest neutralino (%[), which is the favoured scenario, it would
represent a very good cold or mixed dark matter candidate. SUSY particles, and the LSP among their decays,
can be searched at various machines. The e+e" colliders are particularly suitable for weakly interacting ones, but
the search for strongly interacting gluinos and squarks is best done at hadron colliders, the Tevatron at present
and ultimately the LHC. The LHC has also a significant potential for slepton, chargino and neutralino searches.
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The agreement between LEP measurement of I"z, rz i n v i s*^ e and SM expectations puts model
independent lower limits of ~ 40 to 45 GeV to masses of sleptons, charginos and squarks (P. Sherwood). LEP
experiments can also look for neutralino production via Z -» X? X2' but bounds on neutralino masses are
model dependent, as they depend on the gaugino vs higgsino content of %[ (A. Hasan). Searches at LEP2 for
chargino, slepton or squark pair production should ultimately give lower limits close to Vs /2. The absence of
excess events in the jets+missing-Et channels in CDF and DO experiments yields q, g limits shown in Fig. 6a.
The present lower mass bounds are mg > 212 GeV if m= =rri|, and mj > 179 GeV if m- » m | (n = - 250
GeV, tanP = 2). With increasing luminosity, the two Tevatron experiments will be able to explore the region up
to m6 -a ~ 400 GeV with 1-3 fb"1. Beyond that is the LHC domain.

Squark & Gluino Exclusion Contours
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Fig. 6a Gluino and squark limits from present experiments from missing Et + jets final states with 19pb~*

Fig. 6b Example of decay branching ratios for a massive gluino from a mass range explorable at the LHC, with
direct and cascade decays.

Detailed studies of sparticle observability at the LHC are only beginning. Light q / g should
preferentially decay into a q / q q pair plus an LSP, the escaping final-state LSP's giving rise to a detectable
transverse momentum imbalance. This is the usual multijets+missing-Et signature used at hadron colliders.
With increasing q / g mass, decays to charginos or neutralinos become important. A typical branching ratios
scheme for a -ITeV gluino is shown in Fig. 6b. Cascade decays lead to complex final states with leptons, jets
and missing Et- Thus searches for squarks and gluinos at a hadron collider can proceed through a variety of
channels with jets, missing Et and leptons. What is common to all sparticle searches is that no mass peaks can
be expected and evidence for a signal depends always on an excess of events over expected backgrounds which
thus must be well understood and controlled.

Both ATLAS and CMS are designed with sparticle searches in mind. A generic study of the q / g
detection capability has been done and presented here by V. Genchev, but a systematic exploration of model
parameter space has not yet been done. Detailed studies, paralleling detector design optimisation, are currently
under way. The basic ingredients for sparticle searches are calorimeter hermeticity, a large acceptance for jet
measurements, a large lepton acceptance, efficient tracking for lepton isolation criteria, and a b-tagging
capability. The overall calorimeter system (ECAL + HCAL) performance is essential to SUSY physics. Non-
gaussian tails in the response to hadrons and jets must be avoided as these generate false missing Et- In both
CMS and ATLAS the calorimetric coverage is assured up to rapidity = 5.

The channels which provide potentially the largest q, g and (indirectly) LSP mass reach, are the multijets
+ missing-Et with zero or one accompanying isolated lepton. Figure 7 shows the expected q and g signals in
CMS in the jets + Etm i s s channel for masses 0.5 to 1.5 TeV. The expected instrumental (jets) and tt, W, Z
backgrounds are also shown. Studies done up to now show that the upper q / g mass reach, depending on the
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scenario, is -2 TeV for 105pb'1. The production cross sections are large, however, and significant searches at
the junction between the FERMILAB and LHC search regions, will be possible already with 103pb'1. The other
q, g experimental signature which has been studied to some extent is leptons + Etm i s s + jets. Gluino pair
production, with Majorana gluinos and the decay chain g -> %i W{-* 1~ + X, can lead to two same-sign
isolated leptons as a particularly clean final state signature. The leptons + Etm i s s + jets channels allow to
explore the ~ 0.3 to 1.5 TeV gluino mass range. B-quarks appear with substantial branching ratios in the decays
of g or q. This is not only the case in g -» bb decays, but often the lighter top squark tj is much lighter than
the remaining squarks, and decays like g —> 11 can be dominant. For a variety of such reasons the b-tagging
capability of the detector may play an essential role in future SUSY searches. For the weakly interacting
sleptons, charginos, neutralinos, the simplest way to produce and to look for them is in final states originating
from direct electroweak (Drell-Yan) production. For slepton pair production and direct chargino-neutralino
production the signature is two or three isolated leptons plus Et111185. These searches thus rely on leptons plus
missing Et signatures, jets being in this case vetoed to suppress SM backgrounds (primarily the tt), or
backgrounds due to cascade decays of q, g to leptons and jets.
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Fig. 7: distributions for squark and gluino signals and expected backgrounds in CMS.

Fig. 8: Expected SUSY particle mass range, from the study of G. Kane et al. [5].

Turning our attention now to the detection of the LSP - dark matter candidate - evidence in the detector
will be indirect. In SUSY models with R parity conservation and a stable LSP, it will appear as the end-product
in every SUSY sparticle decay chain, but having only weak interactions it will escape direct detection and will
manifest itself only through the imbalance in the observed transverse energy. The X\ appearing as the end-
product in the q, g decay chains over the explorable q, g mass domain spans a mass range from ~50 to ~300
GeV and in the cosmologically interesting portions of parameter space from -50 to -200 GeV [8]. Methods can
(hopefully) be devised to obtain estimates within -20% of masses of the decaying q, g and to some extent of
the escaping LSP.

To conclude on sparticle searches, at LHC supersymmetry would reveal itself easily by an excess
production over SM expectations in a number of characteristic signatures, missing Et + jets (+ leptons ), with a
high multiplicity of hard central jets, same-sign dileptons, etc. The mass reach for q, g is in excess of 2 TeV
with 105 pb ' 1 , and in these searches the x° (LSP,WIMP) is probed up to -300 GeV, beyond the cosmologically
plausible domain. Tevatron experiments could search up to q , g masses of - 400 GeV. Weakly interacting
neutralinos, charginos and sleptons can be produced directly and much more abundantly through squark and
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gluino decays; this could provide ways to detect them, but has yet to be studied. Sleptons can be probed at
LHC up to m- ~ 350 GeV with 105 pb'1, whilst LEP2 and the Tevatron are limited to 1111, = 100 GeV. To put
these mass reaches in perspective, Fig. 8 shows the expected SUSY particle mass ranges from the work of G.
Kane et al. [8].

To conclude, we should see around A.D. 2000 intense competition between HERA-B, B factories and
Tevatron experiments for the first observation of CP violation in the B sector; later on, in 2005-6 LHC
experiments should make a significant contributions to this field. At about the same time there will be a fresh
attempt to find evidence for the quark gluon plasma at RHIC. ALICE at the LHC will allow to pursue the
investigations with one order of magnitude larger nucleon-nucleon cm. energies. For the SM and the lightest
SUSY Higgs LEP2 will allow to search for masses up to ~ 90 GeV. With the new MI the Tevatron experiments
could explore a comparable mass range, possibly up to ~ 110 GeV. The LHC experiments will shed light on the
mechanism responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking in a rather conclusive way. CMS and ATLAS
should be able to thoroughly explore the various Higgs mechanism possibilities. Even if ew symmetry
breaking is not realised through a Higgs mechanism, these detector are designed flexible enough that they
would allow to explore alternative symmetry breaking schemes. The LHC is also the most appropriate machine
to look for squarks and gluinos allowing to probe the mass range where supersymmetry could be of relevance
for ew symmetry breaking. A significant discovery potential for SUSY sparticles exists at LEP2 and a very
significant one at Fermilab. Although first evidence for SUSY could arise somewhere else, at the Tevatron,
LEP2, in.rare decays, or even in underground dark matter searches, only the LHC experiments should be able
to either discover SUSY or rule it out at the ew scale, would allow investigation of a large fraction of the SUSY
sparticle spectrum and of SUSY Higgses over most of parameter space, and to probe thoroughly the SUSY dark
matter scenario. Nonetheless, disentangling the particle spectrum, establishing the proper model and fixing its
parameters will be a long and difficult task.
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Remarks, Four Seas Conference

Zdravko STIPCEVIC

Attached is the authorised text of the comment made on

the closing day of the Conference the chairman of

the session, Prof. Zdravko (Univ. of Sarajevo)

I cannot resist the temptation that this opportunity presents to make a comment regarding the
alleged change in the American administration's policy toward nuclear weapons. The turning
point, of course, was the downfall of the Soviet Union and the global demise of communism.
During the Cold War the significance of the possession of nuclear weapons was twofold: on
one hand it did represent a perennial risk of an uncontrolled outbreak of a nuclear war, but on
the other, the very existence of excessive nuclear arsenals helped maintain the military
balance between the superpowers, thus crucially contributing to the preservation of peace. In
the present circumstances, however, with the U.S. as the only superpower, there is a tendency
toward reducing and dismantling the huge stockpiles of nuclear weapons not only because
there is no longer the threat of communism, but also because there is a rising manifestation, in
many parts of the world, of militant ideologies of ethnic intolerance and hatred, fuelled
predominantly by ultranationalist aspirations whose proponents may eventually get access to
nuclear materials.

Regarding extremist ideologies - tragically exemplified by horrid atrocities in Bosnia
perpetrated in the pursuit of ethnic cleansing - we, as individual human beings and as
representatives of the world physics community, must declare our abhorrence at any acts that
violate the rights of human beings to live and prosper in peace regardless of their ethnic
religious or any other distinction. Physicists do the physics, and they are not and should not
aspire to become politicians, but in addition to pursuing research the physics community - and
in particular the high energy physics community which constitutes a multinational social
organism based on global cooperation - takes pride in organised efforts to provide equal
opportunity to physicists of all ethnic backgrounds. In this spirit we must warn the world of
the imminent dangers of the potential dissemination of the ideologies of hatred. Because it is
not the nations that are the culprits, it is the ideologies, and what is currently happening in the
Balkans may, if not stamped out, tomorrow take place in any other part of the world.
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